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F igure 2.1
Distribution of major known rock art sites in Southeast Asia, based
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F igure 4.3
Third-century stone B uddha F ootprint from the Ikshvaku period,
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F igure 4.4

Sema stones at K ou-nang Usa at Phu Phra B at Historical Park. The
standing stones mark a sacred boundary around a boulder in the
middle, which has a carved alcove that once housed a sacred image
or served as a meditative spot. The boulder also contains painted

rock art. O ther sites within the Phu Phra B at Historical Park are
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Note on Names and Spelling
A multi-country study such as this poses problems with standardising and rendering of non-E nglish words, especially when some foreign words can themselves be variations of other languages. I have endeavoured to use the most common version of the
word seen in E nglish texts. Non-E nglish words are italicised in the text and a glossary
of commonly used words can be found before the references. W ords that have entered
into common E nglish usage are not italicised, as with proper names and toponyms.
R ock art terms follow the conventions of the International F ederation of R ock Art
O rganisations (IFR AO ).
R eferencing proper names vary from country to country, and sometimes even
within countries. Vietnamese, Chinese and Cambodian names have their family names
listed first and are referenced by their family names. B urmese (M yanmar) names do not
follow a first name, last name system and are sometimes prefixed with a monosyllabic
honorific (commonly in this study, ‘U’ which means Uncle or M ister). Names are thus
written and referenced in full. M alaysia is a multi-ethnic society, the two main ethnic
groups being the M alays and the Chinese. E thnic M alays from M alaysia and Indonesia
are typically M uslim, and their names are written in full and referenced in text by their
first name. Thai and Indian names are presented in the usual first name, last name
convention.
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Abstract

Southeast Asian religions have often been described as syncretic, highlighting
the mixture of Hinduism, B uddhism and indigenous animism and supernaturalism.
However, syncretism is difficult to detect in the archaeological record. In this study, I
investigate a phenomenon in M ainland Southeast Asia where prehistoric rock art sites
later transform into religious shrines. R ock art has often been linked to ritual activity,
and together with many forms of religious activity are non-utilitarian acts that result in
ascribing significance to the landscape. The lasting effect on place can thus be used as
an analogue for syncretism that can be detected archaeologically.
Seven sites in Cambodia, Thailand, M yanmar and L aos—countries which are now
predominantly Theravada B uddhist—were selected. Using a biographical approach,
I reconstructed the life history of these sites, paying special attention to recording the
rock art and the different forms of material culture present. The elements related to
B uddhism, Hinduism and animism were determined, as well as their relationship to each
other.
The development of the studied sites can be characterised as gradual or abrupt.
G radual sites have many layers of added meaning in their respective histories that
illustrate the transformation of the rock art site over time. The sites of Poueng K omnou
(Cambodia), W at Porta, W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an (Thailand) and the Pak O u Caves
(L aos) show long-standing religious significance assigned by the Indic religions from
the second millennium CE , with supplementary evidence suggesting they were significant before the arrival of Hinduism and B uddhism. Supplication to indigenous spirit
cults can also be detected at these sites through ethnographic accounts. The abrupt sites
of Poueng Takhab (Cambodia), K hao Chan Ngam (Thailand) and the Padalin Caves
(M yanmar) show only two layers of occupation: the prehistoric rock art period, and the
present religious use. This characteristic is consistent with anthropological observations
that the creation and disuse of sacred sites in Southeast Asia can be very rapid.
These findings are consistent with the notion of the landscape as an anthropogenic
construct rather than an environmental feature. All the sites investigated appear to be
excellent places of congregation or habitation. Human transformation of the site, represented by marking with rock art, may have highlighted the delimitation of the controlled
space between humans and supernatural spirits—a worldview that is commonly held
in Southeast Asia. The introduction of Indic religions and the subsequent dominance of
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B uddhism endorsed this worldview by putting the B uddha as the chief of the supernatural world.
M uch attention has been paid to Hindu and B uddhist religious remains, but few
indigenous religious materials have been identified archaeologically. Identification of
non-Indic religions is exarcerbated because indigenous spirit markers are made from
more perishable materials such as wood and cloth, and because Hindu and B uddhist
remains themselves can be re-appropriated for nature spirit worship. This conception
of spirit world, acknowledged in the different types of material remains found at these
rock art sites, suggests an archaeological blind spot in the identification of non-Indic
religions in Southeast Asian archaeology.
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1: Introduction

F rom M yanmar to Cambodia, Theravada B uddhism is the predominant religion
of M ainland Southeast Asia. The oldest surviving school of B uddhism derives its name
from Sanskrit meaning “The Teaching of the E lders”, and is characterised with fidelity
to the Pali Canon of B uddhist scriptures which are held to be teachings directly attributed to the historic B uddha G autama. Despite this orthodoxy, B uddhism in Southeast
Asia is seen as syncretised with local religions. The teachings of the B uddha coexist
with local beliefs in the spirit world, and both have a profound influence in everyday
life. This has led anthropologists to describe a two-tier system of religion in M ainland
Southeast Asia where the B uddhist understanding of the universe coexists with a parallel cosmography of spirits who inhabit the natural world (see Tambiah 1970, Swearer
1995).
In archaeological terms, religious syncretism in Southeast Asia is usually identified through sacred art. Hybridised Hindu gods, such as Harihara, the combined form
of Shiva and Vishnu, were imported from India. Images of indigenous gods were
sometimes created in Hindu stylistic conventions. Through inscriptions we also have
references of state supplication to gods other than the Hindu pantheon and the B uddha.
As state religions—and hence the religion of the elite—this dominance of Hinduism and
B uddhism in religious art and architecture in Southeast Asia tends to mask the identity
and agency of local spirit cults.
Anthropological studies of folk religions in M ainland Southeast Asia suggests that
syncretism may not be the mere blending of religions as much as the accommodation of
two parallel worldviews (e.g. Holt 2009, K itiarsa 2005, Hayashi 2003). In this light, the
anthropology of Southeast Asian Theravada B uddhism suggests an archaeological blind
spot when it comes to the detection of material remains from indigenous religions.
In overcoming this blind spot, I investigate the phenomenon of site reuse as a
mechanism for religious syncretism in M ainland Southeast Asia. Specifically, I draw on
examples of prehistoric rock art sites that later become converted to religious shrines.
R ecent research on sacred landscapes and rock art (G illette et al. 2014, David & W ilson
2002) suggest that rock art sites are often sacralised or recognised as significant to the
human landscape. A key characteristic of Southeast Asian religious syncretism is the
reuse of religious items and the co-location of religious activity. Investigating the reuse
of sites is therefore a good analogue for syncretism; from a materialist perspective it
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may be possible to characterise features in the site as B uddhist, Hindu and Indigenous
animist elements. A biographical perspective of sites can illuminate how sites came to
develop into their current sacred form.

1.1 Context
G rand narratives of Southeast Asian archaeology and history trace the evolution
of mountain-dwelling hunter-gatherer societies into lowland permanent settlements near
riverine and coastal locales (see Higham 2014, O ’R eilly 2007, Tarling 1992). The later
emergence of agricultural technologies, metallurgy and long-distance trade networks led
to the development of state societies.
This teleological narrative extends to religions. Polities, through trade with India,
begin to adopt Indic customs, political structures and religions. States are thought
to have adopted Hinduism because it supported a worldview where the ruler can be
considered as an avatar of the Hindu gods and thus legitimise their rule. B uddhism,
which later became and still is the dominant religion today, changed this concept of
kingship somewhat by installing the example of B uddha as the ideal king, but drew
from the same cosmological understanding of the universe as Hinduism. Thus we have
an abundance of archaeological material—sculpture, architecture and iconography that
highlight the role of B uddhism and Hinduism as state religions. However, the archaeological evidence for indigenous religions remains scant.
Indigenous, pre-Indic Southeast Asian religions are characterised as animistic,
rooted in the idea that supernatural spirits inhabit the natural world. Hence the western
dichotomy of sacred and secular spaces is inapplicable to Southeast Asian contexts,
because every feature found in the landscape—rock, river, tree, village—possesses a
guardian spirit who must be managed, usually by way of a human intermediary. To
this extent, Southeast Asian magico-animism is deeply intertwined with the landscape
(Allerton 2009, M us 1975). As evidenced by continued supplication to the spirits in
contemporary Southeast Asia, Theravada B uddhism did not eradicate the old religions
but applied a new order to the existing hierarchy of spirits by essentially placing the
B uddha at the top of the pantheon. In this way, B uddhism reinforces the notion of a
spirit world, and in doing so preserves the central relationship between the supernatural
and human world experienced through the landscape.
As an archaeological remnant, rock art represents one of the oldest and most
enduring kinds of human interaction with the landscape (Taçon & Chippindale 1998).
Unlike other tangible aspects of the archaeological record such as fire-use or toolmaking, rock art is unique in recording not just interactions with the landscapes but
also how humans saw their landscape. Hence I argue that some basis of animist beliefs
may be detected in rock art sites through the agency of human selection of particular
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geographic locations, which later evolve into religious sites. R ock art studies in
Southeast Asia thus far have largely focused on simplistic interpretation of images and
the ethnic origin of the creators (for example B atteur 1925, U Aung Thaw 1971, van
Heekeren 1972, K hemnak 1990, Zulkifli 2003), rather than art as an integral element of
the prehistoric landscape.
E lsewhere in the world, however, new insights in rock art and sacred landscapes
have been proffered which can be used to illuminate the case of Southeast Asia where
the conjunction of rock art and religious shrines can be observed (see Vogt 2014, Arsenault & Zawadka 2014, David & M organ 2014). The study of site use also sidesteps the
often-unanswerable question of the meaning of specific rock art motifs, and provides
a more holistic way of understanding the past by viewing rock art creation as a type of
landscape use.

1.2 Research Questions
The problem can be restated thus: indigenous animist religions that predate the
arrival of Hinduism and B uddhism do not appear to have a significant archaeological
signature in Southeast Asia. Y et contemporary studies indicate that animist beliefs are
alive and well, and sit comfortably beside B uddhism as a second layer of supernatural
beliefs (Tambiah 1970, Prebish & K eown 2006). B y looking at the reuse of sites in
Southeast Asia, and specifically the transformation of prehistoric rock art sites to religious shrines, can we see evidence for non-Indic religions? If so, what are the implications of the interpretation of religious material in Southeast Asian archaeology?
This problem can be broken into several research questions:
1. W hat are the physical features of rock art sites that become converted to religious shrines? Chippindale and Nash (2004) argue that since the landscape is the one
constant among rock art sites, some sort of grammatical rules can be defined to describe
why rock art sites are located where they are. G iven the diversity of the sites covered
in this study, it would be interesting to see what kind of commonalities occur between
them. If Taçon (1999) argues that certain landscapes evoke some sort of human response
in the context of Australian rock art, such as landscapes with unusual hydrology or
geological processes, can such features be detected in these Southeast Asian landscapes?
Are there any cogent characteristics that make them amendable to conversion?
2. How does this change occur? I use K opytoff’s (1984) paradigm of the biographies of things, and apply it to the biographies of places. In comparing the life-histories
of sites I hope to “make salient things that are obscure”. How are the physical properties
of these sites created and augmented by people, and what do these sites in turn create?
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3. W hat can be learnt from the spatial placement of rock art within a site, the
configuration of individual or groups of motifs and their method of production? Do
any of these factors potentially inform interpretation? E uropean Palaeolithic art is often
found in dark zones of caves, which have been interpreted as cult shrines or ritual places
(B urkitt 1933, F aulkner 1988), while in Southeast Asia we rarely find rock art in dark
zones, but often on cliff faces and in rock shelters (Tan 2010a, B allard et al. 2003).
4. Does the adoption of rock art sites for religious use suggest that the rock art
was sacred? This question potentially touches on the meaning of rock art and may be
unanswerable. However, having a detailed inventory and visualisation of art at the sites
studied may provide some clues as to their depictions and function. Do any rock art
panels themselves contain elements of sacred iconography?
5. Is there evidence of interaction between religions and the rock art? W hat can
be inferred by the placement of subsequent material culture in rock art sites? Do later
religious activities incorporate, intrude upon or destroy previously existing rock art?
W hat does such placement suggest about the transmission of ideas through objects or
art?

1.3 The Rock Art Sites
Using the criteria of prehistoric rock art sites in M ainland Southeast Asia that later
become focal points of religious activity, seven sites were identified and investigated for
this study (F igure 1.1). Collectively, they are located in Cambodia, Thailand, L aos and
M yanmar, countries whose main religion is Theravada B uddhism and therefore share a
degree of religious homogeneity.
G rouped by country and order of discussion, the sites are:
Poueng K omnou (Siem R eap Province, Cambodia). This rock shelter was originally identified as a rock shelter with carvings from the Angkorian period and associated
with a Hindu hermit. It is located at the edge of Phnom K ulen, Cambodia’s most sacred
mountain just outside the ancient city of Angkor. R ock paintings were discovered there
by Paul Taçon during a survey conducted by the L iving Angkor R oad Project, a joint
study conducted by the APSAR A Authority in Cambodia and the F ine Arts Department
of Thailand. The shelter is still used as a hermitage by monks and offerings are left at
makeshift altars during the K hmer New Y ear.
Poueng Takhab (Siem R eap Province, Cambodia). Also located on the Phnom
K ulen plateau, the site was discovered in 2011–2012. It contains red paintings with
motifs carried in other rock art sites in Phnom K ulen. In more recent times, it is associ-
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F igure 1.1 L ocation of rock art sites discussed in this study. 1. Padalin
Caves (M yanmar) 2. Pak O u Caves (L aos) 3. W at Phra Phuttabat B ua
B an and the W at Porta cluster of sites in the Phu Phra B at Historical
Park (Thailand) 4. K hao Chan Ngam (Thailand) 5. Poueng K omnou
and Poueng Takhab (Cambodia)

ated with a nearby temple and devotees have erected a number of Hindu and B uddhist
statues within.
K hao Chan Ngam (Nakhon R atchasima Province, Thailand). Named for the
mountain whose base it sits on, K hao Chan Ngam is a large rock shelter with a number
of ‘hunter-gatherer’ hunting scenes. In the 1970s a forest monastery was established in
the vicinity, and the shelter with the rock art is now used as a hermitage for meditation
and as a B uddhist shrine.
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W at Porta (Udon Thani Province, Thailand). A cluster of sandstone boulders
within the Phu Phra B at Historical Park. Some of the boulders are marked with red
paintings, while others contain B uddhist carvings and remnants of B uddhist statuary.
W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an (Udon Thani, Thailand). L ocated on a mountain
ridge in the same vicinity of Phu Phra B at, the site is also known as B an Pailom, a
B uddhist boundary stone site which is associated with a nearby forest temple. R ock art
was discovered and recorded here in the course of this study during fieldwork in 2012.
Pak O u Caves (L uang Prabang Province, L ao PDR ) comprises two caves set
in a limestone cliff face on the M ekong. Pak O u is regarded as a significant L aotian
B uddhist site today and houses numerous B uddha images. A number of rock art panels
are found in the caves, including modern rock art, B uddhist period art and prehistoric
art.
Padalin Caves (Shan State, M yanmar). O ne of the most famous archaeological
sites in M yanmar, it is also the only excavated prehistoric cave site. R ock paintings here
are dated to the late Palaeolithic. The caves are comprised of two sites: Cave 1 is a rock
shelter which was excavated and also contains the rock art. The shelter now also houses
a B uddhist stupa. Cave 2 is a deep cave system with many chambers, all containing
B uddha images and stupas.
The term ‘prehistoric’ rock art requires some qualification, as rock art is notoriously hard to date and only one site of the seven, the Padalin Caves of M yanmar, has
any chronometric dates associated with it. The presumption of a prehistoric date for
these other sites is based on two main factors: the use of red ochres which are associated with prehistoric archaeological contexts, and the lack of identifiable iconographic
elements such as are found in historical and contact rock art depicting objects where
relative age can be assigned on the basis of the objects depicted. A recent meta-analysis
of rock art sites in Southeast Asia (Taçon et al. 2014) also lends strength to the idea that
red rock art in Southeast Asia tends to belong to a prehistoric context. F uture rock art
studies will undoubtedly provide more precise dates for sites, but suffice to say the rock
art of the sites identified appears consistent with prehistoric archetypes in Southeast
Asia.
I define ‘religious activity’ primarily with the material culture remains of Hindu
and B uddhist religions, such as the erection of B uddha sculptures or images, the
construction of stupas and offering tables. This religious activity is additionally meant to
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refer to ‘current’ activity observed within the last 50 years. This time frame thus bookends observations of the prehistoric past with the contemporary present.
Selection bias on the choice of sites is mitigated by the limits of current research
on the known rock art sites in Southeast Asia. Amongst these countries, only Thailand
has had extensive research done on rock art due to a robust national archaeology
programme. In the other countries, we are limited for site choice since rock art has not
been studied in-depth there; rock art was only discovered in Cambodia in the last ten
years, and the site from M yanmar is the only prehistoric rock art site thus far described
in E nglish. Additionally, this study features the first descriptions of newly located rock
art sites from Cambodia, Thailand and L aos.
The following chapters expand the context of this study. Chapter 2 is a review of
rock art research pertaining to M ainland Southeast Asia, which comprises the nationstates of M yanmar, Thailand, L aos, Cambodia, M alaysia, Singapore and Vietnam and
is bordered by China and Indonesia to the north and south respectively. The rock art
of Southeast Asia is not generally well known but on closer examination there are
hundreds of documented sites that have been reported, particularly in local journals
and books, but there are still significant gaps in the knowledge. This thesis constitutes
a small step towards the broader documentation of the corpus of Southeast Asian rock
art and provides a record for the host countries that gave the respective permissions for
investigation.
In Chapter 3, I discuss the archaeology of M ainland Southeast Asia, paying
special attention to the period from prehistory to the rise of states. I also discuss the
development of religions in M ainland Southeast Asia from magico-animism, which is
thought to be indigenous to Southeast Asia, to the arrival of the Indic religions or B rahmanism, Saivism, Vaishnavism and B uddhism, and how Theravada B uddhism became
the dominant religion in M ainland Southeast Asia today.
This exposition summarises the mainstream archaeological narrative of Southeast
Asia today, but for the purposes of this study highlights the role of indigenous and
introduced religions into the formation of organised political systems, chiefdoms, states
and empires. It also suggests that the archaeology of Hinduism and B uddhism largely
reflects the agency of the elite rather than the common people.
In Chapter 4 I lay out a theoretical framework of the landscape as a record of
human interactions with the environment, and how this pertains to archaeology and rock
art. As noted above, numerous rock art studies outside of the region have suggested a
link between rock art sites and sacred sites which can be applied to the Southeast Asian
context. W ithin this framework of sacred landscapes in Southeast Asia, I pay special
attention to how Theravada B uddhism transforms the landscape and how religious
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syncretism can be used to explain the phenomenon of rock art that later becomes religious shrines.
Having laid out the context for the study, the subsequent chapters, 5–7, deal with
the sites and the art therein. I discuss the rock art sites in Cambodia and Thailand in
Chapters 5 and 6 respectively, and the sites in L aos and M yanmar in Chapter 7. These
chapters provide descriptions of the sites, their histories and their rock art. Detailed
images of the rock art as well as an account of the field and digital enhancement
methods used can be found in Volume 2, which should be used in conjunction with the
Volume 1 text. I conclude in Chapter 8 with a discussion of the rock art sites in relation
to the research questions set out in this chapter.
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2. The R ock Art of M ainland Southeast Asia

2.1 Introduction
R ock art has been reported in Southeast Asia since the 19th century CE (B land
1837, Allirol et al. 1884, G rabowsky 1888, K usch 1986), but mentions of Southeast
Asia in the context of world rock art have been scant at best. Until recently, relatively
little research has been done in Southeast Asia, leaving one with the impression that
there is little or no rock art in the region. Up until the 1980s, only a handful of sites
were known, including L iang L umba in K alimantan (G rabowsky 1888), K hao K hian,
Pha M ue Daeng and Tham R oob in Thailand (L unet de la Jonquière 1912, K err 1924,
K nuth 1962), several Indonesian sites in Sulawesi, the L esser Sundas and Irian Jaya
named by van Heekeren (van Heekeren, 1958, 1972), sites in Timor-L este (de Almeida
1967, G lover 1986), G ua Tambun in Peninsular M alaysia (M atthews 1959, 1960), the
Painted Cave (G ua K ain Hitam) in M alaysian B orneo (Harrisson 1959) and the Padalin
Caves in M yanmar (U Aung Thaw 1971).
In 1987, during a meeting of prehistorians in B angkok at the Southeast Asian
M inisters of E ducation O rganisation R egional Centre for Archaeology and F ine Arts
(SE AMEO -SPAF A), a discussion recorded at the end of the seminar suggested that
rock art was not a viable field of research: “G iven their scarcity and the difficulty of
interpreting them, are rock paintings a profitable subject for future research?” (Topics
for F urther Discussion 1987) It should be noted that SE AMEO -SPAF A has since recognised the importance of rock art research in Southeast Asia, having organised several
interdisciplinary workshops bringing together professionals in the regional community
since 2011.
There has been little representation of Southeast Asia on the rock art world stage.
An early overview of rock art in Southeast Asia was written in 1986 by K usch, mentioning over 30 rock art sites; however, his work was not widely known, as evidenced by the
lack of citations from later authors. Anati’s (1994) book, W orld R ock Art, acknowledges
the gap of knowledge in that region, displaying absolutely no Southeast Asian sites in
his map of the world. Jean Clottes’ (2002) book, also entitled W orld R ock Art, slightly
improved the situation by representing Southeast Asia on two pages, featuring sites
from B orneo that contained hand stencils. In the 2001 Handbook of R ock Art R esearch,
Southeast Asian rock art is limited to a three-page discussion in a larger chapter about
the rock art of Asia. Chen (2001) discusses rock art sites in M alaysia, Indonesia,
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Thailand and M yanmar, although most of the works cited were published prior to 1980.
B ellwood and G lover’s (2004a) textbook on the archaeology of Southeast Asia paints
a similar image about the scarcity of rock art in the region: “O f art we have little, especially compared to the rich cave tapestries of northern Australia, but [...they] do occur in
caves and rockshelters across the region.”
Two factors obscure our knowledge of the rock art of Southeast Asia. F irstly,
rock art is still a relatively new research focus in the archaeologies of the region.
Neither Southeast Asia nor any of its constituent countries are currently represented in
the International F ederation of R ock Art O rganisations (IFR AO ). As many countries
in Southeast Asia are still developing, archaeology does not enjoy a high priority in
the national agenda, and rock art, when mentioned, often forms part of a larger report
about excavations in a particular cave or region. Thus, most reports tend to treat rock
art in a fairly descriptive manner, often laced with fleeting interpretations that are more
speculative than objective. The second factor is related to the academic landscape
of the post-colonial present—which is not just a legacy between former colonisers
and the colonised (as in Australia, for example Smith & Jackson 2006) but also is a
result of interactions between postcolonial states (see G lover & B ellwood 2004b). As
a result, many archaeological reports written in the region today are not published in
widely distributed E nglish-language journals, but are written in small local journals
with limited circulation, and in local languages which further limits dissemination. F or
example, following a sustained rock art recording programme in Thailand from the
1980s, the F ine Arts Department has published a number of books about the rock art of
several regions in the country (see discussion of Thai rock art later this chapter). These
books are written almost entirely in Thai, and are typically sold at local museums and
therefore generally unavailable to non-Thai readers and readers outside of Thailand.
Collaborations between Southeast Asian states, for example the L iving Angkor R oad
Project between Cambodia and Thailand that led to the discovery of Cambodian rock
art sites discussed in this study, have also resulted in research outputs not published in
E nglish. Thus, the available E nglish-language literature gives the impression that very
little rock art exists in the region, and I have attempted to correct that perception in
recent works (see Tan 2014a/Appendix B , Taçon & Tan 2012/Appendix D, F igure 2.1).
This chapter is largely based on a previous work (Tan 2014a/Appendix B ),
updated to incorporate some of the latest research discovered since. In this survey, I
define rock art as anthropogenic markings on stone; most commonly in the form of rock
paintings (pictograms) and engravings (petroglyphs). I also include in this discussion
megaliths as a class of rock art, given that like pictograms and petroglyphs they are
considered as a form of landscape art and in many cases megaliths themselves contain
petroglyphs. G iven linguistic constraints I have drawn primarily on E nglish-language
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F igure 2.1 Distribution of major known rock art sites in Southeast Asia,
based on an earlier work (Tan 2014a/Appendix B ). This chapter focuses
on the rock art of M ainland Southeast Asia. Image by CartoG IS team from
the ANU College of Asia and the Pacific.

publications for this survey, and where accessible, national-language reports. Secondary
sources such as museum displays, unpublished reports and concurrent research have
also contributed to this paper. O wing to the scope of this study I confine the discussion to M ainland Southeast Asia although a more comprehensive regional overview is
published elsewhere (Tan 2014a/Appendix B ).

2.2 Mainland Southeast Asia
The region known as M ainland Southeast Asia comprises the modern nationstates of M yanmar, L aos, Thailand, M alaysia, Singapore, Cambodia and Vietnam. It
is a geographically, linguistically and climatically diverse region. It is home to several
mountain ranges, including the lower Himalayas in northern M yanmar and the Dangrek
chain bordering Thailand and Cambodia as well as several great rivers such as the
Irrawaddy, the M ekong and the R ed R iver. Some archaeological literature (e.g., Higham
1996, 2002) considers parts of Southern China as part of Southeast Asia, as they are
culturally and geographically similar compared to ‘conventional’ China further north;
however, I will keep the discussion to the current political boundaries of the Southeast
Asian nation-states and make reference to Southern China in the section on Thailand.
Collectively, this region comprises some 270 million people whose linguistic groupings
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include Austro-Asiatic, Tai and Austronesian. E vidence for prehistoric human activity is
mainly found in caves and rock shelters in the form of stone tools of varying traditions.
In fact, caves and rock shelters continue to be used for various purposes, including
habitation, burial and worship throughout prehistory. L ike in many other places in the
world, one marker for the human use of these caves is the presence of rock art.
2.2.1 Thailand
The K ingdom of Thailand has one of the most developed archaeological
programmes in the region, due to sustained archaeological research through the F ine
Arts Department and a number of foreign-led archaeological projects. Hence much of
our knowledge of the prehistory of Southeast Asia is derived from Thai discoveries.
In total, there are at least 200 documented rock art sites in Thailand (Srisuchat
1996), although most of the published information appears in Thai (e.g., Charnwong
1988, K hemnak et al. 1989, Srisuchat & K unthong 1989, Chaimongkhon 1990, K hemnak 1990, K hemnak 1996). The vast majority of rock art in Thailand are pictograms
painted in monochrome red (Sidisunthorn et al. 2006). The distribution patterns of rock
paintings, particularly the presence of strong clusters in the north, northeast, central and
southern regions, offer potential for future studies in spatial and geographic distribution
of human populations and activity. These regions will be discussed in turn.
Archaeological research in northern Thailand began in the 1960s and 1970s
in Pang M apha Province. R ock painting sites have been discovered in the northern
provinces of M ae Hong Son, Chiang M ai and L ampang. These paintings have been
commonly dated to between 3,000–5,000 years B P, but no chronometric dating has yet
been undertaken (Sidisunthorn et al. 2006). In M ae Hong Song province, eight rock
art sites are known in the Pang M a Pha district, depicting a variety of designs in red
pigment, except for a single polychromatic painting in Tham L od, which is unique in
Thailand (Sidisunthorn et al. 2006). B an R ai, a rock shelter in the same district that
was re-investigated in the last decade, contains rock paintings of human figures and
animals around a central circular image (Treerayapiwat 2005). The art was previously
documented by Sawatsalee (1998), who concluded that the paintings depict human
relations to the landscape. In Chiang M ai Province, Pha Phung and Pha M ai are both
honey-collection sites that contain the similar depiction of a three-toed zoomorph
(Sidisunthorn et al. 2006). The paintings at Phra Tu Pha in L ampang province are at
the base of a limestone cliff and encompass an area over 300 metres long. O ver 1,800
paintings have been identified, over half of which are handprints (Srongsiri & Sangchan
1997, W inayalai 1998, 1999, K ongsuwan 2001, Sidisunthorn et al. 2006). E lsewhere in
northern Thailand, sites have been noted in Hot, Chiang M ai and L ampang provinces
(Santoni et al. 1990, Pautreau et al. 1996, Pautreau & Doy-asa 2005).
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The rock art of northeast Thailand was the focus of a concentrated research
effort in the early 1980s. Higham and Thosarat (2012) make an observation on the
site of K hao Chan Ngam, at the western edge of the K horat Plateau which contains
red-pigmented paintings of a hunting scene. Pictograms interpreted as a dog would
establish a relative chronology within the last 4,000 years since dogs do not turn up in
the archaeological record before then (see also Srisuchat & K unthong 1989, Srisuchat
1996). K hao Chan Ngam was also previously studied as part of a B A thesis study by
K hantakan (1979). This study is written in Thai, and as such remains inaccessible to me.
Another key site, Pha Taem, lends its name to the national park in Ubon R atchathani
province. The rock art is located on cliff faces overlooking the M ekong river, the largest of which contain depictions of catfish, elephants and anthropomorphized figures
(Higham & Thosarat 2012). Also in northeast Thailand is the Phu Phra B at Historical
Park in Udon Thani Province, whose sites are discussed in Chapter 6. Phu Phra B at has
a long history of use from prehistoric times and contains a number of paintings along
the walls of the rock formations; the best preserved depict men near a group of bullocks,
which may infer some sort of animal husbandry activity although from my own observation of the site these two panels are unrelated. Due to the depiction of domestication
these paintings have been estimated to date between 4,000–2,500 B P (K hemnak 1990,
M unier 1998). Chen (2001) suggests a possible connection between the rock art in
Cangyuan, in Y unnan province of Southwest China, and the art in northeast Thailand.
He suggests that this connection, if further explored, might hint at the human migration
from China to Thailand. There is not enough space for a discussion of the rock art of
Y unnan and other parts of China bordering Southeast Asia, but it suffices to say that
several sites lie in close proximity to geopolitical Southeast Asia that can be considered
as part of M ainland Southeast Asia as a region (W ang 1984, 1985, Y ang 1987, Deng
2004, Taçon et al. 2010, Taçon et al. 2012, G ao 2013).
Northeast Thailand is also known for a distribution of megaliths called sema
stones. They come in various shapes and sizes from large slab stones to pillars and
smaller versions of similar shapes. Thought to be derived from a prehistoric megalithic
tradition, the stones are thought to be converted to B uddhist boundary markers from the
Dvaravati period (Paknam 1981), although M urphy (2010) argues that the sema tradition is linked to the spread of B uddhism into M ainland Southeast Asia. Sema stones are
discussed further in Chapter 4 as a B uddhist landscape marker.
R ock art in central Thailand is relatively sparse, but several sites have been
mentioned in literature, such as Tham Pha Daeng and Tham Ta Duang in K anchanaburi
province. The former includes a depiction of a “kilted” man wearing a headdress and
costume embellishments interpreted as feathers, while the latter contains a depiction of
a circular drum (Higham & Thosarat 2012, Srisuchat & Srisuchat 1989). Tham R oob,
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another site in K anchanaburi province, discovered by the Thai–Danish expeditions
between 1960 and 1962, contains depictions of a “reptile” figure that was observed as a
tattoo motif used by the living populations in the area, which may allude to some ethnographic connection between the rock paintings and the indigenous population (K nuth
1962). In Uthai Thani Province, the mountain of K hao Plara contains red and black
paintings on a west-facing cliff side (Srisuchat 1990). A recently completed M A thesis
by Victoria Scott from the School of O riental and African Studies looked at the rock
art of Tham Ta Duang, K hao Daeng and K hao Plara in K anchanaburi and Uthai Thani
Provinces, assessing various theories about the rock art and concluding that the rock art
depicted some sort of ritual activity (Scott 2011).
Southern Thailand is known for the first discovery of rock art in Thailand, at
the site of K hao K hian in Phang Nga province, which was reported by L unet de la
Jonquière (1912). In the 1980s, some 48 prehistoric sites were investigated by the
Southern Thailand Archaeological R esearch Project (Chaimongkol 1988, Srisuchat
1987). Several isolated rock art sites have been identified: Tra Cave in Trang Province
is known to date to the historical period while Dong Ao R usi in Satun Province may
derive from a prehistoric context, but no further research has been published about it
and the nature of the rock paintings there are unknown. B y far, the heaviest concentrated
area of rock paintings lies in the coastal limestone formations of K rabi and Phang Nga
provinces, which have been dated to 2,000–3,000 years ago on the basis of associated stone tool finds (Srisuchat 1987). These sites contain numerous rock paintings,
predominantly red. M any of these sites are scattered throughout the islands in the bay,
and contain depictions of anthropomorphs; zoomorphs identified as fish, birds and
mammals; and geometric designs. The largest of the Phang Nga B ay sites include K o
Phra Ard Tao in Phang Nga province, a limestone cliff with paintings in an area over
100 metres long depicting humans and fish; Tham Phi Hua To in K rabi province, which
contains approximately 40 paintings of anthropomorphs, zoomorphs, handprints and
other abstract designs spread throughout two chambers; and Tham R eussi in Phang Nga
province, which contains red rock art (R ichardson 1999). To the south of Phang Nga
B ay, the island sites of K o Pi Pi Don, Tham Phrayanaga, and K o R ang Nok contain
depictions of E uropean-style sailing ships that indicate a relatively recent age, painted in
the last 200–400 years (Sukkham et al. 2011/Appendix G , B lake 1996, Srisuchat 1991,
Chaimongkhon & Phikphen 1990). The other coastal sites along the Phang Nga and
K rabi B ays are thought to be much older and belong possibly to pre-agricultural societies, such as the aboriginal negritos found in the Andaman Islands, Southern Thailand
and Peninsular M alaysia. The negritos of M alaysia and Southern Thailand are known to
produce rock art (see discussion in the M alaysia section below).
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R ecent studies have opened up research into the rock art of southern Thailand,
such as sites from the historic era, particularly on the cave temple sites used by Hindus
and B uddhists. To date, there are 13 such rock art sites in southern Thailand distributed
from Chumphon province in the north to Y ala province in the south, dating from the
7th until the early 20th centuries CE . The rock art from this period is likely imported
from Hindu and B uddhist traditions of using caves as sacred spaces. The earliest caves
from this historic period contain similarities with Hindu cave temples in India, while
later rock art expressed B uddhist styles from the Dvaravati period (c. 9–10th centuries
CE ) up to the recent R attanakosin period (1851–1932) (L imwijitwong 2004). M ore
recently, Sukkham reported two rock painting sites in Y ala province, Y ala M ountain and
Silpa Cave which contain red and black pigment rock art respectively (Sukkham 2009).
Sukkham’s (2010) M A research at Silpakorn University involved the re-recording of 23
sites in southern Thailand (Sukkham 2010). The sites consist of painted rock shelters
and cave walls along the west coast and mountainous areas of southern Thailand and are
thought to date to between 4,000 to 2,000 years B P, although direct dating has not been
undertaken. Sukkham’s M A research in Southern Thailand coincided with my own M A
research in M alaysia, and we conducted a comparative study of the red rock art sites in
our respective regions (Sukkham et al. 2010, Tan 2010a).
Thailand’s rock art spans a large diversity of types, styles, periods and forms. In
contrast, very little is known about the rock art in neighbouring countries, but Thailand’s
central location in M ainland Southeast Asia hints at the amounts of rock art that possibly exist and remain to be discovered.
2.2.2 Cambodia
R ock art has only been discovered in the kingdom of Cambodia in the last decade.
The first recording of Cambodian rock art was in 2005 from the Cardamom M ountains
on the west of Cambodia, near K anam Village in Pursat Province (Heng S. 2011, Heng
et al. 2011, Tep et al. 2011), bordering Thailand; Poueng K amnou is a painted boulder
containing 45 paintings, consisting mostly of animals such as elephants, water buffalo
and deer in addition to agricultural tools. Archaeological research at the Cardamom
M ountains is ongoing (see B eavan et al. 2012) and it is expected that more art sites will
be discovered.
M ore significantly, a number of rock art sites have recently been discovered at
the Phnom K ulen area of Siem R eap province, near the world heritage-listed Angkor
Archaeological Park. The rock art was found during a ground survey conducted by
the Authority for the Protection and M anagement of Angkor and the R egion of Siem
R eap (APSAR A) for the L iving Angkor R oad Project (Heng T. 2011). The art sites
were documented during another survey in 2011 (Taçon 2011) where a total of 10 were
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identified. M ost of these sites were painted sandstone rock shelter sites containing red
paintings depicting animals and other abstract figures. They are presumed to be of a
prehistoric age, due to their rock shelter context and use of red ochre as pigments, but
none can be regarded as securely dated at this point in time.
A number of Angkorian sites in Phnom K ulen can be considered as rock art sites,
because they consist of modified stone landscape features. The most famous of these
is K bal Spean, a riverine site with depictions of the reclining Vishnu carved on the
rocks, and the R iver of a Thousand L ingas, in which sections of the river bed have been
carved with numerous stumps or lingas, which represent the phallic power of the Hindu
deity Shiva. Poueng Tbal is another carved boulder depicting the reclining Vishnu.
E lsewhere on Phnom K ulen, Srah Damrei is an unusual site consisting of large boulders
carved in the shape of an elephant and simhas (lions) (B oulbet & Dagens 1973). A sema
stone site is also found on Phnom K ulen (M urphy 2010, Quaritch-W ales 1980), carved
with B uddhist emblems. Quaritch-W ales proposes that the stones indicate the flow of
B uddhism from Thailand into Cambodia.
This study looks at two of these sites at the Phnom K ulen area, Poueng K omnou
(B orn G amnur in B oulbet & Dagens 1973) and Poueng Takhab. Poueng K omnou is a
sandstone boulder located in the eastern foothills of Phnom K ulen. The boulder contains
several bas-relief carvings of the deities Vishnu and G anesha, and inscriptions indicate
that it was used as a hermitage in the 12th century CE (Jessup 2008). The aforementioned L iving Angkor R oad Project noted the presence of red pictograms at the same
site, indicating a long history of human activity at the site. Poueng Takhab was a recently discovered site by the Archaeology and Development F oundation project on Phnom
K ulen; it is a sandstone rock shelter that shows signs of human habitation and contains
red pictograms with depictions of an anthropomorph and a ‘bullock’. M ore recently, the
site has been associated with a nearby temple, and several statues have been erected in
the rock shelter by devotees. These sites are described in detail elsewhere (Tan & Taçon
2014/Appendix A) and in Chapter 5.
2.2.3 Laos
The archaeology of this landlocked country is underdeveloped compared to its
neighbours Thailand, Vietnam and Cambodia and as such there are few published
reports about the rock art of L aos. K nowledge of rock art of this country has come
primarily from Souliya B ouxaythip from the Archaeological R esearch Division of the
M inistry of Information and Culture, who presented an overview of the five known rock
art sites in L aos during the SE AMEO -SPAF A rock art workshop in 2011.
Tham Vang Sang (B atteur 1925 or Tham W ang Sang, according to B ouxaythip
2011a, 2011b and Srisuchat 1996) in Vientiane Province some 60 kilometres away from
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the capital Vientiane is dated to the 13th century CE , containing bas-reliefs depicting
the B uddha. In X ayabouli Province west of Vientiane, an unnamed site contains pecked
petroglyphs of anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figures, as well as several cupules.
Another unnamed site found in the northern L uang Namtha province contains a red
painting of an anthropomorph in spread-eagled position. The site at L uang Namtha is
mentioned in a display at the National M useum in Vientiane (B ouxaythip 2011b).
L uang Prabang province contains at least four rock art sites which are located
along the O u R iver. The Pak O u Caves, detailed in Chapter 7, are a popular tourist
destination 20 kilometres from the capital L uang Prabang, housing B uddhist shrines
and a number of prehistoric and historic rock art (Tan & Taçon 2014/Appendix A, Tan
& W alker 2013, B ouxaythip 2011b). Pha Nang Aen, also located in the vicinity of Pak
O u village, was mentioned by Srisuchat (1996), as a painted cliff face located near the
Pak O u caves, although no information was provided about the subject of the panels. An
additional site, Pha Taem (“The Painted Cliff”) is located in the vicinity, near the village
of Huoay K uong, and contains red paintings and handprints along a cliff face overlooking the O u R iver (B ouxaythip 2011b). M ost recently, the M iddle M ekong Archaeological Project noted a new red pictogram site called the Dragon Cliff cave, discovered as
part of their surveys in the last five years (B ouasisengpaseuth & W hite 2014). W hile we
only have brief mentions of the rock art, the number possibly suggests a high density of
sites in this mountainous province.
L aos is otherwise famous for the mysterious Plain of Jars in X ienkhouang
Province, a vast field of stone urns first described by Colani (1935). Some 90 sites of
stone carved jars are strewn across the X ienkhouang Plateau, although access is limited
today due to the number of live munitions and unexploded ordnance left behind by
American bombing runs in the early 1970s. They are dated to the Iron Age, between
500 B CE and 500 CE , and are largely undecorated. The exception, a carved jar in site 1
of a human figure, looks similar to a painting found in the Pak O u Caves. The jar sites
remain in need of a sustained, large-scale conservation effort in order to preserve them
(G enovese 2006). The megalithic remains appear to be far more extensive than just the
Plain of Jars, and ongoing research has revealed a number of sites at the edges of the
X ienkhouang plain. M ore megaliths are known from northeast L aos from the Hintang
Archaeological L andscape, a collection of 72 megalithic sites that are said to date to
the B ronze Age (W orld M onuments F und n. d.). L ike the early sema stones of northeast
Thailand, these megaliths come in the form of large slabs and some carry engravings but
no B uddhist iconography (L uangaphay & van den B ergh 2014).
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2.2.4 Myanmar
A handful of sites are known from the R epublic of the Union of M yanmar, but
only two have been described in literature. The most prominent one is the Padalin
(alternatively known as Pah-dah-lin, B adalin or Pyadalin) Caves, which are found in
western Shan state. F irst investigated in the 1960s, these two sites are a limestone rock
shelter (Cave 1) which was excavated, and a deep underground limestone cave (Cave
2). Pleistocene dates of 11,000 to 13,000 years ago from near the bottom of the deposit
were obtained using radiocarbon dating (U Aung Thaw 1971). This site has a number of
rock paintings of animals and a human hand with infilled designs on the main wall. U
Aung Thaw ascribes a Neolithic date to the finds although M oore (2007) writes that the
artefacts recovered more closely date to the late Pleistocene.
Until 2004 the shelter was the only recorded rock art site in M yanmar but Taçon et
al. (2004) found that the entrance Cave 2 also had pigmented art, consisting of several
faint handprints and red print marks that appear to have been “either made by flicking
a large paint-soaked ‘brush’ or by throwing some string-like material or other matter
that was impregnated with paint against the wall” (Taçon et al. 2004). The prints and
other marks are heavily weathered and have an ancient appearance. The designs made
by flicking or throwing are rare world-wide but are known from the earliest parts of
sequences at several sites from the K imberley to Arnhem L and of northern Australia. A
second discovery at Cave 1 could be more significant. At least 346 cupules arranged in
four clusters on vertical and sloping surfaces were found. These were not noted when
the paintings were recorded and the site excavated in the 1960s. “E ach cluster extends
up from ground level until there is a change in the orientation of the rock surface”
(Taçon et al. 2004) and some cupules have flowstone and crusts on top of them. The
Padalin Caves were included as part of this study and are discussed further in Chapter 7.
The other site to be described in literature are the engravings at the L emro Valley
in R akhine state. G utman et al. (2007) revisited two petroglyph sites that, according to
their interpretation, were made during the post-medieval period of the 15–19th centuries
CE . Their dating is based on similarities with artistic styles and attributes found in the
nearby city of M rauk-U.
Three other sites were mentioned by U W in K yaing (2011) during his country
report to the Training/W orkshop on the Introduction of R ock Art Studies in B angkok.
Citing a 1998 report by Hla G yi M aung M aung to the local department of archaeology
on the caves in Pe-khon, M oebye in Shan State, the L e-win rock shelter contains a small
set of red pictograms depicting anthropomorphs, some of them appearing to ride on
‘horses’ or ‘bulls’. Additionally, the Y ekan-au cliff paintings near the city of M yeik at
Thaninthayi Division, contain red pictograms. F inally, the G yo Village in the M yingyan
District of M andalay Division was reported to have some 30 engraved boulders, three of
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which have been moved to the district council office. These three sites have been written about in local archaeological reports, but remain inaccessible to me at this stage due
to their limited distribution.
2.2.5 Malaysia
The rock art in Peninsular M alaysia consists mainly of rock paintings distributed
throughout the central and northern sections of the peninsula in the states of Perak,
K edah, K elantan and Pahang. There are few detailed studies on any single rock art
site in Peninsular M alaysia and reports are generally confined to broad overviews and
descriptions (see Sanim 2006, Adi & Zulkifli 2004, Datan 1998). R ock art in M alaysia
is broadly categorised into two types: black drawings and red paintings.
Some rock art sites are directly associated with the aboriginal population, known
collectively as orang asli (original peoples in B ahasa M alaysia). E vans (1918) wrote the
earliest account of such rock painting at G ua K ajang in the L enggong valley of Perak.
E vans (1927) later noted similar activity at G ua B adak in Perak, where he described the
L anoh Negritos creating parietal art portraying different aspects of tribal life. W illiamsHunt (1952) observed the same activity 30 years later when the L anoh Negritos drew
a portrait of himself in his report; in another example, he featured a ‘recent drawing of
a man leading a horse’, illustrating the range of their decorative arts (W illiams-Hunt
1952:Plate 20). R egrettably, W illiams-Hunt did not expound further about the aboriginal
practice of cave painting. It might be inferred that W illiams-Hunt did not deem the
practice as significant as other aspects of aboriginal life that he devoted chapters to. G ua
B adak was once again documented in 1988 by F aulstich, seeking to acquire pictures
of the rock art. The site was meant to be quarried for marble, although it and the rock
art has survived. F aulstich (1988) noted that many of the designs on the walls of G ua
B adak were similar to those carved on pieces of bamboo used by contemporary Negritos. These “myth bamboos” are thought to represent some kind of cultural knowledge
(M okhtar Saidin & Taçon 2011, F aulstich 1988). G ua K elilawar, another charcoal rock
painting site in Perak, was reportedly gazetted as a historical site in 1938 by the local
government, and contains depictions of anthropomorphs, zoomorphs and a depiction of
a ‘boat carrying three men’ (Adi 1991).
Another ethnographically linked rock art site is G ua L uas in the state of Pahang,
of which the art is said to be a panoramic representation of the surrounding regions
(Abdul 1985). Some panels of abstract art are said to represent everyday items used by
Negritos, such as combs, blow pipes and decorative items. G ua K echil, near the town
of R aub is also reported to contain black paintings attributed to the orang asli (Zulkifli
2003). In K edah, the site of G ua B atu Putih located near the town of K odiang contains
charcoal representations of anthropomorphs and zoomorphs (Adi 1993, Adi & Zulkifli
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2004). The cave is located in the southern end of the limestone complex where the
K odiang tripod pottery was discovered; however, it remains to be seen if the two artefact types are related.
In the eastern state of K elantan, two pairs of charcoal rock art sites are known
in the vicinity of K uala B etis and K uala B ering. At K uala B etis, G ua B atu Cincin
is a semicircular cave containing 53 figurines on 27 panels, the majority of which
depict anthropomorphs in a ‘dancing posture with upraised arms’ (Adi 1993, Adi &
Zulkifli 2004). Nearby, G ua K ambing contains representations of anthropomorphs,
again depicted with upraised arms, along with abstract designs such as ‘spear-like’
motifs and ‘inverted v-shaped’ motifs (Adi & Zulkifli 2004). The two sites at K uala
B ering, G ua Tagut and G ua Tampaq, both contain representations of anthropomorphs
and zoomorphs. In addition, the site of G ua Tagut is said to contain charcoal paintings
similar to G ua B atu Cincin (Adi & Zulkifli 2004).
O nly two rock art sites in Peninsular M alaysia use red pigment. G ua Cerita is
a lesser-known attraction on the northern part of L angkawi Island, a popular tourist
destination situated off the coast of K edah. L ocal lore mentions the cave as the site of a
legendary wedding between the royalty of China and R ome there. The presence of Jawi
writing has been dated to 1754, during the reign of Sultan M ohamed Jiwa II of K edah
(O ng 1994).
G ua Tambun is the better-known rock art site containing red prehistoric paintings.
Situated just outside the city of Ipoh, the capital of Perak, G ua Tambun is a large rock
shelter and cliff face that was first reported by M atthews (1959). The site was re-investigated in 2008 as part of my M asters degree research which was completed in 2010. The
rock art consists predominantly of animal figures, anthropomorphs of varying shapes
and poses, and repetitive abstract designs. The main panel of rock art was located six
metres off the floor of the shelter, and contains over 500 paintings covering an area of
approximately 27 square metres. The rest of the paintings were spread out in 10 other
panels throughout the 100 metre-long shelter. O ver 600 paintings were recorded from
the limestone rock shelter, making G ua Tambun the largest and most complex rock art
site in Peninsular M alaysia (Tan 2010a, 2010b, Tan & Chia 2010, 2011/Appendix F ,
2012/Appendix E ).
In M alaysia, rock art reports usually fall into one of three moulds: firstly, ethnographic reports from the colonial period occasionally describe orang asli and their art
(E vans 1937, W illiams-Hunt 1952); secondly, archaeological reports from the 1980s and
1990s gave a cursory glance at newly discovered rock art sites but are generally narrative in form (see Adi 1991, 1993); and more recently we have begun to see overviews
of rock art, such as Zuraina M ajid’s book on archaeology in M alaysia (Zuraina 2003),
which was a synthesis of archaeological research carried out in the country over the last
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several decades and includes previously unpublished images of rock art at several sites
in the country. Zulkifli Jaafar’s published M A thesis from Universiti Sains M alaysia
(Zulkifli 2003) also discussed rock art as part of a larger exposition on the archaeology
of limestone landscapes in the M alaysian peninsula but due to their nature they are
rarely detailed. The most recent overview, by Sanim (2006) was published in B ahasa
M alaysia. These reports often echo calls for more in-depth research to be conducted in
this area (Datan 1998, Adi & Zulkifli 2004, Sanim 2006).
2.2.6 Vietnam
O wing to the inaccessibility of literature in Vietnam, where most texts are written in F rench and Vietnamese, it is difficult to ascertain the documented rock art sites
in Vietnam. The most famous rock art site is at the frontier town of Sa Pa, L ao Cai
province, in north-western Vietnam which features a mountainous landscape with over a
hundred engraved boulders (G oloubew 1925). The Sa Pa rock art was documented by a
team from the Hanoi University of Art (Sapa ancient carved rock field to be introduced
in Sweden 2009). Depictions in the Sa Pa rock art site include abstract and geometric
designs, anthropomorphs and writing. A similar set of engraved rocks have been found
in neighbouring Ha G iang province by Trinh Nang Chung, in the district of X in M an
which is inhabited by the Nung ethnic group. The X in M an petroglyphs occur on a large
boulder, approximately 13 by 9 metres, containing 80 petroglyphs of mostly geometric
and concentric circle forms (Trinh 2007). These petroglyphs predominantly occur as
geometric forms, although some human figures and footprint-shapes exist.
R eproductions of two more petroglyph sites are on display at the Vietnamese
M useum of History in Hanoi: the Dong Noi Cave in Hoa B inh Province contains an
engraving of a face while the Thuong Pho Cave in Quang B inh Province contains thin
incisions in the stone, one of which resembles a buffalo. A team from the Institute of
Archaeology and the Hanoi University of Culture, headed by Trinh, also discovered a
megalithic dolmen estimated to be 2,000 years old (“2,000 year-old M egalith” 2009).
This find is located in Vĩnh Phúc Province of north Vietnam. Dolmens have also been
reported from the Soc Son District of the greater Hanoi area (Nguyen & Dinh 2011).
Painted rock art has not been reported from Vietnam until very recently, when a
team led by Trinh discovered the K ho M y Cave in Ha G iang Province in 2009 (Viet
Nam News 2012). The cave is located in the Tung Van Commune of the Quan B a
District, and depict anthropomorphs, some of which sport ‘horns’.
2.2.7 Singapore
The archaeology of this tiny island nation befits its size, and it is unsurprising
that there are no painted rock art sites in Singapore. W hat may possibly have been the
country’s only rock art site was destroyed by E nglish colonisers in 1843. The Singapore
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Stone, as it has come to be known, is an inscribed sandstone boulder that once stood
at the mouth of the Singapore R iver. Standing at a prominent rock point, the wedgeshaped stone was described as being approximately 10 feet high, 5 feet wide and 9 feet
long. The inscriptions on the boulder remain undeciphered today, and are thought to be
Sanskrit or O ld Javanese (L aidlay 1848, see also Prinsep 1848 and B land 1837). The
stone was destroyed as part of construction work to widen the river mouth (Abdullah
1970). A fragment of the stone lies on display at the National M useum of Singapore and
has since been designated as a national treasure.

2.3 Theories About Southeast Asian Rock Art
It is difficult to integrate rock art research into the general archaeological narratives of Southeast Asia for a number of reasons. Turpin (1990) has identified some
of the more ‘traditional’ barriers to rock art research: rock art designs are of limited
archaeological use insofar as we can only understand the forms we can identify; rock art
is generally undateable; rock art is generally immovable which necessitates potentially
costly in situ work coupled with the fact that sites are often hard to reach; and finally
because of their visual nature they are prone to fanciful interpretations which Turpin
calls the ‘Von Däniken factor’. This has certainly been the case for Southeast Asia, as
most discussions on Southeast Asian rock art have tended to focus on the interpretation
of motifs.
The identification of forms is a highly interpretive and thus subjective endeavour.
In my previous work at G ua Tambun at Perak, M alaysia (Tan 2010a), I deconstructed
a number of long-held interpretations about the rock art, arguing that a number of
interpretations of the animal forms do not hold up to scrutiny. F or example, the identification of a ‘tapir’, first coined by M atthews in 1959 was also tentatively identified as a
‘rhinoceros beetle’ in the same paper, but that alternative identification was lost in later
studies. B y analysing the features portrayed on the zoomorphic forms from the paintings, I ruled out other initial interpretations of the ‘dugong’ and ‘tiger’, and made a case
for the ‘tapir’ to be interpreted as a ‘mountain goat’ instead.
Some work has been done to correlate the distribution of rock art with groups of
people. In the eastern Indonesian islands and western M elanesia, B allard (1992) noted
that painted rock art in this region frequently occurs on cliff faces, more than 10 metres
above sea level. The distribution of rock art sites is strongly correlated with areas where
Austronesian languages are spoken today and is described as the Austronesian Painting
Tradition (APT). O ’Connor and O livera (2007), however, pointed out that this does not
hold true for the painted rock art sites of Timor-L este; these occur predominately in
areas where non-Austronesian languages are spoken. To the west and in the mainland
there has been little similar work done to investigate the distribution of linguistic groups
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with rock art in M ainland Southeast Asia. W ang (1985) has posited that the rock art
found in Y unnan, in Southern China, along the edges of M yanmar, may be attributed to
the Shan people, while F aulstich (1984) notes that the rock art of G ua Tambun is situated in the traditional lands of the Senoi aboriginal group, but also admits that we know
too little of previous territorial boundaries held by the orang asli to link the rock art of
M alaysia to any distinct aboriginal group. The coastal rock art in Southern Thailand
has been attributed to the Chaolae or the sea gypsies (Sarikabutara 1987), but given the
sea gypsies’ Austronesian heritage and the number of southern Thai rock art located on
coastal cliff faces, it may be that the Chaolae paintings are an extension of the APT. This
line of inquiry has not yet been investigated.
The APT has also been argued to be linked with funerary rites and beliefs about
the afterlife because of the co-association of motifs, human burials and boat burials
(B allard et al. 2003). In Island Southeast Asia, Szabó et al. (2008), B allard et al. (2003)
and M anguin (1986) point out that there is an interweaving of boat symbolism with
funerary rituals, and some of that may also transfer into rock art with ship depictions
(Szabó et al. 2008). M ore direct interpretations of ship imagery in rock art have dealt
with technical appraisals of the boats depicted to determine their make, distinguishing
features and culture of origin (see B lake 1996, L ape et al. 2007, Sukkham et al. 2011/
Appendix G ).
M igration theories have been another explanatory theme for Southeast Asian rock
art. L ommel (2001) has suggested that the squatted anthropomorph motif may have
migrated from Siberia to Indonesia in a southwesterly direction via Taiwan—this argument is made purely on the grounds of art historical observations but part of that migration route overlaps with that of the Austronesian-speaking people moving from Southern China and Taiwan into Southeast Asia and the Pacific. L ommel’s theories are based
on the similarity of motifs over a range of cultural groups rather than contextual or
archaeological evidence and are thus speculative at best. Another migration theme was
suggested by M atthews (1960) in the case of G ua Tambun in M alaysia. He proposed
that the supposed ‘x-ray style’ art found at G ua Tambun was a missing link between
the x-ray art of India and Australia and by extension an indication of a migration route
between the two regions. De Almeida (1967) also proposed a connection between the
x-ray motifs in L ene Hara Cave in Timor-L este and those in Arnhem L and, Australia.
However, the x-ray style in Australia became a dominant artistic motif approximately
3,000 years ago and occurs in W estern Arnhem L and in northern Australia (Taçon 1987,
M orphy 1998). B ecause of the clear stylistic evolution displayed in Arnhem L and, it
would be more likely that x-ray art developed in situ. F aulstich (1990) and Tan (2010a)
have argued that links between the Australian and G ua Tambun x-ray art are unlikely
because of the isolation of the latter site.
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In looking at rock art distributions in Southeast Asia as a whole, I have suggested
emergent patterns based on the location and types of sites—particularly with the proliferation of hand stencils in the eastern Indonesian islands, megaliths clustered across
Island Southeast Asia and northeast Thailand and central L aos, and rock carvings along
the northern part of Southeast Asia and southern China, including Hong K ong and
Taiwan. These may represent clusters that correspond to regionally based communities
sharing a similar material culture and/or ideational platform (Taçon & Tan 2012/Appendix D, Tan 2014a/Appendix B ). These observations are general at best due to the lack of
data, and future studies may yet confirm the validity of distinct styles of rock art within
these regional clusters; if distinct regional rock art styles do exist in M ainland Southeast
Asia, they have yet to be characterised.
The few ethnographic examples we have for interpreting rock art come from
Peninsular M alaysia. E vans (1927) and W illiams-Hunt (1952) both witnessed orang asli
making charcoal drawings in caves, and based on his interviews with one of the artists,
E vans concluded that the drawings were scenes of everyday life. This idea of everyday
painting is echoed in the more modern example of Tham Phrayanaga, which contains
numerous depictions of watercraft and is interpreted to be the work of sea gypsies made
while working at the shelter to collect bird nests (B lake 1996). This mundane portrayal
of what is seen in the everyday is a far cry from many ritualistic or shamanistic explanations impressed on the meaning of many rock art sites in Southeast Asia; however,
comparing some of the more abstract designs with carved ‘myth bamboos’, F aulstich
(1990) also said that the drawings were reflections of cultural values, myths and ritual
beliefs.
In her M A thesis looking at the central Thai rock art sites of Tham Ta Duang
and K hao Daeng in K anchanaburi province and K hao Plara in Uthai Thani province,
Victoria Scott (2011) concluded that the paintings depicted some sort of ritual undertaken or performed at those sites. She reached this conclusion using R appaport’s (1999)
criteria for identifying ritual and ethnographic similarities with rituals performed by
ethnic minority groups in China’s G uangxi province (W ongthes 1994), although she was
unable to ascertain the context and nature of the rituals depicted in the rock art. W hat
Thai literature refers to as ‘historic period rock art’ (Srisuchat 1992) has a religious
function through the depictions of B uddha and deities, and commemorative value such
as the steamship depiction from the Pak O u Caves in L aos discussed in Chapter 7.
L ooking a little further past the edges of Southeast Asia, we find an interpretation
by Y ueng (1995) of the petroglyphs of Hong K ong as an early example of Chinese
writing. These carvings have been attributed to the B ronze Age, between the W estern
and E astern Zhou dynasties. Similar analogies cannot be made of Southeast Asia, as the
earliest scripts used in Southeast Asia were of Indic origin and there is little evidence for
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rock art evolving into scripts. The earliest inscription thus far found in this region comes
in the form of the Vo Canh stele, dating to the 3rd century CE (B ergaigne 1888, B hattacharya 1961, O ’R eilly 2007).
M ost rock art studies in Southeast Asia thus far have focused on the meaning of
images and the context of depictions, with varying levels of success. In this study, I
wish to shift the focus away from the meaning of individual paintings and images, and
instead look at rock art sites as a type of interaction between humankind and landscape.
In effect, this is a landscape archaeology of rock art sites in Southeast Asia within a
religious, sacred and spiritual context.

2.4 Gaps in Current Research
This survey demonstrates that there is a significant amount and variety of rock art
in the region, and research efforts have accelerated particularly over the last 20 years.
However, there are still significant gaps in the research, evidenced by the uneven distribution of rock art sites from country to country. In M ainland Southeast Asia, Thailand
has the most number of reported sites due to its relative stability and prosperity, which
allows public funds to go into archaeological research and has led to the documentation and publication of a number of sites. In contrast, the neighbouring countries of
M yanmar, L aos and Cambodia only have a handful of sites that are known; some of
them were recently discovered, while the existence of many has not been communicated
to the larger academic or public community. Painted rock art is still rare in Vietnam. Y et
the sheer number of sites known from Thailand possibly hints at how much more rock
art has yet to be found in the region.
R ock art as a class of material culture is notoriously hard to date. There have
been few attempts to directly date the rock art of Southeast Asia, but where we have
dates, they suggest that some rock art may be surprisingly old: direct dating of L ene
Hara paintings in Timor-L este by uranium-series dating put the age of the rock art at
a minimum of 6,300 years, and possibly as old as 26,000 years (Aubert et al. 2007),
whereas the petroglyphs range between 10,000–12,000 years (O ’Connor et al. 2010);
comparisons of dates derived using radiocarbon and uranium-series dating at G ua
Saleh in K alimantan indicate antiquity of at least 9,900 years (Plagnes et al. 2003).
M ore significantly, new dates from Sulawesi rock art put their antiquity at 40,000 years
(Aubert et al. 2014)—comparable with those of E urope. It is interesting to note that we
currently only have direct dates derived from Island Southeast Asia rather than M ainland Southeast Asia, but their considerable age suggests that the oldest rock art from the
mainland would be of comparable age or older.
Some sites can be dated using iconographic identification, epigraphical and
art historical methods, which put them into the historical period and the more recent
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past. In some Cambodian examples such as Poueng K omnou, we are fortunate to have
inscriptions that provide a date to some of the rock art panels (B oulbet & Dagens
1973). The depiction of vehicles on the walls of G ua B adak (W illiams-Hunt 1952) and
E uropean-styled masted ships and Chinese junks in Tham Phrayanaga (Sukkham et
al. 2011/Appendix G , L imwijitwong 2004, B lake 1996, Chaimongkhon 1990) give an
indication of the relatively recent date of these paintings. In Thailand, there is an entire
class of rock art from the historic period, usually dealing with art from caves converted
into B uddhist shrines (see Srisuchat 1992), as are sites that contain Indic inscriptions
such as the Cherok Tok K un and K arimun inscriptions located in Penang, M alaysia and
R iau, Indonesia respectively (E vans 1930, Caldwell & Hazlewood 1994). Conversely,
the depiction of extinct animals can also hint at the antiquity of such paintings; G ua Ilas
K enceng in K alimantan, Indonesia contains a bovid painting identified as Bos javanieus
that was thought to be extinct by the end of the Pleistocene (Chazine 2005). In my earlier work at G ua Tambun (Tan 2010a), I speculated that the rock art may be older than the
Neolithic age assigned to it on the basis of multiple phases of paintings; one painting of
an ‘orangutan’ may give an insight to how old the paintings may be, as the most recent
fossil dates for Pongo sp. in Peninsular M alaysia are still only 66,000–33,000 years old
(Y asamin et al. 2013).
M ost often, rock art sites are dated in association with the excavated finds in situ,
or found in the same area. R adiocarbon dating of sediments in M yanmar’s Padalin Cave
produced dates of 7,000 and 13,000 years old in association with red-stained stone tools
(M oore 2007). M atthews described the artefacts recovered from his excavation at G ua
Tambun to exhibit a “Hoabinhian” character (1959), although the date was later revised
to the Neolithic period due to the find of a cord-impressed pottery sherd (Datan 1998,
F aulstich 1990), and recent radiocarbon dates derived from shell suggest that the site
was in use from at least the Holocene (M ohd Shafeea L eman et al. 2013). The painted
rock shelter of B an R ai in northern Thailand contains two occupation periods, the late
Holocene and early Holocene/L ate Pleistocene. That rock art is often found in caves
and rock shelters throughout Southeast Asia further lends support to a ‘prehistoric’—
presumably hunter-gatherer—provenance.
As noted from M alaysian examples discussed earlier, we do know of contemporary groups who still live hunter-gatherer lifestyles, some of whom have been reported
to have created rock art in the last century. W hat sets the modern rock art apart from
older examples is primarily colour—red pictograms are thought to be older than black
ones. W here both occur, blacks usually superimpose reds, but not the other way around.
B lack pictograms often also depict modern subjects and have ethnographic accounts
related to them, such as those at G ua B adak in M alaysia (F aulstich 1988, see also
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Chazine & F errié 2008). Polychromatic paintings are also associated with more recent
or historical period painting activity (Sukkham et al. 2011/Appendix G , Srisuchat 1991).
Despite our patchy knowledge of Southeast Asian rock art, we now have information from a large corpus of sites to make some generalisations, particularly of sites with
red rock art. W e now know that rock art, as a marking in the landscape on a natural
stone canvas, exists throughout Southeast Asia and is found in every modern nationstate, making it far from rare and scarce in this region. W e find that all three main forms
of rock art—pictograms, petroglyphs and megaliths—are present. Pictogram sites are by
far the most numerous and widespread type of rock art found in Southeast Asia, while
megaliths and petroglyph sites tend to be limited to specific regions. The number of
sites found in Thailand and Indonesia, which are territories central to M ainland Southeast Asia and Island Southeast Asia respectively, give us an idea of how many sites there
may be in adjacent countries even as only a handful of sites are known in them.
There have been few studies that deal directly with the dating of the art; those
derived from art historical, epigraphy and iconographic sources comfortably date these
sites to between the historical period of the last millennium to the more recent past. An
implicit assumption is that rock art without such identifying factors is prehistoric.
E thnographic reports of orang asli in M alaysia living hunter-gatherer lifestyles
in the 19th and early 20th centuries CE reported them creating rock art using charcoal.
This is consistent with observations that where rock art containing black and red rock
art are found, black pictograms are placed over red paintings, but not the other way
around (examples from Sidisunthorn et al. 2006, F aulstich 1988). Notably, a recent
study by Taçon et al. (2014) reviewing rock art from southern China, Indonesia,
M yanmar and M alaysia has suggested that the depiction of large naturalistic animals,
especially in conjunction with hand stencils, may be part of a Pleistocene tradition.
W hen lacking any other chronological marker, the common association of rock
art with prehistoric material such as stone tools and human remains found in the same
shelter (e.g.. B an R ai in Thailand, G ua Tambun and G ua K ain Hitam in M alaysia, Padalin Caves in M yanmar and L ene Hara in Timor-L este) supports the notion that sites with
red pictogram art are prehistoric sites. F urthermore, known dates from two of these sites
(13,000 from Padalin and 7,500 from L ene Hara) suggest that such red rock art sites are
very old indeed. Hence, it is an assumption through Southeast Asia that red rock art sites
are prehistoric in context.
F or the reasons outlined earlier, rock art is still a new area of research in Southeast
Asia and it is only recently that we have begun to integrate multi-site analyses (see
Sarikabutara 1987, F aulstich 1990, Arifin & Delanghe 2004, O ’Connor & O livera
2007, Taçon & Tan 2012/Appendix D). The difficulty of investigating sites across many
countries at the same time is exacerbated because of different operational requirements
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to do research in each country. Comparisons of sites within the region can be helpful in understanding human interactions with the landscape, particularly since such
interactions occurred long before national borders were drawn, and also since there is
much commonality in the material culture of the region—for example, the Hoabinhian
‘culture’ found prevalent through Southeast Asia, the introduction and spread of bronze
and iron technology, and the localisations of Indic religions in the first millennium.
R ock art creation takes place over many points in time in Southeast Asia and
appears to be endemic in space and time. In most prehistoric contexts the meaning of
rock art is unknown, while in many historic contexts they appear to be religious in the
form of Hindu or B uddhist art. In M ainland Southeast Asia, we find that some prehistoric rock art sites later become religious shrines. Does the continuation of religious
activity at a rock art site indicate a more enduring quality of the landscape as a sacred
place? W here we find identifiable religious activity as a prehistoric rock art site, does
this suggest a prior identification of sacredness in earlier times? If so, can pre-Indic
religions be identified in rock art sites? W here religious sites develop over rock art sites,
is it because of a recognition of an older religious significance? I argue this possibility
through the Southeast Asian conceptions of religion and landscape in the following
chapters.
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3. Archaeology and R eligions of Southeast Asia

3.1 Introduction
B efore discussing rock art and sacred landscapes in Southeast Asia it is necessary to first provide a broad overview of M ainland Southeast Asia’s archaeology
and religions and more specifically of Theravada B uddhist in M yanmar, Thailand,
L aos and Cambodia where the sites discussed in this study are located. Although the
archaeologies of Southeast Asia are the subjects of entire books (see Higham 2014,
O ’R eilly 2007, G lover & B ellwood 2004), this brief outline will set out a chronological
framework in which we can situate the rock art. W hile brushing over many nuances and
regional peculiarities, one can organise the archaeology of M ainland Southeast Asia into
four broad periods—prehistory and the various stone ages (from deep time up to the
Neolithic), protohistory and the metal ages, the rise of states, and modern times marked
by the beginning of E uropean colonisation. G enerally speaking, we see increased site
variation, group interaction and sociopolitical complexity over time, although Hutterer
(1976) cautions that discontinuities in geography mean that cultural changes in Southeast Asia are not generally uniform—one can see marked differences in the material
culture of sites in highland and lowland areas, and also between coastal and inland sites.
Using this framework, I chart the transition from indigenous, animistic religions into
Indic religions, culminating in the unique flavour of Theravada B uddhism that is prevalent in M ainland Southeast Asia today. F inally, I will review the existing theories about
the rock art of Southeast Asia that characterise how rock art is currently situated within
the archaeology of the region.

3.2 Archaeology of Southeast Asia
3.2.1 Prehistory: from the Pleistocene to the Late Holocene
Southeast Asia’s past provides archaeological challenges as tropical environments
are not conducive to the preservation of human remains and organic artefacts. W e have
a fair range of evidence to show that modern humans, and possibly other hominids,
have been active in Southeast Asia from the late Pleistocene (see O ’Connor & B ulbeck
2013 for a wide-ranging discussion of early human occupation in Southeast Asia). The
oldest anatomically modern remains found in Southeast Asia are from Callao Cave in
the Philippines, dating to 67,000 years ago (M ijares et al. 2010) and from Tam Pa L ing
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in L aos, dating to at least 46,000 years old (Demeter et al. 2012); other ancient remains
from the region include the 35,000–37,000-year-old partial skull from the Deep Cave in
Niah (B arker & Hunt 2014), Sarawak, remains from the Tabon Cave in Palawan, Philippines (16.5ka, Détroit et al. 2004), and the Perak M an find from G ua G unung R untuh in
Perak, M alaysia (10ka, Zuraina 1994). The scant evidence from human skeletal material
is supported by an entire suite of evidence that indicates human occupation from at least
50,000 years ago.
Adding to the complexity of the deep past is the changed palaeoenvironment: the
present sea levels are only reflective of the last 4,000 years; 10,000 years ago the sea
level was 60–80m below the present, thus exposing large swathes of the Sunda Shelf
and uniting much of what is now Java, Sumatra and B orneo with the Southeast Asian
mainland (G eyh et al. 1979, Voris 2000). As a result, much of what we know of human
hunter-gather activities comes from caves and rock shelters in upland regions rather
than coastal areas which would now be under water. Despite this potential source of
taphonomic bias in our understanding of the prehistoric past, Schepartz et al. (2000)
propose that since the highlands represented a more stable ecological system they may
have been preferentially exploited and inhabited by hominids and humans during the
Pleistocene and Holocene.
The only site from which we find dated material culture associated with rock art
in M ainland Southeast Asia is in M yanmar, the late Pleistocene site of Padalin Caves
(M oore 2007, U Aung Thaw 1971), which is discussed further in Chapter 7. As noted
earlier, the majority of rock art images in Southeast Asia are ascribed to the prehistoric
period because they are typically found in caves and rock shelters in mountain settings.
However, towards the end of the Holocene and in the Neolithic periods we see a shift
towards sedentism in the lowlands, and the development of permanent settlements
corresponds with the introduction of metalworking and long-distance trade.
3.2.2 Protohistory: Agriculture, Metallurgy and Permanent Settlements
This next period is characterised by the emergence of permanent settlements,
agriculture and metalworking. The transition from mobile hunter-gather lifestyles to
sedentism is unclear, but by around 2,000 B CE a series of Neolithic settlements can be
identified in central and northeast Thailand, south Vietnam and north Vietnam (Higham
2002). The impetus for adopting such a lifestyle may never be known, but the general
picture that emerges is the migration of peoples from China into Southeast Asia beginning from around 5,000 years ago, bringing into Southeast Asia rice agriculture and
animal domestication (M atsumura & O xenham 2014).
E arly settlements were established in coastal and estuarine locations, exemplified by K hok Phanom Di in Thailand’s Chonburi province which was occupied by
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hunter-gatherers between 2,000–1,500 B CE , whose diet was based on the exploitation
of marine and coastal resources. Despite any evidence for rice agriculture, rice was
nonetheless used as temper for their pottery and this is suggestive of long-distance trade
and communication (Higham 2004).
These lines of communication that trace back to China also support the origins of
bronze working. B y 1,500 B CE , Southeast Asian settlements were familiar with bronze
technology. Compared with other parts of the world, the introduction of bronze did not
appear to be a disruptive technology and its use was primarily in the manufacture of
prestige goods for trade. Another indication of long-distance trade and the use of exotic
material is indicated by Hung et al’s (2007) study on the distribution of jade artefacts,
also known as ling-ling-o. Nephrite originating from eastern Taiwan is found in various
archaeological contexts throughout M ainland and Island Southeast Asia dating between
500 B CE and 500 CE , which further underscores the extensiveness of exchange
networks taking place among settled communities in the region. F rom 500 B CE , we
also start to see the emergence of iron technology and its application to warfare, particularly as Han China expanded their territory into Y unnan and northern Vietnam.
W e are hampered by the lack of written sources on the exact nature of settlements from the 5th century B CE to around the 5th century CE . These settlements are
commonly found near small river valleys which fed into the larger rivers, and they
engaged in long-distance trade through these waterways. E arly in the first millennium
CE , many local elite groups began adopting Hindu and B uddhist religions, ritual
practices and languages, a process known as Indianisation. B ellina and G lover (2004)
suggest from the trade artefacts found in Southeast Asian sites that exchanges with India
occurred in two phases. B etween 4th century B CE and 2nd century CE , Indian objects
began appearing in non-Indianised sites, which was indicative of trade; from the second
to fourth centuries CE , there was a shift of items imported from India to Indian-style
ceramics made within Southeast Asia. This implies intensification in inter- and intraregional trade.
Agricultural scenes can be found in rock art sites in Thailand and L aos, such as
Pha M on in Ubon R atchathani Province, which contains a representation of ‘buffalo’ in
a rice field, along with plant prints; in Tham W ua at the Phu Phra B at Historical Park in
Udon Thani Province; and in the Pak O u Caves of L aos (see Chapter 7). W hat is unclear
is if the creators of the rock art were agriculturalists themselves, or if they were the
work of hunter-gatherers observing agriculturalists.
3.2.3 Rise of States
F rom the middle of the 3rd century CE , we begin to see state societies emerge in
Southeast Asia. These polities appear to be archaeologically distinct enough to engage
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in monumental construction work, and significant enough to be mentioned in various
Chinese histories, and some of the kingdoms named in the Chinese annals have been
correlated with geographic locations. As early as the 3rd century CE , the Chinese were
aware of a people in central M yanmar whom they called the Piao (Pyu); they were
known to themselves as the Tircul. The Tircul, or Pyu as we refer to them today, lived in
fortified cities, spoke a Tibeto-B urmese language and were probably recent immigrants
to the region. They dominated central M yanmar before B agan arose as the regional
power in the 11th century (O ’R eilly 2007).
In central Thailand, various inscriptions on coins refer to “the K ing of Sri Dvaravati” (see Diffloth 1981, B humadhon 1987, Skilling 2003), hinting at a state existing
from around the 6th century in central Thailand. Archaeologically, we see from this
period a loose grouping of fortified settlements and moated sites which featured the
adoption of B uddhism (and to a minor extent, Hinduism). They shared a similar material culture and extended as far inward as the K horat Plateau in Northeast Thailand.
Despite the suggestion of an over-arching king, Higham (2014) and M udar (1999) note
that there is little evidence for a unified state and that the evidence rather leans towards
many small kingdoms that waxed and waned as they competed for regional dominance.
This discontinuity between the inscriptional evidence and the archaeological evidence
may be explained by the mandala state systems discussed in the next chapter.
E astwards, the M ekong delta in present-day South Vietnam and Cambodia was
also well placed to facilitate maritime trade from China to the east and India to the west,
and also inland trade through the M ekong. Archaeological remains dating from the
Iron Age and transitioning to the 3rd century CE show the construction of monumental
architecture such as temples and canals (M allaret 1959–63, M anguin & Vo 2000).
B y the 6th century, power appears to have shifted inland into the M ekong valley to
a state identified by the Chinese histories as Chenla. Chenla sites display a growing
trend towards the centralisation of authority and agricultural intensification, which was
fuelled by the control of land, labour and water (Higham 2014).
The last of the early nascent states is the coastal kingdom of Champa, whose sites
dot the coast of central and southern Vietnam and date from the 4th to 15th centuries
CE . M ore accurately, there are multiple kingdoms of Champa as political power appears
to have stretched only as far as the river valleys that divide the landscape (O ’R eilly
2007, Hall 1992). The kings of Champa enjoyed diplomatic relations with China and
Chenla, and while Shiva was a major focus of religion there were temples devoted to
B uddhism and to indigenous gods as well.
Various Chinese dynastic histories report receiving tribute from these polities, and
while the Chinese records must be read with a critical eye, it implies at the very least
that existence of these proto- or quasi-states in Southeast Asia by this time. In describ-
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ing these polities, many Chinese histories talk about the genealogy of their kings, their
adoption of Indic scripts and their religions. W hile largely supported by the archaeological evidence, these sources only shed light on the political elites. B uddhism and
Hinduism were adopted as state religions, although generally speaking the dominance
of one did not mean the exclusion of the other, and these Indic religions appear to have
integrated with the indigenous animist religions.
B y the 9th century CE , at least four states were present in M ainland Southeast
Asia: B ac B o in northern Vietnam was a southern province of China; the coastal kingdoms of Champa in central and southern Vietnam, Dvaravati in central Thailand, and
Angkor which developed from Chenla in northwest Cambodia (Higham 2014). Various
states would rise and fall in the following centuries, notably B agan in M yanmar, Sukhothai, Ayutthaya and L anna in Thailand, and L an X ang in L aos.
The rock art from this period is more certainly dated, as the iconography tends
to deal predominantly with themes and subjects from Hinduism and B uddhism. W e
see numerous examples of religious rock art, such as the carved B uddhas from Tham
W ang Sang in L aos, the Hindu carvings of K bal Spean in Cambodia, and the painted art
associated with the rock-cut Hindu temple of K hao K huha in Thailand.
It is important to note that the archaeology of these states is really the archaeology
of large lowland populations, who engaged in large-scale trade, agriculture and warfare.
W e know much less about the people who lived in the upland areas, and emerging
research from jar burials in the Cardamom mountains in Cambodia shows that there
were contemporary populations living in the highlands and engaging in exchange with
the people of the lowlands (B eavan et al. 2012).

3.2.4 Historic Period
This last period of Southeast Asian history is characterised by E uropean contact
and conquest. B eginning with the violent conquest of M alacca in 1511 by the Portuguese, more and more E uropean powers began to establish colonies in Southeast Asia,
first in an attempt to seize the lucrative spice trade, and later to facilitate trade with
China and build new markets for what was increasingly becoming a global exchange
system. O n the mainland, E uropean attempts to acquire territory played out between
F rance and E ngland on roughly east-west lines with F rance colonising Vietnam,
Cambodia and L aos (F rench Indochina) and E ngland taking B urma (now M yanmar) and
M alaya (M alaysia). Thailand, which today still takes pride in being the only country that
was never colonised, ultimately maintained independence at the cost of concessions to
both the F rench and E nglish (Tate 1979).
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A key impetus for E uropean colonisation was the extraction of economic resources and as a result, E uropean rule largely left cultural and traditional power structures,
such as the royalty, intact. M ore importantly from the view point of this study is the
impact of the colonisers on local beliefs, which was minimal. Stange (1992:201) notes
that despite the numerous political and economic upheavals since colonial rule, “the
region remains a site of encounter between deeply held and widely divergent worldviews”. Despite efforts by Christian missionaries, Theravada B uddhism endures as the
religion of the mainland to this day, except for southern Thailand and Peninsular M alaysia where Islam became popular and in Vietnam where Chinese-flavoured M ahayana
B uddhism was practised.
W e have several examples of interaction between indigenous populations and
E uropeans in contact rock art. Tham Phrayanaga in Thailand is an island cave site
depicting numerous watercraft, both regional and E uropean ships, highlighting the role
of the Indian O cean and the Straits of M alacca as an international maritime route. In
M alaysia, we have orang asli rock art depicting bicycles and motor vehicles as a result
of E uropean contact. Notably, communities of orang asli were still living hunter-gatherer lifestyles even at the time of E uropean colonisation, which highlights the fact that
while we know much about the archaeology of settlement-dwellers, there are populations living in the hinterlands about whom we know almost nothing.

3.3 Southeast Asian Religions: From Animism to Buddhism
3.3.1 History of Religions
Parallel to the history and archaeology of Southeast Asia, an outline of the origins
and development of religions from early times to the present can be constructed. The
earliest religions of Southeast Asia are largely unknown, although it is widely accepted
that such religions were animist and characterised by the worship of nature spirits
(Hawkins 2003, Quaritch-W ales 1957). F ollowing increased contact with India, we
see in the archaeological record the adoption of Indic religions such as B rahmanism,
the classic Hindu cults to Vishnu and Shiva, and of course, B uddhism. These exotic
Indic religions perpetuated and reinforced political power structures, serving as a
system and framework for the legitimisation of power, and also fuelled much of the
temple construction whose remains we now study as archaeologists. M uch of M ainland
Southeast Asia is now Theravada B uddhist, after a tradition originating from Sri L anka
from the beginning of the first millennium CE although there are significant M uslim
minorities in the south of Thailand and Cambodia. As mentioned previously, B uddhism
in Vietnam is today more influenced by the M ahayanist tradition from China.
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3.3.2 Prehistoric Religion and Animism
Assavavirulhakarn (2010) points out that the archaeology of prehistoric religion
is scant, based on myths, legend and inferences from present-day cultures whose
traditions are believed to be of non-Indic origin. Inferring religious and ritual activity
from prehistoric contexts is difficult, if not impossible, and what little has been written
about prehistoric religions in Southeast Asia is in need of re-examination. B ased on
ethnologies from the negrito populations of M alaysia and the Philippines, QuaritchW ales (1957) suggests that earlier hunter-gatherer populations practiced a type of
shamanistic religion and that their supreme deity was likely a type of sky god or ‘L ord
of B easts’. Heine-G eldern’s (1928) examination of megaliths in eastern India, western
M yanmar and Indonesia led him to conclude that megalithic construction and activity
was concerned with the afterlife and the tapping of supernatural powers. However, the
interpretations reached by both researchers were developed by analogy with contemporary communities described in anthropological accounts rather than archaeological
investigations.
W ithout the means to reconstruct the detail of ancient belief systems, we are left to
equate non-utilitarian activity in the archaeological record as ritual or religious activity;
among the most common vestiges of ritual within the prehistoric context is the use of
rock art and the presence of grave goods. F or example, Scott’s (2011) analysis of the
rock art in K achanaburi and Uthai Thani Provinces concludes that the paintings depict
ritual, although the exact nature of the ritual cannot be ascertained.
In M ainland Southeast Asia, caves have frequently been used for the disposal
of the dead or as mausoleums and show considerable evidence for ritual activity.
Tweedie (1953) has speculated an association of haematite with burials in M alaysia, and
suggested that its presence may invoke blood or vitality. The ritualised contexts of the
11,000-year-old burial of the Perak M an, a human male found in a limestone cave of
G ua G unung R untuh, include the placement of the body in a foetal position, the layering
of shell underneath the body and the deposition of stone tools (Zuraina 1994).
O ne funerary ritual, the use of log coffins in caves, appears to have been widespread throughout Southeast Asia (Treerayapiwat 2005, Coates 2009, B eavan et al.
2012). In B orneo, the rock art of boats in G ua K ain Hitam, Sarawak has clear association with the boat-shaped log coffins deposited in the same cave (Harrisson 1959,
see also Szabó et al. 2008 for association of ships of the dead and burials in the same
cave). In Northern Thailand, log coffin burials reached a peak between 1,200 and 2,200
years ago (Sidisunthorn et al. 2006). This practice of log coffin burial may have been
abandoned with the adoption of B uddhism, where cremation was the preferred method
of disposing of the dead. Abandonment of cave usage for burial contexts would presum-
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ably have accompanied the introduction of Theravada B uddhism elsewhere in Southeast
Asia.
Despite the scant evidence for prehistoric rituals, it has long been assumed that
prior to the arrival of the Indic religions, the indigenous populations of Southeast Asia
practised some sort of animism (Vallibhotama 1988, R oxas-L im 2005, L ehman 2003).
Animism can be considered as a type of religious ecology or a belief that the natural
world is inseparable from the deities, which is manifested as a belief that god and
nature are the same, or that nature is the threshold for interfacing with gods, or that
deities reside in nature (Park 1994). In Southeast Asia, animism, sometimes described
as magico-animism and nature spirit-worship, is the belief that spirits roam the world
and inhabit the natural landscape residing in features such as trees, rocks and waterways
(Tambiah 1970, M abbett & Chandler 1995, Holt 2009).
These spirits go by a variety of names: in M yanmar, they are known as the nat, in
Thailand and L aos, the phii and in Cambodia, the neak ta, but these terms are collective
names for supernatural spirits, and can be further subdivided into different classes of
spirits (see L andon 1949, Spiro 1967, R ajadhon 1986, B ertrand 2001, Singh 2009).
M ost nature spirits are impersonal and local, such as the village guardian, the spirit of
the tree or the ghost of the cave. In some cases, spirits can be anthropomorphised, the
most famous examples of which are the 37 nats of M yanmar, sometimes described as
‘national’ nats (F igure 3.1). These nats reside on M ount Popa in central M yanmar and

F igure 3.1 Nat shrine at the Shwezigon Pagoda in B agan, M yanmar. This temple combines B uddhism and
nat worship at the same place.
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have distinct personalities such as Thagyamin, the king of the nats, L ady G olden-F ace,
one of the guardian spirits of B agan, and most prominently, M in Nahagiri, who is titled
L ord of M ount Popa, G uardian of the Nation and L ord of individual households. Almost
every household in M yanmar contains a shrine to M in Nahagiri. Thai, L ao and K hmer
spirits do not have a pantheon as elaborate as the B urmese, but they have spirits of area
and place (phra phuum caw thii) that are equivalent to M in Nahagiri; these spirits reside
in small purpose-built spirit houses that are usually found outside every Thai and L ao
household (L ester 1973, K itsuwan 1988).
Despite their widespread geography, spirit cults have a number of commonalities:
a belief in a supernatural being centred in a particular locality, a connection between
the being and a community’s founder, and the cult which is maintained through ritual
or sacrifice (Hawkins 2003). The cadastral cult is also known in anthropological circles
as the F ounders’ Cult, and the basic premise described by L ehman (2003) is that supernatural spirits are the original and ultimate masters over the landscape and that they are
associated with natural features. The Southeast Asian peculiarity is that humans who
wish to settle, work or clear through any piece of land must first establish a contract
and continued communication with these spirits; the role of mediator between the spirit
and human worlds is an exclusive right that is handed down between generations or
appointed. O ’Connor (2003) highlights three consequences of the founders’ cult: they
oblige the creation of a social and moral order by forming a community; they synchronise the group’s behaviour with its agricultural cycle, and they also tend to discourage
the dispersal that is more characteristic of farming communities. Instead, the cult creates
rituals designed to contain a community and prevent its members from moving out on
their own.
Through an investigation of ritual activity involving B uddhist monks in the village
setting in central Thailand, Terwiel (1994) describes some of the important features of
the magico-animistic worldview of these cults. Nature spirits can both be beneficial
and harmful, and magical power is harnessed to protect from and mitigate the negative
effects caused by them. M agic power is centred on certain objects in conjunction with
certain activities and locations, and can diminish the further one moves away from
the magical source. Nature is inherently magical, and indeed, there is no distinction
between nature and magical power: the earth is magical because it makes plants grow,
but also termite nests that spring out from the ground and spots where lightning has
struck are also considered sources of power. Hence there are many different types of
magical power that can be tapped into, and they are equally often used to protect oneself
from the everyday effects of the spirits.
Southeast Asian animism today is often associated with the peoples of the hinterlands and hill people, which has been seen to reinforce the idea that these beliefs in
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nature spirits have some antiquity (M aung 1959, Thomcharoen 1975). This association
with ancient beliefs and the mountains also support the long-standing idea that people
originated from the mountains. Despite the hinterland origin, beliefs in nature spirits
are widespread and prevalent even in ‘modern’ B uddhist societies and such spirits are
venerated alongside the B uddha. R ajadhon (1986), writing about popular B uddhism in
Siam, displays how ingrained this view of the spirit world is in everyday life when he
asserts that “[t]he belief in supernatural beings is innate in man”. There are numerous
anthropological examples of Southeast Asian communities and their interaction with
the spirits, such as Tambiah’s (1970) study of spirit cults in northeast Thailand and their
relationship with B uddhism in more recent times, K ammerer’s (2003) investigation
of Akha spirit cults in northern Thailand and Hayashi’s (2003) observation of village
guardian spirit worship in Thai-L ao villages of Northeast Thailand. Notably, they
are consistent in reporting that the belief in spirits is more “real” than the beliefs of
the imported religions, Hinduism and B uddhism. There is a sense of miraculousness
manifested in the belief in spirits, the supernatural and sacred sites that still exist in
‘traditional’ Southeast Asia, something that western sensitivities may have lost (Stadtner
2011).
3.3.3 Hinduism
The precise mechanism by which Indian ideas and religion were adopted in
Southeast Asia is unclear, but certainly increased trade and contacts with India during
the protohistoric period facilitated this transfer. Thus, along with the appearance of
religious imagery during the first half of first millennium, we also begin to see increased
adoption of Indic trappings of power. E arly interpretations of this phenomenon known
as ‘Indianisation’ were attributed to colonisers from India (M ajumdar 1944) or the direct
adoption of Indian religion, ideas and modes of power by indigenous Southeast Asians
(Coedès 1968, Daweewarn 1982). M ore recent interpretations have taken into account
the role played by indigenous cultures, increased political complexity and trade (see
discussion in O ’R eilly 2007).
Indianisation refers to an entire suite of Indic veneers including, but not limited to,
art, architecture, governmental systems and religion. In terms of religion, I use the term
Hinduism to refer to a range of related cults and religious practices originating from the
Indian subcontinent. Among the key strands found in Southeast Asia are B rahmanism,
Saivism and Vaishnavism (Casparis & M abbett 1992).
The term B rahmanism is usually applied to an early form of Hinduism that relies
on the clergy—brahmins—administering rituals as prescribed by the four Vedas which
are in turn thought to be composed by B rahma, the Hindu god of creation and one of
the trinity with Shiva and Vishnu. Southeast Asian B rahmanism was, however, not the
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traditional Vedic religion, but rather a neo-B rahmanical tradition that evolved alongside
B uddhism and Jainism (Daweewarn 1982). Casparis and M abbett (1992) note that while
Indian brahmins were mentioned in Southeast Asian texts, they were likely to be the
exception rather than the rule, since there was a prohibition on overseas travel which
was believed to be ritually polluting. They suggest that most brahmins were people of
Southeast Asian origin who studied the sacred texts and rituals from India. In any case,
brahmins ingratiated their way into various royal courts. As ritual specialists conversant
with Sanskrit religious and legal texts, they played a role in officiating royal ceremonies
and serving as ministers and advisors, such as the case of Hiranyadama, who performed
the devaraja ritual at Cambodia’s Phnom K ulen and installed Jayavarman II as the
ruler (B urgess 2010). E ven as Theravada B uddhism became the dominant religion in
M ainland Southeast Asia, brahmins continued to play ceremonial roles in royal courts
up until the present century (Quaritch-W ales 1931, Shastri 1982, Hoare 2004).
Saivism, or the cults of Shiva, were particularly distinct in early polities of
Champa and Cambodia, often serving as the state religion. The cult of the linga,
stylised phalluses that represented the creative power and fertility of Shiva, became
the centrepieces of many state temples and it was this linga cult that M us (1975)
suggests was transposed onto the indigenous belief of an earth god symbolised by a
stone monument. Shiva was a god of fertility and creation, and thus state-sponsored
devotion to Shiva was directed towards the supplication of agricultural abundance; this
is best demonstrated by the Cambodian example of the carved lingas on the riverbeds
in Phnom K ulen. The waters of these rivers, blessed by the creative power of Shiva,
flow downstream into the rice fields in the plains of Angkor and were meant to bolster
its agricultural output. W olters (1979) commenting on the nature of K hmer Hinduism,
noted that kings began to associate themselves with Shiva, claiming his spiritual and
physical power and in some cases, claiming to be an incarnation of Shiva.
The cult of Vishnu, the third member of the Hindu trinity, was also present in
Southeast Asia, although Casparis and M abbett (1992) note that he was not as conspicuous as Saivism or B uddhism. W ithin the trinity of gods Vishnu plays the role of preserver and maintainer—B rahma is associated with creation, while Shiva is associated with
destruction and transformation. Vaishnavism was notable in ancient M yanmar, reflected
by the old name of B eikthano as Vishnupura (‘The City of Vishnu’). In Cambodia, the
devotion to Vishnu is exemplified by the country’s most famous Angkorian temple,
Angkor W at, which is thought to be dedicated to Vishnu. The large statue of Vishnu that
stands at the west gopura (gate) of the temple is thought to have been the main deity
image housed in the middle of the temple, and while the temple has now been converted
to B uddhist use, the statue is still thought to house the spirit guardian of Siem R eap
town (neak ta Siem Reap, F igure 3.2). Among the many famous bas-reliefs that Angkor
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F igure 3.2 The statue of Vishnu in the western gate of
Angkor W at. This statue may have been the original image
worshipped in the temple, and it is today regarded as the
guardian spirit of Siem R eap.

W at is famous for is a spectacular scene depicting the Churning of the M ilk Sea, in
which Vishnu presides over a tug-of-war battle between asuras (demons) and devatas
(angels) in order to create the elixir of immortality. The sacred mountain of Phnom
K ulen is also thought to have some significance towards the cult of Vishnu (Jessup
2008), as the reliefs carved on mountain boulders depict the reclining Vishnu, and
Vishnu is also a prominent feature at the Poueng K omnou site discussed in Chapter 5.
Despite the wealth of Hindu statuary and temple remains from Southeast Asia, the
archaeological record may largely reflect the religious beliefs of the ruling elite rather
than the common people. Vickery’s (1998) analysis of K hmer inscriptions indicates that
many local deities and ancestors were also worshipped besides the Hindu gods. In that
light, Hinduism perhaps only influenced the political structures of Southeast Asia by
offering a suite of religious ceremonies and cosmographic structure in which political
legitimacy could be claimed. The caste system put into place a social order that emphasised the role of the brahmins and rulers, while Hindu worship practices focused activity
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into temple construction and maintenance, as it was in the temple where the image of
the deity was fed, clothed and worshipped and in doing so gained merit for devotees in
the next life.
3.3.4 Buddhism
As the dominant religion of M ainland Southeast Asia today, the history of
B uddhism is slightly better understood. The historical B uddha, Siddharta G autama,
was a prince who lived in the states of Uttar Pradesh and B ihar, and also in parts of
what is now Nepal some time in the first millennium B CE . The exact dates of his birth
and death are unknown owing to differing narratives provided by various B uddhist
traditions. The general consensus for the dates of B uddha’s death is around 400 B CE
(Prebish & K eown 2006, see also Coningham et al. 2013 for a review of the various
dates of B uddha’s passing). After eschewing a life of luxury and devoting himself to
meditation he achieved enlightenment (nirvana). His philosophy of the human condition, the ‘Three M arks of E xistence’, begins with the idea that everything is impermanent and unsatisfactory and thus prescribed a teaching of the ‘F our Noble Truths’
that encouraged meritorious practices that were designed to break the endless cycle of
rebirth. B uddha’s teachings began a movement that has some 500 million adherents
worldwide today.
Dressed in saffron or burgundy robes, monks are one of the most visible human
symbols of B uddhism (F igure 3.3). It would be a mistake to compare monks with priests
of the western church tradition. F ollowers of the B uddha are made up of two types of
people, the bhikkhu or feminine bhikkhuni, literally ‘one who has received the higher
ordination’ or people who have renounced worldly life and what we commonly refer
to in E nglish as monks, and upasaka or feminine upasika or layman. Their roles were
gender-neutral and complimentary: the layman providing the material necessities for
the bhikkhu, while the bhikkhu provides wisdom and inspiration so that the upasaka
is reborn into a better life (L ester 1973). As noted earlier, the ranks of the ordained in
B uddhism can refer to both men and women, but in Southeast Asia we see only men due
to the fact that the female lineage of monastics died out in the early centuries of the first
millennium (Prebish & K eown 2006).
The collective term for the followers of the B uddha is the Sangha, which originates from both Pali and Sanskrit meaning ‘gathering’ or ‘community’, but this term is
now generally used to refer to the monastic orders. The Sanghas are organised similarly
throughout Southeast Asia: at the basic level, each temple or wat is headed by an abbot;
there is a wat in each subdistrict, which is itself located in a district, province and area,
and at the national level a Sangha council of elders that has a formal relationship with
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F igure 3.3 The daily almsgiving ceremony in L uang Prabang, L aos. This ritualised practice of begging for
food highlights the relationship between the bhikkhu and upasika.

the state (see L ester 1973 for a more detailed discussion about the differences in Sangha
organisation in M ainland Southeast Asia).
O rdained monks undertake a life of asceticism and shun material goods, accepting their daily requirements such as food from the laity and adhere to the 227 rules
prescribed by the Pali Canon. Despite these formalised Sangha groupings, monks are
generally free to do as they please, answering to their superiors only when a crime
has been committed; in such cases, they would be first defrocked before being turned
over to the civil authorities (L ester 1973). Using the Thai Sangha as a representative of
Thailand’s Southeast Asian neighbours, three strands of monasticism exists: the village
and city monks, which are by far the most common, and the forest monks—who live
a more ascetic existence in the wilderness, and have devoted their lives to meditation
rather than scholastic pursuits (Taylor 1993). The monasticism of the forest monks are
a small but distinct minority, and deserve specific mention as they are the type of monk
usually associated with the rock art sites discussed in this study. F orest monks, in their
extreme asceticism and rejection of world life, are seen as living closer to the way that
B uddha lived, and for that reason have their own powerful charisma that attracts a loyal
following, even among the rich and powerful (Tiyavanich 1997, Coningham 1995,
Taylor 1993).
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After B uddha’s death several traditions of B uddhism emerged, but I shall
mention two that made a significant mark in Southeast Asia: Theravada and M ahayana
B uddhism. Theravada B uddhism or ‘The W ay of the E lders’ is seen as more closely
resembling the tradition and teachings passed down from B uddha and is characterised
by its close adherence to the Pali Canon. M ahayana B uddhism, which appeared from
around 100 B CE , reflected a changing role between the laity and the monastic orders.
A key difference was the new understanding of the B uddha as a god-like figure: despite
physical death, the B uddha was still alive in another plane of existence and could
teach new truths (Hawkins 2003). Also with the rise of M ahayana B uddhism came the
popularity of the boddhisatva cult. O ften equated with B uddhist saints, boddhisatvas
are people who have the ability to reach nirvana, but choose not to out of compassion
and stay in this world to help others break free from the cycle of death and rebirth. In
this sense, M ahayana B uddhism began to treat the B uddha and boddhisatvas more as
deities, and empowered the laity to connect with the divine without the intermediary of
the bhikkhu.
G enerally speaking, M ahayana B uddhism spread westwards from India, then
north and thence to E ast Asia, while Theravada B uddhism moved south and east,
becoming the tradition found predominantly in M ainland Southeast Asia. The exception
is Vietnam, which practices a blend of M ahayana B uddhism and Confucianism (Singh
2009). However, other forms of B uddhism were also present in Southeast Asia during
the first millennium CE , such as Vajrayana B uddhism, more commonly known as
Tantric B uddhism.
According to Sri L ankan, B urmese and Thai B uddhist chronicles, the B uddha was
said to have visited Southeast Asia during his lifetime. These claims cannot be substantiated, however, and what we know of the historical B uddha suggests that he did not
travel out of his native region in northeast India (L ester 1973). The earliest appearance
of Theravada B uddhism in Southeast Asia is associated with K ing Ashoka (273–232
B CE ) of India in the 3rd century B CE , who sent two missionaries to spread B uddhism
to Suvarnabhumi, or ‘the L and of G old’, a toponym for Southeast Asia. Archaeological
evidence suggests that the earliest B uddhist polities in Southeast Asia were the Dvaravati settlements of central and northeast Thailand from the 6th–11th centuries and the Pyu
city of Sri K setra from the 5–7th centuries (Indrawooth 2004). F rom the second half
of the first millennium CE , M ahayana B uddhism began to spread from northern India
into M yanmar and the M alay Archipelago (Hawkins 2003, Singh 2009). This form of
B uddhism is most prominent in Srivijaya, a polity centred in what is now Palembang in
Sumatra, Indonesia but whose influence also reached to southern Thailand. In Cambodia, M ahayana B uddhism made a brief appearance in the 5th century and appeared to be
at least tolerated until the 6th century when Saivism became the dominant religion.
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Assavavirulhakarn (2010) has argued that there is a tendency to describe
Theravada B uddhism, the form of B uddhism that persists today in most of M ainland
Southeast Asia, as being ‘introduced’ or ‘revived’ at the start of the second millennium
through its adoption by K ing Anarawtha of B agan and K ing R amkhamhaeng of Sukhothai, and that B uddhism prior to this time was insignificant. In fact, local B uddhist
chronicles present themselves as a continuity of a long tradition, rather than as an introduction to a region. W ith that qualification, the archaeological evidence for Theravada
B uddhism first appears in M yanmar in the 11th century, Thailand in mid-13th century
and in Cambodia and L aos in mid-14th century (L ester 1973).
During the 11th century, the state of B agan emerged as the dominant power in
central M yanmar, having received B uddhism from the Pyu states before it and also
influenced from Sri L anka. B agan B uddhism, a form of localised Theravada B uddhism,
made its way into Thailand, spreading to Sukhothai in Thailand and Angkor in Cambodia (Singh 2009). The reemergence of B uddhism in Cambodia coincided with the 12th
century reign of Jayavarman VII, himself a M ahayana B uddhist, who invited monks
from B agan to spread Theravada B uddhism into Angkor. L aotian B uddhism has its roots
in Cambodia and the foundation of the L an X ang K ingdom in L uang Prabang in the
14th century. F a Ngum, the founder of L an X ang, spent his early days in Angkor, and
gained tutelage of a Theravadin monk. Upon his return to his homeland, he brought with
him B uddhism from Cambodia.
Theravada B uddhism’s fidelity to the Pali Canon and the lack of a female monastic order within Southeast Asia has been previously noted. W ithin the Southeast Asian
context, Theravada B uddhism has two other distinctive characteristics. F irst, there arose
a practice of temporary ordination, which men usually undertake for a few weeks or
months in order to gain merit for their family. Unlike the stigma of leaving the religious
orders in the west, laymen who have spent some time as a monk are considered higher
in status when returning to lay life (L ester 1973). The second characteristic is the
syncretism with other religions which has led to the development of the G reat Tradition—pertaining to B uddhist doctrine—and the L ittle Tradition that pertains to everyday
life (Prebish & K eown 2006). This syncretic aspect of B uddhism, and in fact religions
in Southeast Asia more generally, is discussed in the next chapter.

3.5 Summary
W hile I have outlined a general progression of Southeast Asian religions from
animism to Hinduism to B uddhism, it would be a mistake to assume that this progression was necessarily unidirectional or that these religions supplanted each other. A key
feature of Southeast Asian religion is syncretism, the adoption and melding of aspects
of different religions, and as Casparis and M abbett (1992:285) point out, “in the areas
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where the influence of Indian religions was strong, we often see complicated patterns
in which outside influence is closely interwoven with ancient Southeast Asian beliefs”.
It has already been pointed out that the belief in supernatural spirits is still prevalent in
Southeast Asia, and this is certainly not a canonical B uddhist belief. In particular, the
beliefs in spirits seem to be inextricably linked to the landscape and natural features. At
the same time, the study of rock art in Southeast Asia has tended to focus on the meaning of individual images and the identity of the creators, and less on the placement of art
in the landscape. It is this link between art and identity in the spiritual landscape that I
will use to discuss the place of rock art in Southeast Asia.
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4. R ock Art, L andscape and
R eligious Syncretism
4.1 Introduction
Having discussed the rock art, archaeology and religions of M ainland Southeast
Asia, I now turn to the confluence between certain rock art sites and sacred spaces.
In this chapter I discuss landscape archaeology, particularly of sacred landscapes, and
religious syncretism as a theoretical framework to explain why rock art sites may later
be converted into religious shrines. There are different types of sacred landscapes
experienced in Southeast Asia, such as location-based founders’ cults and those transposed from Hindu-B uddhist cosmology. Theravada B uddhism also has some distinct
forms of interacting and marking the landscape that both transforms and sacralises it.
These multiple attitudes of understanding of the landscape are accommodated in parallel
through religious syncretism, and I will argue that rock art sites can be used to understand the syncretism between religions through the reuse of spaces.

4.2 Landscape Archaeology and Rock Art
R ock art is primarily landscape art, and scholars like R oss (2001) have argued that
the landscape is fundamental in understanding hunter-gatherer cultures and their rock
art. L andscape archaeology is an amorphous concept that has evolved since the term
was first coined in the 1970s. It was first used as an approach to study human impacts
with their physical surroundings (David & Thomas 2008). This approach to landscape
archaeology is still common in Southeast Asia, where the level of archaeological work
is uneven and has been devoted to discovering sites and their distribution (see E vans et
al. 2013, Degroot 2009, E vans et al. 2007, Stark 2006, M oore 1998).
L ater debates have changed the understanding of landscape archaeology from
studying site distributions in a region into one of how humans interact with, conceptualise and modify the landscape and how this may appear in the archaeological record.
Schaafsma (1985) emphasises the importance of contextual relationships between rock
art, topographical features and cultural remains in understanding their meaning and
function, and we shall see from the examples of this thesis that these three aspects of the
site often intersect in place, if not being also closely related.
Ingold (1993) argues that the landscape is a record of all the people who have
once lived on it, coexisting between the realm of a natural environment as well as a
cultural understanding of space. Anshuetz et al. (2001) outline four principles underpin-
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ning the study of landscape in archaeology: that landscapes are not synonymous with
natural environments; they are cultural products; they are the arena for a community’s
activities; and that the landscape is a dynamic cultural process that is formed uniquely
experienced by communities. These authors suggest that landscapes can acquire and
shed meanings over time, and through the sites studied I will demonstrate how rock art
sites manifest different forms of religious meaning over time.
E choing Schaafsma, Arsenault (2004) states that any consideration of the
landscape with rock art sites must take into account the natural and socio-cultural
environments present. In this regard, rock art and the other anthropogenic ritual-making
discussed in this study can be viewed as the human response of converting physical
landscapes to social landscapes (Taçon 1999). This approach to understanding the landscape, compared to the recognition of patterns in site distribution, sees the landscape as
a record of human interactions with the natural environment.
Similarly, W ilson and David (2002) suggest that rock art does not only contain
meaning unto itself, but also reflects a relationship between people and places and
explorations of this relationship can tell us about the social conditions that shaped the
creation of the rock art. In this regard this study is less concerned with the meaning of
the rock art or individual elements thereof—even as they are systematically recorded—
but looks at the rock art site as a place of activity, and making an inference about its
sacred-ness or exceptional quality based on later uses of the site. To date, there has been
little similar research to tie human activity, rock art and the landscape in Southeast Asia.

4.3 Sacred Landscapes in Southeast Asia
Allerton (2009) argues that because of the ubiquity of spirit beliefs in Southeast
Asia, there is a fundamental problem with dichotomising the natural and cultural environments or between the sacred and the profane. Instead we should study how people
imagine spirit forces are connected to spiritual places and their attitudes towards them.
Paul M us’ (1975) study of cadastral cults in Vietnam, in which guardian spirits are
linked to particular localities, illustrates this relationship between people and place. M us
describes these nature spirits as “a tincture of the world itself”, anthropomorphised into
gods but in reality, that “the locality itself is a god” (1975:10-11).
M us’ (1975) discussion of indigenous Southeast Asian religions warrants some
special attention, as his study of Cham village cults gives some suggestion on the
original nature of prehistoric spirits cults. M us notes that there is an ancient tradition of
worshipping earth gods who were associated with specific territories, and it is through
this connection between the earth god and an ancestor that a community or family
claims a right over a land. This link is symbolised with the erection of a stone monument in the middle of the land, and this monument becomes the deity and the interface
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for worship through an intermediary, typically a village elder. Similarly, O ’Connor et
al. (2011) discuss the phenomenon of Tei sites in Timor-L este, which are sacred and
prohibited places that have nonhuman entities and guardian spirits. Their presence is
marked by a specific configuration such as a wooden post, layered stones or an upturned
tree root. These markers, but more accurately the spirits that inhabit the land, are fed by
the members of local clans for the fertility and well-being of the environment, and it is
widely believed that trespassing into these sites invites disaster.
Casparis and M abbett (1992) note that territorial cults have endured despite the
influx of later religions; pre-Angkorian inscriptions often address local spirits, and
in the old M on states of M yanmar, kings ritually associated themselves with natural
features such as earth mounds and trees in order to become one with the earth divinity.
This connection between the community, deity and land through a stone monument
is a contrast to the gods of the sky and beasts that Quaritch-W ales (1957) observed in
hunter-gatherer populations of M alaysia and the Philippines. I would suggest that this
cadastral quality to pre-Indic religions only arose when the need for territory becomes
important, and that the shift to settled society might possibly be the main reason for
such a need.
Although cadastral village spirits became associated with stone monuments, other
spirits could also be defined with other features in the landscape. Hawkins (2003) notes
that indigenous Southeast Asian religions also associated divinity with mountains. Just
as M ount O lympus was regarded as the home of the G reek gods, many mountains in
Southeast Asia are the dwelling places of divine or supernatural beings.
Some examples of sacred mountains in Southeast Asia include B a Phnom in
Cambodia, along the M ekong near Vietnam, which was a major cult site in pre-Angkorian times dedicated to a goddess figure M e Sa (Chandler 1974); M ount Popa in M andalay, M yanmar is an extinct volcano and a major pilgrimage site as the home of the 37
nats, a pantheon of spirits whose cult was founded by the 11th century B urmese K ing
Anarawtha (Spiro 1967); in Thailand the R amkamhaeng inscription, attributed to a 13th
century king, describes the foundation of the Sukhothai kingdom and mentions ritual
offerings made to Phra K haphung—the spirit who lives in a mountain spring (R ooney
2008); and L orrillard (2013) notes that the ancient origins of the K hmer temple of W at
Phu in Champassak, L aos lie in the sacred mountain that forms the temple’s backdrop.
A more ambiguous example can be seen from Sumatra, where megalithic activity in
the Jambi highlands always appears to be oriented towards the most prominent mountain in the vicinity (B onatz et al. 2006). F urther afield, B arnes (1999) notes a sacred
mountain tradition existed in China in the first millennium B CE , predating the arrival
of B uddhism, which may hint at a universal, if not then at least widely-held in Asia,
belief in the spiritual power of mountains. M ountains are also places where power may
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be attained for one’s self, and this idea will be discussed further in the history of Phnom
K ulen in Cambodia (Chapter 5). B esides mountains, M abbett and Chandler (1995) also
note that elevations of any height are considered the visible manifestation of spirits.
The arrival of Hinduism, particularly Saivism, and B uddhism both reconfigured
the idea of sacred landscapes in their own way. M us (1975) suggests that the cadastral
cult whose rituals are centred around a stone monument becomes adapted into the cult
of the linga, a Shaivite ritual that venerates a stone phallus representing the creative
power of Shiva, which explains one way in which Indic religions became easily adopted
into Southeast Asia. The significance of the mountain as the dwelling place of supernatural power transfers well into Hindu cosmology; the mythical M ount M eru is not only
the home of the gods, but also the nexus of all reality from the natural to supernatural in
the past, present and future (M abbett 1983).
This centrality is later replicated in temple architecture, most notably in Angkor,
but as Swearer (1995) illustrates, in B agan and Sukhothai as well. Angkor W at, the
apogee of K hmer architecture, is typical of K hmer temples as an architectural reflection of Hindu cosmology. The outer wall and moat represent the mountains and ocean
that form the boundary of the universe; three tiered enclosures lead to the temple
proper, situated in the centre of this metaphorical universe, and the elevated temple
towers—five in all—represent the sacred mountain homes of the gods, with the central
peak representing M ount M eru. Park (1994) notes the sacred space embodied by the
temple also extends to its surrounding town, which implies that the town or city is an
entire cosmological unit. Thus, the intention of the architects was for the visitor to step
into a sacred and cosmological landscape.
It would be impossible to discuss various types of sacred landscapes in Southeast
Asia without referencing the concept of the mandala, a Sanskrit term that refers to a
Hindu or B uddhist diagram of the universe but also used in the Southeast Asian context
to describe polities. The term is used to differentiate from the regular idea of a state
with its capital and territorial boundaries, and rather focuses on the sphere of influence
exerted by the king and his court and his ability to attract followers or vassals (M abbett
1978). It parallels the idea of the cosmological mandala by putting the ruler in the place
of M ount M eru, at the centre of the universe. The universe, by extension, is defined as
the extent of the king’s influence and power.
A key feature of the political mandala was the fluidity of its borders, defined not
by lines on a map but rather by fealty from other political entities, and such fealty could
be fickle and shift between competing mandalas. This is reflected in the archaeology of
Southeast Asian protohistory where we see a series of competing polities such as those
in F unan, Chenla and Dvaravati, where there does not appear to be a dominant capital.
A more interesting implication of the fluidity from the fringes of the mandala is perhaps
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the extent and pervasiveness of state religions, which would explain why even as
B uddhism and Hinduism were adopted as state religions or religions of the elite, indigenous magico-animism still persists in the hinterlands today, and indeed why it survives
in everyday life.
Hence, the mandala is a useful analogy for understanding the dynamics of
political power of the early states in Southeast Asia, but also the layout of the city as a
microcosm of the universe is indeed an architectural mandala. It was not only meant to
be symbolic, but mimetic as well. B y arranging the human realm in accordance with the
supernatural cosmos, the king hopes to achieve harmony in his kingdom (Heine-G eldern
1942), a worldview shared in both Hindu and B uddhist cosmography. This conception
of the state as a reflection of the cosmos again highlights the keen awareness in Southeast Asia of the supernatural world.
B autista (2012), on speaking about the use of religious materials in Southeast
Asia, notes that while some religious objects can gain potency through circulation in a
pious economy (such as the trade in B uddhist amulets) and movement through ritual,
other religious objects—and I would extend this to sacred sites—are also highly regarded because they remain static in one location. Sacred sites attract the movement of
beings—be it spirits infusing spaces with potency or people embarking on pilgrimages.
Sacred sites can also sustain themselves with myths of patronage; first by a connection with a real or mythical king or religious figure; and then be supplicated by future
generations. Stadtner (2011) provides the example of the Shwedagon Pagoda in Y angon,
the most sacred site in M yanmar, as a subject of sustained patronage where successive
kings try to outdo their predecessors by way of more elaborate donations towards the
stupa, thus adding onto the spiritual power of the site.

4.4 Theravada Buddhism and the Landscape
The discussion about sacred landscapes thus far emphasises the role of the leaders and kings in the sacred landscape, but masks the agency of the non-elites. Stadtner
(2011) notes that sacred sites in Theravada B uddhist societies embody equal parts
of power, hope and sanctity that is also endorsed by tradition and the community.
Theravada B uddhism is a popular religion in Southeast Asia, and O ’Connor (2003)
suggests that world religions such as Theravada B uddhism were so rapidly integrated
into Southeast Asian life because they returned sanctity to local communities. M ahayana
B uddhism and Hinduism equated the king with the divine, but Theravada B uddhism
restored the common people’s access to higher powers, paradoxically by subsuming the
ancient belief of supernatural spirits into a B uddhistic system, or rather “reinterpreting
the new to fit the old”.
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The popular practice of Theravada B uddhism in Southeast Asia also leaves a mark
on the landscape, such as stupas, caves, B uddha footprints and sema stones, and some of
these appear at the rock art sites discussed in this study.
4.4.1 Stupas
B esides encountering temples, it is impossible to travel through Theravada
B uddhist Southeast Asia without seeing stupas (also known as chedi in Thai and zedi
in B urmese) or reliquary towers. B uddhist relics follow a hierarchical classification
similar to the R oman Catholic tradition of ordering of holy relics as first-class (relics
are directly associated with Jesus or the body parts of the saints), second-class relics
(items used by the saints), and third-class relics (items that have physically touched first
or second class relics). In B uddhism, the three orders of relics are: phra datu or bodily
relics, which contain the remains of B uddha himself; paribogha relics, which are items
and places that have direct association with the B uddha; and uddesika or prescribed
relics, which are classified as relics that do not fall under the phra datu or paribogha
categories and are usually memorial relics.
The practice of building stupas was not originally exclusive to B uddhism and
appears to have been from an existing Indian custom to enshrine the ashes of kings into
mounds. According to the Mahaparinibbana Sutta of the B uddhist scriptures, B uddha
himself requested the cremation and deposition of his remains into a stupa. His ashes
were portioned to various kings so that the relics of the B uddha could be worshipped.
E arly stupas were simple earthen mounds (the root word stūp comes from the Sanskrit
word meaning to heap), surrounded by walls to prevent the earth from sliding down and
capped with a canopy to signify the presence of relics. O ver time, stupa construction
became more and more elaborate.
Tradition holds that the B uddhist K ing Ashoka of India consolidated all the
relics of the B uddha during his reign and redistributed them, ordering the erection
of 84,000 stupas to house them (B uribhand 1955). These stupas are considered phra
dhatu relics—the highest form of relics as they contain the physical remains of B uddha
himself. O ther stupas were built to enshrine paribogha relics such as B uddha’s belongings, his alms bowl and his sandals, as well as to memorialise significant places in
B uddha’s lifetime.
The majority of stupas are uddesika or used to commemorate events attributed to
the B uddha and B uddhist saints, and house the ashes of people, amulets, votive tablets
and B uddha images (B yrne 1995). Stupas are a point of popular piety and relic worship
and are sometimes associated with royal institutions (Swearer 1995). Certainly there are
grand stupas associated with royalty such as Shwedagon Pagoda in Y angon and the Phra
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Pathom Chedi in Nakhon Pathom which is currently the tallest stupa in the world, but
most stupas found throughout Southeast Asia are done as a form of popular piety.
The erection of a stupa is an act of profound merit, and once consecrated they may
not be demolished. B ut they may be renovated or encased over time in order to generate
more merit (M itra 1980) and it is not uncommon for new stupas to be built over older
ones (B yrne 2007). Additionally, it is not uncommon for fragments of ancient stupas
that have deteriorated naturally to be also be carried away by other pilgrims to seed new
stupas (B yrne 2011).
The practice of stupa-making can be contrasted in two ways: Sukumar Dutt
(1978) believes that stupa-making is a “vulgarized” act, once reserved for royalty to
enshrine the relic of the B uddha while Zimmer (1983) argues that the stupa is a melding of popular folk expression with the B uddhist ideas of enlightenment and nirvana,
embodied in the physical form of the stupa.
There is truth in both: this popular act of piety associates itself with the idea of the
stupa as a cosmological axis—a world-pillar that connects the divine with the earthly
world, symbolising the teaching of the B uddha and the path to enlightenment (Harvey
1984). This idea of the stupa as a cosmic pillar is analogous with the centrality that
M ount M eru plays in the Hindu-B uddhist cosmos. In this sense, the stupa is a physical
manifestation of the connection between the cosmic with the earthly, one that is situated
in a human landscape and thus sacralises the area around it. Stupas feature prominently
in the sites from M yanmar, Thailand and L aos and their specific instances are discussed
later in this study (F igure 4.1).

F igure 4.1 The iconic stupas of W at Phra Si Sanphet in the Unesco W orld Heritage Site of Ayutthaya,
Thailand. They house the remains of three kings from the Ayutthaya period.
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4.4.2 Use of Caves
Caves have been associated with B uddhism since its beginning. The B uddha was
thought to have used caves for meditation as an ascetic, and many caves are favoured by
monks because of their acoustic properties for meditation. Tradition holds that the first
council of 500 followers was held in the Saptaparna G uha Cave near R aja G uha (present-day Nepal) after the death of B uddha G autama in the middle of the first millennium
B CE (the actual date is disputed, see Coningham et al. 2013). Caves are seen as thresholds between the everyday world and the supernatural world, and superstitions held that
spirits living in caves would attack intruders; and thus monks use caves as places where
they can confront their fears and gain mastery of self. E very year between July and
O ctober during the annual rain retreat or Vassa, commonly described as the B uddhist
L ent, monks are required to cut connections to the world and refrain from wandering
by staying at one place. Town and village monks remain in their home monastery to
devote their time towards study and meditation, and forest monks choose to reside in
caves, sometimes returning to the same cave every year (L ester 1973, Sidisunthorn et al.
2006).
Caves have also been used as B uddhist temples, beginning in India, from the reign
of K ing Ashoka who first commissioned the first man-made caves in the B arabar Hills
in B ihar, India. O ther examples of famous Indian B uddhist cave temples include the
Ajanta Caves (2nd century B CE –7th century CE ), a world heritage site, and the E llora
Caves (5–7th centuries CE ), both in M aharashtra province. As B uddhism spread north
and east to China, B uddhist caves started to appear along the northern and southern
silk routes, such as the caves in Dunhuang (4–14th centuries CE ), famed for their wall
murals.
In Southeast Asia, we have numerous examples of cave temples, particularly
from the mainland: from M yanmar, the most famous is the Pindaya Cave in Shan State,
which dates from the 18th century CE , but the K ogun Caves in K ayin state date from
the seventh century CE , featuring a cliff face that is almost entirely covered with terracotta tablets. In L aos, the 10th century CE Tham W ang Sang near Vientiane features a
B uddha carved into the rock. The Pak O u Caves, another cave temple in L uang Prabang
Province, is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7. The oldest evidence for B uddhist
use of caves in Southeast Asia comes from Thailand between the sixth to eighth centuries CE , from inscriptions at Tham Narai in Saraburi province and contemporary M onDvaravati bas-reliefs in Tham Phothisat in the same province, and from the K hao Ngu
range in R atchaburi province (Sidisunthorn et al. 2006). These early B uddhist caves are
linked to Anuradhapura in Sri L anka and the Dvaravati culture (M unier 1998). E ven
today, cave temples are used by B uddhists and Hindus in Peninsular M alaysia, although
these caves are relatively recent and date to the late 19th and early 20th centuries CE
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(see Hobbs 2012). B uddhist temple caves tend to be situated at the periphery of human
civilisation: far enough that devotees exert some sort of effort to get to, but not remote
enough from population centres, since monks are reliant on donations for food.

F igure 4.2 Cave stupa from Padalin Cave 2 in Shan State, M yanmar. The rock art of the Padalin Caves is
considered in this study.

B uddhist caves represent the liminal point between the sacred and the profane.
M any temple caves are located at a high elevation, usually the end point of a long flight
of stairs. This position emphasises the cave as a mystical and holy place—distinct from
the everyday world below. M ost caves would have religious objects placed within the
lit areas of the cave, although the deepest and darkest parts of the cave are reserved
for the most sacred objects (Sidisunthorn et al. 2006). E ach chamber of the cave
usually contains a B uddha image or a stupa placed at the far side of the cave, facing
the entrance of the cave (F igure 4.2). Not surprisingly, the B uddha is often depicted in
dhyana mudra—the gesture of meditation, where both hands lie on top of each other on
the lap—or in bhumiparsa mudra—the gesture of calling the earth as witness, with the
right hand touching the ground and the back of the hand facing outwards, which recalls
the exact moment when B uddha received enlightenment.
O ther holy images may include mythical creatures such as the naga, the ubiquitous dragon-like serpents, usually found as balustrades on stairways, who serve as
guardians; the half-human, half-bird kinnaris who serves as celestial musicians, and the
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simha or guardian lion. Hermits and holy men are also venerated with their own images,
but their form is distinct from the B uddha and are usually smaller. Sometimes natural
features of the cave become venerated on their own; the unusual shape of the cave,
a pool of water, stalagmites and unusually-shaped rocks become points of religious
focus in the cave. Some natural features also become ascribed to the B uddha (such as
handprints or footprints, described later), and are thought to have been made by B uddha
himself.
4.4.3 Buddha Footprints
O ne class of natural features that become venerated as B uddhist artefacts deserve
special note: B uddha’s footprint or footprints. W hile it is common today to see the
B uddha represented in the form of a person, anthropomorphic representations of the
B uddha began appearing only from the 1st century B CE , some 400 years after the death
of the B uddha (F oucher 1972, Coomaraswamy 1972). E arly B uddhism seemed to have
shunned the physical form of the B uddha, perhaps because B uddhism taught to eschew
materiality and by extension, the physical form. Prebish and K eown (2006) explains
the lack of depictions of the B uddha in the periods following his death as either a mark
of respect, or a reflection of the difficulty in portraying post-mortem transcendence
in artistic form. In place of a human figure, the B uddha was represented by aniconic
symbols such as the lotus flower, an empty throne, or by his footprint (F igure 4.3).
B uddha footprints usually depict both feet in India, but it is usually only the left
foot that is depicted in Southeast Asia. The toes are usually depicted with the same
length—one of the 32 markers of divinity—with the big toe slightly enlarged to indicate
that it is the left foot depicted. O ften, the soles are decorated with artistic designs or
scenes from B uddha’s life. O n rock, footprints can vary in size from that of a regular
human being’s to as long as three metres. F ootprints carved in rock are often embellished, sometimes enshrined as more and more acts of veneration are heaped on it.
The veneration of B uddha’s footprint is an extension of the Indian practice of
venerating a deity’s feet. As a B uddhist relic, the footprints of the B uddha can be classified as uddesika, which are commemorative and memorialise the B uddha. In this
sense they can be thought of as an artistic convention to represent the B uddha in an
non-anthropomorphic form. Some B uddha footprints are classified as paribogha, which
means they are relics which the B uddha has touched, in which case it is regarded as the
actual imprint of the B uddha’s feet. These relics are of course rarer.
According to a Pali text, the Punnovatasutta, there are five places in the world
where the B uddha left his footprint: two are in India, one is at an unknown location,
while two more are respectively located in Sri L anka and Thailand (B idyankalayara
1935). The B uddha’s footprint in Adam’s Peak in Sri L anka (Sumanakut) contains
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F igure 4.3 Third-century stone B uddha F ootprint from the Ikshvaku period, Andhra Pradesh. Housed at
the National M useum at New Delhi, this photograph was taken with permission of the Asian Civilisations M useum where it was on loan in 2010. This relief carving comes from Nagarjunakonda, a stupa site
closely associated with Amaravati, also in Andhra Pradesh.

multiple identities, depending on one’s religion. Not only is it the B uddha’s footprint to
B uddhists, but it is also regarded as Vishnu’s footprint to Hindus, Adam’s footprint to
M uslims and St. Thomas’ footprint to Christians (B ernaum 1990)! The Thai footprint,
Suvannapabbata, located at Phra Phutta B at in Saraburi province, is considered the most
sacred B uddhist shrine in Thailand; it was rediscovered in the 17th century when monks
from Thailand went on pilgrimage to Adam’s Peak and were informed of the B uddha
footprint in their own country.
Thus the veneration of the B uddha’s footprint at Phra Phutta B at in Saraburi as a
paribogha relic is based on a Sri L ankan tradition of B uddhism (B uribhand 1964). O f
course, the historical B uddha never ranged beyond northern India during his lifetime,
and the appearance, or rather the identification of B uddha’s footprint in Southeast Asia
is thought to be on account of his miraculous travels after achieving enlightenment
(M unier 1998). B rown (1990) notes that B uddha footprints do not appear in Southeast
Asia until the second millennium CE , appearing first in M yanmar in the 11th century, in
Thailand during the 13–14th centuries, and then in Cambodia in the 16th century.
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M ore importantly, B rown associates the appearance of the B uddha footprint with
the depiction of the walking B uddha in sculpture. The depiction of B uddha walking is
rare in India as Indian art tended to portray B uddha as a god, but this would not be the
case in the Theravada tradition found in Southeast Asia. B idyankalayara (1935) also
suggests that the footprint is a symbol for peregrination, and that the B uddha footprint
marks the spread of B uddhism into Thailand. In this sense the travels of B uddha to
Thailand (and indeed other parts of the world) is metaphorical rather than literal or
miraculous.
The transformation of natural depressions into B uddha footprints illustrates the
power of popular folk belief, in the light of the B uddhist classification of relics between
memorials (uddesika) and those associated with the B uddha himself (paribogha and
phra dhatu). B ecause of their similarity to footprints and their unexplained and hence
miraculous origin, they become attributed to the B uddha as a mark of his wanderings
and thus become venerated as a paribogha relic, at least in the folk sense. This gives the
relic popularity and increased veneration and decoration, even as the monks will quietly
accept that the relic is in reality an uddesika because of historical facts.
B uddha footprints feature quite prominently in a series of sites located in Udon
Thani Province in Northeast Thailand. These sites, and their relation to the B uddha’s
footprint, will be discussed in Chapter 6.
4.4.4 Sema Stones
Sema stones are a form of B uddhist landscape artefact that are localised in Northeast Thailand. The stones, often decorated, mark the boundary of an area—usually the
ordination hall of a temple or some other sacred space. They are traditionally set up in
groups of eight, for each cardinal point on the compass, but this is not an absolute rule
as sema stones have been found in arrangement of as little as three and up to 24 stones
(M urphy 2010). In Thai, these stones are known as baisema, after the Thai word for
leaf (bai) and the Pali word for boundary (sima) (Paknam 1981). The oldest boundary
markers come from Northeast Thailand region and Central L aos, and date to the 7–12th
centuries CE and are most commonly associated with the Dvaravati period (F igure 4.4).
These Dvaravati markers are set up around B uddhist relic monuments, presumably in B uddhist halls or ceremonial spaces, and frequently occur in contexts that
preclude the performance of monastic services. Hence their relevance lies in the delimiting of B uddhist holy ground. Sema stones first appear as large flat stone slabs, as were
preferred in Dvaravati times, but over time grew smaller and became more ornate.
The availability of stone may also have influenced the development of sema
stones outside of Northeast Thailand. K auffman (1971) suggests that the wooden pillars
used by the L awa, an ethnic group now living in L aos and northern Thailand may have
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F igure 4.4 Sema stones at K ou-nang Usa at Phu Phra B at Historical Park. The standing stones mark a sacred boundary around a boulder in the middle, which has a carved alcove that once housed a sacred image
or served as a meditative spot. The boulder also contains painted rock art. O ther sites within the Phu Phra
B at Historical Park are also discussed in this study.

replaced the use of stone as memorial pillars. During the 5–10th centuries CE the L awa
lived in Central Thailand alongside the M ons, a region where little stone can be found.
Paknam (1981) proposes that demarcation of B uddhist holy ground with stone
slabs is derived from a prehistoric megalith tradition. However, M urphy (2010) argues
against this interpretation on the basis of resisting the trap of a universal megalithic
culture, in which a primitive practice is subsumed into a more sophisticated (B uddhist)
culture, and also because an error in linguistics has meant that all sema stones have
been classified in Thai as ‘ancient standing stones’ despite the obvious Dvaravati and
B uddhist character given to some stones. Instead of religious fusion, M urphy argues that
megaliths were employed to represent a clean break with former religions because of
their monumentality.
This denial of a megalithic culture does not explain why sema stones are only
localised in Northeast Thailand—M urphy (2010) argues that sema stone use is part of
the K horat Plateau aesthetic while Quaritch-W ales (1980) points out that in other parts
of Dvaravati Thailand, i.e., Central Thailand, stone is rare and wood would have been
used in the marking of boundaries. I find some merit in the linguistic argument of the
classification of sema stones, but am also inclined to agree with Paknam’s first assessment that sema stones arose from an existing megalithic culture. M urphy himself notes
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that a “distinctive characteristic of Thai B uddhism is the reuse of sacred objects” and
that fragments of old sema are often reworked into new sema. It is not unreasonable
to suppose that sema stones were thus reworked from previously existing megaliths.
E merging research from L aos (L uangaphay & Van den B ergh 2014) also suggests that a
megalithic culture flourished further north in L aos, a region that we have little archaeological knowledge about, and this might have some connection with the sema stones of
Northeast Thailand, supporting Paknam’s hypothesis.
The Hintang group of standing stones in Northeast L aos consists of numerous
formations of flat standing stones, similar in size and shape to sema stones found in
Northeast Thailand. They are generally undecorated, and where they are decorated
they do not carry B uddhist iconography. This suggests that there is indeed a prehistoric
megalithic culture that existed in Southeast Asia and that Northeast Thailand may have
been the interface between B uddhism and this megalithic culture.
O nce B uddhicised, sema stones have been found further afield in Southeast
Asia such as Thaton in M yanmar and in Phnom K ulen in Cambodia. K auffman (1980)
suggests that the sema stone culture, and by inference B uddhism, spread to Cambodia
prior to the foundation of the Angkorian state by Jayavarman II in the 9th century; the
presence of sema stones in Phnom K ulen suggests the coexistence of B uddhism with
Hinduism during the Angkor period. They also appear in association with the rock art
sites from Cambodia, Thailand and L aos discussed in this study.

4.5 Syncretism of Religions in Mainland Southeast Asia
R oxas-L im (2005:16) observes that Southeast Asia “nurtures a tendency toward
cultural accretion, eclecticism, and syncretism”. The word ‘syncretism’ is derived from
the G reek synkrētismos used by historian Plutarch, who used it to describe Cretans uniting against a common enemy (Segert 1975), but when applied to religions syncretism
refers to how elements from several discrete religions have combined to form a single
distinctive tradition (E vers 1977), or “an admixture of divergent elements into an existing system” (Segert 1975:64).
The archaeological reading of Southeast Asian material culture through the lens
of syncretism or acculturation is complex. B riggs (1951) wrote about the syncretism in
Cambodia between Saivism and Vaishnavism, represented by the Harihara, a sculptural
combination of Shiva and Vishnu found in Cambodian Chenla contexts, and between
Hinduism (particularly Saivism) and B uddhism during the Angkor period; these curious
meldings appear to be peculiar to Southeast Asia. The mosque and cemetery of Sendang
Duwur in B ajanegara in E ast Java features a winged gate, which may have once been a
representation of Vishnu’s mount garuda and speaks of its earlier use as a Hindu temple.
The wings are now understood as a representation of a buraq, a composite animal of
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a winged horse with the face of a man, and a creature from Islamic mythology that is
said to have carried the Prophet M uhammad to heaven (R oxas-L im 2005:13). These
examples suggest a mixture, in the case of the Harihara, but also supplantation in the
case of Sendang Duwur. However, other evidence suggests that multiple gods were
worshipped at the same time: Harris (2005) notes an increase in ‘syncretism’ between
B uddhism and Hinduism in Cambodia from the 11th century onward, based on bilingual
inscriptions that address the Hindu gods like Shiva and Vishnu in Sanskrit, and also
address the B uddha in K hmer; this could also be interpreted as the state recognising
multiple religions.
Paul M us’ (1975) theory of the cadastral cult that connects people, the guardian
spirit and the landscape through markers such as megaliths or wood posts accounts for
their easy adaptation into Saivite linga cults—and vice versa. This adaptation could
equally be applied to the re-purposing of B uddhist boundary markers or sema stones
that are distributed throughout the K horat Plateau in Northeast Thailand and Central
L aos, and also found to a lesser extent in central Thailand, M yanmar and Cambodia.
Paknam (1981) proposes that the demarcation of B uddhist sacred spaces using
stone slabs is derived from a prehistoric megalithic tradition but M urphy (2010)
disputes the idea of such a tradition due to the lack of evidence and linguistic errors.
However, he also notes that a distinctive characteristic of Thai B uddhism is the reuse
of sacred objects, and that the placement of sema stones in at least one location, Phu
Phra B at (discussed in Chapter 6), appears to be an attempt to convert pre-B uddhist
spaces into sacred B uddhist spaces. R ecent findings of carved non-B uddhist standing
slab stones in L aos by L uangaphay and van den B ergh (2014) leave the question of a
widespread megalithic tradition on M ainland Southeast Asia up for debate. F or now,
it appears that there is sufficient evidence for at least two standing stone traditions, in
Thailand and L aos. However, the Thai stones show evidence for reconfiguration while
those in L aos are not found in B uddhist contexts. This may be interpreted as the extent
of B uddhism’s spread inland, but this hypothesis needs to be tested
Despite the appearance of Hindu temples in the Chenla period, evidence from
inscriptions suggests that local and ancestral gods were being venerated, having been
given a Hindu coating (Higham 2014, Vickery 1998). B uddha, Shiva and Vishnu were
worshipped alongside pre-existing spirits, such as the naga. The naga is a Sanskrit
word for a hooded snake, most often applied to a cobra. In Southeast Asia, the typical
nagas are snake or serpent deities that live in waterways and deep in the earth. They
are generally regarded as benevolent, or at the very least, non-malevolent, but because
of their association with water they are considered very powerful. Snake worship as an
animistic Southeast Asian religion may have been developed locally, as M aung Htin
Aung (1959) notes traces of snake cults in the Shan state of M yanmar, but also possibly
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influenced from the naga cults of India or the dragon cults of China. Similarly M abbett
and Chandler (1995) write about the K hmer belief in Krong Pali, an ancient naga or
serpent-demon who used to rule the land before the arrival of the B uddha.
Nagas have been associated with royalty; the palace of the Tagaung kingdom in
M yanmar was said to be built with the aid of naga workmen, while the Chinese diplomat Zhou Daguan who visited Angkor in the 13th century wrote of how the K hmer king
would spend the first watch of the night in the Phimeanakas temple in Angkor Thom
with a naga, and how failure to do so would cause calamity to befall the nation.
The naga also frequently occurs in the accounts of the B uddha and the days
following his death; the most famous legend recalls B uddha meditating under a bodhi
tree when a storm broke. The naga, whose name was M uchalinda, coiled himself
under the B uddha, elevating him from the water and sheltering B uddha’s head with his
hood. This depiction of Buddha Muchalinda—B uddha sheltered under the hood of the
naga—is a common sculptural depiction of the B uddha in Southeast Asia.
In contemporary Theravada B uddhism, L ester (1973) observes that one who is
to be ordained a novice is called a naga, reminiscent of a B uddhist story when a naga
assumed human form in order to be ordained. The B uddha discovers the naga’s true
nature and sends him away, but promises that he will be remembered at every ordination. As part of Cambodian ordinations, the laymen and monks also make an offering to
the naga king K rong Pali for protection against evil spirits.
Perhaps the main reason that the melding between Hinduism and B uddhism
in Southeast Asia has been described as syncretic is because they share largely the
same cosmological understanding of the universe and similar vocabularies but distinct
differences in the figure of the deity and ideas of kingship. Hindu kings were seen as
the incarnation of gods, most often Shiva within their universe or kingdom, whereas
B uddhist kings modelled themselves after the B uddha who was to govern his kingdom
according to B uddhist law (L ehman 2003).
Casparis and M abbett (1992) have argued that ‘syncretism’ is a problematic term
because it is difficult to detect based on current sculptural, epigraphic and historical
evidence, suggesting that the term requires some qualification, or should be avoided
altogether in favour of the term ‘acculturation’. The blending of religions may also
have been a strategy to negotiate tensions between the practice of old religions and
new ones. M aung Htin Aung (1959) notes that K ing Anarawtha’s institution of Theravada B uddhism in B agan was a failed attempt to disrupt the cult of the nats. After
unsuccessful attempts to ban nat worship, the king declared a new nat to be included
in the pantheon: Sakra (Thagya in B urmese), the king of the gods and a guardian of
B uddhism, and made him head of the nat pantheon. In this way, Anarawtha turned
the nat spirits into B uddhists, and in doing so made it appropriate to worship the nats.
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R odrigues (1992) noted that a subsequent attempt to quash the nat cult by K ing B ayinnaung in the 16th century also failed, and that the socialist regime of the 20th century
tolerated their worship.
Scholars outside of archaeology have questioned the apparent harmony of syncretism in Southeast Asia, particularly with regards to the relationship between B uddhism
and animism. O ther anthropologists such as Ames (1964), O beyeskene (1963), Tambiah
(1970) and Sparkes (2005) have suggested that a dual structure exists in which the G reat
Tradition of Theravada B uddhism is complemented, but not dominated by, the L ittle
Tradition of magico-animism. This is not to discount animism as a kind of folk superstition, but rather a scientific knowledge in the sense that the spirits require appropriate
manipulations, by way of correct identification, placation or in some cases frightening
away. O ne example is the rocket festival (B oun B ang F ay) observed in Northeast
Thailand and L aos at the start of the rainy season between M ay and July, where groups
of monks and laymen build and fire rockets in the air. W hile a general time of merrymaking, the rockets are meant to anger the rain-spirits in order to goad them into
sending rain (L ester 1973). Hence the rituals of animism are concerned with prosperity
in this life; to this end, the layman calls upon the power of the B uddha and the monk to
control spirits.
Similarly, L andon (1949) notes that the L ittle Tradition of providing offerings
to the spirits is a daily affair and is considered part of everyday living. In contrast, the
G reat Tradition of B uddhism is a more ceremonial activity that is directed towards the
life to come. R ather than B uddhism replacing the belief in spirits, B uddhist relics and
rituals are used as a way to drive off evil spirits. Citing an unpublished thesis by Cecil
Hobbs, L andon (1949) notes the B uddhist festivals celebrated in M yanmar are in reality
nat festivals that have been dressed up as B uddhism. Hence the W ater F estival, which
B uddhists celebrate and is popularly described as the new year, is actually in honour
of Thagyamin, the king of the nats. Terwiel (1994) notes the same outlook adopted in
rural Thai religion: while their hereditary leaders accepted B uddhism, Thai farmers
remained animists and continued to propitiate their ancestors, and the different kinds
of spirits remained in the foreground. Singh (2009) notes that Cambodian B uddhism
coexists with pre-B uddhist animism and B rahmanic practices, as Cambodians believe
in a supernatural world that requires the employment of mediums to negotiate in times
of need and illness. Assavavirulhakarn (2011) recently argued against the dichotomy of
traditions in Theravada B uddhism since it recognises the presence of the supernatural
world—albeit subsumed under the supremacy of the B uddha. However, the G reat
Tradition/L ittle Tradition paradigm works as an archaeological model to distinguish
between Indic religions and the indigenous ones.
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In order to disentangle the nature of syncretism in Southeast Asia, E vers (1977)
notes two approaches that have been used. The first, the historical approach, breaks
up the religion into distinct elements—in this case animist, Hindu and B uddhist—and
identifies the historic origins of each. This is the approach most amenable to archaeology, since it deals with change over time. The second approach, used by modern
anthropologists today, takes a structural-functional perspective in studying relationships
between religious components in Theravada B uddhist societies to determine which
aspects of B uddhism prevail, but also suggests that there is no single syncretised religion but rather, many distinct streams of religion. It is through a combination of these
two approaches that I examine the syncretism of religions in M ainland Southeast Asia
through the medium of rock art sites.

4.6 Rock Art Sites as Sacred Places and Landscapes
I propose that investigating the reuse of sites is an excellent archaeological
example of syncretism. Park (1994) likens the landscape to a palimpsest, where an
existing manuscript is erased to make way for another. At first glance, the analogy of
erasure sounds more like supplantation rather than syncretism, but Park also qualifies
his statement by noting that the extent of what is erased varies, and thus traces can be
detected in a later period.
The idea of rock art sites as sacred sites based on the reuse of prior sacred landscapes is not without precedent. L ooking at the development of B uddhist caves in Tibet,
Aldenderfer (2012) suggests that the indigenous pre-B uddhist understanding of sacred
landscapes with regard to caves can also be detected, and is later reinforced by the
tradition of Indian B uddhism. M unier (1998) suggests that some rocks in Thailand may
have had sacred attributes since prehistoric times, as rock art may have converted these
shelters into “animist chapels”. I have previously mentioned the sema stones of Northeast Thailand, in which large slab stones used as markers of sacred spaces later become
reused in the B uddhist context, evolving into a distinctive part of Thai architecture as
the boundary stones for ordination halls in Thai temples (W ells 1975).
E lsewhere in the world, Tilley (1996) and B radley (1998) suggest that megalithic
building activity occurring from the M esolithic to the B ronze Age in Cornwall, United
K ingdom, emerged from the sacralisation of landscape features such as tors and rocky
outcrops, eventuating in the construction of stone circles and cairns to point to these
sacred features on the landscape. Hence, it appears that sacred spaces become defined
very early in time and are interacted upon by human activity through a number of ways.
F urthermore, B radley and Chambers (1988) discuss how monuments have an impact
on the landscape long after their construction and use; suggesting that their subsequent
reuse is a claim to the past.
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In a study by O ubiñia et al. (1998), the analysis of a landscape over time in
G alicia, Spain suggests a sacralisation of places that had symbolic prestige from at least
since R oman times, particularly through the construction of hermitages over hill forts.
They observe relationships between B ronze Age and petroglyph sites, and between hill
forts and medieval settlements. Through their analysis, they posit that one particular
locality was established and maintained as a sacred place since the B ronze Age, first
characterised by the appearance of a unique set of petroglyphs that mark the landscape
when the topography changes, then taking on a role as a liminal zone between social
communities during the R oman period, which is once again emphasised during the
Christian period by parish boundaries. It is during the Christian period as well that this
area is associated with the cult of two Spanish martyrs. Notably, O ubiñia et al. illustrate
that this rewriting of landscapes is not about the cultural breaks that take place with the
arrival of each new religion, but more about the maintenance of the status quo.
This idea of permanence is echoed in K azakhstan, where M uslim pilgrims leave
tied rags as personal dedications to saints and ancestors at two rock art sites that date
to the B ronze Age. These actions imbue rock art sites with a sacred quality even as
they have no direct connection to Islam (L ymer 2004). At the petroglyph complex at
Tamgaly Valley, the focal point for the rag-tying tradition is centred on a prominent
solar-headed anthropomorph. The second site, Terekty Aulie, outside the city of Zhezkazgan, is a multi-layered hill site containing petroglyphs, on which an Islamic shrine
has been built. The site is also associated with B ronze Age burials and a 19th century
K azakh cemetery, indicating a long period of use and reuse. F amously, Terekty Aulie is
also believed to have been discovered by the son-in-law of the Prophet M uhammad and
people come to the site for healing, as it has a reputation for curing colds, barrenness
and nerve disorders. L ymer further makes the point that this practice represents a “nexus
of relationships” between local communities and how they interact with the tangible and
intangible world. These sites are places where Islam is negotiated with local beliefs.
Another example from California, USA, is the rock art site at K anab Creek
Canyon, where Stoffle et al. (2000) discuss how rock art sites are a point of focus for
people and where rock art becomes a physical marker for attachment to a place and the
recording of myth in history, thus imbuing the site with layered significance. In TimorL este, O ’Connor et al. (2011) note that a Tei site stands outside rock art site of Ili K ere
K ere, marking it both as a sacred place as well as a dwelling for the guardian spirit.
W e thus see in different parts of the world a distinct type of sacred site development; first existing as rock art or markings in landscape effected by painting, engraving
or megaliths. This sacralisation of landscape is built over time, upon the presence of
what was known to be a previously sacred landscape. In M ainland Southeast Asia I have
identified seven rock art sites that have accrued layers of later religious behaviour upon
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them. B y studying the history and development of these rock art sites over time and
charting their transformation into religious shrines, we can understand another dimension of syncretism as it unfolds in a specific place.
R ock art appears to be present in Southeast Asia from prehistoric times to the
present, and at least some are related to a spiritual or religious context. G iven that
indigenous religions of Southeast Asia tend to connect the worship of nature spirits with
geographic features, some sort of confluence between rock art sites and indigenous religious activity can be inferred. F urthermore, the later use of Indic religions like Hinduism and B uddhism at these spaces lend strength to the idea of an enduring sacred space.
Having identified a number of these sites in M ainland Southeast Asia, an area which
is now predominantly Theravada B uddhist, the following chapters will analyse these
individual sites by looking at their rock art, their religious material and development
over time. A subsequent side-by-side analysis will reveal the similarities and differences
present which will help understand the phenomenon of syncretism in Southeast Asia.
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5. Cambodia: Poueng K omnou and
Poueng Takhab
The K ingdom of Cambodia is bordered by Thailand in the west and northwest,
L aos in the north and Vietnam in the east. It has a population of 15 million people, and
is most famous archaeologically for the ancient city of Angkor, just north of the modern
town of Siem R eap in northwest Cambodia. M uch of the archaeology of Cambodia
is focused on the Angkor period (9–14th centuries) (Stark 2004), due to the interest
generated by the F rench ‘discovery’ of Angkor represented by Henri M ouhot’s Travels
in Siam, Cambodia and Laos published in 1864; this notion of discovery is untrue and
many scholars have pointed out that Angkor was never truly ‘lost’ and continued to be
inhabited since its classic date of ‘falling’ (Coe 2003, Tan et al. 2014/Appendix C).

5.1 Prehistory of Cambodia
The prehistory of Cambodia is less known with only a few representative sites
to provide us a time line from the deep past to the present. E vidence for a Palaeolithic
occupation dating to 600,000 years ago has been found in E astern Cambodia between
Snoul and Chep (Saurin 1966). B y far the most prominent prehistoric site is the Hoabinhian site L aang Spean, situated in a limestone hill in B attambang Province, which was
excavated in the 1960s. F inds from L aang Spean appear in two layers, the oldest being
typical of Hoabinhian assemblages around Southeast Asia: flaked stone tools, and
an assembly of assorted animal bones which suggested a varied diet, dating to about
8,500 B P (M ourer 1994). A second more recent layer dating to 4,000 B P also revealed
stone tools and animal bones but also ceramics diagnostic of an early Neolithic period
(M ourer 1994). A more recent dating of a burial at the site turned up a later Neolithic
date of approximately 3,310B P (Zeitoun et al. 2012a).
Prehistoric earthwork sites found in K ampong Cham province contain flaked and
polished stone tools, stone bracelets and pottery which are associated with the Southeast
Asian Neolithic (M allaret 1959-1963, G roslier 1966, K ojo & Pheng 1997, 1998). M oore
(1998) also noted three clusters of prehistoric earth mounds along the rivers emanating
from Phnom K ulen in Siem R eap Province in Siem R eap, L ovea and R uolos. A deeper
prehistory of Siem R eap is also alluded to by the discovery of supine burials at K oh Ta
M eas, in the W est B aray of Angkor, which were discovered during a dry spell (Pottier
2006).
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The transition from the Neolithic to the B ronze Age is poorly known, as Stark
(2004) notes that most sites with bronze finds have been looted. K nown for being the
first prehistoric site discovered in Cambodia, Samrong Sen in central Cambodia yielded
stone tools, bronze moulds and artefacts. E xcavated by Noulet (1879) and M ansuy
(1902, 1923), Samrong Sen was one of the first discoveries of a B ronze Age in Southeast Asia (Higham 2014). The iron age in Cambodia is represented by Phum Snay in
B anteay M eanchay, a cemetery whose graves suggested evidence for warfare (Domett
et al. 2011, O ’R eilly et al. 2006). Tracing the development of prehistoric settlements in
Cambodia, Stark (2004) notes the emergence of two clusters from the archaeological
record, one in the southeast, which may have led into the rise of F unan, and in the northwest, which is less known. Stark (2004) suggests that the formation of these communities was likely to have developed separately, although at this stage the prehistoric record
of Cambodia is still sparse.
M uch more is known about the Angkor period and the earlier states of F unan
and Chenla preceding it. The area of focus, Phnom K ulen, holds a very special and
important place in the K hmer historical narrative as it is seen as the foundation site of
the Angkorian empire.

5.2 Archaeology of Phnom Kulen and Angkor
5.2.1 Physical Setting and Climate
Phnom K ulen (‘M ountain of lychees’) is an elongated mountain some 30km north
of Angkor. The mountain is about 40 kilometres long in a roughly northwest-southeast
direction and has an average elevation of 400 metres. F rom afar it looks like a large
plateau, although a valley running through the centre of the range divides the mountain
into a northwest and southeast massif (F igure 5.1). Temperatures in the mountain are
constant, averaging around 27° centigrade, although temperatures peak in April and fall
in December. The driest time of year is in M arch and April, while M ay to November
sees the onset of the rainy season. G eologically, the mountain is composed mainly of
sandstone and in Angkorian times was quarried for cladding the magnificent K hmer
temples (Uchida et al. 2007, Uchida & Shimoda 2013). The current population of
Phnom K ulen is approximately 4,000 people, spread out in 10 villages (Archaeology
and Development F oundation 2013).
5.2.2 Phnom Kulen and the Foundation of Angkor
Phnom K ulen is a holy mountain, seen as a site of contemplation and spirituality, a
home for hermits and a pilgrimage site for kings—these are themes pertaining to mountains that we will revisit frequently during this study of rock art sites in Southeast Asia.
However, Phnom K ulen has an exceptional character in the K hmer history, being identi81

F igure 5.1 Phnom K ulen from the south. Not a mountain in the geological sense, the Phnom K ulen plateau is the largest elevated landmass on the Cambodian plain.

fied as the ancient site of M ahendrapvarta (‘the mountain of G reat Indra’) in Angkorian
times. M ore importantly, it is associated with the founding of Angkor by Jayavarman II
who reigned between 790–835 CE .
The figure of Jayavarman II is somewhat shrouded in mystery, as there are no
inscriptions directly attributed to the time of his reign. Coedès (1968) notes that his
lineage was distantly related to the dynasties of pre-Angkorian Cambodia. Jayavarman
II established a series of capitals, first in Indrapura (possibly in the vicinity of the W est
B aray of Angkor), and then to Hariharalaya (the site of the R uolos group of temples)
and then to Amarendrapura, which is thought to be in the vicinity of Angkor Thom.
O ur most crucial source of information about Jayavarman II comes from the
inscription at Sdok K ok Thom, an 11th century temple in the Thai province of Sa K aeo
near the border town of Aranyaprathet. The Sdok K ok Thom inscription, dating to 1052
CE on a sandstone stele carved in Sanskrit and O ld K hmer, describes the contributions
of the temple’s founding family to the K hmer court since the foundation of Angkor. The
inscription recounts the various contributions of this lineage’s members, beginning with
Shivakaivalya, a chaplain in the court of Jayavarman II, and ending with Sadashiva,
who is identified as the author of the inscription and also the overseer of the temple’s
construction during the reign of Udityavarman II (1050–1066). The narrative essentially
glorifies the role of Sadashiva’s family in the history of Angkor, but many historical
events mentioned in the stele have been alluded to or confirmed in other inscriptions.
The most important of these events is the foundation of Angkor. The Sanskrit text reads:
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The monarch Jayavarman [II], who had fixed his residence on the summit of
M ount M ahendra, had as master a sage whose feet were saluted by the noblest
heads, who was called Shivakaivalya.
That great and surpassingly wise B rahmin Hiranyadama, having come as a merciful B rahman, respectfully exhibited before this king a magic power possessed by
no other.
At the king’s behest this B rahmin imparted magic power and its practices to this
chaplain [Shivakaivalya], whose pure heart, for the increase of his power, was
intent upon the good.
As if by magic means this B rahmin [Hiranyadama] taught him [Shivakaivalya] the
treatises entitled Shirashcheda, Vinashikha, Sammoha, and Nayottara, those four
faces of Tumburu.
This B rahmin, having distilled the essence of the treatises with understanding and
experiences in mysteries, established for the world’s prosperity the magic rites
which bear the name of devaraja.
To give the world unmixed felicity, the king appointed to this worship, source of a
power hoard, this sage together with the chief B rahmin.
(The Sdok K ok Thom inscription, translation of Sanskrit text from B urgess
2010:165–166)

The O ld K hmer inscription recounts the foundation story with slight differences:
W hen His M ajesty Parameshvara (Jayavarman II) set up the Sovereign High L ord
of the W orld in the royal city of M ahendrapvarta, he appointed members of a line
among the inhabitants of Stuk R ansi in B hadrapattana to be the ones to serve thereafter as officiants to that divinity. An edict excluded all save members of this line
from officiating before it. F ollowing is the origin of the said line.
...
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W hile His M ajesty Parameshvara reigned in the royal city of Hariharalaya, the
August Shivakaivalya dwelt there as well. At His M ajesty’s bidding, the family was
reassigned to the Corps of Pages. W hen His M ajesty founded the royal city of Amarendrapura the august Shivakaivalya took up residence there as well and served
him. He petitioned His M ajesty for a tract of land near Amarendrapura and founded
on it the commune of B havalaya. He brought some of his family from K uti commune and had them settle there, giving them over to a B rahmin named G angadhara.
In addition, he set up a holy Shivalinga and assigned slaves to it. W hen His M ajesty left Amarendrapura to reign on M ount M ehendra the August Shivakaivalya
likewise went and took up residence there, serving His M ajesty as before.
W hen B rahmin Hiranyadama, proficient in the lore of magic power, came from
Janapada in response to His M ajesty’s having invited him to perform a sublime
rite which would release K ambujadesa from being any longer subject to Java and
which would enable the sole High L ords of E arth to be Sovereign of the W orld, this
Hiranyadama celebrated a rite from the Vinashikha and established the Sovereign
High L ord of the W orld.
(The Sdok K ok Thom inscription, translation of O ld K hmer from B urgess
2010:177–178)

Through these two inscriptions, we can establish the events that led to the foundation of Angkor on Phnom K ulen. Jayavarman II appears to have moved capitals a
number of times—Coedès suggests that these movements correspond with military
campaigns to subjugate different kingdoms under his rule—before establishing a capital
in M ahendrapvarta (B riggs 1951, Coedès 1968).
The inscriptions narrate how the king invited a brahmin named Hiranyadama to
perform a ritual to install himself as devaraja, a term whose meaning has been debated
many times over (see Aymonier 1901, M abbett 1969, K ulke 1978, B urgess 2010).
In Sanskrit, the word ‘devaraja’ means ‘god-king’, yet the O ld K hmer is translated
to ‘Sovereign High L ord of the W orld’, or perhaps, the ‘universal ruler’ or ‘king of
the gods’. E arly interpretations assumed that Jayavarman II, in establishing his rule,
attempted to install himself as a divine figure; however, a new interpretation of the
devaraja links it to a sacred image, perhaps a linga or a statue of Shiva and thus the
maintenance of such a cult (O oi 2004). O ne cannot also rule out that a combination of a
divine cult centred both on the person of the king and an object of worship may also be
true.
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The other insight received from the inscriptions is the declaration of independence
as a result of the ritual on the mountain, the release of K ambujadesa from Java and
hence the foundation of the Angkorian state in 802 CE . Coedès (1970) identifies Java
as the Sanjaya Dynasty, based in Java in the 8th and 9th century, who raided the Indochinese coast in the late 8th century; later research by Vickery (1998) suggests that Java
might instead refer to the geographically closer Chams (‘Chvea’) in Vietnam.
B ecause of its role in the foundation of Angkor, Phnom K ulen has a exceptional
place in the K hmer consciousness, although this significance masks a longer history of
the site that is only starting to be uncovered. Indeed, the narrative importance of Phnom
K ulen only begins to appear around the 11th century: along with the Sdok K ok Thom
inscription, many of the carved lingas by the rivers and even Poueng K omnou discussed
later in this chapter date to this period, which may represent part of a nationalist consolidation narrative centred around Phnom K ulen.
The forest that covers the top of the plateau masks an assortment of ruins
that hints of the mountain’s significance even before Jayavarman II. Pre-Angkorian
sites—temples and carved boulders—are known from the top of the mountain dating to
the 7th or 8th century, some two hundred years earlier than the established foundation
date of 802 (Heng Piphal, pers. comm. 2012). B oulbet’s (1979) survey of Phnom K ulen
indicated a scattering of Angkorian ruins that are associated with M ahendrapvarta; more
recent work based on L idar imaging, yet to be published at time of writing, shows a
dense urban sprawl on top of the mountain including an extensive road system and locations of potential structures that today are obscured by forest (DeHart 2013, Dunston
2013). E ven as the capital cities of Jayavarman II’s new state later moved from the top
of Phnom K ulen down to the plains of Angkor south and east, Penny et al.’s (2014)
analysis of vegetation change and soil erosion reveal that the mountain was still used
intensively for 400 years between the 9th and 13th centuries CE .
5.2.3 Other Aspects of Significance of Phnom Kulen
O ther factors ensured that the plateau never lost its historic and mystical significance. Phnom K ulen is the major source of water for the Angkorian plain below and
the Siem R eap river, which feeds into the Tonle Sap lake to the south. The importance
of Phnom K ulen’s water is highlighted by the carvings of lingas left on the beds K bal
Spean and Thom rivers in the 11th and 12th centuries CE (L efferts & Cort 2008).
Colloquially known as the ‘river of 1,000 lingas’, the purpose of carving stylised linga
and the female counterpart, the yoni, on the beds of the rivers is to imbue the waters
with the fertile power of Shiva; this in turn is fed downstream into the waters on the
plain (F igure 5.2). The importance of water cannot be understated: Angkor has been
described as a hydraulic city (G roslier 1979), and the engineering works undertaken to
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F igure 5.2 K bal Spean, colloquially known as the “R iver of 1,000 lingas” after the stumps carved on the
riverbed.

store water in reservoirs and divert rivers was necessary in order to support a population
of a million people (E vans et al. 2007). Some of the earliest known kiln sites in Cambodia are also found on Phnom K ulen, associated with Jayavarman II (E a et al. 2008),
suggesting industrial activity associated with the royal capital. L efferts and Cort (2008)
speculate a connection between the kiln sites found on Phnom K ulen with small ceramic
bottles found all over Angkor, which may have been used for carrying holy water from
the mountain.
In the 16th century, when Theravada B uddhism had become the dominant religion
of Cambodia, Phnom K ulen was reconfigured for B uddhist use. A B uddhist temple,
Preah Ang Thom, was established on the mountain during the same period and is still
in operation today. The temple houses a B uddha footprint and a statue of a reclining
B uddha, the largest in Cambodia, carved from a large sandstone boulder. The temple
is a pilgrimage site for Cambodians today. B y the 20th century, the very landscape
has become the B uddha himself: B oulbet (1979) notes that local villagers now see the
physical structure of Phnom K ulen as the base of a petrified giant B uddha. Thus we can
see these changes in Cambodia’s religion from Hindu-Shaivite to B uddhist reflected in
the landscape of Phnom K ulen.
B oulbet’s survey, published in 1979, is still in many ways the definitive text on
Phnom K ulen as archaeological research in Cambodia was disrupted by the civil war
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that ran from 1967 to 1975. B ecause of its strategic location and excellent cover, the
K hmer R ouge took refuge on Phnom K ulen during the civil war that ran from 1970 to
1996, seeding many areas with mines that remain a threat today. M ines are slowly being
cleared, and parts of Phnom K ulen are open to tourists and pilgrims and even protected
as nature reserves under the Phnom K ulen National Park area.
Slash-and-burn agriculture is still being practiced, and the forest products
harvested include bamboo, vines, rattan, medicinal plants, and of course, lychees that
grow wild and are picked from late M arch to early M ay every other year. B oulbet
(1979) notes that the presence of agricultural activity on Phnom K ulen is an exception rather than the norm: the ethnography of the region reveals a three-year drought
in the first half of the 19th century. During this period, villagers from the lowlands
found they could live off forest produce because of the higher water retention on the
mountain and hence the feeling of fear that accompanied the sense of a holy mountain
was transformed into an attitude of gratitude and dependency. In the same vein, I have
heard accounts from local villagers on how they used the many sandstone shelters found
on the mountain as refuges during the Vietnam-Cambodia war. Despite settlement by
people in villages, the forests of Phnom K ulen still represent a culturally remote hinterland.
The mountain is still regarded as a source of mystical power for monks and
ascetics. Heng Piphal (pers. comm. 2012), a Cambodian colleague and archaeologist,
recounted to me his childhood stories of ascetics, dressed in white clothes or tiger skins,
who spend their time in Phnom K ulen because it is a place of deep spiritual power.
B y meditating or practicing the right disciplines these hermits obtain fantastic powers,
such as the ability to fly or become invisible, or shrink the ground beneath them so that
they can cover vast distances with a single step. B uddhist forest monks too, who are a
different kind of ascetic, used the wilderness of Phnom K ulen and the shelter of caves to
practice meditation and harsh austerity in order to purify their minds and bodies.
Interestingly, the exploitation of Phnom K ulen as a tourist site has begun to
diminish the spiritual importance of the mountain, a shift that has occurred only in the
last 10 years. Visitors to Phnom K ulen, while fed by the booming tourist trade enjoyed
by Siem R eap and Angkor, has largely been confined to domestic tourists. “It’s a different mentality for Cambodians,” says Heng, “A lot of Cambodians go to see a place
because it has a spiritual or natural power associated with ancestors. I think the idea
changed from pilgrimage tourism to a pure sightseeing.” The spiritual importance of
Phnom K ulen has also diminished due to a number of scandals that have taken place on
the mountain in recent years, such as the reports of monks and nuns exploiting devotees
for money, or the trade in fraudulent herbal and natural products such as boar canines,
which are thought to provide protection from bullets. O utside of Siem R eap Province,
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some ascetics and monks will fraudulently claim having spent time on Phnom K ulen
to meditate, possess spirits and in doing so receive healing powers and receive money
for using those powers. This crass commercialisation of spiritual power today further
diminishes the reverence held for the mountain, particularly in the urban centres of
Cambodia.
The origins of this study stemmed primarily from the new discovery of rock art
sites in Phnom K ulen, a mountain considered particularly sacred to Cambodians for
more than a thousand years. It is possible that sacred connotations associated with
Phnom K ulen go back further, since Jessup (2008) suggests that the rock shelters and
caves at the northeastern end of the plateau have been used as sacred spaces since
prehistoric times. The discovery of rock art is one such evidence of human occupation
back to pre-Angkor times and possibly extends the anthropogenic use of the landscape
to prehistory.
5.2.4 Introduction to the Rock Art
L ittle is known about the rock art of Cambodia; indeed, the first discovery of rock
art in the country was only in the last decade, in the Cardamom M ountains of Pursat
province (Heng, S. 2011, Heng et al. 2011, Tep et al. 2011). Painted rock art was discovered in 2005 but this site is not in the scope of this study due to the lack of accessibility.
In the Phnom K ulen area, 13 sites have been discovered to date, 12 on the foothills of
Phnom K ulen, and one on top of the mountain itself with additional sites likely to be
discovered (Taçon 2011, Tan & Taçon 2014). The sites in the mountain’s foothills were
discovered by a team from the APSAR A Authority, the government agency in charge of
the management of the Angkor Archaeological Park, while conducting survey work for
the L iving Angkor R oad Project between 2010 and 2012. The discovery of the single
site found on top of Phnom K ulen resulted from work undertaken by the Archaeology
and Development F oundation, which has been working on mapping the unexplored
sections of Phnom K ulen since 2008.
Two kinds of rock art exist on Phnom K ulen: the Angkorian-era carvings found
in sites like K bal Spean where the reliefs of Vishnu are carved on the rocks beside
rivers and lingas are carved on the riverbed, and Poueng E sai and Srah Damrei which
are carved boulders. Srah Damrei is a unique site in the sense that large boulders are
carved into the shape of large animals such as elephants and tigers, making the carvings
monumental in scale.
The second type of rock art occurs in sandstone rock shelters. Presumably
prehistoric, the paintings are mainly red, and in many cases are considerably faded,
which may be an indicator of advanced age. Naturalistic depictions of animals include
bovids and fish, as well as various types of anthropomorphs. None of the paintings
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have diagnostic features that can be associated with a time period, but they are generally consistent with other prehistoric rock art in Southeast Asia outlined in Taçon et al
(2014). Some shelters also have black drawings in them, which are presumably made
from charcoal. These drawings display less weathering and are presumably from recent
times, but they have yet to be formally recorded.
R ock shelters appear to have a long period of use in Phnom K ulen. Some of
these shelters are shrines to the neak ta or spirits and these sites additionally seem to
be independent of other sites in the region (Jessup 2008). R ock shelter sites found in
this area often have drip lines carved into the inner edge of the ceiling to run off water
(Sakada Sakhoeun pers. comm. 2012) although when these drip lines were carved is
uncertain. This chapter focuses on two of the newly discovered Phnom K ulen sites:
Poueng K omnou and Poueng Takhab.

5.3 Poueng Komnou
5.3.1 Site Description
Poueng K omnou (‘the decorated boulder’, 12.1111474°, 103.8085901°) is located
in the eastern foothills of Phnom K ulen, approximately five kilometres northwest
of Tatem village, K an Tout commune, Svay L oeu district, and about 10 kilometres
from the central district of Svay L oeu (Heng, T. 2011). The site was first described as
Pu’ng K eng K ang in L unet de L a Jonquieìre (1902), the name describing its shape as
being similar to that of a wagon wheel lying on its axle. This site is open to the public,
although it receives few visitors owing to its remote location. Poueng K omnou requires
either a four-wheel drive vehicle or a motorbike and some measure of determination to
get to from the B eng M elea temple, which is itself already a couple of hours away from
Siem R eap town (F igure 5.3).
The site consists of two large sandstone outcrops, roughly east-west in orientation,
the larger of which forms a natural rock shelter. At its longest side, the combined shelter
measures approximately 20 metres. O n the eastern face of the larger sandstone outcrop
is a group of prominent carvings which give the site its name: the bas-relief carvings of
the Hindu gods Vishnu and Shiva, flanked by two guardian dvarapalas, all green (Panel
A). O n the left and right of this set of four deities are smaller carvings of a reclining
Vishnu and hermits, as well as an inscription which states that the carving was made by
a hermit who lived in the site in the 11th century. At the western end of the shelter are
two other sets of carvings, one depicting G anesha, the elephant-headed god of prosperity (Panel C), and another depiction of a reclining Vishnu (Panel D). The site was first
mentioned in B oulbet’s (1979) survey of Phnom K ulen and the carvings were later
described in detail by Jessup (2008). The rock paintings (Panel B ) were not acknowl-
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F igure 5.3 Poueng K omnou, on the eastern foothills of Phnom K ulen. The south and east sides of the site
are seen here, with the main panel (A) facing east.

edged until 2011, when they were recorded by Paul Taçon from G riffith University and
a team from the APSAR A Authority (see Heng, T. 2011, Taçon 2011).
W hile Cambodia is predominantly a B uddhist country and despite the Hindu
character of the site, locals have set up shrines at Poueng K omnou. Small wooden altars
are found in front of all three groups of carvings, on which are left offerings of joss
sticks, sweets and fruit particularly during the K hmer New Y ear which occurs every
April. Comparisons of the site today with B oulbet’s pictures from 30 years ago and
Jessup’s in the last decade show slight modifications to the site by way of offering tables
and religious decoration that suggest that the site is still very much in use today.
5.3.2 Description of Panels
Panel A
B ecause this panel has previously been described by Jessup (2008) and L unet de
la Jonquière (1902), I have opted to follow Jessup’s divisions of the panel into smaller
scenes. This east-facing panel is divided into six groups of carvings, the primary of
which is the four large standing figures (which I have designated as PK N-A01), with
three smaller groups of carvings to the left (PK N-A02-04) of the panel, and three more
on the right (PK N-A05-07).
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Standing at 1.8 metres in height, the main relief depicts Shiva (second from left),
Vishnu (second from right), flanked by two guardians or dvarapalas, each of whom is
holding a mace. Vishnu is easily identified by his accompanying attributes—his rear
hands hold a cakra (disc) and a conch—while Shiva is identified in the inscription
(PK N-A07). B etween the four standing male deities are three smaller female figures,
which Jessup identifies as Shiva’s consorts, Devi and Parvati, and Vishnu’s consort
L akshmi. The entire scene is flanked by a pair of lions.
To the left of this main image is a trio of carvings (PK N-A02-04) depicting a
reclining Vishnu, a larger carving of Vishnu depicted with four hands, and a trio of
mounted deities, of which G anesha and B rahma can be identified. The third figure,
whose face has been chiselled off, is assumed by Jessup to be another depiction of
Vishnu. O n the right-hand side, a scene depicts a trio of men (PK N-A05): the central
figure of which may be Sivasoma, the hermit associated who wrote the inscription
(PK N-A07). PK N-A06 is a pair, a man and a woman both wearing some sort of headgear whose identities are uncertain.
Vishnu is unusually prominent at this site, but Jessup suggests that this may be a
reflection of the contemporary interests of the time, or even the interests of Sivasoma,
the author of the inscription (PK N-A07). The inscription has been translated to F rench
by Coedès (K 176, 1953:275-277), and talks about the person of Sivasoma, a hermit who
lived in the shelter:
I. In the 966th year of the Saka, the gods, beginning with M aheça with their suites,
and goddesses, starting with Parvati, daughter of the Himalayas, were correctly
erected following the rules by me, named Sivasoma, on the side of a cave of M ount
M ahendra. These gods and goddesses are always able to give heaven and the final
deliverance to those practicing asceticism.
II. This man who had tamed himself by pure asceticism, who subjugates his ego,
and satisfied the gods, fire, B rahmins, masters and creatures, without exception, by
the goods received as alms, thus wishing to make visible his excellent name ending
in soma and starting with Shiva, as if it was the fulfilment of his own marvellous
and unparalleled duty, made by these images of Devi, F ire, Vishnu, enemy of the
Asura, and of Shiva, consumer of the first sacrifice.
III. This ascetic residing on the mountain devoted to Shiva, author of many meritorious works, who was feeding himself alms, called Sivasoma, had these images
made.
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IV. Ica with Vishnu, Soma and his entourage, in order to give his reward was to
the ascetic named Sivasoma, waited endlessly in the cave, on the top of M ahendra
reaching out to heaven.
V. Sivasoma the M uni, gifted with intelligence, worthy of the respect of those who
have tamed their senses, tames (himself) living in the cave since the death of Venerable, with white hair and wearing a yellow coat.
VI. The best of the righteous, able and a yoga practitioner with excellent knowledge, bowed, made the images in this (cave) for the devotion to Paramesvara.
(Poueng K eng K ang inscription, F rench translation by Coedès 1953:275–277, E nglish translation mine)

Sivasoma writes of his moral achievements and the carving of the sculptures at
the site. Notably, he refers to Phnom K ulen as M ahendrapvarta and identifies it as being
consecrated to Shiva. The inscription carries a date of 996 Saka or 1074CE during the
reign of Harshavarman III, and this date is further corroborated by the B aphuon style of
dress depicted on the male and female figures of PK N-A06.
M ost strikingly, this panel is coloured with a green pigment of unknown composition—possibly chalk or a copper-based material. The bright colours indicate that they
have been recently and continually applied, which is an indication of ongoing activity
that was also observed by Jessup (2008). A small makeshift altar has been set up in
front of this panel, with offerings of candles, fruit and incense placed by local villagers,
particularly during the K hmer New Y ear in April. Square post holes found immediately
above the panel indicate that a temporary or wooden structure may also have once been
in place. Additionally, an earthwork dais has been built in front of the panel, raising
the floor by about a foot in height. This raised dais was not seen in B oulbet’s images of
the site, and anecdotal reports suggest that it was constructed within the last five years.
Another difference noted during my visit to the site against Jessup (2008), B oulbet’s
(1979) and B oulbet and Dagens’ (1973) images is the construction of a wall underneath
the panel, which closes the gap caused by the overhang of the rock shelter. This wall
was presumably constructed around the same time as the dais.
Panel B
L ocated on the north face of the site, the rock paintings found on this wall were
discovered by Paul Taçon of G riffith University and the team from L iving Angkor R oad
Project, whose objectives were to survey and map the areas around the royal roads
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originating from Angkor. This section of the road was between the 12th century temple
of B eng M elea to K oh K er, an Angkorian ruin that briefly served as a capital for Jayavarman IV (928–941) in the 10th century.
There are two phases of rock art present at the site: old red paintings and recent
black drawings. The black drawings appear to be quite fresh and could easily be
discounted as vandalism. The most prominent drawing is a portrait of a bearded man
(PK N-B 09), possibly a hermit or esai in local tongue, which is cognate to the Sanskrit
rishi or ascetic. The connection to the ascetic traditions of B uddhism and Hinduism can
be made with the wooden hut just adjacent to Poueng K omnou, and the rattan bed frame
at the floor of the rock shelter, at the base of this panel, which is said to be used by
monks or ascetics when they come to meditate.
The red rock art is fairly hard to see. The most prominent of the paintings includes
a large ‘catfish’ about a meter in width and two meters above the floor (PK N-B 04,
F igure 5.4). There are numerous smaller red paintings, consisting of linear abstract
designs which are hard to see without digital enhancement. Taçon (2011) notes that
parts of the ‘catfish’ figure has been obscured by mud, which were caused by wild
elephants who until the 1960s used to roam the area. The site does appear to have
potential for archaeological excavations, but none have been undertaken so far. During
my visit to the site in April 2012, I noted pottery sherds from the 13th century amongst
the surface finds.

F igure 5.4 The ‘catfish’ of Poueng K omnou, the most prominent painted rock art at the site.
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The paintings and drawings were never mentioned by L unet de L a Jonquieìre,
B oulbet or Jessup, nor does the online archaeological database the Cartes Interactive
des Sites Archéologiques Khmers make any reference to them. W hile it could be argued
that the omission of the paintings is an indication that they were made very recently,
it can also be argued that the paintings were ignored altogether in favour of the more
‘interesting’ Angkorian carvings. This may be especially true for the black drawings,
as they have the character of recent graffiti. Up until recently, Cambodia was never
regarded as a place where prehistoric rock art existed, and it was not until the work by
the L iving Angkor R oad Project that multiple rock painting sites were discovered in the
Phnom K ulen region. R ock art can be, and has been, overlooked even by trained eyes
(O ’Connor et al. 2010, Smith 2011).
Panel C
F ound on the west-facing wall of the main boulder, this metre-tall panel contains
a single image of G anesha, the popular elephant-headed god. He faces forward in a
cross-legged position, wearing a crown and a sampot and displays eight arms. Jessup
(2008) notes that this depiction of G anesha with eight arms is unique in Cambodia, and
the only other reference to an eight-armed G anesha was made in an inscription at W at
Phu, in L aos, dated 1139 CE . At this stage it is unclear if any connection exists between
the W at Phu stele and the Poueng K omnou carving. Despite the black and white image,
B oulbet and Dagens (1973:Photo 54) show that this carving was distinctly decorated.
Traces of pigment—blue, pink and white, presumably chalk—can be seen at the
edges of the carvings, and it is easy to see how such a carving may have been brightly
coloured. Again, offerings are laid at the base of this carving.
Panel D
Panel D is found on a smaller, separate boulder adjacent to Panel C. This carving, roughly triangular in shape, contains three figures. The main figure on this panel
is Vishnu reclining on his right side resting on a naga. This image displays some
stylistic differences to the reclining Vishnu on Panel A, and Jessup suggests that it may
have been the work of another artist. The artistic style of the carving still puts it in the
B aphuon period, which is the same period as the main Panel A. L akshmi, Vishnu’s
consort, reclines by his feet to the right, while sitting above the two is a depiction of a
seated B rahma. Above this panel, two grooves have been cut to run water off from the
carving, and on top of the boulder, a series of post holes can be also be found suggesting
that a more permanent structure once existed at the site.
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5.3.3 Other Comments
Two more examples of rock art are noted in the vicinity. Southeast of Poueng
K omnou is another sandstone massif, and on the north face is a carving of Vishnu. This
carving is large, standing some three meters in height and features Vishnu standing atop
the shoulders of a standing Garuda whose arms are outstretched. The carving appears
to be unfinished. To the northeast of Poueng K omnou about 100 metres away, another
unnamed sandstone rock shelter houses a single faded painting of a ‘bovid’ located on a
low ceiling (F igure 5.5). R attan beds are also found in the shelter, but they were broken
during my visit in July 2012. O n a subsequent visit to Poueng K omnou in 2014, I was
unable to access the shelter as the foliage had thickened considerably, blocking access.

F igure 5.5 Unnamed site northeast of Poueng K omnou features a painting of a ‘bovid’.

The evidence of rock art and religious activity from different periods of time
shows different religions interacting on one spot. That rock art is found not on only at
the site, but also in other rock shelters in the immediate vicinity indicates the environment was amenable to human habitation. I suggest that Sivasoma’s time in Poueng
K omnou drew on B rahmanistic and Vaishnavite traditions to demarcate a sacred
space but was also drawing on the sacred power of M ahendrapvarta. This potency of
place still endures today, as B oulbet (1979) notes that the cult of Sivasoma has been
transformed into the worship of the guardian of the mountain base. This sacred power
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localised in the place of Poueng K omnou is tapped into by B uddhist monks today, who
use the site as a meditative retreat and also local villagers who make offerings to the
site’s neak ta.

5.4 Poueng Takhab
5.4.1 Site Description
The non-Angkorian rock art sites discovered by the L iving Angkor R oad Project
between 2010 and 2012 are located in rock shelters in the eastern foothills of Phnom
K ulen. The second site in discussion, by contrast, is located on top of the mountain
itself, on the southeast massif. Poueng Takhab, also known as Poueng Prah K hab (the
‘G od Vessel B oulder’ in Heng 2014), was made known to me by colleagues from the
Archaeology and Development F oundation (ADF ). The ADF project on Phnom K ulen
has been operating since 2008 surveying, identifying and excavating sites on the
mountain. In 2011 ADF team member L im Thenghak discovered the rock shelter site of
Poueng Takhab, and through the ADF , I visited the site in July 2012 and January 2013 to
conduct a recording of the rock art.
Poueng Takhab (13.5354603°, 104.1191131° ) is a mushroom-shaped rock shelter
approximately 16 metres long and 14 metres wide. It has three walls facing south,
east and west with most of the anthropogenic material culture located on the eastern
and western walls of the shelter. The shelter is located on top of a small hill, and one
approaches the shelter from the north. There is obvious evidence of recent human use:
various statues of Hindu and B uddhist deities have been erected in the cave, including
a statue of G anesha, Hanuman, a B uddhist monk and a hermit. These sculptures appear
to be fairly new and unworn, and the human statues are draped with cloth. O fferings of
incense and metallic trees have been laid in front of them. According to my colleagues
(Sakhoeun Sakada pers. comm. 2012), it is believed that this site was used by ascetics
as shelters for meditation and that this practice has been going on for some time into the
past.
M ost of the statues are placed in front of the west wall, at the ‘entrance’ of the
rock shelter—two standing statues of a hermit and a B uddhist monk, and a smaller
statue of Hanuman, the monkey god. At the ceiling on the west-facing shelter, a drip
line has been carved near the edge, presumably to run water away from the shelter but
I was unable to observe the site under rainy weather. It is uncertain when this drip line
was carved, but the site looks like a good shelter from the elements and it would not
be surprising if it were used in prehistoric times as a habitation area. The sandstone
floor offers little excavation potential for the site, although some earthenware sherds of
indeterminate age were found in situ at the back of the west-facing wall.
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The south-facing wall is almost vertical and offers no protection from the
elements. The east-facing wall provides a smaller rock shelter containing a recentlyerected statue of G anesha, and also the painted rock art (F igure 5.6).

F igure 5.6 The smaller eastern face of Poueng Takhab, featuring the rock art and statue of G anesha.

5.4.2 Description of Rock Art
The rock art of Poueng Takhab is located on the east-facing wall of the site, in
the smaller of the two shelters. The space is dominated by a one metre tall statue of
G anesha in the middle of the shelter. His placement is somewhat ironic, since G anesha
is known as the remover of obstacles, but in this case he stands right in front of the rock
art and blocks access to them. Images from Heng (2014) also indicate that a rattan bed
has been placed in the shelter similar to that found in Poueng K omnou. This confirms
the anecdotal reports that the shelter is used as a meditative retreat for monks.
E ight paintings were identified from Poueng Takhab, all rendered in red pigment
and most in poor states of preservation. The most prominent paintings are situated by
the G anesha statue: an image of a ‘bovid’ (PTK -A01) whose curved horn morphology
suggests a buffalo, and a front-facing anthropomorph with three-fingered hands (PTK A04). The panel also contains two spiral designs (PTK -A02) and (PTK -A06) which are
significant because they appear on rock art sites elsewhere on Phnom K ulen.
The rock art suffers from significant degradation, some images faded and some
others covered by lichen. O ther conservation threats identified from our recording is
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the fact that the site is a living site and is visited regularly by devotees, to the point of
recent renovation by way of the erection of statues. The site does not appear to be easily
accessible by tourists as yet. In situ tests of the pigment by Heng (2014) indicate that
the paintings were composed of haematite. Additionally, several smooth depressions are
found in the floor of the shelter which could have been used for grinding pigments.
A carving on the same wall to the left of Panel A gives a clue to the recent human
activity at the site. The numbers ‘2553’ and the lunar month (Jais/Jayaistha) are carved
in K hmer, and correspond to M ay-June 2010 which may be the time when the statues—or perhaps only the G anesha statue because of proximity—were deposited at the
rock shelter. This provides a very precise date to at least one layer of human interaction
with the site.
5.4.3 Connections with Other Sites
The spiral patterns found in Poueng Takhab are significant because they bear
resemblance to similar patterns found in Poueng K ob, another rock art site in the
foothills of the mountain and thus a direct connection between the sites on top of the
mountain and below. W hile I visited this site in April 2012, I was not able to record
this site in detail. L ike the other rock art sites, Poueng K ob is a sandstone rock shelter
that has several attributes that connect to the themes of B uddhism and animistic religions. Poueng K ob is rather remote, far less accessible than Poueng Takhab or Poueng
K omnou (which are already relatively hard to get to on their own) but the rock shelter
houses two sets of rock art, presumably prehistoric red paintings including depictions of
bovids, anthropomorphs and spiral designs (F igure 5.7); and more recent black drawings
on another corner of the shelter. O ne black drawing is K hmer writing that says “hall” or
“school”, which suggests that the site was a place from which people would meditate,
learn and develop supernatural powers in the sense mentioned by my colleague Heng
Piphal, and to that extent speaks to the latent power centred on that place. Adjacent to
Poueng K ob is the site Poueng Sema, named for the remains of sema stones found on
the ground (F igure 5.8). The sema stones suggest the presence of a B uddhist sacred
space in the area, but there has been no research conducted on the site.

5.5 Summary
There are currently no secure dates for the rock art found in Phnom K ulen.
However, its characteristics—the use of red pigment, depictions of naturalistic animals
and its general worn-down appearance—are typical of prehistoric rock art found in
Southeast Asia. Assuming this to be true, the discovery of rock art on Phnom K ulen
indicates that human interaction with the landscape has been longer than previously
thought, although this should not be surprising given that M oore (1998) and Pottier
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F igure 5.7 The rock art of Poueng K ob, a rock shelter on the
foothills of Phnom K ulen that has similar motifs with those of
Poueng Takhab. Top: Spiral design. B ottom: ‘B ovid’

F igure 5.8 Sema stone found at Poueng Sema (inset). The site adjacent to Poueng K ob.
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(2006) have found other evidence for prehistoric habitation in the surrounding areas of
Phnom K ulen. I suggest that the presence of rock art represents evidence for a prehistoric occupation of the mountain and predict that future research and excavations will
reveal more evidence for such occupation of Phnom K ulen.
Some mention must be made of the sema stones found on Phnom K ulen, as they
connect the material culture of Phnom K ulen with that of Phu Phra B at of Thailand
discussed in the next chapter. Sema stones were identified at B am G re and Tun M as
on the southeast massif of Phnom K ulen by B oulbet and Dagens (1973). E ach site
contains eight sema stones arranged in a rectangle set at cardinal points of the compass.
The sema stones are similar to those found in M uang F a Daed in Thailand, some 300
kilometres away, and Phnom K ulen represents an outlier site for the sema stone tradition
that appears to be localised in Northeast Thailand. The sema stones of Phnom K ulen are
puzzling; artistically, they date to the 8th or 9th century but evidence for B uddhism in
Cambodia during this period is scarce. W oodward (2005) suggests that the sema culture
spread from Thailand to Phnom K ulen prior to the foundation of Angkor by Jayavarman
II in 802. The presence of Dvaravati-style sema stones in Phnom K ulen suggests
that despite the predominance of Hindu religions during the foundation of Angkor,
B uddhism managed to make some headway into Cambodia during this period (M urphy
2010).
In this discussion of Poueng K omnou, Poueng Takhab and to a lesser extent
Poueng K ob, it is interesting to note that the interplay between the rock art sites with
later material culture appears to deal with sacred and religious aspects of human behaviour rather than subsistence or industrial activity. W hile this may reflect the lack of any
archaeological deposits due to the sandstone bedrock, the evidence thus far suggests that
these rock shelters were previously used as sacred spaces.
Poueng K omnou becomes a Vaishnavite shrine and a hermit’s retreat in the 11th
century; the shrine continues to be venerated today, and the hermit himself has become
an object of cult worship—this activity takes place beside the Theravada B uddhist
tradition that Cambodians now follow. The rock art site of Poueng Takhab now accommodates statues of Hindu deities erected in the last five years, but is also associated with
a nearby B uddhist temple and continues to be used by monks and hermits today. F inally,
Poueng K ob connects the rock art sites on top of the mountain to the ones below with
stylistic similarities, and it is itself situated near a sema stone site denoting a B uddhist
sacred space.
This interplay is also connected with their association to the most holy mountain
of Cambodia. W hen Jayavarman II established the devaraja cult on top of Phnom
K ulen, he may also have been tapping onto an ancient wellspring of power. I am
reminded of a similar example from more recent times: when Sir Thomas Stamford
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R affles was looking to establish an E nglish base in Southeast Asia in the early 19th
century, he chose the island of Singapore over the more strategically-located K arimun
Islands in present-day R iau province of Indonesia. As a Javanese scholar, he knew of
Singapore’s position as the ancient seat of M alay power and the precursor capital to the
once-powerful M alacca Sultanate and wanted to appropriate this symbolic power when
establishing his base (M iksic 2013).
In Phnom K ulen, we do not see syncretism in the sense of the blending of
religions, as much as a reconfiguration of religious identity of the mountain, from the
Hindu ‘mountain of the G reat Indra’ into the physical form of the B uddha. Although we
see a variety of different religious site types on the mountain—Hindu temples, B uddhist
sema stone sites, animist shrines—they seem to operate independently of each other.
In this sense, the religions coexist, but they also perhaps share a similar vocabulary,
because both forest ascetics and B uddhist monks utilise the same spaces for meditation;
in Poueng K omnou the brahmin who once lived in the shelter a thousand years ago is
now worshipped as a guardian of the mountain, and in Poueng Takhab the devotees who
worship at a B uddhist pagoda also erected Hindu statues. In this sense we see some
level of syncretism between animist religions, Hinduism and B uddhism.
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6. Thailand: K hao Chan Ngam, W at Phra
Phuttabat B ua B an and Phu Phra B at
6.1 Introduction
Thailand has more known rock art sites than any other Southeast Asian country,
numbering in the low hundreds. It also has a long tradition of religious interaction with
landscapes. Therefore it is an excellent base from which to compare the confluence of
rock art sites and religious shrines. In this chapter we turn our attention to the K horat
plateau of Northeast Thailand, also known as Isaan, which is directly northwest of
Cambodia and the Phnom K ulen region discussed in the previous chapter.
The name Isaan (alternatively Isarn or E san) is derived from the Sanskrit and
Pali word for northeast. This region is culturally and geographically distinct: its some
21 million inhabitants speak Isaan, a dialect of L ao that is related to Thai, and consider
themselves ‘khon Isaan’ or ‘people of Isaan’. There is also a significant minority in the
southern provinces of the region who unsurprisingly identify as K hmer (Kuy), speak
K hmer and are most culturally closer to Cambodia than to Thailand or L aos. The entire
region (which culturally encompasses parts of central L aos) is located on the K horat
plateau, a third of Thailand’s land area, with an average elevation of 200 metres,
bordered by the M ekong R iver to the north and east, Cambodia and the Prachinburi
mountains to the south, and the Petchabun mountains to the west. Two major river
systems traverse the plateau: the M un river originates from the Y ai mountains or K hao
Y ai in Nakhon R atchasima Province and crosses the southern provinces of Isaan before
joining the M ekong. F urther north, the Chi R iver begins from the Petchabun mountains, passing through the central part of Isaan before turning south at R oi E t Province
and joining the M un R iver at Sisaket Province. The geography of Isaan—a plateau
surrounded by mountains on one side, and bordered by the M ekong on the other—puts
the region in relative isolation, as influences from the large historical empires appear to
be somewhat limited. This legacy of isolation endures today as Isaan remains one of the
poorer regions of Thailand.
The archaeology of Isaan, however, is quite significant in the Southeast Asian
context. W hile we know little about ancient hunter-gatherer communities in the K horat
plateau, evidence suggests that settled prehistoric communities began to form from
around 1,700 B CE in the catchments of the M un and Chi rivers. Notable sites such
B an Non W at in Nakhon R atchasima province show a transition from hunter-gatherer
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lifestyles into the Neolithic, B ronze and Iron Ages (Higham 2011, Higham & Higham
2009).
B an Chiang, a site in Udon Thani province, is one of the most important archaeological sites in Southeast Asia. E xtensive excavations there have shed light on the development of the B ronze Age in Southeast Asia and B an Chiang has now been designated
as a W orld Heritage Site. F rom protohistorical times archaeological evidence suggests
that Isaan came under the influence of the Dvaravati states from the 6–10th centuries
CE . The K hmer empire expanded their territory into the plateau between the 11th and
14th centuries CE , the most significant temples being the Saivite temple of Phanom
R ung in B uriram Province, and the B uddhist temple of Phimai in Nakhon R atchasima
city. The latter temple was built in the reign of Suryavarman II (1,113–1,150CE ), the
same king associated with Angkor W at (W elch 1998).
Not much is known about Isaan during the post-Angkorian period, as the next
dominant power Ayutthaya did not extend its power past Nakhon R atchasima in the
southwest of Isaan. The L an X ang K ingdom, originating in L uang Prabang but later
moving south to Vientiane, may have caused the expansion of Isaan speakers into the
region between the 14th and 16th century and they have remained culturally dominant
to this day (W yatt 1982).
Against this backdrop of history we examine three rock art sites in Isaan that have
been converted into spaces of B uddhist worship: K hao Chan Ngam in Nakhon R atchasima Province, and in Udon Thani Province the cluster of sites at W at Porta, which is
located in the Phu Phra B at Historical Park and W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an.

6.2 Khao Chan Ngam
6.2.1 Site Description
K hao Chan Ngam (The M ountain of the B eautiful M oon, 14.8131020°,
101.5947372°) is located in B an L oet Sawat in the Sikhio district of Nakhon R atchasima Province, some 300 kilometres northwest of Phnom K ulen and 45 kilometres from
the provincial capital of Nakhon R atchasima, the gateway to Isaan. The site is located
within the Petchabun range, in a cluster of large sandstone massifs at the base of the
mountain that form natural rock shelters. B y far it is the largest shelter amongst the
sandstone boulders strewn throughout the landscape.
The site is accessed through W at K hao Chan Ngam, a forest temple that was
founded in 1968. The rock art itself was discovered earlier, in 1938, and has been
registered under the Thai F ine Arts Department. B ecause of the temple, access to the
site is quite easy: a concrete pathway has been built from the back of the temple all
the way into the rock shelter 150 metres away. Numerous Thai religious sayings and
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proverbs are hung along the side of the path, inviting visitors to contemplate on their
way to the shrine. Amusingly, the only E nglish-language sign warns visitors: “no sex”.
This path leads into the forest and into the shrine, which is formed around two large
sandstone massifs, both oriented north-south. The massifs encircle a central area in
which a relatively young tree now grows. The larger massif has a tunnel through the
middle, wherein the main B uddha image now sits. B ehind this shrine is also a meditative platform that is used by the monks (F igure 6.1).

F igure 6.1 The B uddhist shrine of K hao Chan Ngam. Panel E can be seen clearly on the upper right.

The concrete pathway from the temple extends into the rock shelter, covering the
entire floor and thus preventing any further archaeological exploration of the subsurface
deposits. The floor at the base of the larger massif is raised to form a dais, on which
the B uddha images are housed: among them an image of a reclining B uddha, a pair of
guardian lions, and many other smaller B uddha images. A number of other signs and
posters outlining the history of the temple and stories of prominent monks are also laid
along the wall of the shrine. Curiously, a Thai inscription carved on the dais is dated to
24 July 1928—at this stage I cannot offer any explanation for the reason this date was
carved into the concrete.
O n the western massif, a small table forms a makeshift altar to venerate a fairly
gruesome object—the embalmed body of a baby, placed in a clear plastic cylinder and
suspended in a green liquid. According to the temple’s abbot, the corpse was donated to
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the temple by a local hospital in 1983 to be used as a cautionary tale against abortion,
which is illegal in Thailand. A number of offerings, many in the form of toys, have been
placed at this altar by devotees in recognition of the child spirit.
F rom this main shelter there are numerous pathways leading away to other parts
of the forest. There are many other smaller rock shelters and massifs in the forest, but
most are used as meditation huts and habitation quarters for the forest monks, so my
work was restricted towards the main shrine and shelter of K hao Chan Ngam. A B uddha
footprint is believed to be located further up the mountain.
Despite the amount of modern renovation that has occurred at the site, the rock art
itself remains relatively untouched. The images are located about three to five metres
above the floor, relatively inaccessible to human touch, and in some instances the
preservation of the rock art is excellent because of their sheltered location, although in
some other panels the paintings have deteriorated quite badly.
6.2.2 Description of Panels
During the site recording we identified 11 panels of painted art (A-K ), which
are similar to the panels recorded by Srisuchat and K unthong (1989) whose method
involved direct tracing. Panels A-E are located on the eastern massif, on top of and near
the B uddhist shrine and numbered in roughly a north to south direction. The remaining
panels F -K are located on the western massif near the altar of the baby. The rock art in
K hao Chan Ngam is predominantly red. The most distinctive elements from the rock art
at K hao Chan Ngam are the ‘hunter-gatherer’ scenes depicting anthropomorphs (Panel
E ). This panel contains a number of figures forming a line, carrying bows and arrows,
some wearing some sort of waistcloth and all sporting very distinctively shaped calves.
Panel A
This small south-facing panel stands 2.7 metres above the current shelter floor, on
the right-hand side of the main B uddha image. The panel is damaged—part of the rock
surface has detached, leaving only the lower half of the panel intact and damaging the
rock art, but from what remains it can be inferred that there were at least three anthropomorphs present in this panel. O nly the bottom halves of the figures remain and they are
similar to the anthropomorphs in Panels D and E . All three anthropomorphs are wearing
some sort of clothing consisting of a skirt or loincloth.
Panel B
A small, northwestern-facing panel on the left-hand side of the main B uddha
image, Panel B is about two metres from the floor. The paintings on this panel are quite
deteriorated, very faded and only better visualised on DStretch. They contain images
of anthropomorphs in frontal view that may possibly be similar to the other big-calved
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anthropomorphs in the site, however, these features have long since deteriorated. O ne
anthropomorph (K CN-B 01) has a large insect nest growing on it. There is also a side
depiction of a ‘lizard’.
Panel C
It was assumed that most of the rock art was located on panels high above the
floor, but after close examination of the wall of the larger massif we noticed some
21 images along the 12 metres stretch of wall to the right of the shrine. The motifs in
this panel, Panel C, run immediately above the floor below panels B , D and E . L arge
sections of the panel have been covered by the aforementioned posters and signboards,
and during recording we moved them to one side in order to better photograph the rock
art. M ost of the paintings are red, although one is black and appears to be more modern.
The most prominent image is one that looks like a ‘B uddha’ (K CN-C06), although
one of my field assistants Duangpond Singhaseni remarked that if the image had been
identified as a B uddha, it would certainly have been venerated by now whereas this
image was quite damaged from the insect nesting activity. This anthropomorph sports a
tapered head, almost as if wearing a conical crown associated with royalty and divinity
in Hindu-B uddhist sculpture. No distinguishing features reveal the gender of the figure,
although it is stylistically dissimilar from the other anthropomorphs at the site described
above. It has a triangular tapered chest, and large hips and thighs. The rock art on this
panel has suffered from a much higher degree of deterioration than the other panels,
presumably because it is located at ground level and would have come in contact with
visitors to the site.
Panel D
The images on this panel are heavily faded, but now only three faded anthropomorphs remains on the left side; one gets the sense that the entire surface of this
rock face may once have been covered with paintings but they have since deteriorated
beyond recovery. O f the three, the third figure (K CN-D03) is the best preserved and
appears to be morphologically similar to the ‘B uddha’ anthropomorph in Panel C (K CNC06) as it shares a triangular torso and wide hips. Additionally, figure D03 appears to be
holding a curved stick, and on its end stands a small four-legged zoomorph with a long
neck, pointed snout and a tail which may possibly be a depiction of a ‘lizard’ of some
sort (K CN-D04). It is otherwise difficult to extract more detail from this panel.
Panel E
The most prominent features of this panel is a group of red anthropomorphs
drawn in full profile that have been interpreted as a hunter-gatherer scene. The panel is
arranged into two rows, a short upper one depicting three anthropomorphs, and a longer
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lower register depicting 12 anthropomorphs and a zoomorph (‘dog’) and the entire
scene is about 3 metres wide. The preservation of the art on the panel is uneven, as the
lower left section appears to be very well preserved, and almost pristine, while the art
on the upper register and on the right of the panel is heavily faded.
The artist appears to have used the natural contours of the rock to form the floor
or ground surface on which the figures stand. M ost of the figures appear to be standing,
and looking towards the right side of the panel, although because of the deterioration
that has occurred in this part of the panel, it is unclear what was previously depicted
there. A majority of the figures depicted appear to be men although a woman (K CNE 09), her breasts depicted, is seated opposite a smaller figure, presumably a child
carrying some sort of bag or basket on his or her back.
Above them stands a ‘dog’ with its tail curled upwards. Dogs have only been
found in Hoabinhian and Neolithic contexts in Thailand, and the identification of such
in the rock art suggests a date not earlier than 2,000 B CE (Higham & Thosarat 2012).
M ost of the figures are depicted with little clothing except for ‘skirts’, which are consistent with clothing worn by indigenous populations in the region. These loincloth skirts
look like large tail feathers that drape on both sides of the hip, and ethnographic data
indicates that the skirts also double as makeshift seats (Judith Cameron pers. comm.
2013).
Part of the scene (K CN-E 10-E 17) may be a depiction of dancing, as the figures
are shown with various upraised arm poses. Two men (K CN-E 05 and K CN-E 11) carry
identifiable tools, a bow and arrow, and some sort of staff or walking stick respectively.
Physically, the distinguishing features of the anthropomorphs on this panel are their
very well-defined calf muscles and the depiction of strands of hair or feathers on the
tops of some of the heads. The hairstyles depicted are not long, but fairly short which
may suggest some sort of grooming practice.
Panel F
L ocated one metre off the floor, Panel F is a small 1 x 0.3 metre sized rock surface
containing a single painting in poor condition. The motif is possibly of an extended
anthropomorph with its head on the left side of the panel. If so it does not appear to be
stylistically similar to the anthropomorphs on Panels D and E .
Panel G
Another small panel, this surface is two metres above the current ground surface.
Two paintings were recorded on this panel, although neither can be seen with the naked
eye. O ne of the paintings, G 02, may be a simple anthropomorph, which is corroborated
by Srisuchat and K unthong’s (1989) recordings.
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Panel H
Set four metres from the current ground surface, the paintings on this panel are
slightly better preserved, probably because of their relative inaccessibility. The panel
contains two figures, both anthropomorphs, although both are incomplete or possibly
have some parts obliterated. E ven though their legs cannot be seen, they appear similar
in style to the big-calved anthropomorphs of Panel E because of the depiction of a
loincloth or skirt (K CN-H02). Anthropomorph K CN-H02 may also be brandishing a
tool—possibly a spear—in one hand.
Panel I
Another high panel adjacent to Panel H, Panel I contains one pigment motif of
indeterminate form.
Panel J
R ed marks were noted on this face of the wall, which is demarcated by a rectangular area where the rock surface has previously fallen away. The forms here are indeterminate, but through digital enhancement (see Volume 2) we were able to isolate the red
markings from the rock surface.
Panel K
Similar to Panel J, this triangular-shaped panel contains remnants of paint which
have been traced digitally, but are indeterminate in form.
6.2.3 Other Comments and Interpretation
W ithout the trappings of the B uddhist shrine, the rock shelter of K hao Chan Ngam
gives the impression of a communal space or hall, and the rock art that depicts groups of
people highlight this communality. Unfortunately, it is currently impossible to examine
the nature of the archaeological remains at the site due to the concrete floor that was
constructed when the shelter was converted into a B uddhist shrine. The rock art is
commonly interpreted as a reflection of hunter-gatherer everyday life (see Srisuchat &
K unthong 1989 for their cartoonish artist’s impression of this activity), and the creation
of art as some sort of leisurely or recreational activity.
The rock art for recreation scenario seems unlikely, given that the majority of the
paintings were intentionally created on panels high above normal reach—their placement suggests some sort of performative purpose and to that extent, the marking of a
significant, if not sacred, space in the landscape. Additionally, ethnographic studies of
hunter-gatherer societies in Southeast Asia (see E ndicott 1979 and Pookajorn 1985)
suggest that most hunter-gatherer time was devoted towards the acquisition of food
and resources, and there was little time devoted to ‘recreational’ activity, which puts
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the thesis of art for its own sake in question. G iven that Southeast Asian hunter-gatherers live nomadic lifestyles, it makes it all the more likely that K hao Chan Ngam was
a significant location in the foraging range of the hunter-gatherers who used it in the
past—significant enough for it to be marked with rock art.
Additionally, the ethnographic studies cited above also suggest that these paintings may not necessarily depict a ‘prehistoric’ lifestyle. Anthropological studies of
Southeast Asian hunter-gatherer groups have been observed up until the 20th century
(Carey 1976, Higham 2013), and while the painting ‘dogs’ may support the antiquity of
the paintings to the Neolithic, the depictions do not preclude people from later periods
in time.
O ur modern understanding of the site is more clear: the erection of a B uddhist
shrine transforms it into a sacred space for the veneration of the B uddha image. Additionally, a small living space has been set up behind the main B uddha image and is
used as a forest retreat, and the association with a B uddha footprint located in the same
vicinity. The contemporary B uddhist activity at K hao Chan Ngam is relatively recent;
the temple was founded by a group of monks only in 1968, whose abbot said that prior
to their arrival the area was deserted. Their motivation for moving to the area was the
belief that it would be an advantageous location to practice meditation. The presence of
rock art did not appear to influence their decision to set up a temple there. According to
the local monks, there are five or six other rock shelters in the area that the monks use
for meditation, but none of them are as large or as developed as the K hao Chan Ngam
shelter.
The main appeal of the site, from the monks’ perspective, is the remoteness of
the site and the access to the wilderness, which make it an ideal place for meditation.
The rock art has made the site somewhat of a tourist attraction, which does not seem
to have disrupted the work of the monks since they retreat further into the forest for
solitude anyway, but means that the temple receives more visitors than usual for a forest
temple—between 200–500 devotees a year. These devotees leave offerings to the three
focal points of the site: the B uddha image, the shrine of the baby, and to the rock art
itself. In this sense, the rock art has become an object of worship and devotion.
O n face value, it appears that the presence of rock art and B uddhist religious
activity is coincidental—the rock art appears to have some antiquity, and the origins of
the temple can still be recalled in recent memory. However, the choice of location by the
prehistoric painters and the modern monks, located hundreds, if not thousands of years
apart, are striking. W hile forest monks have set up other living spaces and meditation
spots in additional rock shelters in the area, the spot chosen to seat the B uddha image
is the chamber with rock art. This place-making behaviour draws on the distinction
between human-controlled spaces and the forest (Hayashi 2003), as well as the concep-
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tion of the entire landscape as spiritual. The physical properties of the rock shelter as
the largest refuge in the immediate vicinity may have represented a ‘tamed’ wilderness
from which humans could live in safety, while simultaneously interacting with the spirit
world.

6.3 Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
6.3.1 Site Description
O ur next series of Thai sites take us further north, to the province of Udon Thani,
in the northwest corner of the K horat Plateau and near the border to L aos. W at Phra
Phuttabat B ua B an (17.6307572°, 102.3321373°) is located near B an Pailom in B an
Phue District. The site is on a ridge that is part of the Petchabun M ountain range, at the
western edge of the Udon Thani border adjacent to Nong B ua L amphu province. As the
name suggests, the site is a forest temple and features a stupa in which a B uddha footprint is enshrined. The area of archaeological interest is not within the immediate temple
grounds but in a forest clearing some half a kilometre north.
The site is not known as a rock painting site but rather for its arrangement of sema
stones associated with the Dvaravati and L opburi periods dating between the 9–12th
centuries CE . The Dvaravati period of Thailand has been discussed as a M on-speaking
culture or collection of polities that existed from the 6th to 13th century and the L opburi
culture is the Thai equivalent for the K hmer, and can be regarded as synonymous with
Angkor.
The archaeological site of W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an consists of several
elements: sema stones, the rock shelter housing the B uddha image and the rock art, and
two spirit trees. There are three groups of sema stones, each consisting of eight stones
arranged in a circle along the cardinal points. This arrangement of stones is also associated with the boundaries of sacred space, usually the ordination hall of a Thai B uddhist
temple with a central stone marking the location of the main B uddha image. Nothing
remains of the central sema stone, B uddha image, or the temple structure which might
suggest that this central marker has not survived time or has been moved elsewhere.
These remains indicate that this site was a sacred place in the first millennium.
F urther east from the clearing is a small trail that leads past another group of sema
stones to a large boulder where a B uddha image is now housed. The shine appears to be
relatively modern: the floor of the shelter has been tiled, the B uddha statue appears to
be of recent make and the shrine is well kept, although several broken sema fragments
have also been moved into the sanctuary of the shrine (F igure 6.2). All along the boulder devotees have placed sticks between the boulder and the ground to help prop the
boulder up, a practice linked to merit-making.
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F igure 6.2 The B uddhist shrine in the
rock shelter, also housing several sema
stone fragments. Note the sticks propped
on the wall of the shelter, a local practice
of merit-making.

The presence of other sema stones not arranged in a boundary alignment indicate
that there may have been other sacred spaces that have since lost their potency. M ost of
the sema stones are now protected underneath roof structures that have been erected in
the last decade. Additionally, two trees have been specially marked with coloured cords
tied around the trunks. In Thailand, these are indications of a folk belief that the trees
house nature spirits. No other information was available about these spirit trees: there
were no signs of worship activity directed at them, and there were no locals who could
tell us about the spirits of these trees.
The boulder containing the B uddha image is also the boundary between the forest
and the edge of the mountain. B ehind the boulder, the sandstone landscape slopes gently
downwards, providing a panoramic view to the vast tree line below, with the expanse of
the K horat plateau in the distant horizon. It is on this east-facing side of the boulder that
we find the rock art, which was pointed out to us by locals whilst we were exploring the
rock art of Phu Phra B at discussed later in this chapter.
6.3.2 Description of Rock Art
The rock art, located on a single panel on the east-facing side of the boulder overlooking the mountainside is fairly nondescript. The red linear markings are similar to
rock art found in nearby Phu Phra B at, and may thus suggest some sort of regional style
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or affiliation. There is no apparent way to date the paintings, as they are iconographically indistinct and have no mineral coatings that could be dated to provide a minimum
age. M ost of the paintings are faded, with one painting (A05) almost entirely covered by
a root system from a plant.
6.3.3 Other Comments
Compared to the other sites discussed in this study, the rock art at W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an is unspectacular. In fact, this site was not in my original list of sites to
be recorded—it was during the field trip to Phu Phra B at Historical Park when we were
looking for potential sites to survey that locals told us about potential paintings at W at
Phra Phuttabat B ua B an, which had mainly been known for its sema stones.
L ike the temple of K hao Chan Ngam, W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an is considered
to be a forest temple, whose monks devote themselves to meditation more than to the
study of scripture. W hen asked about the history of the wat, the abbot said that the
temple had been on the mountain for over 1,000 years, which is consistent with the
date of the Dvaravati and L opburi period sema stones. Interestingly enough, the venerable abbot, who was of advanced age and had presumably spent most of his life at the
temple, was unaware of the rock art. His reaction was one of surprise and it was our
pleasure to show him the paintings for the very first time (F igure 6.3).
The presence of rock art at W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an gives us an indication
of the long term use of the site, from the rock art which is presumably prehistoric or at

F igure 6.3 R evealing the rock art of W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an to the abbot of the local temple.
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least pre-B uddhist, to the sema stones that date to around the turn of the first millennium CE and the evidence for contemporary B uddhist practice in the setting up of the
temple around a sacred B uddha footprint. Combined with the physical landscape, in the
threshold between a forest clearing and a cliff-side vista, these qualities suggests that
this landscape was significant, if not sacred.

6.4 Phu Phra Bat Historical Park
6.4.1 Site Description
Unlike K hao Chan Ngam and W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an, which are single rock
art sites, Phu Phra B at represents a cluster of mountain-top sites that closely resemble
the landscape setting and usage profile of Phnom K ulen in Cambodia (F igure 6.4). Phu
Phra B at is also located in B an Phue District, some 18 kilometres north of W at Phra
Phuttabat B ua B an, and some 60 kilometres west of the provincial capital of Udon
Thani city. L ike Phnom K ulen, the landscape abounds with sandstone rock shelters,
many of which contain prehistoric rock art. M any of these shelters were adapted for
religious use from around the 10th century CE , and again during the L an X ang period
(18–20th centuries CE ) and continue to contain religious significance today.
Phu Phra B at means ‘The M ountain of B uddha F ootprints’, using the Thai-L ao
word ‘phu’ instead of the Thai word ‘khao’. The name refers to a number of depressions
in the landscape that later become identified as the footprints of the B uddha and his
disciples. As previously noted, these footprints were probably formed through natural
processes; however, in folk tradition they are believed to be where B uddha stepped

F igure 6.4 Tourist map of the Phu Phra B at Historical Park. W at Phuttabat B ua B ok (A) houses the main
B uddha footprint of the mountain. The W at Porta cluster is denoted by (B ). Composite (stitched) image.
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when he was walking through the landscape. Such footprints become venerated as part
of a popular local religious expression, and form focal points of pilgrimage. There is
also evidence for the enshrinement of these footprints; the L ang Tao footprint, a metrelong footprint with a lotus carved in the centre, has post holes located in the immediate
area surrounding the footprint, suggesting the prior presence of a more permanent
wooden structure at the site. W hile this shelter no longer exists, there was still evidence
for contemporary visitors leaving offerings at the site. The main footprint that is venerated is enshrined in a stupa in W at Phuttabat B ua B ok, the mountain’s temple. This
reliquary tower is a little over 100 years old and dates to the L an X ang K ingdom, a
polity that was centered on what is now L aos (F igure 6.5).

F igure 6.5 The main B uddha footprint (right) of Phu Phra B at, housed in this
stupa (left) W at Phuttabat B ua B ok.

Part of the mountain has been demarcated as the Phu Phra B at Historical Park,
a site for local tourism that highlights the local sandstone formations, many of which
have been named for locations set in the local legend of Nang Usa and Thao B aros. The
traditional folk story has its roots in the tragic romance between the prince and princess
of two regional kingdoms but is situated in Phu Phra B at. I draw on accounts by M unier
(1998) and W right (2003) to give an abridged version of the legend:
Phraya Phan is the local lord, ruler of the city of Phan. B ecause he and his queen
are unable to conceive, they adopt a little girl after being struck by her innocence
and grace. She is given the name Nang Usa, meaning ‘the first light of dawn’ and
an ironic foreshadowing of things to come. As Nang Usa grows up into a pretty
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young woman, Phraya Pan is aware of her gregarious and flirtatious nature and
wanting to protect her from the advances of men sends her away to Phu Phra B at
under the care of an ascetic to learn arts, religion and morality.
As teenaged girls are wont to do, Nang Usa grows bored of her lifestyle that revolves around solitude and tutelage under a hermit. Her frustrations are expressed
as a garland of forest products retrieved in the daytime, or in another account written in a letter, and they are deposited in a small raft made from bamboo and banana
leaf and dispatched down the river. This raft makes its way downstream to the
neighbouring kingdom where it is retrieved by Thao B aros, a prince of the kingdom. He recognises the items in the raft as a plea for help, and he sets out to find
the person who sent them. His search brings him to Phu Phra B at where he meets
Nang Usa and the two fall in love.
Upon hearing of their meeting, Phraya Phan is enraged but unwilling to start a war
with the prince of a neighbouring kingdom. He devises a challenge instead to Thao
B aros: to build a stupa overnight, starting with the setting of the sun and ending
with the rise of the morning star. The loser would be beheaded. Phraya Phan has
the home advantage, choosing a site with abundant resources and is aided by his
kingdom’s workforce. B ut he is also brimming with overconfidence as he has grand
plans to build a magnificent and elaborate stupa. Thao B aros is only assisted by his
small entourage, but he engages in trickery by lighting a candle on top of the tallest
tree, fooling Phraya Phan into thinking that the star had risen, causing him to stop
work and lose the challenge. Phraya Phan loses the competition, and thus his head.

This folk tale probably contains some grain of truth, reflecting the early relations
between neighbouring peoples such as the Thai-L ao and the K hmers, but its historical
accuracy cannot be verified. The legends surrounding the foundation of the L an X ang
K ingdom (discussed in the next chapter) have similar themes: forbidden love, conveyance via the river and war, but many of the key details are different. M unier (1998)
notes that later iterations of the story add a supernatural twist to it by equating Thao
B aros and Nang Usa as the reincarnations of Sakka, the B uddhist king of the gods (who
is worshipped as leader of the 37 nats in M yanmar) and Suchada, the rice goddess,
respectively.
M any of the rock shelters in Phu Phra B at have names associated with the Nang
Usa legend, although this appears to be a recent innovation. W hen I asked the abbot
of W at Phuttabat B ua B ok about the origins of the names, it turned out that most were
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coined by the abbot himself! Nonetheless the rock shelters are believed to have been
used for inhabitation or as shrines for thousands of years (K hemnak 1990).
In Phu Phra B at we find a number of sema stones, usually focused around a
sandstone boulder that may have once housed a B uddha image. The artistic style of
the semas puts them in the 10th century Dvaravati period while some of the sculpture
carved into the rock shelters is identified as from the L opburi period, also dated around
the 10th century. Some rock shelters additionally feature rock art and there are over
100 rock art sites identified; the two most prominent rock art sites are Tham K hon (The
cave of humans) and Tham W ua (The cave of bullocks), both located on the same large
sandstone formation and named for their primary depictions.
The rock art of Tham K hon and Tham W ua (F igure 6.6) consists of naturalistic
depictions of anthropomorphs and bullocks, although the human-like figures are larger
and drawn to appear to be emerging from the ground below. The cattle of Tham W ua
are generally smaller, averaging 20 centimetres in length. The interpretation provided
by Thai archaeologists for the rock art of Tham K hon and Tham W ua is the presence of
prehistoric man having lived in the sandstone shelters of this area. The mountain of Phu
Phra B at may have been part of some sort of prehistoric ‘highway’ along which people
would have travelled. The rock art is thought to date between 2,000-3,000 years old
primarily because of the allusion to agriculture from the depiction of bovids (M unier
1998). This interpretation, however, discounts that bovids continue to be in use from
prehistory to present-day.

F igure 6.6 Tham K hon (top) and Tham W ua (bottom)
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Tham K hon and Tham W ua are the most spectacular rock art sites of the area, but
are atypical with respect to their motifs The rock art of the region is characterised by
linear geometric designs, typically small markings in sandstone shelters which are also
similar to the ones found in W at Phuttabat B ua B an mentioned in the previous section.
Sometimes, small animals are portrayed in solid silhouette. They are located in a
number of rock shelters throughout the mountain, not just in the historical park but their
locations have been kept undisclosed and remain only known to the locals (F igure 6.7).

F igure 6.7 The red linear style of rock art more typically found in the rock shelters of Phu Phra B at.

Thus, at Phu Phra B at we also have evidence for a long period of human activity, starting with rock art as an indicator of prehistoric activity: Dvaravati and K hmer
religious structures and carvings in the 10th century, and contemporary religious activity
that can be seen through the veneration of at least two sets of B uddha footprints, a functional temple, and a number of small shrines located throughout the park. L ike Phnom
K ulen, Phu Phra B at appears to have functioned as some sort of focal point for religious
activity for a long period of time—a sacred landscape.
I focus on one area of the historical park, centred around the sandstone formation
called W at Porta (the F ather-in-law temple) and the adjacent sandstone shelters. In this
cluster of sites we see the confluence of rock art, Dvaravati and K hmer religious activity
as well as modern religious activity and it is thus an excellent example of syncretism of
religion through site reuse.
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6.4.2 Description of Rock Art
The W at Porta cluster is collection of sandstone formations, one of many, found
at Phu Phra B at and is located within the confines of the Phu Phra B at Historical Park.
E ach sandstone formation in this cluster has its own name and forms a natural circle
around an open area on which an arrangement of sema stones have been erected; some,
including the central stone, are missing but their former positions are demarcated by the
postholes carved into the sandstone bedrock. Starting from the north and going clockwise, the formations are named W at Porta (and the auxiliary shelter B ot W at Porta),
Heepsop Porta, Tham M ue Dang, Tham Chang and Tham Phra. All except Heepsop
Porta and B ot W at Porta contain some form of rock art (F igure 6.8).

F igure 6.8 The W at Porta cluster. A. The sema stones B . Tham Phra C. W at Porta D. B ot W at Porta
E . Heepsop Porta F . Tham M ua Daeng G . Tham Chang. Composite (stitched) image.

W at Porta
W at Porta (17.7332204°, 102.3533731°) stands just east of Tham Phra and
northeast of the sema stones and consists of a long natural pillar running north to south,
topped with a large sandstone boulder, giving the shelter a mushroom shape. Just west
of this main sandstone formation are two boulders that form a natural wall, blocking it
off from the sema stones. The north end of the main W at Porta pillar contains a single
red rock painting of an anthropomorph (W PT-A01), which appears to be wearing some
sort of headdress, but otherwise does not appear related to the B uddha images found at
the site. The eastern face once contained carvings of B uddha images, but they appear to
have been chiselled away at some time in the past and only the outlines of the B uddhas
remain.
The outline of three B uddhas can be seen, decreasing in size from south to north,
and each outline of the B uddha is surrounded by an aura of red pigment, tapering into a
traditional baisema or leaf shape at the top. The red coloured fringes of the images are
reminiscent of similar fringing around the carvings of Apsara images in Angkor W at
(Tan et al. 2014/Appendix C), and this might be a possible artistic connection to K hmer
art. All around the base of the pillar are fragmentary remains of B uddha statues, mostly
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of the bases; they are probably from the L opburi period but there is not enough of the
statues remaining to make a positive identification.
F rom the superimposition of the pigment over the chisel marks, it is possible to
determine that the face of the rock wall was first chiselled, presumably to fashion the
shape of the walls of the shelter. The B uddha images were placed between the 9–11th
centuries CE , before they were destroyed. The painting of the crowned anthropomorph
is thus contemporaneous with or post-dates the K hmer period occupation of the site.
B ot W at Porta
The modern religious use of this site is in an auxiliary rock shelter just southeast
of W at Porta and directly east of the sema stones, named B ot W at Porta. It is an artificial
cave, created by erecting stone walls on the northeast side to enclose the shrine, in
which three B uddha images have been installed. Today people come to venerate the
B uddha images, pray at the shrine and leave offerings of flowers, candles and joss
sticks.
Heepsop Porta
O n the southeast corner of the sema stones formation is a sandstone shelter named
Heepsop Porta or the F ather-in-law Coffin. This mushroom-shaped shelter does not look
as macabre as its name suggests, and no human remains are found there. The shelter
has definite evidence of anthropogenic usage, in the form of a small niche that has been
carved on the southeastern face, which is big enough for a person to lie down in. The
walls of this niche have the same chisel marks as those found on W at Porta while the
floor is relatively flat and smooth, which suggests its use as a shelter or bed. There is no
rock art in this site.
Tham M ue Dang
Tham M ue Dang or the Cave of the R ed Hands (17.7331203°, 102.3533180°) is
a natural sandstone formation, the lower section of which has been cut to form an open
room of sorts, possibly another bed-like shelter like Heepsop Porta. The rock art can be
found in two panels on the upper section of the shelter, facing north-northwest. The rock
paintings on both panels are quite faded and difficult to see. The handprints (TM D-A01
and TM D-A03) after which the site is named are so faded as to be nearly impossible to
discern. A less degraded, but still faded image depicts a set of criss-cross lines (TM DA02).
Tham Chang
Tham Chang (‘E lephant Cave’, 17.7330843°, 102.3533280°) is named after a
linear naturalistic drawing of an elephant (TM D-A07), but also contains linear abstract
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rock paintings in the wider Phu Phra B at style. Differing levels of deterioration suggest
that the elephant painting, which is more finely executed and better preserved, is also
more recent than the abstract red linear paintings. This in turn suggests at least two
periods of artistry at the site; a situation consistent with other rock art sites in Phu Phra
B at.
Tham Phra
R ounding off this circle of boulders is the site of Tham Phra (‘B uddha Cave’,
17.7335700°, 102.3531795°) a 20 metre-long shelter that runs in an east-west direction.
This longish rock shelter has broken in the middle, and caused the eastern portion of the
roof to slant downward, covering part of the Hindu-B uddhist carvings that were once
there. This collapse must therefore have post-dated conversion of the shelter to a cave
temple and occurred sometime in the last 1,000 years. A drain has also been carved
along the south side of the shelter, draining eastwards.
F ive panels of art are identified at this shelter, numbered from east to west. Panels
A-C are Hindu-B uddhist carvings, while Panels D and E , located underneath a collapsed
section on the western half of the shelter, contain traces of paintings. The B uddha’s head
in Panel A is newer than the rest of the panel as it was restored in a ceremony in 1993
(see below).
Sema Stones
The shelters outlined above encircle an open area, in which sema stones have
been placed. A number of the stones, approximately 30 cm3 in size, remain in situ, but
a number are missing. Notches in the ground mark out the eight cardinal points, and
at each point it appears two sema stones were placed; a larger slab, indicated by the
larger and longer hole is placed closer to the sanctuary, while a smaller slab is placed
approximately 50 centimetres outside of it. The central area where presumably the
B uddha image would have been is a square that is slightly off alignment by 15 degrees.
The special ceremony held at the sacred area at Tham Phra to reinstall the head in 9
November 1993 is documented in M unier (1998). The original head, and a copy of it
were joined together by a white cotton thread while prayers were said over the thread.
The copy of the head was reinstalled into Tham Phra, while the original head is now
stored in the museum at K hon K aen.
6.4.3 Other Comments
Phu Phra B at is remarkably similar to Phnom K ulen: both are sandstone plateaus,
both contain a number of rock shelters with rock art, and both were used for religious
activity during Angkorian times, a use which continues today.
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There are some details in the chronological sequence that can be teased out of
the available evidence at the W at Porta cluster. Certainly the art styles of the L opburi/
K hmer bas-reliefs at Tham Phra date to between the 9th and 11th century, while the
sema stones found on Phu Phra B at date to the 11th century (M urphy 2010), which
indicates some sort of site reuse and appropriation. The modern temple on the mountain,
W at Phuttabat B ua B ok, is just over a hundred years old and associated with the L an
X ang K ingdom of L aos.
The traditional date of the rock art ascribed by the Thai sources is between 2,000–
3,000 years old, largely based on the depiction of cattle at Tham W ua, which is interpreted as an animal domestication scene because of its association with Tham K hon.
However, I find this interpretation questionable because the two sites do not appear
to be associated with each other—the animals and humans are depicted separately at
different ends and may have been painted independently of each other. It can be argued,
however, that the cattle depicted in Tham W ua are indeed domesticated because of the
depiction of a hump on their backs (W oodward 2005:23). The date of 3,000 is a maximum age for the depiction as cattle were used through to the historic times. W oodward
(2005) speculates the rock art may have some connection with the L awa people, a group
of cattle traders who originated from M yanmar and spoke an Austroasiatic language.
W oodward (2005) also suggests some generic stylistic similarities with the
geometric designs found on the rock art with the geometric designs found in the pottery
from the B an Chiang culture some 100 kilometres to the east. B an Chiang has seen
occupation since the B ronze Age, and is famous for its painted red-slipped pottery.
However, the B an Chiang decorated pottery appears to be an exception rather than the
rule and we find little evidence for painted motifs on pottery elsewhere in Southeast
Asia (L ouise Cort, pers. comm. 2012).
O ther evidence suggest that the paintings were produced at different points in
time: the elephant at Tham Chang, painted with fine lines, is artistically similar to
L an X ang style art which puts it to no more than 400 years old. The placement of the
anthropomorph at W at Porta over the chisel marks indicate that it was made after the
sandstone shelter was reworked anthropogenically, and may even post-date the K hmer
occupation of the site. The difference in timing of different elements found at the cluster
suggest overlapping and multiple episodes of human involvement in their creation.
Phu Phra B at is still a significant religious locale today, as evidenced by the
functional temple and even B ot W at Porta. The sema stones marking the boundary of a
sacred space at the W at Porta Cluster continue to be used by B uddhist monks today.
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6.5 Summary
The three sites discussed, K hao Chan Ngam, W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an and
the W at Porta cluster of sites were investigated because of the co-occurrence of rock
art with religious activity. However, not all the sites contain evidence for a continual
sequence of human activity.
W hat is particularly striking is the uniqueness of the three landscapes involved.
K hao Chan Ngam and the W at Porta cluster are centred around open spaces, as if to
indicate that they are focal points in the landscape. K hao Chan Ngam has a cathedrallike quality to it because of its high walls, and the rock art is set high on the wall, a
performative character emphasising the role of people as an audience. To that extent,
the K hao Chan Ngam shelter is a community space, one large enough to accommodate
a group of 20 people. At W at Porta, the rock art, both in the forms of engravings and
paintings, are located on rock shelters that naturally surround an open space. Some of
these rock shelters have been modified to facilitate human habitation in earlier times,
and the open space itself has been transformed into a sacred space by the placement of
boundary markers. W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an is another interesting example of a visually striking landscape, because not only do the sema stones mark out a sacred boundary, but the site itself is located on a threshold between the forest canopy and a wide
mountainside expanse, between which the B uddhist shrine and the rock art are located.
Additionally all three sites are also associated with mountains—the words ‘khao’
and ‘phu’ mean mountain in Thai and Isaan respectively. K hao Chan Ngam is found at
the foot of the mountain, while Tham Phra and W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an are both
located on top of mountains. This association with high places is consistent with a
primordial belief in mountains as sites of power and as spiritual landscapes.
W at Phuttabat B ua B an and the W at Porta cluster (and by extension Phu Phra
B at) can be considered part of the same religious landscape, being geographically close
to each other and containing similar material culture, paralleling each other with the
presence of rock art, sema stones and B uddha footprints. Here we see more sustained
use of the landscape over time, from ‘prehistory’—even though there are indications
that at least some of the figurative rock art was created in later, more recent periods—to
Dvaravati and K hmer influences and modern religious usage.
Compared to the continuity of human activity at Phu Phra B at, there is a contrasting discontinuity at K hao Chan Ngam. At K hao Chan Ngam, the prehistoric habitation
of the site and the current B uddhist habitation of the shelter are two distinct episodes,
with no connection between the two. The monks who set up the wat and shrines only
moved there in recent memory. The monks’ selection of the K hao Chan Ngam shelter to
set up a shrine and meditative space may have mirrored that of the prehistoric people’s
in that it was the largest shelter in the area, providing the most cover and being large
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enough to accommodate both a shrine and a living space. W hen asked about the motivation for setting up a shrine at K hao Chan Ngam, the abbot’s reply emphasised the place
as exceptionally good for practicing meditation, and made no mention of the rock art
at all. W hen asked about the presence of local spirits inhabiting the area, he was also
adamant that none existed. B ecause my question to him was negotiated through an interpreter, I was unable to tell if he was denying the existence of spirits in a strict B uddhist
sense, or if he was denying the existence of spirits in the local area. There did not appear
to be any devotion to rocks or trees marked out at residences for spirits at the site.
The continuity observed at W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an and Tham Phra is more
congruent with the continuity observed at Phnom K ulen in Cambodia. Here we find
two sacred mountains, which have been marked by the K hmers, and also indications of
prehistoric peoples marked with rock art. In this light, there appears to be a rich religious or sacred association attached to Phu Phra B at, which has later on been appropriated by B uddhists. As in Phnom K ulen, there does not appear to be any direct connection between the presumably earlier rock art and the B uddhist material, but the reuse of
the sites is significant particularly since many of the reused sites contain rock art.
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7. L aos: The Pak O u Caves and
M yanmar: The Padalin Caves
7.1 Introduction
The discussion of the next two sites takes us further inland into M ainland Southeast Asia, where our archaeological knowledge is yet more fragmentary. Until recently,
the L ao People’s Democratic R epublic (L ao PDR , or L aos) and the R epublic of the
Union of M yanmar (formerly known as B urma, now shortened to M yanmar) have been
fairly isolated, even within Southeast Asia, and archaeological work has been limited.
The landlocked country of L aos has seen a slower pace of development compared to her
neighbours Vietnam and Thailand and up until the 1990s the country was closed to the
outside world by the communist government. M yanmar was for a long time similarly
isolated, but in 2012 after efforts to bring about a more open political process, sanctions
against the state were lifted and the nation is currently experiencing an economic boom.
Archaeological research in both these countries has been hampered by a lack of
internal funding and relative inaccessibility to foreign researchers. I was very fortunate to be allowed access to the Pak O u Caves and Padalin Caves for this study. L ike
the other sites discussed previously, these two cave complexes contain evidence for
religious activity but they also provide two interesting contrasts. The Pak O u Caves
demonstrates continuous site usage over a long period of time, while the Padalin Caves
suggest periodic site usage punctuated by lengthy stretches of inactivity.

7.2 Pak Ou Caves
7.2.1 Archaeology of Luang Prabang Province
Very little is known about the archaeology of L aos. As a nation-state, the former
F rench colony gained independence in 1953 and later experienced civil war in the 1970s
and hence has been in relative isolation compared to its neighbours in Southeast Asia.
Amongst other development issues, isolation has hindered the study of L aotian archaeology. L uang Prabang Province, the area under discussion, has had very few archaeological excavations carried out between the 1940s and 1980s (W hite & B ouasisengpaseuth 2008). M ore recent archaeological work is still nascent and dependent on foreign
researchers (e.g., Zeitoun et al. 2012b, Demeter et al. 2009, W hite & B ouasisengpaseuth
2008). The history of its peoples is also uncertain. F or example, L orrillard (2006) notes
that the historiography of the L ao people is still very much in its infancy as the current
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knowledge of L aos’ past derives from uncritical readings of royal histories, adding that
little archaeology has been conducted within its borders.
The rock art of L aos is thus largely unstudied, and in fact my other works have
been the only substantial published material on any rock painting site in L aos (see Tan
& Taçon 2014/Appendix A, also Tan 2014b). L uang Prabang Province contains at least
four rock art sites which are located along the O u river. Srisuchat (1996) noted the site
of Pha Nang Aen, located in the vicinity of Pak O u village, as a painted cliff face near
the Pak O u caves complex, although at the time of my visit no further information was
available about the site. An additional site, Pha Taem (‘The Painted Cliff’) is located
in the same vicinity, near the village of Huoay K uong, and contains red paintings and
handprints along a cliff face overlooking the O u river (B ouxaythip 2011a). At the recent
Indo-Pacific Prehistory Association Congress in Siem R eap, B ouasisengpaseuth and
W hite (2014) made brief mention of red paintings at Dragon Cliff Cave, a log coffin
site. Investigation of this site is ongoing as part of the M iddle M ekong Archaeological
Project.
There is also a cultural continuity between the Pak O u Caves, and the sites from
Cambodia and Thailand discussed previously. Phnom K ulen is connected to Phu Phra
B at because of a number of similar archaeological features such as sema stones and
carved K hmer boulders which indicate that Phu Phra B at came under the influence of
Angkor. L ater material, such as the ‘elephant’ rock art at Tham Chang and the main
temple of Phu Phra B at indicate that the mountain later was part of the L an X ang kingdom, which was connected to the court of Angkor in the 14th century. Angkor, L uang
Prabang and the Pak O u Caves play significant roles in the foundation narrative of L an
X ang.
L uang Prabang, the capital of the province of the same name, was also the first
capital of the L an X ang K ingdom. The settlement was founded in the mid-14th century
at the confluence of the M ekong and K han R iver where it remained the capital until
1,560 CE . The settlement was formerly known as M uang Sewa, and the area was probably inhabited from further back in time, as archaeological remains such as polished
stone tools and bronzes have been recovered in the vicinity of the town by M assie
(1904) and M ansuy (1920).
L uang Prabang has traditionally been the seat of royalty up until 1975 when the
monarchy was abolished by the communist government. The first recorded king, F a
Ngum (1,316–1,393 CE ), was a prince of M uang Sewa, but was banished when his
father committed an indiscretion with one of the concubines. They sought refuge in the
court of Angkor, where F a Ngum was raised. F a Ngum eventually married a K hmer
princess and returned to his homeland an army of 10,000 men, conquering his former
home. He named his kingdom L an X ang, meaning ‘million elephants’, an allusion to
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the size of his army. At its height, the kingdom’s territories included parts of northeast
Thailand. F a Ngum also introduced Theravada B uddhism as a means to unify his new
kingdom, with limited success. F rom Angkor, F a Ngum received the gift of a B uddha
image named the Phra B ang, which tradition holds was cast in Sri L anka and offered as
a gift to the rulers of Angkor before being subsequently gifted to L an X ang. This image
now lends its name to the city—the capital city (L uang) of the B uddha Image (Phra
B ang) (Heywood 2006). Until very recently this B uddha image resided in the National
M useum at L uang Prabang, which was the former royal palace of L uang Prabang,
before being housed in its own building in 2013 (Vientiane Times 2013).
7.2.2 Site Description
The Pak O u Caves are located on a limestone massif sitting at the confluence of
the M ekong and O u R ivers approximately 20 kilometres north of L uang Prabang—to
reach them is a journey taking a couple of hours by slow boat or an hour’s drive. After
founding his capital city at L uang Prabang, F a Ngum continued to pacify the surrounding local areas, including Pak O u, where the rock art is located. According to legend,
the Pak O u Caves is where F a Ngum was thought to have introduced B uddhism into the
kingdom. B uddhism did not become a state religion until much later, during the reign of
K ing Photisarath (1,520–1,550), who tried to abolish the worship of spirits—unsuccessfully, since animistic religions survive today. Interestingly, E gloff (1998) notes another
local tradition of the cave being previously associated with a phii, a river spirit who
takes the form of a large river fish (perhaps the giant M ekong catfish Pangasianodon
gigas). This may not be a contradiction in the story but an extension of an early myth
since animist beliefs are often integrated into the B uddhist worldview (see Ang 1988,
Hayashi 2003). The Phra B ang of L uang Prabang itself embodied this belief in the spirit
world, as it was thought to be inhabited by a “vigorous and lively” phii (G osling 1996).
In one version of the foundation legend related to me by a tour guide, F a Ngum
was in search of a place to practice meditation. Upon discovering the caves of Pak O u,
the king asked the local hermits for permission to build a shrine there. F rom then on,
people began depositing B uddha images there as a form of devotion, a practice that
continues today. Today, the Pak O u caves are a tourist attraction visited from L uang
Prabang and is poetically named the “The Cave of 1,000 B uddhas”.
Pak O u was first introduced to the west through the writings of G arnier, who
visited it in the 19th century (G arnier 1873). It is only accessible by boat and serviced
by people who live in Pak O u village on the opposite bank of the river. M any local
devotees visit the caves during the L aotian new year to bathe the B uddha images and
keep the water used thereafter for cleansing and blessing rituals. Previous archaeological investigations have been conducted at the Pak O u Caves. In the 1990s, an Australian
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team was involved in a five-year project to understand the visitor flows and help
stabilise the site. F ocus has thus been on the B uddhist-period use of the site and tourism
impact assessments (see Johnson 1997, E gloff 1998).
The Pak O u Caves consist of two caves systems: Tham Ting, the lower cave,
commonly known as “The Cave of 1,000 B uddhas” and an upper cave named Tham
Phum. Access to the site is by boat dock at the entrance to Tham Ting. The water level
of the M ekong is variable according to the seasons; when we visited the site in M ay
2012 and January 2013, the river was approximately five to eight metres below the
mouth of the cave. The water level rises dramatically during the rainy season from
August to O ctober, sometimes submerging the lower terrace of the cave, and markings
on stalactites near the entrance indicate the water levels of recent wet seasons (F igure
7.1).

F igure 7.1 M arkings at the ceiling of the
entrance of Tham Ting to indicate the
water level during the rainy seasons in
1966 and 2008.

Tham Ting is a shallow cave with a steeply ascending slope that ends in a high
ceiling. There are three levels to the cave: at the lower level a large B uddha image is
housed on a pedestal with an attached spout. This is the main image that is venerated
during the L aotian New Y ear. A second level contains some information panels that
were set up as a result of the conservation work in 1996. The upper level is a small
space containing a three-tiered terraced concrete structure on which numerous B uddha
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images are placed. There are approximately 1,000 B uddha images on it today, although
previous accounts have suggested a number as high as 4,000 but many have since been
stolen, mainly by tourists (E gloff 2003). The images are small, the largest being around
30 centimetres tall and made of bronze and wood. Deposition of the B uddha images has
spilled out of the terrace and onto the adjacent cave floor, but a partition discourages
tourists from entering into the deposition area and taking artefacts as has happened in
the past.
Tham Phum is a five-minute climb from Tham Ting, through a pathway originating from the lower cave. It is the deeper of the two cave systems running roughly eastwest about 80 metres and culminating in a large cathedral-like chamber at the end with
40 metre-high ceilings. B ecause it is harder to reach it is the better preserved one. A
large, two metre-tall B uddha image sits to the side of the entrance greeting visitors, and
a wooden gate blocks the entirety of the mouth of the cave. This wooden gate is thought
to date to the 16th century L an X ang occupation of the site. This gate was previously in
disrepair, but was stabilised during the archaeological work of the 1990s (E gloff 2003).
B ecause of the depth of the cave only the first and second chamber are well lit,
and the chambers become increasingly darker as one progresses further in. Despite the
lack of natural light, almost every chamber has a B uddhist shrine built into it. The first
chamber contains a B uddha image sitting in a pedestal that facilitates its ablution; this is
no doubt the most popular image, used by devotees during the new year, but it is by no
means the most ornate shrine.
At the entrance of the third chamber, off to the side, is a carving of a ‘serpent’
or ‘dragon’; this non-B uddhist iconography is attributed to the former use of the cave
prior to B uddhist conversion—and is the representation of the phii or spirit (Johnson
1997). In this same chamber there are other religious symbols and architecture. A sema
stone arrangement set on a raised rectangular dais sits in the middle of the chamber, and
further in is a three metre-tall stupa, which was erected by Sai Setthathirat, the last great
king of L an X ang (F igure 7.2). The stupa was built in commemoration of his Sai Setthathirat’s father in 1,559–1,560CE . R adiocarbon dates obtained from materials encased
in the brickwork of the stupa supports this interpretation (E gloff 1998). The stupa was
one of the main subjects of the archaeological work conducted in the 1990s; it required
stabilisation because it was collapsing, and it had been renovated at least once before in
recent memory because E gloff noted that the stupa as it stood then was different from
the pictorial accounts furnished by G arnier in the 19th century. O ther archaeological
finds from the 1990s investigation included W orld W ar II artefacts, confirming reports
that the site was used by Japanese troops during the war. L ike the upper terrace of Tham
Ting, a number of B uddha images have been deposited at the base of the stupa, making
it a focal point of veneration in the cave.
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F igure 7.2 Sema stones and a stupa in the third chamber of Tham Phum. The stupa dates to the 16th century under the reign of Sai Setthathirat.

O ther chambers deeper in the cave also contain B uddhist shrines, that despite
being shrouded in darkness are not simple nor small structures—when illuminated by
flash photography, these shrines and the B uddha images are quite brightly coloured
indeed. In tourist literature today, Tham Ting or the “Cave of 1,000 B uddhas” is
romanticised and perhaps overemphasised, in terms of its importance. However, given
the adornment and higher elevation of the upper cave, I suggest that Tham Phum is
the more sacred of the two caves; Tham Phum houses the sema stones and shrines and
the royal stupa, while Tham Ting appears to be merely a deposition space for popular
devotion.
The upper cave also contains the majority of the rock art, which takes a variety of
forms and colours, although the most spectacular of the rock art is located on the cliff
face overlooking the river.
7.2.3 Description of Rock Art
The rock art of the Pak O u Caves is spread out in two clusters: paintings in Tham
Phum (Panels A-E ) and the paintings on the cliff face (Panels F -K ), close to the entrance
of Tham Ting and overlooking the O u R iver. The diversity of rock art speaks to the
degree and period over which humans have interacted with the site.
Johnson (1997) noted the presence of rock art in the form of painted or stencilled
gilt images, resin applied in low relief, and writing in the upper cave, and while not
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described in detail she inferred that these were associated with the B uddhist use of the
site. I have chosen not classify them as rock art, preferring instead to classify them as
B uddhist votive artefacts. All the rock art discussed here is in the form of rock paintings, with the exception of Panel E which is a petroglyph.
Panel A
Two sets of paintings, Panels A and B , can be seen from the outside of Tham
Phum near the 16th century gate. Panel A is a group of red linear paintings at the upper
right corner of the cave’s gate, located between the gate and the B uddha image. Two
anthropomorphs (PKO -A01 and PKO -A02) with upraised hands and wearing some sort
of headdress are depicted while another painting, PKO -A03, is a likeness of a ‘lotus
flower’, which may suggest a B uddhist connection to the paintings. A third painting,
PKO -A04, is indistinct but may be of another anthropomorph.
Panel B
Panel B consists of two red linear paintings similar in style to Panel A, which
in turn suggests they were made at the same time. PKO -B 01 is a similarly-shaped
anthropomorph with upraised hands attached to a ‘lotus’, and the other two paintings is
another depiction of a ‘lotus’. The placement poses some interesting questions to their
date and relationship with the B uddhist period use of the site. Placement of the rock art
at the corners of the gate suggests spatial awareness and reference to it which in turn
suggests that the paintings were done during the B uddhist period. The depiction of lotus
flowers further reinforces this suggestion. Despite their proximity, neither the gate nor
the rock art impinge on each other.
Panel C
Panel C is located on the north wall of the first chamber, just past a small alcove
containing a wooden bed frame and some modern interpretive signboards. A green
‘steamship’ is found on the north wall of the upper cave, about 10 metres from the
entrance (F igure 7.3). It measures approximately 60 centimetres in width and 30 centimetres in height and is painted some 2 metres off the floor. The use of green pigment
is unusual for rock art and the composition of the pigment is as yet unknown. Natural
deposits of similarly coloured pigment have been noted running down the walls adjacent
to the steamship but have not yet been analysed.
The ship depicted has a smokestack amidship, shown with fumes coming from
it and floating toward the right side of the image, which would indicate the position of
the bow on the left and the stern on the right. At the stern a scape pipe can be identified. Slightly toward the bow there is a jackstaff, which is typically used to hang the
flag. Another jackstaff can also be seen at the forefront of the bow. These elements
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F igure 7.3 The painted steamship of the Pak O u Caves.

are rather thick for poles, but there is a line connecting them similar to photographs
of steamships from that period that suggest their identification. A stripe of unpainted
rock could indicate the depiction of an upper deck. Historically, a simple canvas roof
was often mounted on poles attached to the sides of the ship and as such would not be
depicted with infilled walls. The elements, and in particular the smokestack, support the
interpretation of the boat as a steamship. This would make the production of the image
of relatively recent age, probably within the last 120 years.
Panel D
Some 16 metres into the cave, the tunnel narrows a little bit. Just after a small
B uddha shrine on the south wall is Panel D, a set of black-brown pictograms depicting
a curious arrangement of anthropomorphs, figures with bent legs and elbows. The entire
scene appears to be very acrobatic: the upper part of the rock art depicts three anthropomorphs positioned directly above each other. O ne anthropomorph is depicted with male
genitalia, while another is riding a ‘horse’. The rock art of Panel D is reminiscent of
rock paintings in Huashan M ountain in G uangxi Province, China and G ua B atu Cincin
in K elantan, M alaysia and of an anthropomorph carving in the Plain of Jars (Zulkifli
2003, Colani 1935).
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Panel E
L ocated on the north wall, the rock art of Panel E is a carving of a zoomorph some
30 metres into the cave. The zoomorph is carved into a corner, and appears to be looking into the large inner chamber where the sema stones and stupa reside. This carving
stands about a metre tall. Johnson (1997) describes this carving as a phii representation,
although the sitting pose the animal is carved in also resembles a guardian lion or
singha. Singhas are traditionally placed in front of Hindu-B uddhist temples in M ainland
Southeast Asia as guardian figures. O n the other hand, singhas are also usually oriented
facing outward. The carving does not carry much in the way of detail other that the
depiction of eyes, a mane and a mouth. The paws of the animal were either too worn or
incomplete to identify.
The panels of the cliff face (F -K ) were difficult to record because of their location. E gloff (pers. comm. 2011) was aware of these red paintings on the cliff face near
the entrance of Tham Ting, but was unable to record them. They are situated at least 10
metres above the dry-season water level, but it remains a mystery as to how they were
produced. There are no visible ledges on the rock face where the painters could have
perched on to make them, and even in the wet season when the river floods and the
water level rises, the paintings are still at least a couple of metres above the high water
line (F igure 7.4). Additionally, there is approximately a two to three-metre difference in
elevation between the highest and lowest panels, Panel I and K respectively. Two other
scenarios are equally labour-intensive: the first being that the painters would have built
a scaffolding that extended to the river bed. Such a scaffold would have been at least 20
metres in height, half of which would have been submerged underwater. Alternatively,
the painters could have rappelled from the top of the cliff in order to paint on the walls.
Not an easy task, since the top of the cliff is 40 metres above the paintings.
Not having the equipment to scale the side of the cliff in order to get close to the
paintings, I chose to record the rock art with a telephoto lens while sitting on a boat in
the middle of the river. The rock art appears to be a mix of presumably prehistoric rock
art with more recent markings; the older art is indicated by its faded condition and water
wash by rain, while the some of the newer markings appear to be writing. Consultations
with a colleague (Amphone M onepachchan 2014, pers. comm.) indicate that the writing
is Pali and not L aotian. There is an impression of performativity in the execution of the
rock art, as it can only be seen from the middle of the river. All the panels were defined
on the basis of spatial clustering.
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F igure 7.4 The cliff face of Pak O u Caves which contains Panels F -K . The paintings are located approximately 10m above the water level. This photo was taken in January 2013, during the dry season.

Panel F -H
Closest to the entrance of Tham Ting are three panels of paintings, which are
located underneath a jutting outcrop on the limestone cliff. Panel F is a painting of a
concentric circle pattern comprising a large dot and two rings surrounding it (a ‘target
board’), and above this mark is another abstract motif which may be a segment of
writing. A couple of metres to the right of Panel F is a set of curvilinear lines designated
as Panel G . Panel H sits a metre above Panel G , just underneath of the lip of the aforementioned outcrop and contains a painting of an abstract motif.
Panel I
The first of the two complex scenes of rock art, Panel I is located on a smooth
part of the cliff face about two to three metres to the right (northwards) of the outcrop,
covering an area of about two square metres. The rock art here is visibly weathered
because of its exposed position, but also old enough to have a patina developed over
the rock surface, resulting in a white sheen covering some of the paintings. The lower
half of the panel is considerably more deteriorated and in some parts the white patina
has turned into an opaque crust, completely obscuring the rock art. W here the mineral
accretions have not encroached on the rock art, the paintings have smeared so badly as
a result of water wash that it is impossible to make out the form of the motifs even with
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digital enhancement. The least damaged are on the top of the panel, where two ‘buffaloes’ can be clearly seen with curved horns and depicted as if they are standing on the
ground—or perhaps rafts, which may be appropriate to the landscape. To the right of the
two ‘buffalo’ is a painting that resembles an anthropomorph, but it is badly deteriorated
as well. Another isolated zoomorph, possibly a small buffalo, is located on the lower left
corner of the panel, perhaps separate from the scene.
Panel J
The second complex of motifs is located eight metres to the right of Panel I, on
another smooth area of the rock surface (F igure 7.5). It suffers from the same kind of
mineral accretion and weathering as Panel I, but digital enhancement has been able to
recover the images with much greater clarity, even the ones hidden under the mineral
buildup. There may be two layers of paintings on this panel; the older maroon paintings are on the left covered by a patina of calcium carbonate which results from the
dissolution of the limestone, while the later orange-red paintings are to the right. The
superimposition of anthropomorphic figures on the lower right side confirms this relative chronology. The scene contains a variety of motifs including ‘buffalo’ with curved
horns, handprints and diverse anthropomorphs. The more faded anthropomorphs which
are presumed to be older are depicted in frontal view with upraised arms, while those in
fresher pigment—presumed from a later painting event—are depicted in profile. Some

F igure 7.5 The cliffside Panel J of the Pak O u Caves. The paintings on the lower right indicate superimpositioning of paintings, which may indicate two episodes of painting activity.
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of the anthropomorphs are similar to those found on Panel D, while the superimpositioning painting depicts a large anthropomorph with outstretched arms wearing ‘tail
feathers’, similar to the anthropomorphs of K hao Chan Ngam in Thailand. The paintings
of an anthropomorph leading a zoomorph (a ‘buffalo’) on a ‘leash’ may collectively be
described as an animal husbandry scene. The newer anthropomorphs on the right-hand
side of the panel share a stylistic similarity in that they are painted in profile and have
a curved character to the body lines. In all, there appears to be at least two episodes of
painting, and perhaps more. The difference in the portrayal of anthropomorphs may
perhaps indicate a difference in authorship.
Panel K
Panel K is a further two metres to the right of Panel J and separated by an emerging stalactite on the wall. The panel is composed of five elements: Two simple frontalview paintings of anthropomorphs, one larger and one smaller with the smaller painting
depicting male genitalia. These paintings are old enough to have a patina developing
over them and were so obscured that they were only detected after digital enhancement.
The lower paintings appear to be much fresher and probably more recent. These appear
to be writing similar to that found in Panel G .
7.2.4 Discussion
The rock art of the Pak O u Caves, localised in the upper cave Tham Phum and
the cliff face of Tham Ting represents a fascinating array of styles and periods, even as
the precise age of the paintings is uncertain. W hen asked about the paintings in Tham
Phum, locals knew nothing of their origin or antiquity. A tour guide felt confident that
they were images created as part of offerings left behind by devotees; yet only a few
motifs fit the conventions of “B uddhist” art. The cliff-side paintings (Panels F -K ) are
even more of a mystery, as there is no provenance for them but they appear to be the
oldest rock art at the site, comparable with other cliff-side rock art such as Pha Taem
in Ubon R atchathani province (another cliff-face rock art site overlooking the M ekong
from the Thai side of the border) or with Tham Chaolae and L aem F ai M ai in K rabi
province (Tan 2010a).
Srisuchat (1996) and B ouxaythip (2011a) have also made mention of other rock
art sites within the vicinity of Pak O u village. Comparisons of the rock art recorded for
this study and from B ouxaythip’s presentation indicate that they are indeed different
sites, but there are no images of the sites mentioned by Srisuchat (1996). It is possible
that the sites mentioned by Srisuchat and B ouxaythip are in fact the same, or two separate sites. In any case, I was not able to locate these other paintings, but they certainly
speak of a more widespread local painting tradition that has yet to be fully studied.
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The curious painting of the steamship in Tham Phum (Panel C) bears some
discussion, because this is a rare case where the rock art can be traced to its source of
inspiration. Steamships, of course, are not native to Southeast Asia and must originate
from E urope—the most likely origin being F rance, the colonial power of this region
during the 19–20th centuries CE . The location of the rock painting this far upriver in the
M ekong is puzzling, however, as the topography of the river prevents such large ships
from moving that far north. As noted earlier, L aos is landlocked, bordered by China,
M yanmar, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam. Its main waterway to the ocean is the
M ekong which originates from China, and forms part of the border between L aos and
Thailand before continuing through to Cambodia and finally Vietnam before emptying
into the South China Sea. The river would have been a main waterway in ancient times
as it is today: it served as a route for the K hmer empire of Angkor to reach the K horat
plateau, where many of its temples can be found around the M un R iver, a subsidiary of
the M ekong. However, the geography of the river does not allow for easy transport. The
variations between the dry season and the rainy season are very drastic, both in water
levels and currents. It also has imposing rapids like those of Sambor (Cambodia) and
K emerat (L aos), but the biggest obstacle for navigation are the massive K ong F alls (also
known as K hone Phapeng F alls) in the Sipandon region of the Champassak province
near the border with Cambodia. This nine-kilometre stretch of rapids includes the largest waterfall in M ainland Southeast Asia—21 metres in height—and effectively disrupts
communication between the two sides of the river.
The F rench presence in the M ekong was triggered by their desire to acquire a
direct route to China and its precious goods (K eay 2005a, 2005b, O sborne 2000). In the
mid-19th century, E uropean powers were in a frenzy to acquire colonies, which led to
rivalries in exploring and conquering more territory. The ability of the B ritish E mpire
to obtain favourable positions with M yanmar (then-B urma) and Thailand worried the
F rench, who supported colonial expansion in Asia, and a race to control the M ekong
followed.
B y 1866 the F rench had secured a protectorate over Cambodia and the M ekong
delta and were poised to launch expeditions up the river. Prior missions had flagged the
difficulties of navigating the river, particularly at the K ong F alls which were deemed
impassable (O sborne 1975, 2000). However, an expedition led by Captain Doudart
de L agrée in 1966 finally broke through the obstacles, reaching Vientiane and L uang
Prabang in L aos and finally Y unnan. Spurred by this success and growing B ritish
advances in B urma and Thailand, the F rench began to assert gunboat diplomacy in order
to influence L aos (O sborne 2000). This required armed steamships to be deployed in
the L aotian side of the M ekong. The Messageries Fluviales de Cochinchine acquired
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the transport concessions in the M ekong, and in order to bypass the K ong F alls it was
agreed that a railway would be built to transport the ships overland.
Transporting ships across the K ong F alls was a major undertaking. The first two
to undertake the crossing, the gunboats Ham Luong and Le Vay le Massie, were delivered to Saigon in 1894. In September that same year, the steamships were transported
to the bottom of the K ong F alls in order to be dismantled and then conveyed along
a rail line to the other side of the falls. The first attempt was particularly difficult as
there was only three kilometres of rail line for what was eventually a five-kilometre
stretch (O sborne 2000). After two weeks of work, the ships made it to the other side of
the K ong F alls in November, with the La Grandière joining the fleet in the following
months. This railway link between the two sides of the K ong F alls led to the creation of
the Don Det-Don K hon R ailway, which lasted until the 1940s (K eay 2005a).
If the painting was executed in connection with these steamships and it is not a
representation of something that the author had previously seen in, perhaps, Saigon,
then the earliest date for the rock art is November 1893 when the first three ships,
the Ham Luong, the Le Vay le Massie, and finally the La Grandière, were transported
over the K ong falls. O ther ships followed, namely the Le Colombert, the Argus, the La
Garcerie, the Trentinian, and the Haiphong.
E ven though nothing in the painting points to a specific steamship, the history
of steamships in L aos suggests two candidates that could justify its presence in a place
of worship: The La Grandière and the Trentinian. The La Grandière, named after
Admiral Pierre de la G randière, was a mid-size ship that was constructed in B ouguenais,
F rance, and shipped in pieces to Saigon, where it was re-assembled. Together with
the Le Massie, it navigated upstream to the K ong F alls where it was dismantled and
trans-shipped to the other side of Don K hon—the ship was briefly substituted by the
Ham Luong because it needed repairs, but eventually made its way up the K ong F alls
(O sborne 2000). The La Grandière was used to explore the M ekong up to the Tang Ho
rapids north of the present day G olden Triangle. The following decade La Grandière
navigated the route connecting the K ong F alls with L uang Prabang, but on the 15th of
July 1910 while en-route to the K ong F alls the ship hit a rock or a tree (accounts differ)
and sank 80 kilometres south of L uang Prabang, killing five men (L ’Illustration, 1910;
L e Petit Journal, 1910).
O ne of the deceased, G eneral L eon de B aylié, was a known avid collector who
had published several books on the art of M esopotamia, M yanmar, and the F ar E ast.
The La Grandière was reportedly carrying precious art objects from L aos for an exhibition in Paris (O sborne 2000). G iven B aylié’s passion for history and archaeology, and
the prevalent trend in the W estern world at that time of obtaining prized art objects for
exhibitions and world fairs, it seems reasonable to assume that the general was carrying
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some art objects with him. If these objects were connected to L aotian religious life, the
sinking of the ship may have had a strong impact in the region and may explain why a
steamship was painted in a B uddhist cave. The painting of the steamship would have
been a memorial, perhaps to the sacred images that were lost when the ship sunk.
B ut the La Grandière was not the only steamship with a tragic ending. The 4th
of F ebruary 1928, a large explosion hit the Trentinian six kilometres upstream from
the port city of Thakhek in L aos. The ship had been carrying 155 passengers and crew,
and the disaster claimed 43 lives. Images of the ship show a similar profile to the
La Grandière, and its demise could also have had a significant impact in the region.
L ittle else is known about the Trentinian although an image dated 1928 shows that
it is iconographically more consistent with the steamship in Tham Phum: it has two
jackstaffs, along with a smoke stack and a scape pipe (Neville 2010). A stupa erected at
the immigration checkpoint at Thakhek—which stands to this day—also commemorates
this event.
G iven that steamships cannot ordinarily come up this far along the river the only
agency with the ability to bring steamships past the K ong F alls would be the F rench
during their attempts to negotiate a trade route from the M ekong to China. Thus, the
image depicting a steamship can be confidently dated to some time between the end of
the 19th century to the first half of the 20th century, as part of the Messageries Fluviales
de Cochinchine fleet. Their efforts to establish a buffer zone between B ritish B urma and
Anglo-friendly Siam led the F rench to enact gunboat diplomacy along the M ekong and
establish riverine trade routes along the L aotian kingdoms.
In summary, the depiction of the steamship in Tham Phum, a sacred cave with a
long religious tradition and connections with the royal court in L uang Prabang, suggests
some sort of commemorative function; if not the arrival of the first steamship to the
ancient capital or to the Pak O u Caves, then perhaps the sinking of the Trentinian in
1928 or the La Grandière in 1910. O f these two, the La Grandière’s cargo is speculative, but it may explain the placement of the steamship in Tham Phum as a votive
offering commemorating the B uddha images lost in the tragedy, consistent with the
information relayed to us by the tour guide.
M y interpretation of the site’s chronology would be thus: the oldest rock art
would be cliff-face sites outside Tham Ting, particularly Panels H, I, J and parts of
Panel K . These panels constitute the ‘typical’ prehistoric Southeast Asian rock art
forms—rendered in red, depicting predominantly animals and anthropomorphs. These
images have significant weathering and patina. The ‘animal husbandry’ scene in Panel
J might further suggest a Neolithic date for the cliff paintings. The marking of the
cliffs and its association with the caves would suggest that the upper and lower caves
of Pak O u were significant places in the human landscape for a very long time, which
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is reinforced by their association with a river spirit, and perhaps by their location at
the confluence of two rivers. It was perhaps this potency of place that F a Ngum was
trying to appropriate when he converted the caves for B uddhist use, first as a place of
meditation, and then as a repository for B uddha images. The second phase of rock art is
associated with those found in the upper cave of Tham Phum—Panels D and E . Panel
E , despite its similarity with the B uddhist guardian singha, if associated with the phii
would predate the B uddhist occupation of the site. Panel D, which does not appear to
be B uddhist in nature, post-dates the introduction of horses into the region. The dates of
Panels A-C firmly associates these images with the B uddhist occupation of the site, with
panel C, the steamship, being the most recent—dating to the early 20th century. Some
of the cliff-side panels, F , G and parts of Panel K may also date to this period as they
appear to be writing and are less deteriorated.
The combined archaeology—rock art, the B uddhist occupation and modern usage
as a tourist site—illustrates a long and sustained interaction by humans over time, but
also suggests a site that has taken up religious and ritual significance from a very early
period. The effort undertaken to create rock art at a precarious place on the cliff wall
underscores this significance from a very ancient period, and the subsequent re-association of the site with spiritual and religious practices which endure until today aptly
illustrates how religious beliefs have syncretised over a specific place in the landscape.

7.3 Padalin Caves
7.3.1 Physical Setting - Shan state
L ike L aos, M yanmar has been closed off to the outside world until recently. W hen
economic sanctions were lifted in 2012, I was fortunate to gain permission to visit the
Padalin Caves in western Shan state. The Padalin Caves are one of two documented
rock art sites in M yanmar and one of the few excavated prehistoric sites. Investigating
this cave was at the suggestion of Paul Taçon (pers. comm. 2011) because of the presence of a stupa within the rock shelter.
L ike Cambodia, much of the archaeology of M yanmar has been focused on
monumental architecture, particularly on the temples of B agan in central M yanmar,
but also the architecture and cities of the Pyu in Upper B urma such as Sri K setra. Prior
to M yanmar’s closure to the outside world, there was little research into its prehistory.
M ichael Aung-Thwin (2002) summarises the current problem of B urmese prehistory as
the inability distinguish between the Palaeolithic, Neolithic and subsequent metal ages.
Shan state is the largest administrative region of M yanmar, and is the easternmost
portion of the country. The state shares its border with Thailand to the south, L aos to the
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east and China to the north, along with five other administrative regions in M yanmar.
The name Shan is derived from ‘Siam’, and the ethnic Shan people are closely linked to
the ethnic Tai. It is a very mountainous region. Considered the foothills of the Himalayas, the Shan Highlands stretch across this region from north to south, straddling China
and Thailand and averaging around 1,000 metres above sea level.
7.3.2 Site Description
The Padalin Caves are located at the very west of Shan state, in the Taunggyi
district at the foothills of the Shan plateau. The caves are associated with M yin K at
M ountain, located at a spur of the Nwalabo mountains, at an elevation of about 300
metres above sea level and resides within the Panlaung W ildlife R eserve. The caves are
some 80 kilometres northeast of the state capital Taunggyi and seven kilometres southeast of the nearest town, K anze. G etting to the site was not easy: K anze is a five-hour
drive on mostly unpaved roads from M andalay; from K anze, it was another half-hour
boat ride followed by a two-hour trek to the site.
The Padalin Caves consist of two sites: Cave 1 is a rock shelter that contains
evidence for prehistoric habitation and the rock art, while Cave 2 is a deep cave system
containing 11 chambers, some lit by natural holes in the ceiling (F igure 7.6). The
entrances to both caves lie approximately 200 meters apart. According to my host U
M in Naing Soe, a government officer who works for the Department of E lectricity, the
caves were found during W orld W ar II by villagers from the nearby village of K yidaung,
not far away from K anze. The caves were then reported to the state geologist K hin
M aung K yaw who visited them in 1960, and subsequently reported them to the Department of Archaeology. The department excavated Padalin Cave 1 in 1969 (U Aung Thaw
1969, 1971).
Cave 2 is reminiscent of the Pak O u Caves in L aos and contains plentiful evidence
for modern religious activity. The entrance contains several shrines to the B uddha, as
well as a stupa built by locals seeking to make merit. M ost of the chambers inside Cave
2 contain at least one stupa or a B uddha image, even in chambers that do not have any
lighting and are engulfed in permanent darkness. It appears that the construction of
religious monuments only occurred in the latter half of the last century. U Aung Thaw
(1971) reported that some bone fragments and stone tools were found in an alcove near
the mouth of Cave 2, but despite its deep, picturesque chambers, no archaeological
material has been found in the interior. This supports the idea that human habitation of
caves were predominantly linked to shallow rock shelters rather than deep formations
(M oyes 2012).
Cave 1 was excavated twice, first during 1969 by Aung Thaw, the director of the
Archaeology Department, and then again in 2004 by the Archaeology Department of the
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F igure 7.6 O ne of the deep chambers of Padalin Cave 2,
lit by natural sunlight. Note the presence of a stupa in the
cavern.

M inistry of Culture. U Aung Thaw’s excavation in 1969 unearthed over 1,600 artefacts,
mainly stone tools which he attributed to the Neolithic period on account of potsherds
found at the site. M oore (2007) has reassigned the date of the site to the late Palaeolithic
or epi-paleolithic because of their similarity to tools of the same period, noting that the
site was probably used seasonally. Carbon-14 results support the attribution to an earlier
period, providing a date range of 7,740 B P from charcoal to 13,400 years B P from bone
collagen (U Aung Thaw 1971).
The excavations revealed a long sequence of stone tool production with a variety
of tools including choppers, hammer stones, adzes, scrapers and flakes. L imestone was
the main raw material used, but it was noted that materials not found locally were also
transported to the cave. B esides being used as a stone tool workshop, mammalian faunal
remains, land mollusk shells and cord-impressed ceramics were discovered, suggesting
that the site was also used for habitation. O chre, both ground and whole specimens,
were also found in the same layer as the stone artefacts, and demonstrate a probable link
to the rock art.
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Cave 1 is further divided into two sections, Cave 1B to the west and 1A to the
east. Cave 1B contains the stupa and some of the cupules. The stupa dates to 1957 and
the inscription on it indicates that it was built by a couple from the nearby Shebo village
for the purposes of making merit. Shebo no longer exists because it was destroyed by
stampeding elephants in the 1970s (U M an Thit Nien pers. comm. 2012).
Cave 1A contains most of the rock art, which is found on the upper northwest
walls (F igure 7.7). They include a variety of red pigment paintings, including stylised
handprints, various animals, and a ‘sun’ motif. B etween 1994 and 1995, some conservation work was done on the site: the archaeology department has sought to consolidate
the rock art by applying a plastic varnish over the paintings, installed drip lines over
the panels to prevent water flow over the art, and erected a fence around the base of the
dividing wall between Caves 1A and 1B to prevent access to the rock art. This work was
done because of a visit by G eneral Than Shwe, then-Head of State. In the last decade
cupules were also discovered in Cave 1, some of which appear to continue under the
ground and suggest great antiquity (Taçon et al. 2004).

F igure 7.7 Cave 1A of Padalin Caves, containing the majority of the rock art.

The site is currently closed to the public, but even prior to closure the lack of
visitors is further mitigated by its remote location. The authorities have taken steps to
protect Cave 1 by building a wall across the front of the shelter and access to the shelter
is locked at all times. Prior to the construction of this wall, modern religious activity
was beginning to occur at the site as manifested by the erection of a stupa in Cave 1.
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7.3.3 Description of Rock Art
The painted rock art of Padalin Caves starts from the middle of the dividing wall
separating 1A and 1B (Panel A) and continues into Cave 1A, appearing high up on
the wall and near the ceiling (Panel B ). Cupules (Panels C and D) are located in both
sub-caves.
Cave 2 does not appear to have any rock art on the walls, and I was not able to
detect any during a cursory examination of the site during my visit in 2012. That said,
the Cave 2 system is extensive with dark chambers and I did not conduct a systematic
examination of the walls. Taçon et al. (2004) had noted the possibility of rock art on the
walls at the entrance of Cave 2. This area was recorded as Panel E .
Panel A
The main rock art of Padalin Caves begins from the dividing wall that separates
the two sub-caves and moves eastward, roughly along the spaces between the wall and
the ceiling. The paintings of Padalin Caves are some of the most striking and unusual—
they largely appear as single paintings rather than scenes or narratives, and the difference of styles and objects depicted may suggest differences in authorship and age.
W e are also fortunate that U Aung Thaw (1971) also published sketches of the
rock art from his study. W hile they may not be accurate scale reproductions of the
images (as I will soon show) they allow some appreciation of the details to the art that
have since deteriorated.
Two depictions of hands (PDL -A01 and PDL -A02) are unusual because they are
not handprints or hand stencils (F igure 7.8), but stylised depictions of hands and forearms. PDL -A01 depicts a left hand and forearm with fingertips facing downwards. The
fingers are painted as solid silhouettes but a spiral design replaces the palm or the back

F igure 7.8 The painted hands of Padalin Caves.
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of the hand. Two infilled circles are painted at the wrist, which may be a representation
of a bangle or some other jewellery, while the rest of the forearm is relatively plain.
The second hand (PDL -A02) is painted with fingers pointing upwards. Some elements
of this painting are almost x-ray in style—the three remaining fingers that have not
deteriorated are depicted as outlines with a single line running through the middle and
two parallel lines run in the middle of the forearm; these may be representation of the
internal bones. L ike PDL -A01, PDL -A02 has a stylised circular pattern in the middle of
the hand, and a solid band running over the wrist, which possibly illustrate jewellery.
Panel B
The largest painting of the rock art (PDL -B 01) measures about a metre in length,
and depicts a long tubular object with ‘hair’ (designated as the ‘fish skeleton’, after
prior use mentioned in M oore (2007)). The preservation of this painting is rather poor,
and water wash has erased areas of pigment, particularly in the middle. U Aung Thaw’s
sketch has more detail, and it would appear that the painting was more complete in 1971
and that the wash occurred in the last 50 years.
A number of paintings from this panel appear to be depictions of zoomorphs
(PDL -B 03, 09, 10, 15). U Aung Thaw’s interpretation of the paintings included ‘fish’,
‘bulls’, ‘bison’, ‘deer’ and the ‘hind of an elephant’. Since then, many of the paintings
have deteriorated and it is not possible to identify the animals specifically, save that they

F igure 7.9 Comparison of rock art today (PDL -B 15) with that recorded by U Aung Thaw (1971), showing
the extent of deterioration that has happened in the last 50 years.
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appear to be mammalian quadrupeds depicted in profile view. Additionally, many of
the heads of the animals are no longer discernible. The head of PDL -B 15 seems to have
deteriorated significantly, as U Aung Thaw’s (1971, F igure 7.9) sketches clearly depicts
the head although the form cannot be seen now.
Panel C
At the back of Cave 1B , a small alcove in the western corner features a small sloping rock surface on the wall that carries a number of small cupule depressions. These
cupules were first discovered by Taçon et al. (2004). There are no signs of debris in the
immediate area and there appears no likelihood that the cupules were caused by falling
rock, and so it appears they were created artificially.
Panel D
Similar cupule depressions are found at the floor of Panel B in Cave 1B , near the
back of the cave. Some of the cupules appear to extend below the current floor, which
indicates an old age, and the possibility of obtaining a minimum age for their production. However, the fence that now protects the rock art may impede any future planned
excavations in this area.
Panel E
Taçon et al. (2004) raised the possibility of rock art at the entrance of Cave 2.
This has been recorded at Panel E . W hile underneath an overhang, the rock wall in this
area has nonetheless been exposed to water dripping from the ceiling and I was unable
to ascertain any discernible motifs. DStretch analysis of the panel does demonstrate the
presence of red pigments on the wall, but because of the lack of any discernible forms
it remains uncertain if the pigments are natural or artificial. However, white B urmese
writing appears at the top of the panel, which would most certainly be of recent origin.
7.3.4 Discussion
The Padalin Caves are significant because they are one of the few rock art sites in
M ainland Southeast Asia that has been dated and the chronology confirms a prehistoric
occupation of the site. The deposit also included the presence of ochre, which likely
formed the raw material for the rock paintings. Aung-Thwin also points out sectioning
of the archaeological material in Cave 1, between the tool working area at the mouth of
the cave and the inner sections of the cave which were reserved for the “recreational”
and “spiritual” aspects of the inhabitants’ lives (2002:25).
As at K hao Chan Ngam, there seems to be a long period of disuse until the 1960s
when the site was discovered, although it is likely that even if the locals were unaware
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of the cave, they were still traversing the landscape—U Aung Thaw’s (1971) maps of
the site also notes several footpaths and cart tracks in the vicinity. Since its discovery,
locals have begun erecting shrines and stupas in the caves, which are linked to making
merit. Unlike many of the other sites discussed, there are no temples associated with the
Padalin Caves. I was also unable to discern any local cult of the nats in this area, which
suggests only a prehistoric and then modern B uddhist use of the site.
O n one of the days working at the site, we met a group of 20 people who were
making their way to Padalin Cave 2. The group of civil servants had came from M yittha
Township some 30 kilometres away, and as it was the weekend decided to pay the cave
a visit. They knew about the cave because their friends had visited the cave before, and
they were aware that the cave was one of the most important prehistoric sites in M yanmar. Thus, they were domestic tourists more than pilgrims.
Unfortunately, we have little other recorded information or ethnography related
to the sites. The discovery of the sites in the 1940s in conjunction with W orld W ar II
suggests that the caves were found when people started to move into the forests looking
to seek refuge. The town of K anze itself is quite old, established in the 11th century CE
during the reign of K ing Anarawtha, the founder of B agan, and the local Shweindone
Pagoda is directly associated with him (F igure 7.10).
Contrasted with the Pak O u Caves of L aos, the Padalin Caves have a more
similar life history with K hao Chan Ngam in Thailand, in that there was a prehistoric
occupation of the site followed by a long period of disuse before its recent conversion

F igure 7.10 The Shweindone Pagoda in K anze. The pagoda was built by K ing Anarawtha of B agan in the
11th century.
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for use in a modern religious context. Unlike K hao Chan Ngam and most of the other
sites discussed in this study, the Padalin Caves have no association with a local temple
or monks. Its location in the hinterland of M yanmar, at the edge of the Shan plateau as
well as the B agan mandala, may explain why it had not seen more sustained occupation.
Still, the reuse of these sites today for the religious context speaks to the instinctive
B uddhist sentiment towards caves.

7.4 Summary
The Pak O u Padalin Caves offer an interesting complement and contrast with the
sites previously discussed in Thailand and Cambodia. The Pak O u Caves are similar
to Phu Phra B at and Phnom K ulen in that they display a significant religious and ritual
association along with a long period of occupation. The Padalin Caves however, are
more similar to K hao Chan Ngam, in which we have two very distinct periods of human
use, firstly during the prehistoric past, and then in more recent times as religious sites.
It should be noted that the parallel sacred mountain for L an X ang would be
M ount Phousi in L uang Prabang town, and not the Pak O u Caves, although the historical connections between the two courts are not in doubt. The legend of F a Ngum’s
establishment of a B uddhist shrine at the caves suggests a deliberate attempt to supplant
the worship of nature spirits in his new kingdom; this is reinforced by K ing Sai
Setthathirat’s erection of a stupa in the upper cave. His predecessor, K ing Photisarath
(1501–1527) was considered to be one of the most staunchly B uddhist kings, attempting to outlaw nature spirit worship and building temples over spirit shrines (Stuart-F ox
1998). F rom this action, we see the opposite of syncretism and rather the attempt to
replace another religion.
The abrupt usage record of Padalin is more puzzling. K hao Chan Ngam and
Padalin are both located at the edge of plateaus, the K horat and Shan plateaus respectively, and their geographic location might suggest why their usage appears to be so
intermittent. They are located at the edges of the highland or lowlands, in an intermediary space between the two. However, with the ‘rediscovery’ of the site in the 1960s, it
is interesting to note the intense building activity that has taken place at the caves in
the form of B uddhist shrines and stupas. W hile we have noted the B uddhist affinity for
caves before, the modern B uddhist population of M yanmar is not the first to recognise
the attraction of the Padalin Caves; prehistoric peoples have done so thousands of years
prior.
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8. Conclusions

8.1 Introduction
This study posed the question of whether the indigenous animistic religions of
Southeast Asia could be detected in rock art sites that were later used by Hinduism and
B uddhism. The sites discussed span a wide geographical area, covering four countries in
the interior of M ainland Southeast Asia, and examined the material culture, art, spatial
patterning of remains and history of these places to understand syncretism as a mixture
of different religious elements acting on the same place over time. This was done within
the framework of Theravada B uddhism, which is pervasive in M ainland Southeast Asia,
and animism, which appears to be subsumed under B uddhism and yet runs parallel to it.
Site Name

Poueng
Komnou

Country
Type of
Rock Art

Poueng
Takhab

Phnom
Kulen

Khao
Chan
Ngam

Wat Phra Wat Porta Phu Phra
Bat
Phuttabat cluster
Bua Ban

Cambodia

Thailand

Pictograms Pictograms *varied: site Pictograms Pictograms Pictograms *varied
Petroglyphs
complex
Petroglyphs

Buddha
Image

X

Stupa

X

X

X

X

Pak Ou
Caves

Padalin
Caves

L aos

M yanmar

Pictograms Pictograms
Petroglyphs

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Footprint
X
Sema
Stones

X

Temple

Hindu
Image

Nature
Spirit

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 8.1 Summary of material culture present at sites.
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X

E ach of the sites discussed have their own unique histories and expressions of religious activity. A quick comparison of the sites and their material culture is summarised
in the table above, and this chapter discusses their similarities and differences vis-a-vis
the research questions set out in the introduction. The evidence suggests that most of the
painted rock art does not carry sacred meaning, but the opposite is true for petroglyphs.
R eligious material that can be identified as B uddhist, Hindu and animist can be identified at these sites but the reuse of material culture can sometimes obscure the fact that
artefacts may not be purely B uddhist, Hindu or animistic in of themselves.

8.2 Research Questions Reviewed
F ieldwork comprised site visits and detailed recording of the rock art, as well
as documenting the other forms of religious material culture present and the spatial
relationship between them. Information about sites was further augmented by individual
histories that were reconstructed through previously published archaeological reports
and anecdotal information from local residents.
8.2.1 Physical Features of Sites
W ith respect to the physical features of each site, I found that some commonalities can be characterised. These sites are commonly associated with mountains, which
may at first seem to be a pre-existing condition for rock art. However, I have previously
noted that Southeast Asian rock art also exists in coastal contexts, such as Tham Phi
Hua To and other riverine cave sites in Southern Thailand (Tan 2010a), the ‘frogman’
petroglyph from L aos which is located by the M ekong, and the multi-phase rock art
at G ua Cerita, in M alaysia (both mentioned in Chapter 2). These sites do not have any
religious activity associated with them.
Some of the sites discussed are strongly associated with sacred mountains: Phnom
K ulen (also known as the M ountain of L ychees and the M ountain of the G reat Indra)
and Phu Phra B at (The M ountain of B uddha’s F ootprints). The examination of their
various constituent material remains at the sites show symbolic, if not religious, significance in the past that continues to be significant today. Phnom K ulen, for example, is
associated with the state-foundation narrative, but archaeological evidence pushes the
occupation of Angkor earlier than the institution date of 802 CE .
M ountains in Southeast Asia also carry a nuanced spiritual significance. There is
a belief that mountains represent the hinterland and the original homeland of civilised
people, and that these elevated places have always been a focus for ‘traditional’ religions and activities (M aung 1959). This notion of ‘tradition’ is dichotomised with ‘new’
or ‘modern’, which suggests that spirit cults are very old indeed. Spiritually, mountains
are potent places that represent the home of spirits and gods, a belief that is transposed
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into the Hindu-B uddhist cosmological view of the sacred mountain as the nexus of
reality (M abbett 1983).
M any of the sites discussed in this study can also be qualitatively described as
‘dramatic landscapes’ (Taçon 1999), which may explain their appeal throughout history.
The rock formations at K hao Chan Ngam create a natural opening that is surrounded
on all sites by high rock walls, affording both shelter and space that may have inspired
a small community to take up residence. W hile numerous dramatic rock formations are
noted at Phu Phra B at, the cluster at W at Porta is distinct because it is an open space
demarcated by a ring of sandstone boulders, each of them marked with rock art or
converted into a habitation site. The open space is further emphasised in later periods
by the erection of sema stones that highlight the site’s sacred character. Padalin Cave 2,
while lacking a prehistoric archaeological layer of occupation, has inspired the construction of stupas and shrines in recent times.
Sites like W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an and the Pak O u Caves exhibit a combination of dramatic landscape features. W hen first encountered, W at Phra Phuttabat B ua
B an is a clearing in a forest housing the sema stones, but progressing further into the
site the boulder that houses the B uddha image and the rock art are situated at the threshold of a forest clearing and the open mountainside. The Pak O u Caves’ dramatic features
are the prominent cliff face that marks the entrance to the cave, and also the confluence
of the two rivers where the sites stand.
The rivers flowing past the Pak O u Caves represent another landscape feature
common to many of these sites. W hile remote, many of these sites are serviced by
‘prehistoric highways’, footpaths and waterways. W hile there are tourist pathways
through the Phu Phra B at Historical Park that lead visitors to the most accessible sites,
during our survey of the park we were brought along many other pathways used by the
local villagers that suggest an extensive pedestrian network that was used to traverse
the mountain that was likely to be in use from ancient times. During the daily two-anda-half hour trek to and from the Padalin Caves in M yanmar we frequently encountered
archaeological material in situ strewn along the footpaths, which suggests the paths that
lead to the caves had a long history of use; additionally U Aung Thaw’s (1971) map
of the Padalin Caves area marks out many forest trail that are used by pedestrians and
ox-carts.
Another feature common to the sites investigated is their suitability for habitation
by people. All the sites have a shelter space large enough to accommodate a few people,
the smallest being the rock shelters of W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an, W at Porta, Poueng
Takhab and Poueng K omnou, while the larger shelters being K hao Chan Ngam, the
Padalin Caves and the Pak O u Caves. This feature aspect is particularly significant,
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especially in the context of Phu Phra B at, because there are a number of other rock art
sites on the mountain that do not contain space large enough for occupation.
8.2.2 Life History of Sites
In presenting the life histories of these seven rock art sites, we can typify them
as sites whose histories are gradual or punctuated—and in both cases the layering of
religious material can be demonstrated.
The gradual sites, Poueng K omnou, the W at Porta cluster, W at Phra Phuttabat B ua
B an, and the Pak O u Caves have multi-layered periods of occupation which strongly
suggests a long-standing belief in the sacredness of the locality. Compared side-by-side,
their rock art does not appear to be related to each other, which is hardly surprising
since these sites are hundreds of kilometres apart. These sites also have very strong
associations with religious activity then and now, be it the worship of supernatural spirit
guardians, Hindu gods during the K hmer period, and with current B uddhist practices.
In contrast, the punctuated sites—Poueng Takhab, K hao Chan Ngam and the
Padalin Caves—display two distinct phases of occupation: the ‘prehistoric’ rock art
phase and the modern B uddhist phase. Despite Theravada B uddhism’s fairly long and
established history in the region, the B uddhist phase is very recent: the stupa from the
Padalin Caves appears from the 1950s, presumably as a result of the caves’ discovery
by the then-G eological Survey of B urma. The wat at K hao Chan Ngam was established
in 1968, with no apparent usage of the landscape prior. The youngest is Poueng Takhab,
where K hmer inscriptions indicate that the B uddhist and Hindu statues were erected as
recently as 2010.
However, this punctuation comes with two caveats: first, it is abrupt insofar as
we cannot detect more than two phases of occupation. O ne of the constant challenges
of practicing archaeology in Southeast Asia is the poor preservation conditions caused
by tropical wet and humid conditions, which means perishable materials rarely have a
longlasting archaeological signature. The second caveat is that the creation and abandonment of sacred sites can also be abrupt rather than gradual. Stadner (2011) observes
in M yanmar how the Alodawpyi temple in B agan experienced a newfound popularity
in the 1990s as a ‘wish-fulfiller’. This sudden resurgence after centuries of neglect was
equally reversed when in 2004, the chief backer of the temple fell out of popularity and
the temple’s meteoric rise to fame quickly turned around as it gained a reputation for
bad luck instead. The fickle nature of establishment, resurgence and abandonment of
place may explain why we have these punctuated sites that do evince a continuity of
material expression from the prehistoric past to the recent present.
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8.2.3 Spatial Placement of Rock Art
Unlike the Palaeolithic rock art of E urope, the rock art of the sites studied, and
indeed most of the recorded rock art in Southeast Asia, does not occur in the dark zones
of caves. The subterranean Padalin Cave 2 did not contain rock art within its many dark
zones, while at the upper cave of the Pak O u complex rock art was only extant in the lit
areas. M ost of the rock art, petroglyphs and pictograms alike, were positioned prominently for display and sometimes placed high for maximum visibility as seen in K hao
Chan Ngam, Poueng K omnou, Padalin Cave 1 and the cliff face paintings of the Pak O u
Caves.
The majority of the pictograms are red paintings, followed by a small number of
black drawings and the single green painting of the ‘steamship’ from the Pak O u Caves.
There is only one documented superimposition of black rock art over red, which is
consistent with the idea that black rock art is more recent than red rock art. However,
there is also evidence for superimposition of red paintings at Tham Chang (W at Porta
Cluster) and the Pak O u Caves. In previous work (Tan 2010a, Tan & Chia 2012/Appendix E ), I have noted that rock art sites can be multi-phasic. The G ua Tambun rock art has
seven distinct phases in which the first six were closely related but rarely overlapped,
as if the painters were consciously trying not to paint over what was previously there.
However, the final phase was an artistic style that was not only significantly different,
but also deliberately painted over existing paintings. Similarly, we can see multiple
phases of rock art operating at the sites of the Pak O u Caves, Poueng K omnou, and if
considered as a whole, in Phnom K ulen and Phu Phra B at.
Another important point can be made about the red rock art from the sites studied.
The subject matter of some red paintings such as the ‘L an X ang style elephant’ (TCG A06), and the Pali writing in Pak O u Caves (PKO -G , K ) indicates that the use of red
pigments spans a long time and continue into the historical period. This in turn indicates
that colour alone cannot be used in determining the age of rock paintings in Southeast
Asia.
8.2.4 Sacred Iconography
W hether the rock art itself depicts sacred objects is inconclusive in the case of
paintings, but clear for most of the rock carvings. The majority of the petroglyphs
documented from the sites are Hindu or B uddhist in subject matter, depicting Hindu
gods in the example of Poueng K omnou, and B uddha in Tham Phra and W at Porta. The
carving of the zoomorph (PKO -E ) in the Pak O u Caves was previously identified by
Johnson (1997) as the phii who is thought to reside in the cave, but I have also noted
that the carving resembles guardian lions found in Hindu-B uddhist temple contexts.
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That Hindu carvings at Poueng K omnou continue to be actively worshipped,
and the religious ceremony that accompanied the restoration of the B uddha head at
Tham Phra demonstrates the sacred nature of these petroglyphs. W hile there is no such
worship directed to the phii carving of the Pak O u Caves, its identification by locals as a
nature spirit is a recognition of its sacred nature.
Paintings that have possible connection to sacred art are related to B uddhism and
are found at the Pak O u Caves. L otuses are significant in B uddhist iconography as an
analogy of emerging anew from muddy waters, and their likeness are found in Panels A
and B , by the entrance to the upper cave. Panel C, the green ‘steamship’, may be associated with the sinking of the La Grandière, which may have contained sacred B uddhist
images.
B eyond these examples, it is otherwise difficult to suggest meaning for the painted
rock art, much less assign sacred connotations to it. W here forms can be identified the
rock art portrays ‘everyday’ scenes and motifs, such as the ‘hunter-gatherers’ of K hao
Chan Ngam (Higham & Thosarat 2012), animal husbandry in the Pak O u Caves or
depictions of animals in Poueng K omnou, Tham Chang and Padalin Cave 1. B ecause
the belief in supernatural spirits is often an abstraction of natural phenomena that
may or may not be anthropomorphised (M us 1975), it is difficult, if not impossible, to
extrapolate how this may be portrayed in visual form.
8.2.5 Interactions Between Religion and Rock Art
The interactions between the rock art and the subsequent religious use of the
site bear directly on the idea of syncretism. If we understand syncretism as a mixture,
then the rock art sites studied here do indeed exhibit a mixture of religions situated in
one place. At the gradual sites, we can untangle the different religions acting in place
through history and archaeology.
Determining the nature of the interactions between different religious cultures
is more difficult. W ith a few exceptons, the rock art in the sites investigated does not
seem to have direct association with the later religious material culture. The rock carvings of Poueng K omnou continue to be renewed today through the colouring of the
Hindu images, such that the main panel of the four standing deities are distinctively
green, while the G anesha panel reveals traces of blue and pink. The B uddha head from
the bas-relief at Tham Phra at the W at Porta cluster was looted, recovered, replicated
and then restored in a religious ceremony in 1994, and reflects the interplay between
contemporary archaeology and religion in Thailand.
These religious interactions appear to be limited to the petroglyphs, which have
clear iconographic identification, rather than the pictograms. Using a replica to restore
a damaged artefact may at first go against the principles of authenticity, especially
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when the original B uddha head is still kept in the museum in K hon K aen. B ut this
action reflects the B uddhist concepts of impermanence and also highlights the relative
importance of restoring the conceptual sacred space over the physical object itself.
M unier (1998) notes that during the restoration ceremony the original and replica heads
were joined ceremonially and thus linked magically with a white thread, and an official
reportedly said that the B uddha “lives again” through the restoration. This ceremony
suggests that spiritual power can by transferred through physical media, which in turn
diminishes the importance of the “original” object.
M ore often than not, the rock art sits indifferently with the later religious material.
This is illustrated by the abrupt sites like the G anesha that was placed in front of the
rock art in Poueng Takhab, but also in the case of gradual sites like the case of the abbot
of W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an, who proudly asserts that his temple is over 1,000 years
old, but was not even aware of the rock art at the site.
During my conversations with the locals around the different sites, I noted an
interesting reaction from the custodian monks at W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an and K hao
Chan Ngam on the presence of phii in the area. In both cases, the monks were adamant
that there were no phii residing near the rock art site or the temple. O n one hand, this
can be explained by earlier anthropological studies about magico-animism in Thailand
that subsumes the B uddha into this world; to that extent, the B uddha is the most powerful spirit there is, which may explain why no other spirits are resident. However, at W at
Phra Phuttabat B ua B an there are two spirit-trees in the site marked by the traditional
band of coloured strings tied around the trunk. This discrepancy between the monk’s
account and the obvious folk veneration to a spirit residing in a tree likely reflects the
strict orthodoxy of the forest monk rather than the popular beliefs of the laity. In this
case, what is being observed is not so much syncretism but rather the compartmentalisation of religions on the part of the forest monks.
This idea of compartmentalisation fits what anthropologists have previously
described as Southeast Asian Theravada B uddhism being split into two streams, the
‘G reat Tradition’ of orthodox or ‘pure’ B uddhism, and the ‘L ittle Tradition’ of propitiating the spirits for the management of everyday life (Sparkes 2005, Prebish & K eown
2006). B ut it also implies that B uddhism detected in the archaeological record thus far
in Southeast Asia has largely been limited to the G reat Tradition. The example of the
Spirit Tree at W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an might give us a clue as to why the L ittle
Tradition is hard to detect: trees and cloth do not preserve well. Similarly, spirit houses
which are ubiquitous in Southeast Asia are overwhelmingly made of wood and other
perishable materials (R eichart & K honhkhuntian 2007)—we find little record of them
archaeologically.
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Compartmentalisation also better fits Park’s (1994) analogy of the landscape as a
palimpsest, as the successive action of different religions on a site can more accurately
be described as supplantation rather than syncretism. Park also extends this analogy by
saying that sometimes the past remains can still be detected on the palimpsest, and the
amount of the erased past varies. R ock art may be all that remains from this erased past.

8.3 Implications of Findings
The rock art sites discussed in this study are an active part of a sacred landscape.
In other parts of the world we see rock art sites being converted into sacred sites, and
it has been suggested that the sacred-ness of a site is an inherent enduring quality. The
re-purposing of sacred sites by another religion is also seen as a claim of that power or
legitimacy. I suggest that the recycling of sacred sites, based on what we know about
prehistoric religions and magico-animism in Southeast Asia, is less about appropriation
or laying a claim to the past, and more about tapping into a supernatural well of power.
Additionally, at rock art sites where we see successive religions participate in the same
place we also see several other qualities, such as space for habitation or communitygathering, and also a dramatic or theatrical landscape that is conducive for ritual and
religious activity.
G enerally speaking, rock art sites across Southeast Asia are not markers for
supernatural power, and my investigation of seven sites does not indicate this belief.
L ocals, when asked about the rock art, often did not know of its existence, or had no
opinion about it. Archaeologists in Southeast Asia are constantly worried about the
threat of looting, however, with rock art one gets the distinct feeling that rock art is of
little interest to locals because it cannot be excavated and sold for money.
M y work contributes to the literature on Southeast Asian religions by highlighting
the possibility of detecting material remains of animistic religions in archaeological
sites. This adds an archaeological dimension to the study of spirit worship, which has
previously been observed in anthropological literature (Chandler 1974, Tambiah 1970,
Spiro 1967, Sparkes 2005) and epigraphy (Vickery 1998). Such features include altars
(like those set up in K hao Chan Ngam and Poueng K omnou), spirit trees, standing
stones, and in the case of the Pak O u caves, an actual representation of the phii through
carving. Identification of these features was only possible by looking at the social and
historical context of the sites—their life histories.
Two field anecdotes can be offered about the dynamic nature of sacred sites
especially in Southeast Asia. During fieldwork at K hao Chan Ngam, I gave the anthropomorph (K CN-C06) the nickname of the ‘B uddha’ because of its similarity to one.
I was cautioned by my colleagues against using this name, because if the ‘B uddha’
identification gained traction people would start to venerate it, eventually gild over it
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like B uddha footprints and ultimately destroy the rock art. This anecdote highlights the
fact that popular folk tradition still has agency to make and re-make sacred sites.
The second anecdote comes from Cambodia, where I first began this research.
W hile excavating the temple of Angkor W at for the G reater Angkor Project 2010
season, I discovered faded wall murals within the temple that were previously unnoticed
utilising the same image enhancment techniques for rock art. Upon returning to Cambodia in 2012 to record Poueng K omnou and Poueng Takhab, I received permission to
also document the paintings in Angkor W at which were subsequently published (Tan et
al. 2014/Appendix C). Among my findings, I concluded that some of the paintings are
part of the B uddhist temple wall mural tradition that can also be found in the ancient
temples of B agan and Ayutthaya. Thus we see in the temple wall paintings the rock art
tradition coming to full circle: people returning to paint on sacred mountains, which is
represented by peaks of the central temple structure.
W hile the syncretised religions of Southeast Asia are presented as an accumulation of successive layers of B uddhism over Hinduism over animism (Hakwins 2003,
Casparis & M abbett 1992, Coedès 1968), the instances of spirit worship at Poueng
K omnou and the identification of the phii at the Pak O u Caves suggests that this layering is not uni-directional. M us’ (1975) study of cadastral cults hinted at such when
the cult of the linga reverted to a more primordial worship of the earth spirit through
worship of the stone monument. The hermit Sivasoma of Poueng K omnou, himself a
brahmin and whose actions at the site were directed towards the Hindu deities Vishnu
and Shiva, is now worshipped today as the spirit guardian of Phnom K ulen (B oulbet
1979). The phii carving at the Pak O u Caves is likely to be a singha, a guardian lion
from Hindu-B uddhist mythology, given its association with the B uddhist material at the
site, but has been since reassigned an animistic role (Johnson 1997). These examples
suggest that the reuse of sites and religious material formally attributed as Hindu or
B uddhist cannot be taken at face value: in practice they are fluid and can be reconfigured for animistic religions.

8.4 Directions for Future Research
As a result of my study, further research might well be conducted to understand
the life-history of Southeast Asian animistic rituals, such as the foundation of spirit
trees and propitiation of spirits from an archaeological perspective. The study of such
activities may help understand the material remnants that can later be identified in the
archaeological record.
A number of the sites discussed have already become places of interest for both
tourists and pilgrims (see Collins-K reiner 2010 for a discussion on differentiating the
two groups). Some, such as Poueng K omnou, Phu Phra B at, K hao Chan Ngam and the
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Pak O u Caves, are already open to tourists, and a site’s way of moving or attracting
people, be it pilgrims or tourists, can be interpreted as a manifestation of a site’s power
(Park 1994, B autista 2012). B yrne (2011) has pointed out that the spirited landscapes of
Southeast Asia have important implications for tourism and heritage site management
plans and failure to account for these beliefs will mean poorly executed heritage policies
at the local level. The dynamism of veneration that stems from popular folk belief as
well as the B uddhist ideas of impermanence also have important implications for what it
means to “preserve”, “conserve” and “restore” a site (B yrne 1995).
Although operating on the assumption that these seven sites were similar in terms
of landscape use, I did not expect to find a pan-Southeast Asian rock art tradition, and
unsurprisingly none was found. However, this work demonstrates that local styles of
art can be discerned, such as the Phnom K ulen style where I have previously discussed
the link between the rock art of Poueng Takhab and Poueng K ob on the basis of a spiral
motif shared between the two. In addition, the Phu Phra B at style of red linear paintings
has been documented by K hemnak (1990). M ore research in these areas may further
help to define what a local rock art style entails.
This study has also identified potential areas for exploration and discovery of new
rock art sites. The discovery of rock art at W at Phra Phuttabat B ua B an has extended the
Phu Phra B at style beyond the confines of the mountain and extends the range of this
local red linear painting tradition by 20 kilometres. In L aos, other rock art sites in L uang
Prabang have been mentioned in other literature (B ouasisengpaseuth & W hite 2014,
B ouxaythip 2011b, Srisuchat 1996), suggesting a larger corpus of rock art sites which
are yet to be fully documented; the investigation of such would be a valuable contribution to the nascent archaeology of L aos.
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G lossary

This is a list of technical and foreign terms used commonly in this study. Terms that are
proper nouns or have entered common E nglish usage are not italicised in text.
Angkor	K hmer kingdom centred in Cambodia from the 9-15th centuries
CE .
Anthropomorph	R ock art term for human figure.
Ayutthaya

Thai kingdom based in central Thailand from the 14-19th centuries CE .

B agan	B urmese kingdom dominant in central M yanmar from 9-13th
centuries CE . Sometimes referred as Pagan.
B an

(Thai/L ao) Village.

B rahma	O ne of the primary Hindu gods. The worship of B rahma is B rahmanism.
B rahmin

A member of the Hindu priestly class or caste.

Champa

Collective name for kingdoms located on the central and south
Vietnamese coast from the 7-19th centuries CE .

Chenla

Ancient polity based in the M ekong Delta and modern-day
Cambodia around the 6-9th centuries CE . W as preceded by F unan.

Dvaravati

Collection of city-polities located in central and northeast Thailand in the 6-13th centuries CE .

Dvarapala

(Sanskrit) W arrior guardian usually depicted in sculpture and
located at the entrances of temples.

F unan

Ancient polity located in the M ekong Delta from the 1-7th centuries CE . A precursor to Angkor.

G aruda

(Sanskrit) M ythical human-bird hybrid who also serves as the
mount of Vishnu.
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G anesha

Popular Hindu god, known for his characteristic elephant head.

G opura

(Sanskrit) City gate.

G ua

(B ahasa M alaysia/Indonesia) Cave or rockshelter.

Harihara

Composite Hindu god combining Shiva and Vishnu

Isaan

Name for Thailand’s northeast region, which has become a regional and cultural identity. Also spelled as Isan or E sarn.

K hao

(Thai) M ountain.

L inga

(Sanskrit) Symbolic marker of Shiva.

M andala

(Sanskrit) Hindu-B uddhist circular representation of the universe.

M yanmar

Shortened form of the formal R epublic of the Union of M yanmar. Previously known as B urma (which some continue to use
in protest of the former military junta). I use M yanmar since it is
the official name.

Naga

(Sanskrit) Snake deity.

Nat

(B urmese) Supernatural spirit, see also neak ta and phii.

Neak ta

(K hmer) Supernatural spirit, see also nat and phii.

O rang asli

(B ahasa M alaysia) L iterally, ‘original people’. R efers to aboriginal people of M alaysia.

Petroglyph

Technical term for rock art created by the removal of rock surface, for example, carvings.

Pha

(Thai/L ao) Cliff.

Phii

(Thai/L ao) Supernatural spirit, see also nat and neak ta.

Phnom

(K hmer) M ountain or hill.

Phu

(Thai/L ao) M ountain.

Pictogram

Technical term for rock art created by means of application of
pigment to a rock surface, includes drawings (created with dry
pigments) or paintings (created with wet methods).

Poueng

(K hmer) B oulder. Can be used to refer to rock shelters.
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Sangha	B uddhist monastic community.
Sema

(Thai) B oundary stone marker.

Shiva	O ne of the primary Hindu gods. The cult of Shiva is Saivism.
Simha

(K hmer) M ythical lion. See also singa.

Singa

(Thai/L ao) M ythical L ion. See also simha.

Stupa	B uddhist reliquary tower.
Sukhothai

Thai kingdom centred in central Thailand from 13-15th centuries CE .

Tham

(Thai/L ao) Cave or rock shelter

Vishnu	O ne of the primary Hindu gods. The worship of Vishnu is Vaishnavism.
W at

(Thai/L ao/K hmer) B uddhist temple.

Zoomorph	R ock art term for animal figure.
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Abstract: Rock art has been known in Southeast Asia since the early 19th century, but
relatively little attention has been paid to this class of archaeological material. This paper
attempts to correct the perception that there is little rock art known in the region; especially
in the light of intensified research efforts over the last 30 years that have led to the discovery
of numerous new sites. Over a thousand rock art sites are known in the form of rock
paintings, petroglyphs and megaliths in Southeast Asia, and their distribution across the
various territories are uneven. This paper summarises the state of rock art research in
Southeast Asia and discusses some of the challenges of studying rock art in this region,
research trends and new finds from recent research.
Keywords: rock art; Southeast Asia; Thailand; Myanmar; Cambodia; Laos; Vietnam;
Malaysia; Philippines; East Timor; Indonesia; Singapore

1. Introduction
Rock art has been reported in Southeast Asia since the 19th century [1–4], but mentions of
Southeast Asia in the context of world rock art have been scant at best. Until recently, relatively little
research has been done in Southeast Asia, leaving one with the impression that there is little or no rock
art in the region. Up until the 1980s, only a handful of sites were known, including Liang Lumba in
Kalimantan [3], Khao Khian, Pha Mue Daeng and Tham Roob [5–7] in Thailand, several Indonesian
sites named by van Heekeren [8,9], Gua Tambun in Peninsular Malaysia [10,11], the Painted Cave
(Gua Kain Hitam) in Malaysian Borneo [12] and the Padahlin Caves in Myanmar [13]. In 1987, during
a meeting of prehistorians in Bangkok at Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organisation
Regional Centre for Archaeology and Fine Arts (SEAMEO-SPAFA), a discussion recorded at the end
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of the seminar suggested that rock art was not a viable field of research: “Given their scarcity and the
difficulty of interpreting them, are rock paintings a profitable subject for future research? [14]” It
should be noted that SEAMEO-SPAFA has since recognised the importance of rock art research in
Southeast Asia, having organized several interdisciplinary workshops bringing together professionals
in the regional community since 2011.
With the exception of a review by Taçon and Tan [15], the most recent comprehensive overview of
rock art in Southeast Asia was written by Kusch [4], mentioning over 30 rock art sites; however, his
work was not widely known, as evidenced by the lack of reference from later authors. Anati’s [16]
book, World Rock Art, acknowledges the gap of knowledge in that region, displaying absolutely no
Southeast Asian sites in his map of the world. Jean Clottes’s [17] book, also entitled World Rock Art,
slightly improved the situation by representing Southeast Asia with a single page, featuring a site from
Borneo that contained hand stencils. In the 2001 Handbook of Rock Art Research, Southeast Asian
rock art is limited to a three-page discussion in a larger chapter about the rock art of Asia [18]. Chen
discusses rock art sites in Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand and Myanmar, although most of the works
cited were published prior to 1980. Bellwood and Glover’s [19] textbook on the archaeology of
Southeast Asia paints a similar image about the scarcity of rock art in the region: “Of art we have little,
especially compared to the rich cave tapestries of northern Australia, but (…they) do occur in caves
and rockshelters across the region.” Thus, the available English-language literature gives the
impression that very little rock art exists in the region.
Two factors obscure our knowledge of the rock art of Southeast Asia. Firstly, rock art is still
a relatively new research focus in the archaeologies of the region. Neither Southeast Asia nor any of
its constituent countries are currently represented in the International Federation of Rock Art
Organisations (IFRAO). As many countries in Southeast Asia are still developing, archaeology does
not enjoy a high priority in the national agenda, and rock art, when mentioned, often forms part of a
larger report about excavations in a particular cave or region. Thus, most reports tend to treat rock art
in a fairly descriptive manner, often laced with fleeting interpretations that are more speculative than
objective. The second factor is related to the academic landscape of the post-colonial present—many
archaeological reports written in the region today are not published in widely distributed English-language
journals, but are written in small local journals with limited circulation, and in local languages which
further limits dissemination. For example, following a sustained rock art recording programme in
Thailand from the 1980s, the Fine Arts Department has published a number of books about the rock art
of several regions in the country (see [20–26]). These books are written almost entirely in Thai, and are
typically sold at local museums and therefore generally unavailable to non-Thai readers and readers
outside of Thailand.
In this survey of the rock art in Southeast Asia, I define rock art as anthropogenic markings on
stone; most commonly in the form of rock paintings (pictograms) and engravings (petroglyphs). I also
include in this discussion megaliths as a class of rock art, given that like pictograms and petroglyphs
they are considered as a form of landscape art and in many cases megaliths themselves contain
petroglyphs. Given linguistic constraints I have drawn primarily on English-language publications for
this survey, and where accessible, local-language reports. Secondary sources such as museum displays,
unpublished reports and concurrent research have also contributed to this paper.
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To facilitate discussion of a wide corpus of sites spanning multiple countries, I have limited the
discussion to the traditional geopolitical boundaries of Southeast Asia: east of India, south of Hong
Kong, north of Australia and west of Papua New Guinea. It is important to note that some of these
peripheral areas—particularly southern China and northern Australia—contain rock art that have
affinities to the area in discussion (see further discussion of recent research in [15]), but under the
constraints of space I concentrate on two regions: Mainland Southeast Asia and Island Southeast Asia,
under the current geopolitical boundaries. In both areas, evidence for prehistoric human activity is to
be found mainly in caves and rock shelters in the form of stone tools of varying traditions. In fact,
caves and rock shelters continue to be used for various purposes, including habitation, burial and
worship. As in many other places in the world, one marker for the human use of caves is the presence
of rock art.
2. Mainland Southeast Asia
The region discussed as Mainland Southeast Asia comprises the modern nation-states of Thailand,
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Singapore. It is geographically, linguistically and
climatically diverse: home to several mountain ranges, including the lower Himalayas in northern
Myanmar and the Dangrek chain bordering Thailand and Cambodia. A total of some 270 million people
who speak a mixture of Austro-Asiatic, Thai and Austronesian languages currently live in the region.
2.1. Thailand
The Kingdom of Thailand has one of the most developed archaeological programmes in the region,
due to sustained archaeological research through the Fine Arts Department. The country’s stability and
prosperity relative to many of her neighbours has also led to a number of foreign-led archaeological
projects conducted within her borders; hence much of our knowledge of the prehistory of Southeast
Asia is derived from Thai discoveries.
In total, there are at least 200 documented rock art sites in Thailand [28], although most of the
published information appears in Thai (e.g., [20–25]). The vast majority of rock art in Thailand are
pictograms painted in monochrome red [29]. The distribution patterns of rock paintings, particularly
the presence of strong clusters in the north, northeast, central and southern offer potential for future
studies in spatial and geographic distribution of human populations and activity. These regions will be
discussed in turn.
Archaeological research in northern Thailand began in the 1960s and 1970s in Pang Mapha
Province. Rock paintings sites have been discovered in the northern provinces of Mae Hong Son,
Chiang Mai and Lampang. These paintings have been commonly dated to between 3,000–5,000 years
BP, but no chronometric dating has yet been undertaken [29]. In Mae Hong Song province, eight rock
art sites are known in the Pang Ma Pha district depicting a variety of designs in red pigment, except for
a single polychromatic painting in Tham Lod, which is unique in Thailand [29]. Ban Rai, a rock shelter
in the same district that was re-investigated in the last decade contains rock paintings of human figures
and animals around a central circular image [30]. The art was previously documented by Sawatsalee
[31], who concluded that the paintings depict human relations to the landscape. In Chiang Mai
Province, Pha Phung and Pha Mai are both honey-collection sites that contain the same depiction of a
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three-toed zoomorph [29]. The paintings at Phra Tu Pha in Lampang province are at the base of a
limestone cliff and encompass an area over 300 m long. Over 1,800 paintings have been identified,
over half of which are hand prints [27,29,32–34]. Elsewhere in Northern Thailand, the sites have been
noted in Hot, Chiang Mai and Lampang provinces [35–37]
The rock art of Northeast Thailand was the focus of a concentrated research effort in the early
1980s. Higham and Thosarat [38] make an observation on the site of Khao Chan Ngam, at the western
edge of the Khorat Plateau which contains red-pigmented paintings of a hunting scene (Figure 1). A
pictogram interpreted as a dog would establish a relative chronology within the last 4,000 years since
dogs do not turn up in the archaeological record before then (see also [26]). Another key site, Pha
Taem, lends its name to the national park in Ubon Ratchathani province. The rock art is located on
cliff faces overlooking the Mekong river, the largest of which contain depictions of catfish, elephants
and anthropomorphized figures [38]. Also in Northeast Thailand is the Phu Phra Bat Historical Park in
Udon Thani Province. Phu Phra Bat has a long history of usage from prehistoric times and contains a
number of paintings along the walls of the rock formations; the best preserved depict men near a group
of bullocks, which may infer some sort of animal husbandry activity although from my own
observation of the site these two panels are unrelated. Due to the depiction of domestication these
paintings have been estimated to date between 4,000–2500 BP [22,40]. Chen [18] suggests a possible
connection between the rock art in Cangyuan, in Yunnan province of Southwest China and the art in
northeast Thailand. He suggests that this connection, if further explored, might hint at the human
migration from China to Thailand. There is not enough space for a discussion of the rock art of
Yunnan and other parts of China bordering Southeast Asia, but it suffices to say that several sites lie in
close proximity to geopolitical Southeast Asia that can be considered as part of mainland Southeast
Asia as a region [41–47].
Figure 1. A “hunting scene” from Khao Chan Ngam in Nakhon Ratchasima province. The
presence of a dog suggests that the rock art is less than 4,000 years old. Photo: Noel H.
Tan.

Rock art in central Thailand is relatively sparse, but several sites have been mentioned in literature,
such as Tham Pha Daeng and Tham Ta Duang in Kanchanaburi province. The former includes a
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depiction of a “kilted” man wearing a headdress and costume embellishments interpreted as feathers,
while the latter contains a depiction of a circular drum [38,48]. Tham Roob, another site in
Kanchanaburi province, discovered by the Thai–Danish expeditions between 1960 and 1962, contains
depictions of a “reptile” figure that was observed as a tattoo motif used by the living populations in the
area, which may allude to some ethnographic connection between the rock paintings and the
indigenous population [49]. In Uthai Thani Province, the mountain of Khao Plara contains red and
black paintings on a west-facing cliff side [50]. A recently completed MA thesis by Victoria Scott
from the School of Oriental and African Studies looked at the rock art of Tham Ta Duang, Khao
Daeng and Khao Plara in Kachanaburi and Uthai Thani Provinces, assessing various theories about the
rock art and concluding that the rock art depicted some sort of ritual activity [52].
Southern Thailand is known for the first discovery of rock art in Thailand, at the site of Khao Khian
in Phang Nga province, which was reported by Lunet da Lajonquière in 1912 [7]. In the 1980s,
some 48 prehistoric sites were investigated by the Southern Thailand Archaeological Research
Project [51,53]. Several isolated rock art sites have been identified: Tra Cave in Trang Province is
known to date to the historical period while Dong Ao Rusi in Satun Province may derive from a
prehistoric context, but to date no further work or information has been published about it and the
nature of the rock paintings there are unknown. By far, the heaviest concentrated area of rock paintings
lie in the coastal limestone formations of Krabi and Phang Nga provinces, which have been dated to
2,000–3,000 years ago on the basis of associated stone tool finds [53]. These sites contain numerous
predominantly red-pigment rock paintings. Many of these sites are scattered throughout the islands in
the bay, and contain depictions of anthropomorphs; zoomorphs identified as fish, birds and mammals;
and geometric designs. The largest of the Phang Nga Bay sites include Ko Phra Ard Tao in Phang Nga
province, a limestone cliff with paintings in an area over 100 m long depicting humans and fish; Tham
Phi Hua To in Krabi province, which contains approximately 40 paintings of anthropomorphs,
zoomorphs, hand prints and other abstract designs spread throughout two chambers; and Tham Reussi
in Phang Nga province, which contains red-pigment rock art [54]. To the south of Phang Nga Bay, the
island sites of Ko Pi Pi Don, Tham Phayanak, and Ko Rang Nok contain depictions of European-style
sailing ships that indicate a relatively recent age, painted in the last 200–400 years [20,55–57] (Figure 2).
The other coastal sites along the Phang Nga and Krabi Bays are thought to be much older and belong
possibly to pre-agricultural societies.
Recent studies have opened up research into the rock art of South Thailand, such as sites from the
historic era, particularly on the cave temple sites used by Hindus and Buddhists. To date, there are 13
such rock art sites in Southern Thailand distributed from Chumphon province in the north to Yala
province in the south dating from the 7th century until the early 20th century. The rock art from this
period is likely imported from Hindu and Buddhist traditions of using caves as sacred spaces. The
earliest caves from this historic period contain similarities with Hindu cave temples in India, while
later rock art expressed Buddhist styles from the Dvaravati period (c. 9–10th century) up to the recent
Rattanakosin period (1851–1932) [58]. More recently, Sukkham reported two rock painting sites in
Yala province, Yala Mountain and Silpa Cave which contain red and black pigment rock art
respectively [59]. In 2010, Sukkham completed his MA research at Silpakorn University on the rock
art of southern Thailand which involved the re-recording of 23 sites [60]. The sites consist of painted
rock shelters and cave walls along the west coast and mountainous areas of southern Thailand and are
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thought to date to between 4,000 to 2,000 years BP, though direct dating has not been undertaken.
Historic period sites of southern Thailand are of various types, containing paintings, sculptures,
inscriptions and/or engravings.
Figure 2. Tham Phrayanak in Krabi province contains many depictions of ships from
several cultures. Photo: Noel H. Tan.

Thailand’s rock art spans a large diversity of types, styles, periods and forms. In contrast, very little
is known about the rock art in neighbouring countries, but her central location in Mainland Southeast
Asia hints at the amounts of rock art that possibly exists and remains to be discovered.
2.2. Cambodia
Until very recently, rock art was unknown in the kingdom of Cambodia. In the last decade,
however, a number of rock art sites have been discovered in different parts of the country, leading
to renewed interest. The first recording of Cambodian rock art was in 2007 from the Cardamom
Mountains on the west of Cambodia, near Kanam Village in Pursat Province [61,62], bordering
Thailand; Poeung Kamnou is a painted boulder containing 45 paintings, consisting mostly of animals
such as elephants, water buffalo and deer, in addition to agricultural tools. Archaeological research at
the Cardamom Mountains is ongoing (see [63]) and it is expected that more art sites will
be discovered.
More significantly, a number of rock art sites have recently been discovered at the Phnom Kulen
area of Siem Reap province, near the world heritage-listed Angkor Archaeological Park. The rock art
was discovered during a ground survey conducted by the Authority for the Protection and Management
of Angkor and the Region of Siem Reap (APSARA) for the Living Angkor Road Project [64,65]. The
art sites were documented during another survey in 2011 [66] where a total of 10 were identified. Most
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of these sites were painted sandstone rockshelter sites containing red paintings depicting animals and
other abstract figures. They are presumed to be of a prehistoric age, due to their rockshelter context
and use of red ochre as pigments, but none can be regarded as securely dated at this point in time. A
number of Angkoran sites in Phnom Kulen can be considered as rock art sites, because they consist of
modified stone landscape features. The most famous of these is Kbal Spean, a riverine site with
depictions of the reclining Vishnu carved on the rocks, and the River of a Thousand Linggas, in which
sections of the river bed have been carved with numerous stumps or linggas, which represent the
phallic power of the Hindu deity Shiva. Poeung Tbal is another carved boulder depicting the reclining
Vishnu. Elsewhere on Phnom Kulen, Srah Tamri is an unusual site consisting of large boulders carved
in the shape of an elephant and simhas (lions) [67].
My current research at the Australian National University looks at two of these sites at the Phnom
Kulen area, Poueng Komnou (Born Gamnur in [67]) and Poeung Ta Khap. Poeung Komnou is
a sandstone boulder located in the eastern foothills of Phnom Kulen. The boulder contains several
bas-relief carvings of the deities Vishnu and Ganesha, and inscriptions indicate that it was used as a
hermitage in the 12th century [68] (Figure 3). The aforementioned Living Angkor Road Project noted
the presence of red pictograms at the same site, indicating a long history of human activity at the site.
Poeung Ta Khap was a recently discovered site by the Archaeology and Development Foundation
project on Phnom Kulen; it is a sandstone rock shelter that shows signs of human habitation and
contains red pictograms with depictions of an anthropomorph and a zoomorph (bullock). More
recently, the site has been associated with a nearby temple, and several statues have been erected in the
rock shelter by devotees. These sites are described in detail elsewhere [69].
Figure 3. The rock art from Poeung Komnou in Siem Reap province, part of a series of
newly discovered sites found in the Phnom Kulen area. Photo: Noel H. Tan.
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2.3. Laos
The archaeology of Laos is underdeveloped compared to its neighbours Thailand, Vietnam and
Cambodia and as such there are no published reports about the rock art of Laos. Knowledge of rock art
of this region has come primarily from Souliya Bouxaythip [70] from the Archaeological Research
Division of the Ministry of Information and Culture, who presented an overview of the five known
rock art sites in Laos at a workshop on rock art hosted by SEAMEO-SPAFA.
Tham Vang Sang (or Tham Wang Sang, in [28,70]) in Vientiane Province, some 60 km away from
the capital Vientiane, is dated to the 13th century, containing bas-reliefs depicting the Buddha and
therefore classed as a historic period rock art site. In Xayabouli Province west of Vientiane, an
unnamed site contains petroglyphs of pecked anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figures, as well as
several cupules. Another unnamed site is found in the northern Luang Namtha province; a red painting
of an anthropomorph in spread-eagled position ([70], and also on display in the National Museum of
Laos in Vientiane).
Luang Prabang Province contains at least three rock art sites which are located along the Ou River.
The Pak Ou Caves are a popular tourist destination 20km from the capital Luang Prabang, a pair of caves
housing Buddhist shrines, but also containing a number of prehistoric and historic rock art [69–71]
(Figure 4). Pha Nang Aen, also located in the vicinity of Pak Ou village, was mentioned by
Srisuchat [28], as a painted cliff face located near the Pak Ou caves, although no information was
provided about the subject of the panels. An additional site, Pha Taem (“The Painted Cliff”) is located
in the vicinity, near the village of Huoay Kuong, and contains red paintings and handprints along a
cliff face overlooking the Ou River [70].
Figure 4. Rock art located on the cliff face outside the Pak Ou Caves in Luang Prabang
Province. Photo: Noel H. Tan.
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Laos is otherwise famous for the mysterious Plain of Jars in Xienkhuoang Province, a vast field of
stone urns (and therefore classed as megaliths) first described by Colani in 1935 [72]. Some 90 sites of
stone carved jars are strewn across the Xienkhuoang Plateau, although access is limited today due to
the number of live munitions and unexploded ordnance left behind by American bombing runs in the
early 1970s. They are dated to the Iron Age, between 500 BCE and 500 ACE, and are largely
undecorated. The exception, a carved jar in site 1 of a human figure looks similar to a painting found in
the Pak Ou Caves.
2.4. Myanmar
A handful of sites are known from the Republic of the Union of Myanmar (formerly known as
Burma), but only two have been described in literature. The most prominent one is the Padalin
(alternatively known as Pah-dah-lin, Badalin or Pyadalin) Caves which are found in Shan state.
Comprising two sites the limestone rock shelter (Cave 1) and deep underground limestone cave (Cave 2)
were first investigated in the late 1960s, with the excavations carried out in Cave 1. Dates of 11,000 to
13,000 years ago from near the bottom of the deposit were obtained by radiocarbon dating [13]. This
site has a number of rock paintings of animals and stylised human hands with infilled designs on the
main wall (Figure 5). U Aung Thaw ascribes a Neolithic date to the finds, although Moore [73] writes
that the artefacts recovered more closely relate to the late Pleistocene. More recently, cupules were
also discovered in Cave 1 of the Padalin caves and there were several faint traces of painted rock art at
the entrance of Cave 2 [74].
Figure 5. A stylised human hand is one of the many paintings from Padalin Cave 1 in Shan
State. Photo: Noel H. Tan.
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The other Myanmar site to be described in literature is the engravings at the Lemro Valley in
Rakhine state. Gutman et al. [75] revisited two petroglyph sites that, according to their interpretation,
were made during the post-medieval period of the 15–19th centuries. Their dating is based on
similarities with artistic styles and attributes found in the nearby city of Mrauk-U.
Three other sites were mentioned by U Win Kyaing [76] during his country report to the
SEAMEO-SPAFA Rock Art workshop in Bangkok. Citing a 1998 report by Hla Gyi Maung Maung to
the local department of archaeology on the caves of southern Shan State, the Le-win Rockshelter
contains a small set of red pictograms depicting anthropomorphs, some of them appearing to ride on
“horses” or “bulls.” Near the city of Myeik at Thaninthayi Division, the Yekan-au cliff paintings are
another red pictogram site lacking other details. Finally, the Gyo Village in the Myingyan District of
Mandalay Division were reported to have some 30 engraved boulders, three of which have been
moved to the district council office. These three aforementioned sites appear to have been written
about in local archaeological reports, but remain inaccessible to me at this stage.
2.5. Peninsular Malaysia
The rock art in Peninsular Malaysia consists mainly of rock paintings distributed throughout the
central and northern states of the peninsula in the states of Perak, Kedah, Kelantan and Pahang. There
are few detailed studies on any single rock art site in Peninsular Malaysia and reports are generally
confined to broad overviews and descriptions [77–79].
Some rock art sites in Peninsular Malaysia are directly associated with the aboriginal population,
known collectively as Orang Asli (“original peoples” in Malay). Evans [80] wrote the earliest account
of such rock painting at Gua Kajang in the Lenggong valley of Perak. Evans [81] later described
similar activity at Gua Badak in Perak, where he described the Lanoh Negritos creating parietal art
portraying different aspects of tribal life. Williams-Hunt [82] observed the same activity 30 years later
when the Lanoh Negritos drew a portrait of himself in his report; in another example, he featured a
“recent drawing of a man leading a horse,” illustrating the range of their decorative arts. Regrettably,
Williams-Hunt did not expound further about the aboriginal practice of cave painting. Gua Badak is
once again documented in 1988 by Faulstich [83], seeking to acquire pictures of the rock art which at
the time were to be quarried for marble; fortunately the site has remained intact, and this author visited
it in 2010. Faulstich noted that many of the designs on the walls of Gua Badak were similar to those
carved on pieces of bamboo used by contemporary Negritos—“myth bamboos” that represented some
kind of cultural knowledge [83,84]. Gua Kelilawar, another charcoal rock painting site in Perak, was
reportedly gazetted as a historical site in 1988 by the local government, and contains depictions of
anthropomorphs, zoomorphs and a depiction of a “boat carrying three men” [85].
Another ethnographically linked rock art site is Gua Luas in the state of Pahang, of which the art is
said to be a panoramic representation of the surrounding regions [86]. Some panels of abstract art is
said to represent everyday items used by Orang Asli, such as combs, blow pipes and decorative items.
Gua Kechil, near the town of Raub, is also reported to contain black-coloured paintings attributed to
the Orang Asli [87]. In Kedah, the site of Gua Batu Putih located near the town of Kodiang contains
charcoal representations of a human anthropomorphs and zoomorphs [78,88]. The cave is located
in the southern end of the limestone complex where the distinctive Kodiang tripod pottery was
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discovered; however, it remains to be seen if the two artefact types are related. In the eastern state of
Kelantan, two pairs of charcoal rock art sites are known in the vicinity of Kuala Betis and Kuala
Bering. At Kuala Betis, Gua Batu Cincin is a semicircular cave containing 53 figurines on 27 panels,
the majority of which depict anthropomorphs in a “dancing posture with upraised arms” [78,88].
Nearby, Gua Kambing contains representations of anthropomorphs, again depicted with upraised
arms, along with abstract designs such as “spear-like” motifs and “inverted V-shaped” motifs [78]. The
two sites at Kuala Bering, Gua Tagut and Gua Tampaq both contain representations of anthropomorphs
and zoomorphs. In addition, the site of Gua Tagut is said to contain charcoal paintings similar to Gua
Batu Cincin [78].
Only two rock art sites in Peninsular Malaysia use red pigment. Gua Cerita is a lesser-known
attraction on the northern part of Langkawi Island, a popular tourist destination situated off the coast of
Kedah. Local lore mentions the cave as the site of a legendary wedding between the royalty of China
and Rome. The presence of Jawi writing has been dated to 1754, during the reign of Sultan Mohamed
Jiwa II of Kedah [89]. Besides the red pictograms and writing, during recent visits to the site I have
noted more recent rock art/vandalism of polychrome chalk drawings depicting cars, faces and houses.
Figure 6. A depiction of “mountain goats,” part of the main panel of paintings at Gua
Tambun, Perak. Gua Tambun is the largest rock art site in Peninsular Malaysia, containing
over 600 motifs. Photo: Noel H. Tan.

Gua Tambun is the better-known rock art site containing red-coloured prehistoric paintings.
Situated just outside the city of Ipoh, the capital of Perak, Gua Tambun is a large rock shelter and cliff
face that was first reported by Matthews in 1959 [10,11]. The site was re-investigated in 2008 for a
Masters dissertation which was completed in 2010. The rock art consists predominantly of animal
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figures, anthropomorphs of varying shapes and poses, and repetitive abstract designs (Figure 6). The
main panel of rock art was located six metres above the floor of the shelter, and contains over
500 paintings covering an area of approximately 27 square metres. The rest of the paintings were
spread out in 10 other panels throughout the 100 metre-long shelter. Over 600 paintings were recorded
from the limestone rock shelter, making Gua Tambun the largest and most complex rock art site in
Peninsular Malaysia [90–92].
2.6. Vietnam
For various reasons it is difficult to ascertain the extent of documented rock art sites in Vietnam. The
most famous site is the engraved rock field (Figure 7) at Sa Pa in Lao Cai province, in northwestern
Vietnam, and comprises a landscape with over a hundred engraved rocks [93]. The Sa Pa rock art was
recently documented by a team from the Hanoi University of Art [94]. Depictions in the Sa Pa rock art
site include abstract and geometric designs, weapons, anthropomorphs and writing. A similarly engraved
boulder has been found in the neighbouring Ha Giang province by Trinh Nang Chung, in the district of
Xin Man, which is inhabited by the Nung minority. The Xin Man petroglyphs are on a boulder
measuring approximately 13 by 9 m, containing 80 petroglyphs of mostly geometric and concentric
circle forms [95].
Figure 7. One of the engraved boulders from the Sa Pa Engraved Rock Field in Lao Cai
Province. Photo: Noel H. Tan.

Reproductions of two more petroglyph sites are on display at the Vietnamese Museum of History in
Hanoi: the Dong Noi Cave in Hoa Binh Province contains an engraving of a face, while the Thuong Pho
Cave in Quang Binh Province contains thin incisions in the stone, one of which resembles a buffalo. No
further information is available about these two sites. More recently, a team from the Institute of
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Archaeology and the Hanoi University of Culture, headed by Trinh, discovered a megalithic dolmen
estimated to be 2,000 years old [96]. This find is located in Vĩnh Phúc Province of north Vietnam.
Dolmens have also been reported from the Soc Son District of the greater Hanoi area [97]. Painted rock
art was unknown in Vietnam until 2012, when a team led by Trinh discovered the Kho My Cave in Ha
Giang Province in 2009 [98,99]. The cave is located in the Tung Van Commune of the Quan Ba District
and depicts anthropomorphs, some of which are sporting “horns.”
2.7. Singapore
The archaeology of this tiny island nation befits its size, and it is unsurprising that there are no
painted rock art sites in Singapore. However, when Bland [1] described a wedge-shaped stone standing
at the mouth of the Singapore River, we find in Singapore the likely first mention of a rock art site in
Southeast Asia. The Singapore Stone, as it has come to be known, was a sandstone boulder
approximately 10 feet high, 5 feet wide and 9 feet long that contained Indic inscriptions that remain
undeciphered today; they are thought to be Sanskrit or Old Javanese [100,101]. Sadly, what may
possibly have been the country’s only rock art site was destroyed by the English colonisers in 1843,
when the boulder was dynamited as part of construction work to widen the river mouth [102]. A
fragment of the stone inscription lies on display at the National Museum of Singapore and has since
been designated as a national treasure (Figure 8).
Figure 8. The Singapore Stone once stood at the mouth of the Singapore River and a
fragment now sits on display at the National Museum of Singapore. Photo: Noel H. Tan.
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3. Island Southeast Asia
The waters that form the Indian Ocean, the Straits of Malacca and the South China Sea separate
Mainland Southeast Asia from Island Southeast Asia. This region discussed here comprises Indonesia,
East Malaysia, East Timor, the Philippines and Brunei, the last of which has no known rock art sites.
The main languages from these countries come from the Austronesian language family, which is
thought to originate from Taiwan and South China [103]. In addition to numerous rock painting sites
found throughout this region, there is a fairly large corpus of megaliths, the production and use of
some still continue to the present day.
3.1. Indonesia
Most of the rock art known from Island Southeast Asia is found in Indonesia, an archipelago
of over 18,000 islands. According to Kosasih [104], rock painting in Indonesia dates back to the
epi-palaeolithic period and continues through the Neolithic and even in some early metal-using
cultures. Moving along the map from west to east, the rock art of Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Sulawesi, the
Lesser Sundas and West Papua are discussed in turn.
Rock art in Sumatra comes primarily in the form of megaliths. One of the most famous megalithic
sites is found in Pasemah, in southern Sumatra which contains over 60 megaliths, and has been
associated with the early first millennium CE because of the depiction of bronze Dongson-type drums
[105]. The two most notable depictions is the Batugajah, which depicts a rider on an elephant holding a
bronze drum [105], and the bronze drum depiction at Batu Tatahan Air Puar [106]. In the same area,
Caldwell [107] described the new discovery of a painted cist-grave. Other megalithic statue sites such
as Baturedja, Lesungbatu, Muara Komering and Pagerdewa have been mentioned by van Heekeren [9],
while two megalithic complexes are also known from the Nias Islands and Samosir Island [108].
Recent finds include megalithic sites at the Segayun and Skendal villages [109,110]. A 10th century
inscription in the Nagari script is also found on Karimun Besar, an island some 30 km west of
Singapore in the middle of the Straits of Malacca. Its existence has been known since 1873, and its
translation and context was last discussed by Caldwell and Hazlewood [111] (Figure 9). More recent
work has been conducted by Bonatz et al. [112], whose work in Jambi Province has uncovered some
20 megaliths, often carved with decorative motifs. Most significantly, Simanjuntak [113] reported the
first discovery of painted rock art in Sumatra, at the site of Gua Harimau. The paintings are red in
colour which suggests a prehistoric dating, and the site itself is associated with the Neolithic. Research
on this site is still ongoing (Figure 10).
Painted rock art has yet to be found on the island of Java, and like the neighbouring Sumatra, rock
art comes mainly in the form of megaliths—stone cist graves and dolmens—much of which have been
noted during the late-19th and early-20th centuries by Dutch scholars [8,9,114–117]. In 2001, a
petroglyph site was discovered in West Java on Sangkur Mountain. Parts of the engraved panel extend
to below the surface, and have the potential to be dated with careful excavation [118].
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Figure 9. The Karimun Inscription on Karimun Besar Island in Riau Islands Province.
Photo: Noel H. Tan.

Figure 10. The recently discovered rock art of Gua Harimau in southern Sumatra is the
first instance of painted art found in Sumatra and overturns a long-held notion that such
rock art did not exist on the island. Photo: Truman Simanjuntak.
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In Borneo, which is split between East Malaysia (see later section) and Indonesian Kalimantan, we
have one of the early references to rock art in Southeast Asia from Grabowsky [3], who reported the
charcoal “scribbling of natives” from Liang Lumba at Mount Mandella. Megalithic structures in the
form of dolmens (Apo Kajan), rock graves (Long Pura) and sarcophagi (Long Danum) have also been
noted by van Heekeren [9], while a single rock engraving site of Long Po was noted by Kusch [4].
More recent research has been conducted by Jean-Michel Chazine between 2000 and 2009, on a series
of caves in East Kalimantan featuring painted hands and hand stencils (see [119–125]). The rock art
from Gua Saleh in particular has been dated using uranium-series and AMS radiocarbon to produce a
remarkably old minimum age of 9,900 years [125].
Our earliest knowledge of painted rock art from Sulawesi comes from van Heekeren [8], who wrote
about the “leaping babi-rusa” (a jungle boar) from Leang Pattae, and other red painting sites of Leang
Burung and Leang Djiarie. At least fifteen additional sites have since been identified from local
archaeological efforts; such as Garanggung Cave, Salluka Cave and Cumi Lantang, which are to be
found in southern Sulawesi and contain hand stencils and other zoomorphic figures [104]. While most
work has been done in areas of easy access such as Maros and Muna Island, the recent find of hand
stencils and the depiction of an anoa in Gua Batti in the Bone region suggest the potential for many
more rock art sites to be found [126]. In addition to the painted sites, two engraving sites, Tinco and
Lawo, are known from southern Sulawesi depicting geometric linear patterns and a horned deer [127].
Kosasih also conducted surveys of painted sites in Muna Island on the southeast coast of Sulawesi and
reported at least ten sites from there [104]. Megaliths generally come in three forms: stone vats and
stone statues [9], and menhirs—the last of which are found primarily in southern Sulawesi [128].
The Lesser Sundas is the collective name for the smaller islands found south of Sulawesi and east of
Java; the rock art in this area is varied. From as early as 1884, rock art has been reported from the Kai (or
Kei) Islands [2] and later surveys by van Heekeren [8] report that the rock paintings there are
predominantly red in colour. One Kei Island site in particular, Dudumahan, was described in detail by
Ballard [129]. Rock paintings were discovered by Röder at the Seleman Bay of Seram Island situated
between Sulawesi and West Papua [8,130], which depict anthropomorphs, hand stencils and “lizards” in
red, while boats and birds are depicted in white. Latinis and Stark [131] mention rock art sites on Seram
Island, but it is uncertain if the Sawai sites are new or the same ones noted by Röder and van Heekeren.
On the island of Bali, van Heekeren [9] has noted the presence of at least eight stone sarcophagi sites,
and stone sarcophagi continue to be found today [132,133]. Two sites are known from Flores, a
petroglyph site depicting a bronze dagger possibly related to the Dong Son culture and thus related to the
bronze age petroglyphs at Pasemah in Sumatra [104,134]; while Kusch [4], citing an unpublished report,
noted the presence of black paintings on Mbikong Cliff.
West Papua, formerly known as Irian Jaya, is the easternmost province of Indonesia. Rock paintings
there were first reported by Röder [130,135] and then by the National Research Centre of Archaeology
in 1975 and 1976 [104,136]. Sites have been located in the limestone cliffs of the Maccluer Gulf and
on several islands, including Ogar and Arguni. Kosasih [104] noted that some of the paintings were
referred to by the local people as amber-sibui, or “written by aliens” and that some of the motifs share
similarities with those of the Kei Islands. These rock art discoveries of West Papua were synthesised in
a volume by Arifin and Delanghe in 2004. Most recent work in West Papua has been conducted by
Chazine on the red paintings and hand stencils of the Misool Archipelago [137–139].
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3.2. East Malaysia (Borneo)
Besides Indonesian Kalimantan, the island of Borneo is shared with the Malaysian states of Sabah
and Sarawak (collectively known as East Malaysia) and the Sultanate of Brunei. In East Malaysia, the
Niah Caves complex of Sarawak is one of the best-known archaeological cave and rock art sites in
Southeast Asia. Situated on the northern side of Borneo, the cave was discovered and worked on by
Tom and Barbara Harrisson from 1954–1962, and was also recently investigated by another team of
archaeologists from the University of Cambridge to confirm Harrisson’s earlier findings. Red
paintings, described as haematite, were discovered in 1958, with some positioned up to 15 feet above
the cave floor and extending over an area 200 feet wide [12]. The paintings depict anthropomorphs
standing on what appear to be boats or ships (Figure 11). The pictogram chamber, Gua Kain Hitam, is
associated with funerary burials in boat-like coffins. Harrisson associates the rock art with the “ship of
the dead” motif and points out stylistic similarities with the boats portrayed on Dong Son drums;
similar ship motifs are found in the Manunggul jar of the Philippines and the Racolo rock art in East
Timor [12]. The association of the boat burials with the ship paintings put the paintings to be between
1,000 to 2,000 years old [140]. Chemical analysis of the pigment in Niah demonstrated that it is not
made of haematite as originally thought, but derived from the resin of a local tree. Other painting sites
from Sarawak include the charcoal drawings at Gua Sireh [140], and the Bukit Sarang Caves of
Lobang Ringen and Lobang Batu Putih [141–143]. Two sites are known from Sabah: Gua Hagop Bilo
contains depictions of men in ships [77,144,145] and the Madai Caves in Sarawak contains charcoal
drawings overlain with a white bird [144].
Figure 11. The “ships of the dead” of Gua Kain Hitam in Sarawak are associated with
boat-shaped coffins found in the same cave. Photo: Nicholas Gani.
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Circular rock engravings were found on a boulder near the Lumuyun River in Sabah by
Harrisson [147,148] which appear disassociated with the Tagal people living there during the time of
the discovery. Kusch [4] also reported on the work of Baier, who recorded three Sarawakian engraving
sites in the late 1970s: Batu Pilipus, Bulongan and Pa Upan. New engravings were discovered in
Kuching in 2010 by Taçon and Sherman adding 11 sites to those noted by Harrisson and O’Connor Jr.
previously [149,150]. Like much of Indonesia, megaliths are far more common; Harrisson’s survey of
megaliths identifies some 485 sites in Sarawak and 165 sites in Sabah [148,151]. Phelan noted
133 megaliths in his survey of the megaliths around Kota Kinabalu in Sabah and it is unsure if this
number overlaps with Harrisson’s, although the megaliths in Phelan’s survey have all since been
destroyed as a result of development [152]. Other recent research efforts to more fully document some
of these sites include the work of Ipoi Datan of the Sarawak Museum on crocodile-shaped mounds
[153], by Lloyd-Smith and Datan [154] on the megaliths of the Kelabit highlands and by Azlin et al.
and Ratnah et al. on a complex of 34 megaliths in Penampang [155,156].
Figure 12. The stone faces of Lene Hara cave in East Timor, a cave also known for painted
rock art. Photo: Sue O’Connor.

3.3. East Timor
Nestled in the middle of the Indonesian islands, it is not surprising that we find many rock painting
sites in East Timor, and the sites are concentrated on the northern and northeastern side of the island.
Six sites were discovered by de Almeida [157] and Glover [158] and additional ones have been
discovered in the last decade [159,163,164]. In inter-site and inter-regional contexts, the rock art
depicts several distinct motifs such as the flying fox, anthropomorphs, geometric designs and boats,
which show strong affinities to rock art further east in the Maccluer Gulf and the Kei islands in
Indonesia. Some of the boats and common sun motifs also share affinity with the Dong Son art
depicted on the ubiquitous bronze drums found throughout Southeast Asia [159–161]. Attempts to date
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Lene Hara pigment from exfoliated rock fragments using uranium-series dating indicated multiple
phases of painting with pigments dated to younger than 6,300 years BP, and a possibly older paint
layer between 24,000 and 29,300 years ago [162]. Lene Hara produced yet another surprising find in
2010: two groups of petroglyph faces that were hitherto undiscovered were dated by uranium-series as
between 12,500 and 10,200 years old [163] (Figure 12).
In other recent work in the Manatuto region of East Timor, rock art was discovered at the site of
Hatu Wakik (Hawak) in the form of negative hand stencils and abstract geometric shapes. Lithics
excavated from the site were dated to between 3,000 and 5,000 BP [164].
Figure 13. The Angono Petroglyphs in Rizal province is one of the best-known sites in the
Philippines. Photo: Grace Barretto-Tesoro.

3.4. Philippines
Not many sites are known from the Philippine Islands; the most prominent is the Angono
Petroglyphs in Rizal Province in the island of Luzon containing some 127 anthropomorphic figures,
ascribed to the late Neolithic period approximately 3,000 years ago (Figure 13). Barretto-Tesoro [165]
reviewed the research on the Angono petroglyphs and highlighted the lack of knowledge about the
petroglyphs despite there having been two excavation programs since their discovery in 1965. Peralta
[166] has previously remarked that the petroglyphs are similar to those made by the Tau’t Batu, an
indigenous cave-dwelling tribe in Palawan. The Tau’t Batu pictograms (erroneously described as
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petroglyphs) in Ugpay Cave have a long-standing tradition that goes right up to the ethnographic
present, although the people themselves do not find the activity particularly significant.
Another petroglyph site exists near Alab, in Mountain province, but is dated not earlier than 1,500
BCE. Like Malaysia, Philippines is home to two kinds of pictogram sites; black charcoal paintings
have been found in Penablanca in Cagayan province and Singapan Caves in Palawan: while red
paintings have been discovered in the Anda Peninsula of the Bohol province [167,168].
4. General Observations
On the mainland, Thailand has the greatest number of reported sites due to its relative stability and
openness, which has allowed archaeological research and led to the documentation and publication of a
number of sites. In contrast, the neighbouring countries of Myanmar, Laos and Cambodia have only a
handful of sites known—some of them recently discovered, while many whose existence have not
been communicated to the larger academic or public community. Similarly with Island Southeast Asia,
most of the rock art known from this region is concentrated within Indonesia, particularly in the
eastern Indonesian islands. East Timor and the Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak are equally
dense in rock art site distribution while little is known about rock art from Java and the Philippines.
From this large corpus of sites we can make some generalisations about the rock art of Southeast Asia.
Pictogram sites are by far the most widespread type of rock art found in Southeast Asia, and megaliths,
while more numerous, tend to be limited to specific regions. Petroglyph sites are uncommon, but still
found distributed throughout the region.
Like most rock art elsewhere in the world, the dating of such sites remains a problem. There have been
few attempts to directly date the rock art of Southeast Asia, but where we have dates suggests that the rock
art may be surprisingly old: direct dating of Lene Hara paintings in East Timor by uranium-series dating
put the age of the rock art at a minimum of 6,300 years, and possibly as old as 26,000 years [162],
whereas the petroglyphs range between 10,000–12,000 years [163]; comparisons of dates derived
using radiocarbon and uranium-series dating at Gua Saleh in Kalimantan indicate antiquity of at least
9,900 years [125]. It is interesting to note that we currently only have direct dates derived from Island
Southeast Asia than Mainland Southeast Asia, but their considerable antiquity suggests that some rock
art of the mainland would be of equal age or older.
Some sites can be dated using iconographic identification, epigraphical and art historical methods,
which put them into the historical period and the more recent past. In some Cambodian examples such
as Poeung Komnou, we are fortunate to have inscriptions that date at least some of the rock art
at present [67]. The depiction of cars and bicycles on the walls of Gua Badak [82] and European-styled
masted ships and Chinese junks in Tham Viking [20,56–58] give an indication of the relatively recent
date of these paintings. Thailand, in particular, has classed an entire group of rock art sites as
belonging to the historical period [26].
Most often, rock art sites are dated in association with the excavated finds in situ, or found in the
same area. Radiocarbon dating of sediments in Myanmar’s Padahlin Cave produced dates of 7,000 and
13,000 years old in association with red-stained stone tools [73]. Matthews described the artefacts
recovered from his excavation at Gua Tambun to exhibit a “Hoabinhian” character [11], although the
date has since been revised to the Neolithic period due to the find of a cord-impressed pottery sherd
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[77,169]. The painted rockshelter of Ban Rai in northern Thailand contains two occupation periods, the
late Holocene and early Holocene/Late Pleistocene, and a stained limestone “cup,” possibly a palette,
was recovered from excavations. That they are often found in caves and rock shelters throughout
Southeast Asia further lends support to a “prehistoric”—presumably hunter–gatherer—provenance.
As noted from Malaysian examples discussed earlier, we do know of contemporary groups who still
live hunter–gatherer lifestyles, some of which have been reported to have created rock art in the last
century. What sets the modern rock art apart from older examples is primarily colour—red pictograms
are thought to be older than black ones. Where both occur, black pictograms usually superimpose red
paintings, but not the other way around. The black paintings often appear to be superimposed over red
motifs, depict modern subjects and have ethnographic accounts related to them, such as those at Gua
Badak in Malaysia [83,170]. Polychromatic paintings are also associated with more recent or historical
period painting activity [55,56]. From these few lines of evidence available from the region, the
general idea that emerges is that rock art sites containing red rock paintings without any diagnostic
iconography (which is often) tend to be attributed to the prehistoric period.
Some patterns can also be detected on a regional scale. Ballard has posited the existence of an
Austronesian Painting Tradition located throughout the eastern Indonesian islands and the Western
Pacific, which is characterised by red rock art located at high locations in association with the sea [171].
Hand prints and negative hand stencils also frequently occur in sites on the eastern Indonesian islands,
particularly in Sulawesi, Kei Islands, Borneo and East Timor. Megaliths, which are uncommon in
Mainland Southeast Asia, are found throughout the Indonesian islands, famously in Sumba and as far
west as the island of Nias, off Sumatra, to Irian Jaya in the east. This distribution does not seem to
extend north to the Philippines, but it has crossed the Straits of Malacca to the states of Malacca and
Negri Sembilan, where many of the ethnic Malay population identify their origin with the
Minangkabau people of Sumatra [172]. Another distinct distribution of rock art can be found in the
northeast areas of Southeast Asia, where a traditional of carved boulders can be found in northern
Vietnam, Hong Kong and Taiwan [173]. What is also significant is the places where rock art (rock
paintings in particular) has yet to be found—the central and southern sections of Vietnam, the
Philippines and Java. Sumatra was thought to be devoid of painted art, but the recent discovery of Gua
Harimau [113] has overturned that notion and suggests that many more such sites remain to be found.
This survey demonstrates that contrary to prevailing thought, there is a significant amount of rock
art in the region (Figure 14). We now know that rock art, as a marking in the landscape in one form or
another, exists throughout Southeast Asia—and is found in almost every modern nation-state. By my
count from the existing literature, there are at least 600 known pictogram and petroglyph sites in
Southeast Asia, and when megalithic sites are considered, the number reaches approximately 1,500.
Rock art research in Southeast Asia has certainly intensified in the last decade, and the potential for
further research is immense. At the time of concluding this paper, the 20th Indo-Pacific Prehistory
Association Congress was held in Siem Reap, Cambodia and the proceedings included three panels
focusing on rock art and megaliths. Many new Southeast Asian sites were announced but could not be
included in this paper in time. There is presently much potential for the study of rock art in Southeast
Asia, and what it can tell us about the human past.
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Figure 14. Location of main rock art sites mentioned in text. Points can refer to individual
sites or cluster of sites. Southeast Asia contains many other sites have not been indicated in
this map. Map: CartoGIS unit, ANU College of Asia and the Pacific, The Australian
National University.
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The hidden paintings of Angkor Wat
The temple of Angkor Wat in Cambodia
is one of the most famous monuments in
the world and is noted for its spectacular
bas-relief friezes depicting ceremonial and
religious scenes. Recent work reported here has
identified an entirely new series of images
consisting of paintings of boats, animals,
deities and buildings. Difficult to see with
the naked eye, these can be enhanced by
digital photography and decorrelation stretch
analysis, a technique recently used with great
success in rock art studies. The paintings found
at Angkor Wat seem to belong to a specific
phase of the temple’s history in the sixteenth
century AD when it was converted from a
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Keywords: Angkor Wat, decorrelation stretch analysis, wall paintings, Ang Chan, Vishnu,
Khmer, Theravada Buddhism

Introduction
Cambodians require little introduction to Angkor Wat—it is the national symbol of
Cambodia, featured prominently on the country’s flag, and the centrepiece of the Angkor
Archaeological Park, a World Heritage Site that saw more than 1.6 million visitors in 2011
alone. Built in the twelfth century during the reign of Suryavarman II (AD 1113–1150),
the temple was originally dedicated to the Hindu god Vishnu and may have served as a
mausoleum (Chandler 2008: 58). Angkor Wat was the centre of the city called ‘Angkor’, the
ancient capital of the Khmer Empire from the ninth to fifteenth centuries, the name itself
a corruption of the Khmer word nokor, or ‘capital city.’ ‘Wat’ is a Khmer word meaning
‘Buddhist pagoda or monastery’—hence, Angkor Wat is simply a Buddhist monastery in
the capital city and is a site of pilgrimage for Cambodians today. Besides its architecture,
which is set within the Hindu cosmological worldview, millions of tourists come every year
to marvel at the intricate carvings that adorn the walls of the temple, particularly in the
outer gallery of the central structure.
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Figure 1. Plan of Angkor Wat, showing locations of the paintings discussed in this article. The paintings on the outer wall
are not marked.

We have recently discovered previously unnoticed paintings on the walls of Angkor Wat
(Figure 1). Many of these paintings, often red in colour, are trace pigments barely visible to
the naked eye. The intricacy revealed by the digital imaging techniques made their discovery
all the more surprising. While some of these paintings have been interpreted as acts of
vandalism, the placement and elaboration afforded to some of them suggest that they were
purposefully drawn as artistic adornment, and not mere graffiti. We further suggest that
most of these newly discovered paintings were made during the post-Angkoran period, and
that some of them may be associated with the restoration works commissioned by King
Ang Chan during his reign between 1528 and 1566, and the subsequent transformation of
Angkor to a site of Buddhist pilgrimage.

Angkor Wat
Angkor Wat is commonly held to be the peak of Khmer art and architecture (Groslier &
Arthaud 1966; Laur 2002). Aerial photographs reveal the geometric beauty of a rectangular
enclosure measuring approximately 1500m × 1300m surrounded by a man-made moat
100m wide. A causeway from the west provides the main access to the temple proper,
which is a combination of a stepped-pyramid structure culminating in a series of four
towers surrounding a central tower sanctuary. The western location of the main entrance
is unusual, as most Angkoran temples are orientated eastwards; this feature is explained by
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the temple’s affiliation with Vishnu, who is associated with that cardinal direction (Bonheur
1995).
Part of Angkor Wat’s grandeur is its architectural reflection of Hindu cosmology. The
outer wall and moat represent the mountains and ocean that form the boundary of the
universe; three tiered enclosures lead to the temple proper, situated in the centre of this
metaphorical universe, and the elevated temple towers represent the mountain homes of
the gods. Thus, the intention of the architects was for the visitor to step into a sacred and
cosmological landscape. At the same time, architectural ingenuity makes walking through
Angkor Wat a series of unfolding experiences, where the spectator is treated to changing
perspectives of the temple as they pass through different thresholds (Dumarçay 1998).
Another key feature of Angkor Wat is the bas-relief carvings that adorn the walls of
the outer temple enclosure. These intricate carvings run for almost an entire kilometre
around the temple and are divided into several scenes, including the famous bas-relief of
the Churning of the Sea of Milk (East Gallery, South Wing) and Suryavarman II’s parade
(South Gallery, West Wing). They form the major subject of interest in studies of the artistic
tradition of Angkor Wat (see Bonheur 1995; Mannikka 1996; Dumarçay 1998; Laur 2002;
Roveda 2002; Poncar & Maxwell 2006).
Laur (2002: 106) notes that the interiors of Khmer temples were almost certainly painted,
and traces of this can still be seen in the bas-reliefs of the third enclosure galleries and in
the cruciform gallery between the second and third enclosures (Roveda 2002; Uchida et al.
2011). Red-coloured paintings of boats have been noted earlier by other scholars and by
colleagues from the APSARA Authority (Walker-Vadillo 2009; present author I.S.); these are
located on the outer wall, facing west, and in the second enclosure of the temple. Dumarçay
(1998: 42) notes that markings on the walls of the second or middle enclosure were graffiti
left by pilgrims since the sixteenth century.

Discovery and location of the paintings
The paintings described in this paper were first discovered by one of the present authors
(N.H.T.) on a visit to Angkor Wat in 2010. Several faint traces of pigment were detected
on the walls of the south and east cruciform entrance chambers of the first enclosure,
at the topmost tier of the temple. They were photographed and then digitally enhanced,
revealing significant panels of art. They include depictions of buildings, boats, animals,
deities and musical instruments. The paintings were revisited and recorded in April 2012
after consultation with colleagues at the APSARA Authority.
A short survey of the enclosure walls of Angkor Wat was conducted. Special attention
was paid to places where there were traces of red pigment on the walls that might indicate
the presence of a painting. Where such traces were found, the wall was photographed,
illuminated by flash photography. In some cases, sections of walls were photographed and
later joined together to form a panorama, using digital techniques.
The paintings were enhanced using decorrelation stretch, a digital enhancement process
that is commonly used in rock art research to detect and distinguish faint images from the
underlying rock surfaces. Decorrelation stretch applies a mathematical algorithm to digital
images, transforming an image expressed in RGB colour-space (Red-Green-Blue, the typical
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way colour is expressed in digital cameras) into alternative colour-spaces, while at the same
time replacing similar colours with different ones and maximising the contrast between
them. We primarily used the LRE and YBK algorithms, useful for highlighting red and
black pigments respectively. The process results in a false-colour image that renders faint
pigments visible, even those that are indistinguishable to the naked eye.
Decorrelation stretch analysis was originally developed to enhance remote-sensing images
(Harman 2005), and has been applied to images from the Mars Rover to distinguish
variations in colour in what is predominantly a red-coloured landscape (NASA 2004). Since
then, it has been successfully applied to rock art research to help draw out faded images from
rock surfaces. Over the last five years, the procedure has been revolutionised by a software
tool known as DStretch, which allows researchers to apply different sets of decorrelation
stretch algorithms to digital images to achieve multiple results. This software was created
by Dr Jon Harman as a plugin to ImageJ, an open-source image manipulation program
developed by the National Institutes of Health in the USA (Harman 2008).
The idea of applying decorrelation stretch analysis to the walls of Angkor Wat came from
one of the present authors’ (N.H.T.) earlier work on recording the rock art of Gua Tambun
in Perak, Malaysia. Tan had relied extensively on DStretch to build a catalogue of the rock
art present at the site, ultimately documenting a total of 640 individual rock paintings,
where earlier scholars had initially estimated that only approximately 30–80 paintings were
present at the site (Tan 2010a & b).
The survey of Angkor Wat revealed paintings in all three tiers of the main temple, typically
in the entrance chambers located at the cardinal points, in addition to the paintings found on
the outer wall (Table 1). For ease of reference, we name the first, second and third enclosures
in order of their descending height, moving outward from the centre of the temple. Hence
the first enclosure is the top level of the temple (known in Khmer as the bakan), and the
third enclosure is the one nearest to ground level, containing the bas-relief carvings.

Description of the paintings
Although thousands of visitors pass through the halls of Angkor Wat every day, it is not
surprising that these paintings have been overlooked. Attention is directed towards the basrelief carvings of the third enclosure, while most of the paintings described in this paper are
very faint and only discernible after enhancement. Additionally, many of these paintings
are located in the cruciform chambers which have limited lighting, making their detection
more difficult. Among the easily detected paintings, boats are fairly simple to identify and
are often disregarded as products of vandalism. Black drawings are also discernible in some
cases. The red paints are believed to be derived from a local plant, while the black drawings
are probably of charcoal or some form of dry medium.
The paintings brought to light after digital enhancement display an astonishing degree of
variety and detail, especially considering that most of them can barely be seen today. They
represent another source of iconographic information that supplements the knowledge
gleaned from the bas-reliefs that have been studied in much greater detail. We have grouped
the paintings into four themes based on their subjects: boats, animals, deities and buildings.
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No.

Location

Visibility

Depictions noted

AW01 First enclosure, south
entrance chamber

Poor (enhancement
required)

AW02 First enclosure, east
entrance chamber
AW03 Second enclosure, west
wall

Poor (enhancement
required)
Poor (enhancement
required)

AW04 Second enclosure, north
wall, north-west section

Poor, although a
small number can
be seen clearly
Poor (enhancement
required)
Varied

Most heavily decorated chamber, with a
number of different depictions
including animals, musical
instruments and scenes. A small
number of black drawings
Some faded paintings, some visible boat
depictions
Elephants, lions, black and red
paintings, anthropomorphic line
figures, abstract linear designs,
vandalism, writing, architecture,
handprints, celestial figures/deities
Boats of various designs, and architecture

AW05 Third enclosure, south
entrance
AW06 Third enclosure, east
entrance

AW07 Third enclosure, north-east Poor (enhancement
chamber
required)
AW08 Third enclosure, north
Poor (enhancement
entrance chamber
required)
AW09 Fourth enclosure (outer
Good
wall), west wall

Architecture
A large inscription and a prominent,
red-coloured painting that may be a
depiction of a reclining deity or a
mountain are the most readily visible.
Paintings brought out by enhancement
include depictions of deities
Writing
Paintings of boats and architecture
Predominantly paintings of boats
(previously noted by other researchers)

Boats
Boats are a common subject for painting on the walls of Angkor Wat. Boat paintings have
already been noted on the outer wall where they are clearly visible (Figure 2; see also WalkerVadillo 2009); similar boat paintings on the walls of the second enclosure are also generally
visible, although a few were only detected after digital enhancement (Figure 3). It is possible
that the boat paintings in separate parts of the temple are related. The boats portrayed
display a wide variety of designs, from small-to-medium sized canoes with curved hulls to
large, flat-bottomed barges. Oars and rudders are often depicted, and many depictions show
boats with multiple oars which would indicate that some were fairly sizeable. The most
notable depictions of boats at Angkor are on the bas-reliefs of the Bayon, but research on
boat types is still ongoing (Walker-Vadillo 2011). The boats are painted only in red.
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Figure 2. One of the known boat paintings on the outer wall of Angkor Wat. Note the red paint on the apsara carvings,
which is commonly seen in similar carvings inside the temple.

Animals
The enhanced imagery provides a few depictions of animals, particularly elephants and
horses. Elephants are commonly portrayed, both in red paintings and black drawings and
in various states of visibility. A faded painting in the south entrance chamber of the first
enclosure depicts two elephants facing each other (Figure 4). Above the two elephants is a
painting of a horse. Less common animal species include horse, lion (or perhaps its mythic
counterpart the simha) and a curious animal with scales and many legs (Figure 5). Animal
paintings display a variety of artistic styles and colours, appearing as solid silhouettes and
line drawings in both red and black.

Deities
Deities and mythological figures can be recognised in the paintings in the form of apsaras
(celestial nymphs) that appear at the second and third enclosures. Generally speaking,
the apsara paintings are crudely drawn in a number of different styles and their random
distribution may indicate that they are doodles or vandalism (Figure 6). It should be noted
that many of the bas-relief carvings of apsaras in the entrance chambers of the temple have
their borders fringed with red pigment. This is consistent with the idea that the carvings
were painted at one point in time. One non-apsara painting that stands out is a depiction
of Hanuman, the monkey god from Hindu mythology and a popular figure in Southeast
Asian iconography. A black line drawing of him is found in the south chamber of the first
enclosure (Figure 7), partially degraded.
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Figure 3. Enhanced boat painting found on the north wall of the second enclosure. D-stretched using a LRE algorithm.

Architecture
Some of the most surprising images to be revealed through digital enhancement are the
depictions of buildings and architectural forms, which are found in all three enclosures of
the temple. Many of the paintings of buildings employ fine lines, which make their visibility
difficult in normal circumstances. Some paintings appear to depict Angkor Wat itself, such
as a scene of a Khmer-style stepped pyramid, the lower part of which can be interpreted
as a mirror image of the temple when cast on a body of water (Figure 8)—this motif is
commonly seen on postcards today. Other paintings show the exterior view of the temple or
the enclosure wall, and one painting on the west wall of the second enclosure even includes
a horse waiting outside. Additionally, some pyramid-shaped structures found on the walls
of the first enclosure may be depictions of stupas (Figure 9). The level of detail provided
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Figure 4. Enhanced painting of elephants found in the south entrance chamber of the first enclosure. D-stretched using a
LRE algorithm.

in some of these paintings is quite elaborate, although those details cannot be appreciated
without digital enhancement.
Most of the paintings found in the second and third enclosure are isolated images of
buildings and boats, painted with no apparent system or uniformity which may suggest
that they were indeed vandalism, perhaps left by visitors since the sixteenth century. The
depiction of a masted, European-style sailboat on the outer enclosure wall is possibly the
only painting that could provide a diagnostic date to the sixteenth century or later. Despite
their variety and detail, no other paintings can provide a terminus post quem on the basis of
iconography. There is evidence from French texts that the paintings in the outer enclosure
predate 1929, as images of them were published in a report from that time (Finot et al.1929).
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Figure 5. Black drawing of a zoomorph with scales and multiple legs, found in the south entrance chamber of the first
enclosure.

In connecting the boat paintings from the outer enclosure wall to the ones in the interior
of the temple, it should be noted that the outer wall paintings appear to be fresher than
those within the temple. Despite their exposure to the elements they are still easily visible,
compared to the paintings inside the temple which require significant digital enhancement
to visualise. This may indicate that the paintings on the outer wall are more recent than
those inside the temple, which are less exposed to the elements and yet more faded.

The Bakan paintings: related to restoration works by King Ang
Chan?
A notable concentration of very faded paintings is found in the first enclosure of Angkor
Wat, on the highest tier of the pyramid known as the Bakan. These require separate
consideration. Rather than individual subjects, the paintings depict entire—although
apparently incomplete—scenes and share in common a row of diamond-shaped floral motifs
that form the lower register of each scene. The north-east corner of the south cruciform
chamber contains a scene depicting the Khmer pinpeat (Figure 10), a musical ensemble
made up of different gongs, wind instruments and other percussion instruments. Among
the instruments portrayed that are identifiable are the hanging gongs, the kong vong (gongs
set in a semi-circular frame), roneat (metal or bamboo xylophones) and the sralai (reed flute)
The pinpeat is classically associated with royal and temple ceremonial music and can still be
seen in Cambodian life today (Figure 11).
In the south-west corner of the same chamber, the scene can be divided into roughly three
registers. The lower register is the same repeated floral motif found in the pinpeat scene.
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Figure 6. Line painting of a figure with hands set in a praying position, possibly a preliminary sketch of an apsara. Enhanced
with DStretch using a LRE algorithm.

Above this is a profile-view depiction of people on horses wearing pointed caps moving
between two buildings with pointed roofs and curved embellishments, reminiscent of local
architecture. The buildings appear to be occupied by people waiting in a seated position, and
there is some directionality in the movement of people from the right side of the painting to
the left. An upper register may depict two horses and riders moving in the same direction,
but is too degraded to identify positively (Figure 12).
Angkor Wat is thought to be incomplete as the bas-reliefs along the north-east gallery
enclosures were left unfinished and it is presumed that construction was abandoned after
the death of Suryavarman II around 1150. This idea of abandonment is supported by the
discovery of drawings at the north-west corner of the second enclosure by Roveda (2000).
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Figure 7. Black line drawing of Hanuman, the monkey king, found at the south entrance chamber of the first enclosure.
Enhanced with DStretch using a YBK algorithm.

These black ink drawings are thought to be stencils which would have been laid out prior
to carving, and this evidence of incomplete carving, along with the unadorned chambers in
the eastern quadrants, lends credence to the theory of abandonment.
The Angkor region is thought to have been depopulated owing to a combination of
environmental, military and economic factors, thus bringing the classical Angkor period
to an end in the mid fifteenth century when King Chao Poñea Yat abandoned the city in
favour of Phnom Penh as a political and economic centre (Giteau 1997; Chandler 2008).
However, Angkor Wat briefly underwent a revitalisation when it was reoccupied during the
reign of Ang Chan (1528–1566), who commissioned a restoration programme to complete
the carvings at the north-east corner of the third enclosure. Two bas-reliefs entitled ‘the
Victory of Vishnu over the Asuras’ and ‘the Victory of Krishna over Asura Bana’ were carved
during this period. The remnants of the black ink designs left on the bas-reliefs indicate that
the sixteenth-century sculptors were probably working from designs left on the wall in the
twelfth century. Inscriptions on these two bas-reliefs indicate that work began in 1546 and
was completed in 1564 (Roveda 2002).
The restoration of the temple by Ang Chan marks the beginning of a new role for
Angkor Wat, changing from a political capital to a spiritual one, and it is to this period
of revitalisation that we suggest the newly discovered paintings, particularly those of the
Bakan, belong.
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Figure 8. Painting of a stepped pyramid structure in the south entrance chamber of the third enclosure, possibly a depiction of
Angkor Wat itself. Note the mirror image of the building in the lower register, as if depicting a reflection on water. Enhanced
with DStretch using a LRE algorithm.

During this period, Angkor Wat was transformed from a monument to Vishnu into
a Theravada Buddhist shrine, and while Ang Chan commissioned the completion of the
Vaishavite bas-reliefs, he also transformed the Bakan into a sanctuary to house Buddha
images (Thompson 2004). Some iconographic details, such as the painting of a pointed
vertical structure that may be identified as a ‘stupa’ or ‘chedi’, would lend these paintings a
Buddhist character and hence dissociate them from the original Vaishnavite character of the
temple. The depiction of the kong vong (Figure 10) also hints at links to Siamese styles of
art; Boisselier (1962: 244) notes that the appearance of a similar instrument in the bas-relief
depicting ‘the Victory of Krishna over the Asura Bana’—one of the carvings completed
during Ang Chan’s restoration—was influenced by the art of Siamese Ayutthaya and hence
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Figure 9. Possible depiction of a stupa in the south entrance chamber of the first enclosure. Enhanced with DStretch using a
LRE algorithm.

places the paintings in the post-Angkor period. Siamese influence during this period would
not be surprising. Founded in the mid fourteenth century, the Kingdom of Ayutthaya
gradually supplanted Angkor as the dominant regional power, eventually becoming the
most powerful polity in mainland Southeast Asia during the sixteenth century.
Little has been written about Cambodian temple murals, but Leksukhum (2000: 254)
notes that Khmer painting would have been influenced by temple murals from Ayutthaya.
Siamese temple mural paintings employ a distinctive bird’s eye view that allows the observer
to zoom in on different parts of the mural; in addition, architecture and people are depicted
in a stylised, two-dimensional form (Ringis 1990: 90). This convention is observed in the
paintings in the Bakan. The Bakan paintings also share qualities peculiar to early Ayutthayan
art: the use of red as the predominant colour, and the arrangement of the painting in registers
(Boisselier 1976: 77), which can most readily be seen in the aforementioned scene of people
and horses (Figure 12). This is not to say that the paintings at Angkor Wat are Ayutthayan in
origin; the Ayutthayan school of paintings is divided into two eras, an early period spanning
most of the fifteenth century, and a later period from the mid seventeenth to mid eighteenth
century. Our date for the Angkor Wat paintings places them in the gap between these two
periods, and if so would suggest that while they may be influenced by Ayutthaya, these
paintings are Khmer in origin. Interestingly, Ringis (1990: 38) notes that the development
of Siamese mural paintings may themselves have been influenced by the bas-reliefs of Angkor
Wat.
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Figure 10. A pinpeat or Khmer orchestral ensemble, consisting of various gongs and drums, in the south entrance chamber
of the first enclosure. The hanging gongs on the left are visible without enhancement.

Thus, these paintings represent a post-Angkoran painting tradition similar, and perhaps
related, to other Southeast Asian Buddhist temple wall paintings, the nearest contemporaries
of which are in Ayutthaya. Boisselier (1976: 31) notes that the creation of Siamese murals
was an act of piety. As a Theravada Buddhist, Ang Chan may also have commissioned wall
murals as part of the restoration work. Given that the bas-relief sculpture of the third gallery
took 18 years to finish, and that Ang Chan’s reign ended two years after their completion,
these further decorative works may have once more been abandoned after the death of the
king.
Even if these paintings were not commissioned by Ang Chan himself, they would fall quite
comfortably in the period immediately following, when Angkor Wat was being transformed
into a Buddhist monument. Reports tell that the first Europeans, particularly the Portuguese,
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Figure 11. Pinpeat instruments in Siem Reap. Note the similarity of the kong vong (gongs set in a semi-circular frame) and
roneat (metal or bamboo xylophones) to the forms in Figure 10.

made contact with the Khmer Empire at the end of the sixteenth century (Snellgrove 2004:
187). One result of such contacts may have been instances of paintings as vandalism, such
as the European-style ship found in the outer gallery.

Conclusion
Thompson (2004) remarked that Cambodian history has typically been presented in two
dramatic acts: the earlier Angkor period, and the ‘rediscovery’ of Angkor by the Western
world in the nineteenth century, leaving a relatively unknown ‘middle’ period from the
mid fifteenth to eighteenth centuries. During this time, however, Angkor Wat became
transformed into a site of spiritual significance for the now-Buddhist kingdom. Starting
with Ang Chan’s restoration of the bas-reliefs in the mid sixteenth century, Angkor Wat
was reconfigured as “a site of regional pilgrimage, attracting believers from well beyond
Cambodia’s cultural and political borders” (Thompson 2004: 92). These newly discovered
paintings, some 200 of them within the main temple structure of Angkor Wat, fit into this
lesser-known period of Cambodian history.
Many of the paintings inside the temple cannot be seen in normal lighting conditions and
can only be made visible using digital enhancements. When enhanced, they present a wealth
of iconographic information, notably depictions of boats, buildings, musical instruments
and animals. Many of the paintings are probably acts of vandalism, left behind by pilgrims
and visitors to Angkor after its abandonment in 1431; however, a subset of these paintings
located in the uppermost sanctuary of the temple are deliberately laid out and may have
been part of King Ang Chan’s restoration work on the temple, an act of piety in the
form of wall murals which is paralleled in Buddhist temples across mainland Southeast
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Figure 12. Elaborate scene featuring riders on horses travelling between two possible temple structures. Located in the south
entrance chamber of the first enclosure, and enhanced with DStretch using a LRE algorithm.

Asia. Such temple murals are more famously known at Bagan in Myanmar and Ayutthaya
in Thailand, and their discovery at Angkor sits well in this period in Cambodia, when
Theravada Buddhism had become the dominant religion. These paintings thus represent a
rare example of painting of the middle period and one of the earliest examples of painted
temple murals in post-Angkoran Cambodia.
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Paul s . c . t açon and n oel h . t an
introduction
s outheast a sia is one of the least understood regions of the
world in terms of its rock art heritage. t his is because of
the limited amount of research undertaken in comparison
to other parts of the world, political change and upheaval,
the rugged nature of some areas where rock art is located
and the fact that until recently most publications have been
in local languages. t ellingly, not a single paper or report
on rock art from s outheast a sia or southern c hina was
published in the journal Rock Art Research between 2005
and 2009 (10 issues; and only one paper in 2010). t he
online rock art newsletter INORA had two papers in 10
issues during this period, while the regional archaeology
journal Bulletin of the Indo Pacific Prehistory Association
had only one (and it had only two short paragraphs). Asian
Perspectives had three papers that include rock art in
broader discussions of t imor, k alimantan and northwest
t hailand. Mainstream archaeology journals Antiquity
and the Cambridge Archaeological Journal had nothing,
although both had papers in 2010. t here was also little
published in the previous decade, including the past issues
of News of the World. For instance, only two brief reports
were published in Rock Art Research between 1995 and
2004, one on paintings in Yunnan, c hina (Peng 1996) and
a second on the discovery of a petroglyph site in indonesia
(d jubiantono et al. 2001). c hen Zhao Fu’s (2001) overview
of rock art of s outheast a sia in the Handbook of Rock Art
Research was summarised in four pages under a larger
overview of rock art in a sia and drew mainly on sources
written before 1985 (2001, 767–70).
Consequently, it has been difficult to compare rock art
sites across national borders, let alone undertake a regional
synthesis of styles and traditions even though there are now
almost 400 sites known from s outheast a sia (with 200 in
t hailand alone – see s risuchat 1996, 142) and close to
100 from Yunnan Province, c hina. h owever, this is now

changing, with many new projects involving multinational
teams working in a number of countries often publishing
results in e nglish and/or French. a cross the region today
this renewed interest in and awareness of the importance
of rock art is leading to important new discoveries,
including previously unknown rock art at long-known
sites, new sites, and even previously undocumented rock
art provinces. it also is leading to attempts to date some of
the art, new analyses and syntheses (e.g. of ship imagery
[Ballard et al. 2003] or in relation to death [s zabó et al.
2008]) and training programmes and workshops on rock
art recording, conservation, management and research in
various countries.
Because renewed interest in the region’s rock art began
in the early 2000s, and since News of the World 3 did not
have a section on s outheast a sia, we also include some
important discoveries from 2000 to 2004 in our review.

Myanmar
An Australian-Burmese team commenced the first Myanmar
rock art project in 35 years in early 2004, beginning with
research at the Badalin c aves (also known as Padalin,
Padah-lin). t hese two sites, a limestone rock-shelter and
a deep underground limestone cave, 340 metres apart,
were first investigated in the late 1960s, with the shelter
excavated (t haw 1971). Pleistocene dates of 11,000 to
13,000 years ago from near the bottom of the deposit were
obtained using radiocarbon (t haw 1971, 133). t his site has
a number of rock paintings of animals and a human hand
with infilled designs on the main wall. Until 2004 the shelter
was the only recorded rock art site in Myanmar, but t açon
et al. (2004) found that the entrance to the underground
cave also had pigmented art, consisting of several faint
hand prints and red print marks that appear to have been
“either made by flicking a large paint-soaked ‘brush’ or by
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throwing some string-like material or other matter that was
impregnated with paint against the wall” (Taçon et al. 2004,
138). The prints and other marks are heavily weathered
and have an ancient appearance. The designs made by
flicking or throwing are rare worldwide, but are known
from the earliest parts of sequences at several sites from
the Kimberley to Arnhem Land of northern Australia.
A second discovery, at the rock-shelter, could be more
significant. At least 346 cupules arranged in four clusters
on vertical and sloping surfaces were found. These were
not noted when the paintings were recorded and the site
excavated in the 1960s. “Each cluster extends up from
ground level until there is a change in the orientation of the
rock surface” (Taçon et al. 2004, 138) and some cupules
have flowstone and crusts on top of them. Others are up
to 11 cm in depth. Although cupules are common in many
parts of the world, this is the first report from mainland
Southeast Asia.
Further fieldwork in 2005 focused on locating other
limestone shelters and caves with potential Pleistocene
deposits, but no further rock art was seen. However, local
villagers reported rock art at sites in other parts of Shan
State, to the north, but permission could not be obtained
to investigate these areas due to safety concerns. Political
change eventually led to the project being abandoned
in 2007. But the end of this project led to new research
programmes being established in both Malaysia and Yunnan
Province, China, by Paul S. C. Taçon and colleagues from
a number of countries and institutions (e.g. see Mokhtar
2008).

Malaysia
Zuraina Majid’s book on archaeology in Malaysia (Zuraina
2003) was a synthesis of archaeological research carried out
in the country over the last several decades, and includes
previously unpublished images of rock art at several sites in
the country, both in the Malayan peninsula and the Borneo
states of Sabah and Sarawak. Zulkifl Jaafar’s published M.
A. thesis from Universiti Sains Malaysia (Zulkifli 2003)
also discussed rock art as part of a larger exposition on
the archaeology of limestone landscapes in the Malaysian
peninsula. In Sarawak, Chia (2003) reported the presence
of charcoal drawings of stick-figure humans and geometric
shapes in Lubang Batu Puteh, one of the main cave sites
in Sarang Hill.
In 2006, Sanin Ahmad published a review of some of
peninsular Malaysia’s rock drawing sites in Malay (Sanim
2006). In 2007, The Centre for Archaeological Research
Malaysia (now the Centre for Global Archaeological
Research) at Universiti Sains Malaysia launched a
national Malaysian rock art project with a scientific and
archaeological research focus, led by Mokhtar Saidin,
with initial field work in the Lenggong Valley of Perak
and Sabah in Borneo. Late in 2007, Taçon and Barry
Lewis joined Mokhtar to undertake further research and to

provide a rock art training programme. The University of
Nottingham’s downtown Kuala Lumpur campus was used
for the intensive rock art course, with assistance from Sally
K. May and George Nash. A dozen students from Malaysia,
Singapore, Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and the
United States of America participated (see Lewis 2009).
In Sabah, Mokhtar’s team discovered the first engraved
figures from this part of Malaysia, consisting of human
figures, watercraft and other designs. Previously unknown
sites with charcoal drawings were also located (Mokhtar
2008; Mokhtar et al. 2008, 28–29). In Perak, all of the
Lenggong charcoal-drawing sites were recorded in detail,
with Taçon assisting in 2007 and 2010, and a major
publication forthcoming.
In 2010, Taçon also undertook field research in Sarawak
with Sarawak Museum staff that will result in publications
(e.g. Taçon and Tan 2010a) and an exhibition due to open
at the Sarawak Museum in May 2013. Another interesting
discovery from Malaysian Borneo was that the famous
Niah paintings at the Kain Hitam site were made with paint
comparable with red tree resins (Pyatt et al. 2005). The
paintings were also analysed in relation to the symbolism of
death (Szabó et al. 2008), and Barker et al. (2009) reported
on new discoveries of megaliths with relief figures and
engraved designs in the highlands of southern Sarawak.
In 2008, Noel Hidalgo Tan began research at the Gua
Tambun rock shelter near Ipoh, Perak, for a Masters degree
supervised by Stephen Chia, Universiti Sains Malaysia.
This was completed in 2010 and a summary was published
(Tan 2010a; 2010b; Tan and Chia 2010). The rock art
consists predominantly of animal figures, anthropomorphs
of varying shapes and poses, and repetitive abstract designs.
The main panel of rock art was located six metres off
the floor of the shelter, and contains over 500 paintings
covering an area of approximately 27 square metres. The
rest of the paintings were spread out in ten other panels
throughout the 100-metre-long shelter. Over 600 paintings
were recorded from the limestone rock-shelter, making
Gua Tambun the largest and most complex rock art site
in Peninsular Malaysia (Figure 13.1).

Yunnan Province, China
Two excellent volumes profiling the rock art of Yunnan
Province, China were published in 2004 (Deng) and 2005
(Li). These provide a good introduction to the range of
rock art in this part of China and are well illustrated.
However, they are mainly descriptive with little in-depth
analysis. Certainly they are a good starting point for anyone
interested in the rock art of this part of the world, as they
bring together previous research and are well referenced.
The text is in both Chinese and English. Around this time
there were a few small publications in Chinese on new rock
painting discoveries in the Jinsha River region (He 2005;
Ji and Xiao 2006). This was followed by an unpublished
report on further discoveries (Li and Yang 2008).
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Fig. 13.1. Painting of a presumed abstract deer, Gua Tambun, Perak, Malaysia (photo: Paul S. C. Taçon).

Jinsha River rock art is fascinating because it is located
in remote limestone shelters at high altitudes, consists for
the most part of naturalistic outline animal and human figure
paintings that have a “Magdalenian appearance”, and often
is obscured by flowstone, suggesting an old age. In 2008, a
new Chinese-Australian team began research on this rock
art, with field recording and sampling of flowstone over
and under a rock painting for dating. “Work on the rock
art is trying to unravel the dates, the animals depicted, the
likely environment, and the relationship between the various
rock art sites (and, by extension, the people who left the
art)” (Mokhtar et al. 2008, 48). Preliminary results were
presented at the 19th Congress of the Indo-Pacific Prehistory
Association (IPPA), Hanoi, in December 2009 and published
the following year (Taçon et al. 2010) (Figure 13.2).
Also at the 2009 Hanoi IPPA Congress Ji Xueping gave
a paper on new discoveries in southwest Yunnan Province
(Ji and Ma 2009). During 2007, salvage survey in Lincang
revealed a previously undocumented site called Lixin. It
consists of a small cave with 107 stylised human and animal
figures located on the south and north walls. Some of the
paintings appear to have a fair bit of age and are similar
to, but somewhat larger than, those at other Cangyuan sites
(e.g. see Wang 1984) while others are less refined and are
fresher looking.

Thailand
Since 2005, research in northwest and southern Thailand
has been increasingly undertaken and published. In

northwest Thailand, for instance, rock art was studied and
briefly mentioned in the context of habitation and burial
activity at the Ban Rai rock shelter, in the district of Pang
Mapha of Mae Hong Son Province (Treerayapiwat 2005).
The rock art is located on the eastern edge of the site
(2005, 232). Among other things, there is “a large scene
that contains human figures, several drawings of animals,
and a number of other symbolic images” (2005, 237).
The art was previously documented by Sawatsalee (1998)
who concluded that much of it shows human relations to
landscape.
Rasmi Shoocongdej has been leading archaeological
research in the Pang Mapha district of northwest Thailand
for over a decade. An important component of her work
consists of involving local communities in archaeological
research in order to empower them. In this way sites,
including shelters with rock art, are better cared for. As
Shoocongdej (2008, 5) notes: “By working with and
educating local communities in Pang Mapha, archaeologists
can empower them to become involved in heritage
management and sustainable tourism”.
Since 2006, Atthasit Sukkham has conducted MA
research at Silpakorn University on the rock art of southern
Thailand, re-recording 23 sites, 13 prehistoric and 10
historic (Figure 13.3). The prehistoric sites consist of
painted rock-shelters and cave walls along the west coast
and mountainous areas of southern Thailand, and are
thought to date to between 4000 and 2000 years BP, but
direct dating has not been undertaken. Historic period sites
of southern Thailand are of various types, having paintings,
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Fig. 13.2. Painting of a naturalistic outline deer, Lamajugu, Yunnan Province, China (photo: Paul S. C. Taçon).

Fig. 13.3 (Plate 6). Painting of a perahu pinisi (a traditional Indonesian sailing ship), Tham Phrayanaga, Phi Phi Island,
southern Thailand (photo: Paul S. C. Taçon).

sculptures, inscriptions and/or engravings. Sukkham (2009)
presented a paper on his 2006 fieldwor at the Yala Hill and
Silpa caves of Yala Province, southern Thailand. Although
the sites had been previously recorded, Sukkham’s survey
revealed a range of artifacts, such as polished adzes and

ceramics, associated with the paintings. In his paper he
presented a comparative analysis of the rock art in relation
to economic activities and landscape. The full results of
Sukkham’s research are available in thesis form in Thai
(Sukkham 2010).
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Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and the Philippines
Very little research took place in Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam
or the Philippines between 2000 and 2010. Although
some sites were known from Vietnam it was believed that
Cambodia and Laos had little or no prehistoric rock art.
However, in 2008 wildlife officers reported a rock painting
site at Kravanh Mountain, southern Cambodia (Heng Than,
pers. comm.). Further sites were found at the eastern end
of Kulen Mountain in 2010 and 2011. These are now being
studied by an international team, and there are plans for
further survey and the publication of preliminary results.
Rock painting sites from northern Laos have also recently
come to world attention and will be studied as part of a
new multinational regional synthesis.
During the 2009 IPPA Congress, Trinh Nang Chung
from the Institute of Archaeology in Vietnam reported the
2004 discovery of petroglyphs in the form of engraved
boulders at Xín Mần in the northern province of Hà Giang
(Trinh 2009). These petroglyphs predominantly occur
as geometric forms, although some human figures and
footprint-shapes exist. It is interesting to note that engraved
boulders have also been found in the rice terraces of Sa
Pa, in the neighbouring province of Lào Cai (Goloubew
1925). A report in the online newspaper VietNamNet also
indicated that a team from the Institute of Archaeology
and the Hanoi University of Culture, headed by Trinh,
discovered a megalithic dolmen estimated to be 2000 years
old (“2,000 year-old Megalith”, 2009). This find is located
in Vĩnh Phúc Province of north Vietnam.
Unfortunately, most studies of the few rock art sites in
the Philippines have not been published, and consist of
reports lodged in the National Museum. However, in 2008
Grace Barretto-Tesoro published an excellent review of the
Angono petroglyphs, the Philippines’ best known rock art
site, focusing specifically on the use of the petroglyphs as
archaeological data rather than aesthetics. The review ends
up asking more questions than it answers, highlighting our
lack of knowledge about the petroglyphs despite research,
including two major excavation programmes, since their
discovery in 1965. Barretto-Tesoro also summarises various
conservation threats (2008, 23–24) and provides a useful
summary not only of previous research but also of what
needs to be done in the future in order to better understand
the site’s age and significance. Interestingly, the Angono
petroglyphs are similar-looking to those of the Batu
Tulis petroglyph site in west Java, Indonesia, reported by
Djubiantono et al. (2001), but this may partly be due to a
similar engraving technique being used.

Timor Leste
The past decade has seen a steadily increasing amount of
rock art research activity in Timor Leste (East Timor), much
of it conducted by different teams led by Sue O’Connor.
O’Connor’s East Timor rock art research began in July–
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August 2000; and during 2000 and 2001, nine previously
undocumented rock art sites were recorded (O’Connor
2003). This brought the number of known sites to 15 (with
the total rising to just over 20 by 2010 [O’Connor et al.
2010: 649]). They include the now well-known Lene Hare
cave, where many other important discoveries were made
subsequently. A wide range of drawn or painted stylised
anthropomorphs, animals, boats, geometric designs, rayed
sun-like motifs and other figures can be found at the sites.
A fascinating image from the Lene Cécé site consists of
a “Dong Son x-ray boat and ‘cassowary’ in red pigment”
(O’Connor 2003, 99).
O’Connor discussed the new and old fi ds in the context
of Ballard’s (1992) “Austronesian” painting tradition,
concluding that there are connections in terms of similarity
of motif classes and stylistic affinities between the rock
art of East Timor and the western Pacific. However, these
are preliminary observations, and she outlines future
research to be done to better support this, including dating.
O’Connor also provided a very useful summary of the
main features of East Timor pigment art (2003, 124) that
will be valuable for larger SE Asian rock art comparisons.
East Timor sites were further evaluated in relation to the
2004 discovery of the inland site of Racolo (O’Connor and
Oliveira 2007, 392), an atypical site that is different from
Austronesian sites in terms of landscape location and most
of the accessible imagery low on wall panels.
O’Connor and her team made further discoveries during
the rest of the decade and a dating programme commenced,
culminating in two important papers announcing some of
the first direct dates that provide minimum and maximum
ages for any rock art of Southeast Asia (Aubert et al.
2007; O’Connor et al. 2010). Using Uranium-series dating
it was established that visible red paintings at the Lene
Hara cave site are less than 6300 years of age. It was also
discovered that what appears to be an older red layer of
pigment, possibly part of an early painting episode that
has been covered by a calcite lamination, dates to between
24,000 and 29,300 years. Further dating was undertaken in
2009, when a small number of petroglyphs was discovered
(O’Connor et al. 2010). “All of the petroglyphs are frontal,
stylised faces” in two groups (ibid., 653). Uranium-series
dating indicates some of the faces have a Pleistocene age,
with what is known as “petroglyph B1” made between
about 12,500 and 10,200 years ago (ibid., 656).

Indonesia
Jean-Michel Chazine continued his work in East Kalimantan
during 2000–2009, publishing rock art discoveries and
related research prolifically in academic journals and
scientific magazines/newsletters (e.g. Causee and Plagnes
2001; Chazine 2003; 2005a; 2005b; 2005c; 2007; 2008a;
2009a; Chazine and Noury 2006; Chazine and Ferrié 2008;
Fage 2005; Plagnes et al. 2003). Topics explored range
from hand stencils and the sex of their makers (Chazine
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2005a; Chazine and Noury 2006; Fage 2005) to depictions
of women (Chazine 2009a), from the relationship of
Borneo rock art to burials, habitations and other aspects
of archaeological remains (e.g. Chazine 2005c; Chazine
and Ferrié 2008) to aesthetics and function (Chazine
2008a). Importantly, the results of a Uranium-series and
AMS radiocarbon dating programme were also reported
(Causee and Plagnes 2001; Plagnes et al. 2003). These
results provide a minimum age of about 9900 years for
a hand stencil and a painted “blob” at the Gua Saleh site
(Plagnes et al. 2003; see also McDonagh 2003), consistent
with O’Connor’s (2010) dates for engraved faces in
Timor Leste. In 2009, a lavishly detailed and illustrated
book was published on the Kalimantan rock art sites in
French (Fage and Chazine 2009). It nicely outlines all of
the Kalimantan rock art research results to date, but also
provides additional data.
In Sulawesi, Akin Duli (2002) described a series of
inscribed boulders in the sites of Tinco and Lawo in
south Sulawesi. The engravings consist of linear patterns,
including repeated lines, circular forms and boxes, as well
as horned deer.
Arifin and Delanghe (2004) published an excellent
book on the rock art of West Papua. They report on their
surveys in three areas and in nearby Timor Leste. They also
critically review Röder’s 1937 fieldwork in the Macluer
Gulf of West Papua. Although detailed descriptions of their
discoveries are well presented, their speculations about
links with northern Australia, significance and meaning
are somewhat problematic (e.g. see Ballard 2005).
Chazine recently worked near West Papua, on islands
of the Misool Archipelago, documenting new discoveries
in November 2007 and 2009. The sites have hand stencils
and red paintings, mostly depictions of marine fauna
(Chazine 2008b; 2009b; Keller 2007; Nugent 2008; Parks
and Miranda 2009). There also are some abstract/geometric
designs. Although it has been suggested these were new
discoveries (Keller 2007) it appears some of the art was
first noted in 1887 (De Clercq, F. S. A. and Schmeltz,
J. D. E. 1893; and see http://www.papuaerfgoed.org/en/
Pre_historic_drawings).
Elsewhere, Bonatz et al. (2006) provide a useful
summary of twenty megaliths found in Sumatra, some
carved with human images in full relief, others “with a
large repertoire of motifs” (2006, 505). Also reported
in Sumatra was the discovery of red rock paintings at
Gua Harimau (Tiger Cave) in South Sumatra Province
(Simanjuntak 2009). Research at Gua Harimau is ongoing,
and it is believed that the rock art of Gua Harimau is the
first incidence of rock paintings documented on the island
of Sumatra. Additionally, Latinis and Stark (2005) reviewed
cave and rock-shelter use in central Maluku (eastern
Indonesia) and made mention of rock art sites in Sawai, on
Seram island, although it is unclear if these are new sites or
ones reported previously by scholars such as Röder (1938)
and van Heekeren (1972). George Nash published more

information on petroglyphs on semi-portable stones from
Indonesia’s Bandung Museum (Nash 2005; Mokhtar et al.
2008, 44–46), following an earlier discussion in News of
the World II (Nash 2000).

Conclusions
As can be seen from this review, research activity on the
rock art of Southeast Asia and Yunnan Province, China has
accelerated in recent years, especially since the beginning
of 2008. While the emerging knowledge appears to be
patchy, disjointed and uneven, several interesting findings
can be observed from recent rock art studies in this part
of the world. One is the occurrence of engraved boulders
now found in two provinces of northern Vietnam. Another
is the common presence of hand stencils (both positive
and negative) in the eastern Indonesian islands, including
Borneo, Sulawesi, Seram Island, East Timor and Irian Jaya.
Also significant is the strong megalithic tradition found in
the various cultures inhabiting both Island and Mainland
Southeast Asia. And the sheer number of sites documented
in Thailand may hint at the potential number of sites in the
neighbouring countries that have yet to be researched.
While there are significant gaps in our regional
understanding of Southeast Asian rock art, one of the
exciting research results comes from attempts to directly
date the art. For instance, dating results of a minimum age of
about 9900 years for a hand stencil and a painted “blob” at
the Gua Saleh site, East Kalimantan (Borneo), is consistent
with O’Connor’s (2010) dates for engraved faces in East
Timor. In other words, we are beginning to find evidence
of remnants of a Pleistocene SE Asian rock art tradition.
In Mainland Southeast Asia, further results from Yunnan
Province, China, may extend this across the region.
Besides renewed research into rock art in many
Southeast Asian countries, we anticipate more cross-border
collaborations within the region and externally. One of
the more important meetings was the first major rock
art workshop focusing specifically on rock art research,
conservation and management, with participants from
almost every Southeast Asian country, from Myanmar to
Timor Leste, which took place in Thailand in May 2011
(see David 1999 for an earlier training course on “rock art
painting conservation”). Such gatherings are a promising
start that is anticipated to lead into many more new research
programmes, exciting discoveries and detailed analyses in
the years to come.
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Chapter 5

Revisiting the Rock Art at Gua Tambun, Perak, Malaysia
Noel Hidalgo Tan and Stephen Chia

Abstract
Rock art is an archaeological phenomenon that occurs fairly frequently throughout s outheast Asia but
is still not well understood. s uch is the case for the rock art in g ua t ambun, a rock shelter containing a
large collection of rock paintings in Perak, m alaysia. Despite its “discovery” in 1959, few detailed studies
have been conducted due to the technical difficulties of recording and interpreting rock art, which have
resulted in tenuous and disputable interpretations of the t ambun rock art. t his paper presents the main
findings of recent research on the rock art at g ua t ambun. Digital image recording and analysis enabled
the quantification, reconstruction and re-interpretation of the rock art. chemical analysis and replicative
experiments, on the other hand, shed light on the raw materials and their method of production. t he
research also showed that there are much more paintings than earlier thought and a reconstruction of their
relative positioning and chronology spark new interpretive insights on the rock art at g ua t ambun.
Introduction
gua t ambun (t ambun cave), named after a nearby town, is located just outside the city of ipoh, the
capital of Perak state in Peninsular m alaysia [Fig. 15.1]. it is the largest rock art site in Peninsular
malaysia, and is known for its complex array of polychromatic rock paintings of great size. most of
the paintings, in varying states of preservation, are located high above the cave floor at an elevation of
6–10m. the site is situated approximately 50m above the ground on a limestone formation known as
gunong Panjang (“the long mountain”). the site was “discovered” in 1959 by lt. R.l. Rawlings, a
b ritish artillery officer stationed at a nearby army base; the site was excavated and subsequently reported
in scholarly literature by John m atthews (1959, 1960) of the n ational m useum. s ince then, little scholarly
attention has been paid to the site. in the mid-1980s, a team from the national museum conducted a
study at the site to investigate the paintings and collected samples of haematite (kam 1985) but there
does not appear to have been any report published. later , Paul Faulstich (1990) wrote a comparison of
the so-called “x-ray deer” art from the site with other x-ray art styles from india and Australia. m atthews’
early reports (1959, 1960) continued to be cited as the primary source of information about the site
although none of his speculations or interpretations had been thoroughly investigated (see Adi h aji
t aha and Zulkifli Jafaar 2004, chen Zhao Fu 2001 and ipoi Datan 1998). in the last 50 years since the
“discovery” of g ua t ambun, it has also been protected as a heritage site, made more accessible by a dirt
road and staircases, and opened to public, causing significant changes to the landscape. because of the
lack of knowledge about the rock art, as well as the observable deterioration to it by natural and human
factors, it is timely to reinvestigate the rock art at g ua t ambun using modern recording methods and new
theoretical approaches.
in this paper, we present the key findings of the reinvestigation of the gua t ambun rock paintings
conducted in 2009. t he main purpose of this research is to expand the current knowledge about the site,
and more specifically, to conduct a detailed inventory and record of the rock art as basic information
because the number of rock paintings reported were inconsistent: matthews (1960: 1) suggested “more
than 80”, while a brochure from the local heritage society stated a lesser number of between 20 and 30
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Fig. 15.1: location of gua t ambun in Perak, Malaysia (Drawing: noel hidalgo t an).

(Yayasan Perak n.d.). We also wanted to test some of the existing assumptions about the rock art — such
as the suggestion that the red, orange and purple paints were made from haematite (Matthews 1960: 1)
— and to reexamine the identification of animal forms first suggested by Matthews (1959, 1960).
Revisiting gua t ambun was also timely because many of the methods and approaches used in this
study were not available 50 years ago. Rock art research was a poorly-developed subfield of archaeology
in 1959 and only a handful of sites were known to archaeologists then; the known sites included the
Painted Cave at n iah (h arrisson 1959), Khao Khian in Southern t hailand (de l ajonquière 1912) and the
various rock painting sites in the indonesian islands reported by h endrick Robbert van h eekeren (1957).
While there is no official count for the entire region today, Mokhtar Saidin et al. (2007) asserts that
Southeast Asia contains almost as much rock art as Africa and e urope. Malaysia, in particular, has over 20
documented rock art sites (t an 2010). improvement in technology has also allowed us to better examine
what has traditionally been a difficult type of archaeological material to study. Advances in geochemistry
and analytical methods allow for an examination of rock pigments on a microscopic scale to determine
their elemental and chemical makeup. Digital photography has also greatly eased the recording process,
removing the restrictive costs of traditional film photography and the danger of damaging the rock art
using direct tracing. t his approach also provided a higher degree of accuracy and efficiency than tracing
and sketching. Digital image analysis and enhancement also provide a non-invasive way of restoring and
reconstructing faded paintings on the computer. in short, recent approaches in this area of study allow us
to treat rock art more fully as an archaeological material rather than as symbols of artistic expression.
Site Description
the name “gua t ambun” or t ambun Cave is somewhat of a misnomer as it is not an actual cave but
a wide rock shelter located at an elevation of 50m along the northwestern tip of the gunong Panjang
limestone massif. t he prominent cliff face in which the rock shelter resides is a fairly distinct geological
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landmark from the many other limestone hills that surround ipoh. t he site faces southwest, commanding
a panoramic view of ipoh city, and captures most of the direct sunlight in the afternoon and evening.
While water wash can be observed on the rock art, the suggestion by matthews (1960) that rain rarely
falls into the site and onto the wall was corroborated by our observations during fieldwork: the floor of
the rock shelter remained dry despite frequent rains. Access to the site involves a short trek to the base of
the mountain from the main road and a climb facilitated by specially-built concrete steps that lead to the
northern end of the shelter. this stairway was built during the late 1970s or early 1980s, and is unlikely
to be the original access point to the site, as discussions with haji Jalil osman, a member of matthews’
1959 excavation team, indicated that they hacked through the thick forest ascent and arrived closer to the
southern-central section of the shelter. it is thus unknown how the early painters accessed and experienced
the site. s ince the construction of the stairway, the site has been opened to public and there are numerous
indicators of human visitation, particularly litter and graffiti on the walls. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that most residents of ipoh are vaguely aware of the existence of the rock art, and most have not visited
the site despite its promotion by the state tourism board. the site is occasionally visited by groups of
interested tourists, scout troops and school children, and this continues to be a source for concern due to
the impact of human disturbance, particularly through litter and vandalism.
matthews (1960) reports an earlier source of human intervention at the rock shelter in the form of
guano collectors who have extensively quarried the site for fertilizer, leaving the floor of the cave 2–3m
lower than its original position. c oupled with m atthews’ excavation of the site in 1959, the northern half
of the site is fairly rough and uneven, fluctuating between 5–6m in depth with the original level of the
floor indicated from a large gash running along the cliff wall. t he floor of the southern half of the shelter,
which is undisturbed, slopes steeply up a gradient of approximately 65°, and provides a rough idea of
what the shelter may have looked like before.
m ost of the rock art described in previous literature refer to a large panel of paintings situated
in the central portion of the shelter, in an area 10m wide and 4m high situated at least 6m above the
present floor [Fig. 15.2]. this panel contains the most number of paintings in the site that vary in terms

Fig. 15.2: the main panel of rock art, now designated as Panel c (Photo: noel hidalgo t an).
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of size and color. Red, purple and orange-colored paintings can be observed, rendered in silhouette, and
a significant number of the larger paintings are red-colored line drawings of “deer” which appear to be
painted at a relatively later stage (Faulstich 1990). Several prominent paintings stand out due to their size
and uniqueness, and the tentative interpretations offered by Matthews in 1959 and 1960 appear to have
become “fact”, as later writers do not seem to question the identification of the paintings as “dugong”,
“tapir” or “deer” (see Yong 1989; ipoi Datan 1998; Adi haji t aha and Zulkifli Jaafar 2004).
Matthews (1959) reports conducting a short excavation at the site and recovering several h oabinhian
unifacial pebble tools, faunal remains of deer, monkey, pigs and lizard, as well as a grinding stone tool
stained red with haematite. the national Museum investigation of the site also found a cord-marked
pottery sherd at the site that became the basis for attributing the site to the neolithic period. however ,
none of these artifacts from either investigation could be located within the national Museum at Kuala
lumpur for inspection. owing to the recent history of the site, which was quarried, excavated and also
made open to public in the last 30 years, we did not conduct any excavations at the site because it was
too disturbed and therefore not a reliable source of archaeological data. h owever, a cursory surface
survey was conducted and we recovered several small pieces of red and orange haematite, a smooth white
pebble that did not appear to be of local origin, and a fragment of a stone grinding tool, stained red, which
corroborated the earlier finds.
Before the discovery of the rock art, gunong Panjang was also noted for its rich deposits of iron,
five of which were discovered around the mountain during a survey by the geological Service in the
1950s (Scrivenor et al. 1957). iron mining was known to have been carried out at the foot of gunong
Panjang after the Second World War up to the 1960s, but it is uncertain if mining works were carried out
in the shelter itself. Samples of iron ore were also collected from one of the known deposits located at the
northern tip of the mountain, which were brought to surface due to recent earthworks in the area.
Documentation and description of the rock art
Primary field recording took place over a period of two weeks in January 2009. A metal scaffold,
approximately 6m wide and 10m high, was erected in front of the largest panel of rock art, enabling the
team to gain close access to most of the rock paintings in this part of the shelter. Previous rock art studies
in Malaysia used direct tracing as a recording method: a clear plastic sheet is placed over rock surface
and the design is traced using a marker pen. t his method, in which a 1:1 reproduction is produced, incurs
the risk of damaging the rock art because of the pressure applied by the pen tip as well as the danger of
the plastic sheet rubbing against the rock paintings.
For this study, digital photography was used as the primary documentation method for recording
the rock art because it provided an accurate, non-invasive way of recording fragile rock paintings with
the added benefit of being relatively inexpensive, especially when compared to the prohibitive costs
of film photography. the rock art was shot using a nikon D70s digital single reflex camera shooting
in raw neF format using an 18–55mm lens and an international Federation of Rock Art or ganisations
(iFRAo ) scale in frame. in cases where the rock art was out of reach and could not be inspected closely,
a 70–300mm zoom lens as well as a pole-mounted Canon g 11 camera was used. Digital photography was
also supplemented with paper forms designed specifically for this study and digital videography. Direct
contact with the rock art was kept to a minimum and only by necessity during the collection of the paint
samples. Samples of paint were scraped with a dental pick and kept wrapped in aluminum foil in airtight
plastic containers; in most cases, only a minute sample (less than a gram) of pigment can be collected
due to the scarcity of pigment left on the wall.
t he rock art was divided into panels and subpanels, and then recorded as individual elements,
with each element defined as a spatially distinct painting consisting of a single color on a single layer.
the digital images were later analyzed on a computer with Adobe Photoshop and image J, using basic
enhancement techniques such as contrast and tonal adjustments to improve visibility, and more advanced
techniques such as false color décor relation stretch to bring out paintings that were barely visible to the
human eye due to extreme deterioration. in some cases, new rock art elements were only discovered and
catalogued after they were digitally enhanced. t racings of the rock art were also carried out digitally,
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avoiding the need for the pen-and-plastic method and their dimensions could be measured using digital
photogrammetry.
We recorded a total of 640 distinct rock art elements, a surprisingly high figure given the low
estimate by earlier reports. o ver 500 elements were found on the main panel (designated panel c ) alone,
although it is likely that there were more paintings present as the lower portions of the panel have suffered
deterioration, permanently destroying much of the rock art there. e ven more surprising was the discovery
of many other smaller panels of rock art dispersed throughout the site, a total of 11 panels designated
as A–k. these panels have been described in some detail in an earlier paper (t an and chia 2010; see
also t an 2010). in general, they are very much smaller in scale than panel c and contain less than 20
elements each. the general description of each of these panels is outlined in t able 15.1. many of these
secondary panels are located close to the former floor, and it appears that the panels at high elevations
share more similarity with each other than do the floor-level panels, which exhibit a wide degree of
aesthetic variations.
each element of the rock art was categorized into one of six categories: anthropomorph, botanic
(fruit), geometric, zoomorph, abstract and undetermined and are briefly described here.
Table 15.1: summary of rock art found in gua t ambun
Panel

no. of
elements

Distance from
surface (m)

colors

Forms Depicted

A

11

7

monochrome
Red

set of “upside down ovals”,
abstract shapes

b

18

15

monochrome
Red

Zoomorphs, anthropomorphs and
“pots”

c

508

6-10

shades of red,
orange and
purple

lar gest variety, zoomorphs,
anthropomorphs, abstract designs,
indeterminate designs

D

22

<1

shades of red

Abstract shapes, predominantly a
zigzag pattern

e

3

3

monochrome
Red

Abstract shapes, predominantly a
zigzag pattern but differing from
Panel D

2

monochrome
Red

indeterminate; heavily damaged by
wash

Red and orange

mainly abstract shapes, but one
prominent anthropomorph

F

undetermined

g

14

<1

h

5

7

monochrome
Red

heavy spalling makes forms hard
to determine. Possibly containing
abstract shapes and finger dots

i

6

<1

monochrome
orange

ovals

J

49

12

White on black

A variety of geometric linear
shapes including chevrons and
rows of vertical lines

k

4

< 1.5

shades of red

v arious unidentified forms and one
depiction of an anthropomorph /
zoomorph

5
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Anthropomorphs
Anthropomorphs, or human shapes, are relatively few in number and only 21 forms have been classified
as such. Most depictions range from small to medium in size, not exceeding 80cm in height. one line
drawing of an anthropomorph [Fig. 15.3a] depicting radiating lines from the head has been likened
by Matthews (1960) to a headdress worn by the lanoh negritos, one of the aboriginal groups of the
Malaysian peninsula. Another anthropomorph [Fig. 15.3b] is a frontal view depiction of a person wearing
a topknot and earrings. Frontal-view depictions are common, although one painting adjacent to the
“dancing man” (according to Matthews 1959: 23 identification) may be an attempt to depict a similar
person in profile [Fig. 15.3c]. Most anthropomorphs, however, do not seem to be depicted with any kind
of identifiable clothing or ornaments; more interestingly, the anthropomorphs appear to display a high
degree of variability even between those located within the same panel [Fig. 15.3d]. the variation in
the anthropomorphic forms exists in size, color, body shape, pose and painting style (silhouette or line
painting), and such a wide array of self-representation may indicate that the rock art was the work of
many artists, or perhaps even many different groups of authors.
Botanic (fruit) Forms
in our opinions, the rock art did not appear to depict any botanic attributes such as trees, flowers or
leaves; however 17 paintings were classified as “fruit” because of the characteristic round or oval shapes
appended with a small “stem” on the top end [Fig. 15.4]. these “fruit” forms are typically red in color
and almost all of them appear on the main panel, panel C, however, their shapes are too generic to make
any definite identification with any particular kind of fruit.

Fig. 15.3: Anthropomorphs of gua t ambun. (a) “lanoh negrito” figure identified by John M. Matthews (1960). (b) An
anthropomorph wearing a topknot and earrings. (c) “dancing man” depicted with genitalia and possible arm ornaments.
A line painting to the left of this anthropomorph may be an attempt to depict a similar anthropomorph in profile. (d)
Assortment of anthropomorphic forms in gua t ambun. not in scale (Drawing: noel hidalgo t an).
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Fig. 15.4: botanic (fruit) rock art from gua t ambun. not in scale (Drawing: noel hidalgo t an).

Fig. 15.5: geometric rock art of gua t ambun. (a) horizontal oval cluster. (b) v ertical oval sluster. (c) hybrid alignment
oval cluster. (d) Rows of vertical lines.(e)c hevron designs. (f) Wavy vertical lines. (g) s mall squares, the only square forms
observed in gua t ambun. not in scale (Drawing: noel hidalgo t an).
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Geometric Forms
t he rock art of g ua t ambun features many geometric shapes and designs, sometimes arranged in
distinctive patterns or groups. A recurring series of geometric forms includes clusters of oval shapes,
arranged horizontally, vertically or in a hybrid configuration [Fig. 15.5a‒c]. Repetitive designs are also
located in various panels throughout the site. Panel J, a panel of white-colored rock art that may be a
product of extreme weathering or engraving contains repeated vertical lines, arranged in two rows and
each line equidistant from each other [Fig. 15.5d], and a series of upside down chevrons, stack vertically
in rows [Fig. 15.5e]. Wavy vertical lines of a fine width can be found in panels D and e [Fig. 15.5f]
and panel D additionally has a series of small squares arranged in a semi-circle [Fig. 15.5g]. Without
further contextual knowledge, it is impossible to say what these geometric forms represent, although
their deliberate placement and arrangement suggests some sort of cultural meaning for the painters who
created them.
Zoomorphic Forms
By far, the most impressive depictions from the g ua t ambun rock art are the animal forms, which
dominate the paintings in the upper levels of the cliff face. Quantitative analysis indicate that the animal
forms comprise over half the rock art present by surface area (approximately 13.5m2), and would suggest
that the animals were a major theme or subject of the painters at g ua t ambun. Some depictions are quite
large, over 1m in length, and by inference painting these figures at such a height would require a large and
stable platform — probably some sort of scaffolding structure. Such technology is not beyond the reach
of the orang asli, or indigenous peoples, of Malaysia and ethnographic evidence have shown them to be
capable of building complex structures using natural jungle resources such as bamboo and rattan as well
as climbing very tall trees to collect honey and fruits (Dentan 1968: 27, 42; Cheah Jin Seng 2009: 173).
t he zoomorphic forms appear to be rendered in two distinct “styles”, zoomorphs in the earlier
silhouette-type paintings are depicted in profile as well as bird’s eye view, while the later line technique
“x-ray” style depictions are only in profile. the silhouette style paintings depict land mammals such
as “wild pigs” and “deer”; reptiles such as “lizards” and “tortoise”; and “fish” [Fig. 15.6a–c] only one
painting appears to be a depiction of an avian or bird form, but this may also be a representation of a
stylized anthropomorph [Fig. 15.6d]. there is less variability in the “x-ray style” paintings, which seem
to only depict four-legged land animals. Matthews (1960: 2) had speculated on some link between the
“x-ray style” rock art from gua t ambun and those similarly named in india and Australia, representing
a link for the cultural flow of ideas between these regions, but Faulstich (1990: 125) points out that only
one painting [Fig. 15.6e], that of the “pregnant deer”, can truly be called “x-ray style”. Furthermore, the
“x-ray style” of Australia appears to have evolved locally over time, while in the case of gua t ambun
the introduction of the “x-ray style” appears to be abrupt.
While Matthews (1960: 2) explicitly acknowledged the subjectivity of his interpretations of the
animal forms, later scholars have largely ignored his caution in their attempts to identify the animals
specifically. As a result, many of Matthews’ initial and early interpretations have endured in the
subsequent literature as fact. having built a detailed inventory and close-up imagery for the rock art at
gua t ambun, we have revised several of the commonly-held interpretations of the zoomorphs based on
the idea that at least some of the animal forms could be more accurately and positively identified based
on the attributes (horns, tails, hooves) that the painters chose to imbue them with, and also by comparing
Matthews’ speculations of the animals depicted at gua t ambun with real-world examples of the same
types of animals they were supposed to depict.
o ne the one hand, some zoomorphs such as the “wild pig” were quite easily corroborated because
of the depictions of a tapered body, tasseled tail, and in one instance, stripes [Fig. 15.6f], which are
features in the young of the species. t he “deer” forms were also easy to identify from their depictions of
horns and cloven hooves. ev en though none of the “deer” paintings were fully intact, two distinct types
of deer could be distinguished from the depiction of horns and body shape, the larger “Sambar Deer”
and the smaller Red Muntjac [Fig. 15.6g]. o n the other hand, we have revised the interpretation of the
“dugong”, one of the more iconic paintings of the site, on the basis that real dugongs only have two large
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Fig. 15.6: Zoomorphs or animal figures dominate the rock art located in the higher elevations of the cliff face. (a) land
animals: “wild pig” and “deer”. (b) Reptiles: “tortoises’ and “lizards”. (c) Fish: “ikan keli” (catfish) and “dugong”, the
latter of which is an inaccurate description as “dugongs” do not have hind flippers. (d) Avian figure, or possibly a stylized
bird-man. (e) “X-ray deer”, now reinterpreted as a “serow” or mountain goat, the only true “x-ray” style rock art from g ua
t ambun. (f) “Wild pig” forms. (g) the “tapir” compared with the heads of other zoomorphs in the “x-ray” style. not in
scale (Drawing: noel hidalgo t an).
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frontal flippers, while the depiction at g ua t ambun is seen with four small appendages. While we can
offer no alternative identification for the “dugong” of g ua t ambun, it may be possible that it represents
one of larger freshwater fish found in the local rivers, or perhaps be a depiction of a mythological or
spiritual entity.
the depictions of the “x-ray style deer” were also quite detailed in their attributes, despite their
obviously stylized linear appearance. there appears to be only two kinds of head types depicted in the
“x-ray style”, one with horns and the other without, which may suggest sexual dimorphism of the same
species. Besides horns, the painters also took care to depict brushed tails and back hair. the inclusion
of the latter attribute narrowed the list of likely animals to only the gaur (Bos sp. or some a relative of
the buffalo) and the mountain goat (southern serow, or Capricornus sumatraensis). the latter is more
probable of the two since the evidence for serow in the form of fecal matter have been found as well as
actual sightings of this animal have been made during our fieldwork at the southern end of the shelter.
t he dual-head type of the “x-ray serow” is the basis for reinterpreting another iconic figure of
gua t ambun, the “tapir”. it is interesting to note that when first reported, Matthews (1959: 23) also
offered the suggestion that the “tapir” was also a “rhinoceros beetle” because it appeared to have six
legs. h owever, most writers (Yong 1989; ipoi Datan 1998; Adi h aji t aha and Zulkifli Jaafar 2004) have
opted for the “tapir” interpretation because of the similarity in the snouted head and white body marking
of its namesake. When viewed in relation with the other x-ray style zoomorphs in its vicinity, a likelier
interpretation is that the “tapir” was intended to be depicted as a young of the “serow” forms, particularly
since the “tapir” is painted in the same manner, sporting the same kind of head, and in a relatively smaller
size. it should be interesting to note that the real tapir is also the third largest land animal in the local
fauna, after the elephant and the rhinoceros. in contrast, the “tapir” figure is one of the smallest of the xray style paintings, which are in turn generally smaller than the other silhouetted zoomorphic paintings.
Abstract Designs
t he term “abstract” is a catch-all phrase to describe well-preserved rock art elements that did not fit neatly
into the other five categories and thus display a great degree of variability in their form. Some of the more
unusual abstract forms include clusters of finger dots arranged in rows containing approximately 80–100
dots in each cluster [Fig. 15.7a, each cluster is recorded as one element]. Distinct tri-linear designs [Fig.
15.7b] in the shape of a diamond appear to be among the oldest paintings on panel C and are all in poor
condition, suffering exfoliation and fading; “pot” shapes [Fig. 15.7c] appear only on panel B and may be
representations of fruits on branches or pots; and a unique scaffold design [Fig. 15.7d], yellow in color,
consisting of linear designs that look like a network of ladders. t hese four examples represent some of the
more unique or distinct forms of abstract rock art at the site. in most cases, the shapes appear unfamiliar
to the modern eye, but would possibly have held meaning for the original painters [Fig. 15.7e].
Chronology of the Rock Art
g iven the disturbed nature of the site and the lack of carbonaceous material detected in the rock pigments,
we were unable to attempt any form of chronometric dating on any of the material recovered from
gua t ambun. however , Matthews (1960) and Faulstich (1984) had earlier remarked on the number of
superimpositions present on panel C, from which the relative order of the paintings can be worked out.
t he relative chronology of the main panel of rock art was deduced in this study by combining the detailed
spatial information from field observation with the manipulation of digital tracings.
t he method for digitally reconstructing the layers of paintings was fairly simple but was time
consuming because of the sheer number of individual elements (slightly over 500) involved. t hree basic
steps were involved: first, a total of 53 points of superimposition were identified after cross-checking the
field recordings and the digital images. From these 53 points of superimpositions, 22 layers were defined
according to their color and location in the panel. lastly , the remaining elements were assigned to the
appropriate layer according to their color and location. these 22 layers were further refined into seven
phases [Fig. 8a–g] which reflect the relative sequence in which the paintings were created.

10
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Fig. 15.7: Abstract designs. (a) Finger dots. (b) t rilinear designs. (c) “Pot” shapes. (d) “s caffold” design. (e) An assortment
of abstract forms from the rock art of gua t ambun. not in scale (Drawing: noel hidalgo t an).
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Fig. 15.8: Cultural phases on the main panel of the gua t ambun rock art, Panel C.
(a) Phase 1. earliest phase of painting characterized by large zoomorphic forms in orange.

(b) Phase 2. Depictions of large zoomorphic forms in purple and maroon.
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(c) Phase 3. Paintings shift to the lower left section of the panel, paintings are smaller but utilize multiple colors.

(d) Phase 4. Red colored paintings of a similar scale to Phase 3.
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(e) Phase 5. Purple colored paintings of the “dancing man” and also similarly-clustered oval shapes.

(f) Phase 6. Paintings occurring on exfoliated section of the rock surface, suggesting a later period of occurrence.
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(g) Phase 7. “X-ray” style paintings clustered to the lower right section of the panel (Drawing: noel hidalgo t an).

Phase 1 [Fig. 15.8a]: t he earliest paintings on the main panel appear to be the large orange-colored
zoomorphic forms (possibly “wild pig” or even “tapir”) that dominate the middle to upper section of the
panel. the uppermost set of paintings, a depiction of an anthropomorph and a couple of oval shapes, is
associated with this phase on the basis of a similar color. the tri-linear designs are also associated with
this phase, as one element is placed under a phase 2 painting and these designs all display advanced
deterioration in the forms of fading and exfoliation.
Phase 2 [Fig. 15.8b]: this second phase is rather distinct because of a number of superimpositions
over the Phase 1 paintings. Phase 2 paintings consist mainly of maroon and purple-colored paintings along
the same elevation as the “dugong”. l ike the earlier phase, phase 2 is characterized by the large depictions
of zoomorphs. most of the phase 2 paintings occur at a spatially higher elevation than in phase 1.
Phase 3 [Fig. 15.8c]: this phase sees a marked shift from the earlier two phases: the paintings
become significantly smaller, less attention is paid to depictions of zoomorphs, and are concentrated
on the relatively smaller area in the lower left section of the panel. unlike the earlier phases, there is
no dominant color, and the orange, red and purple-colored paintings are organized into multiple layers
with various superimpositions. investigating this section of the panel was slightly more difficult as we
could not gain close access to this area due to limitations of the scaffolding, as well as severe exfoliation
affecting the lower parts of this area.
Phase 4 [Fig. 15.8d]: t he art switches back to one dominant color again, red, and moves to the lower
central section of the panel. the “five-fingered drooping figure” is perhaps the most visible element of
this phase, but most of the “fruit” shapes also appear in this phase of the rock art.
Phase 5 [Fig. 15.8e]: t his phase is characterized primarily by its purple colored paintings and
includes two major types of elements. the first is the prominent “dancing man” and associated figures,
while the second is a cluster of vertically-oriented ovals underlined by a horizontal one [Fig. 15.5c].
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Phase 6 [Fig. 15.8f]: t his phase is not characterized by superimpositions at all, but by a destructive
event which caused large sections of the lower wall to be exfoliated, even damaging some of the paintings
from phases 3 and 4. Rock art that was painted on the exfoliated sections must have post-dated this event
and are hence marked as phase 6. t he rock paintings here are typically small, some may even be remnants
of paintings that had seeped through the overlying surface, and occur on the lower edge of the panel close
to the boundary between the exfoliated areas and the intact surface.
Phase 7 [Fig. 15.8g]: t his phase is ascribed to the “x-ray style” art. While this phase only
superimposes over the phase 2 art, we are in agreement with Faulstich (1990: 125) that their striking
dissimilarity from the other silhouette-type paintings leads us to conclude that this phase is relatively
the most recent. Moreover, given the abrupt introduction of the “x-ray style” art, the deliberate
superimposition over earlier art and the lack of a stylistic evolution observed within the rock art, the
“x-ray style” art may be an indicator for the introduction of another cultural group into the area who
painted with a different set of cultural references. Another interpretation may be that the “x-ray style” art
represents a stylistic evolution by the same group of painters.
t his ordering of phases can offer no suggestions for the time elapsed between each phase,
although it must be said that phase 1 is generally hard to see with the naked eye, and must have faded
over a considerable period of time or have come into contact with water before phase 2 was applied.
Superimpositions between phases 1 and 2 appear to be small, slight overlaps between the edges paintings,
which suggest that whoever painted phase 2 did not want to draw over, or perhaps wished to incorporate,
the preceding phase 1.
in contrast, many of the superimpositions in phases 3 and 4 appear to be deliberate. it should,
however, be noted that the bulk of the superimpositions observed in these phases occur in the lower
sections of the panel, where much of the lower boundary has been damaged by exfoliation, permanently
destroying many of the rock paintings that may have once been in this area and limiting our ability to
understand the chronology of the paintings at the elevation of 8m and lower. Despite the differentiation
in phases, phases 1–6 are visually similar silhouette designs which may indicate that painting took place
over an extended period of time. l ike phases 3 and 4, the “x-ray style” rock art at phase 7 appears to have
been deliberately painted over the underlying paintings.
Pigment Analysis
t he ability to conduct intensive research at the site, as well as to gain close-up access the rock art during
this research project provided us with an opportunity to survey the rock shelter’s floor for possible
coloring material as well as to collect samples of the pigments themselves. Pigment samples from each of
the three main colors (red, purple and orange) were collected, along with several small lumps of haematite
from the relatively undisturbed northernmost and southern half of the floor of the shelter. l umps of iron
ore were also collected from a known deposit at the northern tip of gunong Panjang.
t he powdered samples of pigment were sent for x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, in which a
sample is bombarded with x-rays. t he crystalline structure of the sample diffracts the x-ray into distinct
patterns, which then can be compared to reference samples of known compositions. XRD analyses of
the red and purple pigments indicate that they were indeed made from haematite (Fe2o 3), confirming
Matthews’ assumption (t an 2010). Samples of orange pigment were much harder to analyze owing to
the fact that many orange paintings were too faded and contained too little pigment to be scraped off. in
this instance, we removed several flakes off the rock surfaces from paintings that were already chipped
and analyzed them using a scanning electron microscope (Model Je o l JSM-6460l V) equipped with
an o xford in CA e nergy 200 energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (Se M-e DX) at USM in order to
determine the elemental makeup of a given sample. Se M-e DX analysis revealed major concentrations of
iron and oxygen from samples of the orange pigment and grinding tool, thus confirming that the orange
pigments were also derived from haematite. Some of the XRD and Se M-e DX samples also indicated
the presence of gypsum (CaSo 4) (h 2o )2. We do not believe this substance to be a paint substance,
but a natural mineral accretion or contamination from chalk applied by the previous research team in
1985. From these analyses, it is likely that the red and orange paints were derived from red and orange
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haematite lumps that have been found in situ in the shelter. Purple paints were derived from iron ore,
which is silver-gray in color, but when crushed into a fine powder, it oxidizes immediately into a deep
purple color.
c lose observation of the rock art themselves allowed us to make several inferences about their
possible techniques of application. e vidence of paint splatter observed in the middle of the “x-ray style”
art indicates that the pigments must have been applied in liquid form, rather than being applied like a
crayon straight onto the rock surface. At least some of the rock art was painted using fingers, as seen from
line art and finger dots [Fig. 15.3a]. in other specific cases, tools must have been used in order to produce
the fine lines and sharp points observed in some forms. there is no clue as to what kind of tools may
have been used, and it is highly probable that such tools, especially those made from organic materials,
would not survive the archaeological record.
Conclusion
this study represents the first comprehensive and detailed inventory of a rock art site in malaysia using
digital photography and image analysis as the primary method of investigation. As a result of the closeup and detailed recording, we were able to identify and categorize some 640 rock art elements at gua
t ambun, a number far higher than previously expected, which includes many forms that are barely visible
to the human eye. mo re importantly, this data was collected with little adverse effect to the rock surface
or the rock art due to the inherently non-invasive nature of the recording process.
From this research we were also able to untangle the complex chronology of rock art seen on the
main panel and distinguish at least seven distinct phases or painting episodes. Among the earliest phases
were the large zoomorphic forms such as the “wild pigs”, “dugong” and “deer” in the higher reaches
of the wall approximately 10–12m off the current floor. During the later phases of painting episodes,
there was a marked shift to painting at a lower elevation (approximately 8m from the current floor) as
superimpositions become more deliberate and paintings tended to shrink while depicting more abstract
subjects. in these later phases, the paintings exude a sense of being more disorganized to the modern
eye, as more colors are used and paintings are deliberately placed on top of each other. the last stage
of painting is also distinct, as the “x-ray style” art is a marked departure from the older silhouette-style
paintings and may represent the signature of an entirely different group into the locality.
closer examination of the zoomorphic forms, in particular on the peripheral attributes that were
depicted by the painters, lead us to conclude that some of the interpretations held by m atthews and earlier
writers are incorrect. in particular, the physical attributes of the “dugong” depicted do not match the real
dugong, and the attributes of the “x-ray deer” more closely resemble the southern serow or mountain
goat. it is also likely that the “tapir” is in fact a representation of a young “serow”. While we believe that
our re-interpretation of the animal identifications, one that is based on the comparison of the depiction
of physical attributes of actual local animals, is less subjective than that of matthews’ first impressions,
we would like to stress that these are ultimately still interpretations, and are denoted as such through
the use of quote marks in the accepted convention today. there is currently no way to corroborate our
interpretations through informed or ethnographic sources.
c hemical analysis of the paints indicates that m atthews’ hypothesis of the composition of pigments
is correct and that the paints were made from haematite (red and orange) or iron ore (purple) obtained
locally. the paints were created by grinding the coloring substances into a fine powder before it was
mixed with a wet medium — in all likelihood, water — and applied onto the rock surfaces using fingers
and hands. t ool use is also suggested by the presence of fine lines and sharp corners seen on some
elements of rock art.
Rock art is a class of material culture that does not lend itself easily to preservation or collection
and transport into the laboratory. As such, this research is an important step in any conservation effort
as it provides a baseline recording of the site while it continues to be open to the elements and human
intervention. We hope that the work at gua t ambun may spur similar research into this little-known
phenomenon found in malaysia and southeast Asia.
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the National Museum, (Kam, 1985; Faulstich, 1984) who
reported the discovery of several chunks of red and orangecoloured haematite, the likely material from which the
paintings were created. The team also found a cord-marked
pottery sherd, which was used to date the site to the
Neolithic. By this time, the site was gazetted as a protected
site under the Antiquities Act 1976, and access to the public
was facilitated by the construction of a staircase. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that the site is frequently visited by school
groups, and otherwise unfrequented by the local population.

ABSTRACT
The rock art site of Gua Tambun in Perak, Malaysia was first
reported by J. M. Matthews in 1959, following the discovery
of the rock paintings by a British military officer. An estimate
of more than 80 forms of animals, humans, geometric designs
and many other indistinct and vague forms of paintings were
reported on the walls of the rock shelter. Since then, no
further in-depth research of the rock art has been reported,
while time and weather have eroded and faded the paintings
even more. In early January 2009, the site was revisited by
the authors to document and to study the rock art in detail.
The rock art was documented using a combination of closerange, high-resolution digital photography and digital image
analysis to reconstruct and recompose the faded images.
Samples of the material used for painting the rock art were
also collected for chemical analysis and dating. This paper
presents the preliminary findings of the research, which
include more than 600 forms of rock art found at the site.

FIELDWORK IN 2009
The purpose of this study was to establish a baseline
recording of the rock art and reassess some of Matthews’ and
other earlier researchers’ assumptions. Such a reassessment
was timely because of significant advances in rock art
research methodology – in particular, the popularity and costeffectiveness of digital photography as a recording medium
and the ability to study small samples of pigment through
compositional analysis. Also, the rock art is subject to
ongoing natural deterioration, and some paintings that were
recorded 50 years ago can no longer be seen today. A major
portion of this study involved the creation of a detailed
inventory of the rock art at the site, an investigation of the
pigments, reinterpretation of the site in an archaeological
context. This paper will discuss the preliminary findings from
Gua Tambun fieldwork in 2009, and describe the rock art
forms recorded from the site.
The main recording of the rock art was carried out in
January 2009; during the two-week field investigation, a
scaffold was built over the main concentration of paintings
and each rock art element was recorded using paper forms
and digital photography. Digital enhancement and analysis of
the photographs were later used as a non-invasive way of
restoring faded paintings and taking measurements of the
rock art. In addition, samples of the rock paints were
collected from various paintings for laboratory analysis and

INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the key finds from a 2009 investigation
into the Gua Tambun rock art site. Gua Tambun (‘Tambun
Cave’) is a rock shelter on the northwest side of Gunong
Panjang (‘The Long Mountain’), located in the state of Perak
in Peninsular Malaysia (Figure 1). The shelter is located at an
elevation of 50 metres and commands a panoramic view of
Ipoh, the capital city of Perak. The rock art was first reported
by Matthews (1959), following an investigation that same
year by a team from the National Museum. Matthews’ brief
reports form the bulk of the current knowledge about the site,
from the site’s modern ‘discovery’ by a British military
officer, to an overview of excavations carried out at parts of
the rock shelter, and finally preliminary interpretations of
some of the animal forms painted on the walls of the shelter.
These forms identified with x-ray detail, include paintings of
‘tapir’, ‘dugong’, and ‘deer’ (Matthews, 1959; 1960). The
site was revisited again in 1984-1985 by another team from
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Figure 1. Location of Gua Tambun.
identification. A surface survey yielded some artefacts and
ecofacts, including a stained grinding tool fragment and
lumps of haematite. However, the provenance of these finds
is problematic, as the surface of the rock shelter is highly
disturbed by small-scale mining and visitor activity. The site
was revisited several times through the year to gather
supplementary data, as well as to record faded paintings that
were discovered after digital enhancement.

reported that cultivators had previously mined the shelter for
guano, and Matthews himself had excavated in this area. In
addition, the shelter has been open to the public since the
1980s. As a result, the floor is strewn with detritus and
fluctuates between two and three metres in depth. In this
disturbed section the original floor may have been roughly
one metre higher than it is today.
At the start of fieldwork, four panels of rock art were
known to researchers. They were labelled A-D from north to
south, with the main panel of paintings is designated as Panel
C. These panels are generally well-preserved, and Panels AC occur at least seven metres above the floor. Panel D is
located just above the former floor level, up a steep rocky
slope, and can be reached by determined climbers. During
fieldwork, additional panels were documented and were
designated Panels E-K in order of their recording. These later
panels consist mainly of smaller clusters of rock art that are
easily overlooked. They were first reported in an earlier
paper (Tan and Chia, 2010). Each of these panels will be
described briefly in turn.

DESCRIPTION OF SITE AND ROCK ART
Gua Tambun is more accurately described as a rock shelter
rather than a cave, as it is a ledge located 50 metres above the
floor. The 100-metre-long shelter runs northwest to southeast
before gently curving to the south. Access to the shelter is
facilitated by a concrete staircase leading to the northern end
of the shelter, although it is not known if this location was the
main access point during the painting period since the
elevation is quite steep; Matthews’ 1959 team entered the
shelter closer to the centre after cutting a path through the
jungle slope. The paintings are located along the cliff face,
but are mostly distributed on the northern half of the cave and
concentrated near the centre of the shelter. (Figure 2).
In the southern part of the shelter, where there are few
paintings, the floor is relatively undisturbed and slopes
steeply to the cave wall. The floor at the northern part of the
shelter is generally uneven due to human activity. Matthews

Panel A
Located near the entry staircase to the site, Panel A (Figure
3) is a small collection of paintings located seven metres
above the floor; it is often overlooked due to its size. The set
of paintings can be described as a row of four ‘exclamation
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Figure 2. Map of Gua Tambun and location of paintings.
points’ painted in a deep red colour. Digital analysis reveals
an earlier layer of faded red figures painted underneath the
‘exclamation points’ that are barely visible to the naked eye.
A white patina appears to have developed over the paintings.
This panel appears to be relatively pristine and may not have
been touched by any research team. As such, it has great
potential for future geochemical research.

Panel B
The paintings in Panel B are the highest set of paintings on
the shelter wall, both in absolute terms and in relation to the
other panels. This panel is situated approximately 25 metres
above the floor, a height that is mitigated by the deep
depression in the floor below it. Because of its height, and the
lack of suitable vantage points, recording this panel was
particularly challenging. The prominent elements of Panel B
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Figure 3. Panel A.

Figure 4. Panel B.
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Figure 5. Panel C.

Figure 6. Panel D.
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the depiction of the ‘dugong’, the ‘x-ray style deer’ and the
‘dancing man’—have been featured in earlier reports. It is
notable that this panel alone contains over 500 individual
rock paintings. In contrast to most of the other panels, which
are painted in monochrome red, the paintings here include
orange, red and purple, although each element is painted in a
single colour and there are no examples of individual
polychromatic paintings.
A large number of these paintings are highly faded or
damaged by the elements, making them hard to make out
from the normal vantage point of the shelter floor. In the
1980s, a team from the National Museum in Kuala Lumpur
built scaffolding to reach the paintings in Panel C in order to
draw chalk outlines around the forms to enhance their
visibility, albeit with mixed results. Water wash can be
observed in the upper levels of the panel, causing much
damage to the paintings; a clean vertical white stripe
obscures the centre of the panel. However, it appears that the
wash is old; it appears in Matthews’ 1959 pictures of the site.
Unfortunately, the paintings above the ‘dugong’ have
deteriorated significantly in the last 50 years, as they were
sketched by Knuth (1962). Today, they are extremely faded
and cannot be recognised. Much of the lower section of the
panel appears to have been damaged by heavy exfoliation,
possibly due to mining activity. This panel also displays a
complex array of superimpositions which may represent
different periods of painting, and we were able to distinguish
at least seven distinct painting periods based on the
superimpositions, and in one case, the distinctiveness of the
‘x-ray’ art.
Figure 7. Panel E.

Panel D
Situated some 10 metres south of Panel C, Panel D (Figure 6)
represents a significant departure from the previous panels, as
it is fairly close to the floor and not elevated. Unlike the
earlier panels, the paintings on Panel D seem to be composed
primarily of dark red linear designs--mainly thick horizontal
wavy lines and thin vertical wavy lines--which do not appear
in the paintings at the higher elevations. The paintings appear
to be stained by water, causing the edges to bleed into the
background rock and making the shapes more difficult to
determine.

(Figure 4) are a depiction of a four-legged zoomorph,
possibly a ‘wild pig’ surrounded by anthropomorphs depicted
with round bodies, thin legs and upraised arms. Besides
depictions of other smaller zoomorphs, the scene also
contains what may be depictions of ‘pots’ hung on sticks,
which may lend credence to the proposed Neolithic date of
the site. However these ‘pots’ could just as easily be
interpreted as ‘fruit’. Many portions of this panel appear to
have weathered significantly from surface exfoliation and
water wash. Because of its extreme height and
inaccessibility, this panel also does not appear to have been
accessed by researchers in modern times and has potential for
future study.

Panel E
Panel E (Figure 7) is a small set of paintings located between
Panels C and D near to the original surface line. The painting
is a linear design consisting of fine wavy vertical lines in red
colour, and may be related to a similar design found on Panel
D.

Panel C
The largest concentration of rock paintings in Gua Tambun is
contained in a space some six metres above the floor of the
shelter. It is approximately 10 metres wide and 10 metres
high (Figure 5). This is the most prominent panel within the
shelter, and most of the iconic paintings of this panel–such as
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Figure 8. Panel F.

Figure 9. Panel G.
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another. The variety of forms and subtle colour differences
indicate that they may have been painted at different points
of time.
Panel H
Another small set of paintings (Panel H, Figure 10) was
located seven metres to the north of Panel A. Panel H is
heavily damaged by spalling and exfoliation, and none of the
original forms of the paintings can be determined, although it
appears that the panel contains both red and purple-coloured
paintings. Some finger dots can be identified in one of the
paintings.
Panel I
The lone rock art panel located at the southern end of the
rock shelter is intriguing for a number of reasons. Panel I
(Figure 11) is unusual because it is painted in orange, a
colour which is otherwise only found on Panel C, but unlike
Panel C is located at floor-level. The panel contains six oval
shapes painted as solid-silhouettes which are similar to the
paintings in the elevated panels.
Panel J

The painted forms of Panel F (Figure 8), situated between
Panels D and E, appear to be heavily damaged by water
wash; consequently, the paintings are indistinct. The
unnatural red staining, clustered at two spots, suggests that
something might have been painted on the rock wall, which
seems to have been damaged in a similar fashion to the lower
section of Panel C.

Appearing as white figures over a blackened background, the
exact nature of this panel is undetermined. The rock art of
this panel look like petroglyphs, in which material is
removed or carved from the original surface. However,
another suggestion is that these may be the ‘shadows’ of
former paintings, and represent advanced weathering of the
pigments. Some elements in Panel J share some visual
similarity with the rock art in the adjacent Panel C, but others
appear to be unlike the rest of the rock art in Gua Tambun
(Figure 12). This panel contains repetitive designs such as
rows of vertical lines and rows of chevrons which are not
found in other panels.

Panel G

Panel K

Panel G (Figure 9) is a five-metre stretch of wall just above
the floor between Panel B and Panel J, located in front of the
area excavated by Matthews in 1959. The majority of the
paintings are small linear drawings, but two paintings stand
out. The first is an anthropomorphic form on the southern
side depicting a frontal-view anthropomorph wearing
‘earrings’ and a ‘topknot’; it does not appear to have any
similarity with other anthropomorphic forms in the site. A
second form, also an anthropomorph, in the northern end of
the panel, is notable as it has been painted over by a layer of
grey paint, presumably as an effort to erase modern
vandalism. It seems that whoever painted over the vandalism
may have also erroneously painted over an authentic rock
painting. The rest of the paintings in this panel are linear
abstract designs and do not appear to be related to one

The area around Panel K (Figure 13) was initially overlooked
because of all the modern vandalism present. However, the
discovery of the ‘new’ rock art panels very close to the floor
of the shelter (E-G, I) led to a re-evaluation of this area. Four
figures have been interpreted as ancient rock art on the basis
that they share the red colour found predominantly in the
site’s rock art, as well as their similarities with the other
paintings on Panels B and G.

Figure 10. Panel H.
Panel F

GENERAL OBSERVATION AND INTERPRETATIONS
A total of 640 rock paintings were recorded and documented,
covering a total of 27 square metres of space. These numbers
were surprisingly high, considering estimates by Matthews
(1960) suggested that only 80 paintings could be seen clearly,
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Figure 11. Panel I.

Figure 12. Panel J.
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Figure 13. Panel K.

Figure 14. Zoomorphic forms found in Gua Tambun, including land
animals such as ‘boar’ and ‘deer’ (a), ‘mountain goat’ (b), reptiles
and amphibians like ‘turtles’ and ‘lizards’ (c) and aquatic creatures
such as ‘catfish’ and various fish (d). Not to scale.
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Figure 15. Anthropomorphic forms found in Gua Tambun display a high degree of variability and
largely differ from one another. Not to scale.

Figure 16. Geometric forms are the most plentiful type of motifs at Gua Tambun,
ranging from repetitive chevron, linear round and oval shapes. Not to scale.
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Figure 17. Botanic forms at Gua Tambun appear to be confined to these
‘fruit’ shapes. Not to scale.
while pamphlets distributed by the local heritage society
listed an even smaller number of 20 to 30. A significant
proportion of the rock art was visualised using digital
enhancement techniques that enabled us to manipulate the
colours and lighting conditions of each image without
modifying the actual rock art itself. The number of rock
paintings recorded from Gua Tambun, as well as their scale
and position relative to the floor underscores the time
invested by the painters to create them.
In order to make sense of the data collected from the
rock art recording, each rock art element was measured and
classified according to their colour, size and type. Each rock
painting was categorized into one of five basic forms:
Zoomorphs, which are elements that have been interpreted as
animal forms; Anthropomorphs, or human shapes, Geometric
features, including regular shapes such as squares, circles,
ovals and approximations thereof; Botanic shapes that looked
like ‘fruit’; and Abstract shapes, rock paintings that have a
definite form but could not be classified into the other four
categories (Figures 14-18).
The predominant type of rock art on the walls of Gua
Tambun is the Geometric form, accounting for 52% of the
rock art present (Figure 19). The Zoomorphic and
Anthropomorphic paintings together form only 11% of the

total number of rock art elements at the site; however, it
should be noted that the zoomorphic forms account for over
50% of the rock art by surface area (Figure 20).
The proportion of surface area devoted to animal forms
suggests that the zoomorphs played an important role in the
minds of the prehistoric artists that painted them. With the
exception of the ‘x-ray’ drawings, the animal forms that have
been depicted tend to be naturalistic, in silhouette, and
painted in profile or in bird’s-eye view. In some cases, the
zoomorphs have been painted life-size. The decision to paint
animals on a large scale is notable since these large
depictions are located high above the floor of the shelter–at
least 10 metres high, suggest that some degree of planning
and deliberation on the part of the artists. Some of the
interpreted animal forms include deer, wild pig and turtles.
Matthews (1960) reported that the faunal remains of such
animals were discovered during his 1959 excavation. The
superimpositions of the paintings further suggest that the
large zoomorphic paintings on the higher elevations were
some of the earliest paintings created, and that over time the
painters decided to move away from painting nonzoomorphic subjects and smaller-sized forms.
The depictions of anthropomorphs are also interesting, as
they display a wider degree of variation in terms of sizes,
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Figure 18. Gua Tambun contains a number of abstract motifs such as a finger dots (a), trilinear designs
(b) and clusters of ovals (c). Not to scale.
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Figure 19. Distribution of Rock Art by Category

Figure 20. Distribution of Rock Art by Surface Area
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body shapes, postures and types of painting than the
zoomorphs (Figure 16). Apart from the anthropomorphic
forms on Panel B, which are fairly consistent, none of the
anthropomorphs resemble one another. This variation in
anthropomorphic forms suggest that the rock art was the
work of multiple authors, or even multiple groups of authors,
assuming that the depiction of self-imagery is largely
consistent from culture to culture. Several depictions of
anthropomorphs are seen to be wearing ornaments such as
headdress and bracelets, but none of them can be used
diagnostically to determine which among the indigenous
populations of the Malaysian peninsula may have been
responsible for their creation. The variation of depictions,
their size, and their various locations throughout the rock
shelter also indicate that the site was in use over a long
period of time, perhaps for different purposes and by
different artists or groups of artists.
The paintings on the main panel, C, appear in three
colours--red orange and purple--each with their own varying
degrees of saturation and fading, while most of the other
panels are monochromatic and predominantly red in colour.
Analysis of the pigment samples using x-ray diffraction and
scanning electron microscopy confirmed the earlier
assumptions that the rock art were made using haematite,
which was likely drawn from local sources. The three main
colours observed on the rock art were accounted for: purple
colours were probably derived from powdered iron ore,
abundant around the foot of Gunong Panjang, while the red
and orange haematite reportedly found in situ by earlier
researchers (Faulstich, personal communication, July 24,
2009), accounted for their corresponding colours. Because of
their inaccessibility and rarity, the white paintings from Panel
J and two yellow paintings in Panel C were not tested and
their exact nature is as yet undetermined.
Evidence of paint splatter in the middle of Panel C
indicates that the pigments must have been applied in liquid
form, rather than being drawn like a crayon straight onto the
rock surface. It is likely that such haematite paints would be a
simple mixture of ground iron ore or haematite with water.
From a closer look at the rock art, it can be inferred that
fingers were used to paint some of the figures on Gua
Tambun, especially line art and finger dots. In some specific
cases, tools must have been used in order to produce the fine
lines and sharp points observed in some forms. There is no
clue as to what kind of tools may have been used, and it is
highly probable that such tools, especially those made from
organic materials, would not survive the archaeological
record.

which comparisons can be made. This new data from Gua
Tambun reveals new insights into the complexity of the rock
art located at the site. First, the actual number of paintings
recorded during the course of the research far exceeds earlier
assumptions, in part due to the fact that there was little
detailed work carried out at the site since its initial
‘discovery’ in 1959, but also because a substantial number of
rock paintings were only visible when the rock wall was
inspected up close. In addition, more paintings were
discovered when field recordings were enhanced using digital
image analysis with a computer. Coupled with sections of
wall that are now irrevocably damaged, Gua Tambun is
certainly the largest rock art site in Peninsular Malaysia.
While the specific meanings of the paintings and what they
were meant to convey may never be recovered, the deliberate
placement of paintings at high elevations as well as the
differences in subject matter between distinct phases of
painting infer a degree of planning and deliberation in their
creation.
The extensiveness of the Gua Tambun rock art also
carries larger implications for site management and
conservation. It has long been thought that the site would
require minimal monitoring and maintenance since the rock
art (Panel C) was located far above the reach of human
hands. This research has demonstrated that a significant
number of rock art exists at floor level, and vandalism has
already encroached on some of the floor-level rock art. Thus,
a new conservation and visitor management strategy must be
considered in order to protect these paintings from further
harm.
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Rock art of Phrayanaga (Viking) Cave, southern Thailand: the
illustration of ancient vessels
Atthasit Sukkham1, Paul S.C. Taçon2, and Noel Hidalgo Tan3

Abstract

Tham Phrayanaga is one of Southeast Asia’s most well-preserved but little understood rock art sites. This
cave site in southern Thailand has at least 76 depictions of watercraft. Many of the images are accurate
portrayals of vessels used by a number of different cultural groups. The nature of the imagery is
described and the ways in which the site informs us about the region’s recent cross-cultural contact
history is explored. Based on relative dating and comparative study, this rock art site has been given the
approximately date of from about the late 1500s to the early 1900s. This study will highlight our results
that have indicated that some figures are ancient vessels including Thai, Chinese, European, Indonesian,
and Arabian. Moreover, it related to the Maritime Silk Route and the spice trade in Southeast Asia and the
Andaman Sea, which is a part of the Indian Ocean.

Keywords: Rock art, ships, Viking Cave, southern Thailand

Introduction

Tham Phrayanaga (or "Big Snake Cave" because of a large snake-like stalactite4) is
one of 23 rock art sites found in southern Thailand (Sukkham 2010). It is located in the
northeast corner of Phi Phi Le Island in the Andaman Sea, Krabi Province,
southwestern Thailand, near the popular tourist destinations of Maya Beach and Phi Phi
Don Island (Figure 1). This limestone cave is a large, oval-shaped dome with a high
ceiling. The 90 metre wide entrance faces due east. The floor varies from 3-6 metres
above sea level while the cave measures 132 metres wide, 95 metres deep and has a
maximum ceiling height of more than 20 metres. The cave is home to hundreds of barn
swallows that nest on the cave walls, including overtop of the rock art. Nests are
harvested year-round and sold as a local delicacy. The site is now managed by a
private commercial enterprise so entry is no longer allowed for tourists for risk of
disturbing the swallows.
Despite long being known by locals, the earliest mention of the site was in 1972,
during a visit by the reigning King Bhumibol Adulyadej (Rama XI) of the Chakri Dynasty
(1946-present). In 1988, the Fine Arts Department (FAD) of Thailand embarked on a
systematic recording of the cave’s rock art (Chaimongkon and Pigpien 1990). In
October 2009 this data was updated as part of a Master of Arts thesis field work
1

Southeast Asian Ceramics Museum, Bangkok University, Rangsit Campus, Pathum Thani 12120,
Thailand (E-mail: uzzyarch061@gmail.com).
2
PERAHU, School of Humanities, Gold Coast campus, Griffith University, Queensland 4222, Australia
(E-mail: p.tacon@griffith.edu.au).
3
Department of Archaeology and Natural History, The Australian National University, Canberra, ACT
0200 Australia (E-mail: seaarch@gmail.com).
4
Stalactite: a type of speleothem (secondary mineral) that hangs from the ceiling of limestone caves. It is
a type of dripstone.
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(Sukkham 2010), with follow-up research conducted on site in May 2010 by Griffith
University’s Picturing Change research program.

Tham Phrayanaga rock art

The surviving rock art of Tham Phrayanaga consists mostly of monochrome paintings in
black, red-brown and brownish-black. There also are bichromes5 in brown-black and
yellow-brown, some red-brown paintings highlighted or partially repainted with black, a
small number of charcoal drawings and a few engravings. Few paintings overlap but
those that do suggest most red-brown paintings are early in the sequence, followed by
the brown-black/yellow-brown bichromes, brown-black and black paintings, charcoal
drawings and engravings. During the 1988 study 73 figures were recorded in three
panels – on the east wall, south wall and a small chamber in the southwestern corner of
the cave (Chaimongkon and Pigpien 1990).
During the 2010 field-survey we recorded 80 figures, 76 of which are depictions
of watercraft, even though three of the paintings in the small chamber have been lost to
erosion and algal growth. Some of the additional figures we recorded appear to have
been made since 1988, possibly by tourists or bird nest harvesters, as they do not
appear in the FAD report. Most of the art is concentrated in the main panel, to the left of
the entrance if one is looking out to sea. There is a small amount of engraved graffiti
and an undecipherable older design in black suggestive of Arabic script.

Panel A (Figure 2) contains most of the art, possibly both because it has a long flat

surface amenable to painting and because it is located near the cave entrance, which
commands an excellent view of the sea. It stretches across the east wall of the cave,
the paintings facing west and southwest. The panel is 39.5 metres long. Most of the
rock art is located along this length between 0.2-2.0 metres above the floor, with the
highest painting about 3 meters above ground level. There are 63 paintings, six
drawings and three engravings of ships and boats, as well as three drawn human
figures and a horse. Some paintings have recently added engraved features or
highlights. The depictions of watercraft show various styles of bowsprit, head, hull, rail,
mast, sail, stern, cabin and rudder; a few also have oars and there is one depiction with
a paddle wheel. Forty ships can be classified into at least seven types – square-rigged,
square and triangle-rigged, triangle-rigged, rigged and rowed, rowed, paddle-wheeled,
rectangular sail on tripod mast – with the rest unclassifiable.
There are four depictions of large square-rigged ships, two monochrome6 and
two bichrome (Figure 3), in linear outline7 or as partial silhouettes8. The bichrome
square-rigged ships appear to have been purposely made this way and did not result
from re-painting later. All four have clearly illustrated and decorated bows, hulls and
railings. Three masts for mainsails are usually depicted, supported with braces and
sheets. Three (Figures 3) are shaped like Thai junks, with their distinctive curved bows
and sterns and layered rectangular sail structures. Thai junks would have been
5

Bichromes: having two colors.
Monochrome: single color.
7
Linear outline: a single line forms the figure by way of an outline.
8
Silhouette: solid infill shape.
6
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considered exotic in this part of the world a few hundred years ago as they would have
had a sea journey of at least 1600 km behind them. The fourth is single-rigged but
superimposed with many mainsail yards, has a cabin and rudder. Square-rigged ships
like this, and decorated with an eye-like design on the head of the hull, are
characteristic of Chinese junks from the Ming (1368-1644) and Qing (1644-1911)
Dynasties, known to have traded around what is now Thailand (Blomfield and Tam
2005:6-7). Chinese visitors came to Thailand to establish direct diplomatic relations and
to set up trade agreements, with a Chinese trade in ceramics extending through various
dynasties and periods since the Song Dynasty (960-1279) (Blomfield and Tam 2005;
Breazeale 1999; Garnier 2004; Virapol 2005).
Five ships with square and triangle-rigged sails are depicted in monochrome as
linear outline or silhouette figures. The front part and hull of these types of ship differ
from the first type because they are undecorated but usually show a bowsprit transfixed
with one or two triangle-foresails. These ships typically have two or three masts that are
rarely connected at the top and are supported by many braces and sheets for mainsails.
The back of some ships also show a cabin and rudder. They are similar to European tall
ships but do not appear identical to any particular vessel. European ships of the 16th to
19th centuries typically were square and triangle-rigged. They had a bowsprit transfixed
with one or two triangle foresails and usually had a cabin and rudder in the stern. There
are at least two similar ships depicted in Panel A but it is not possible to identify country
of origin. European contact with Thailand began with the Portuguese in the early 1500s,
followed soon after by the Dutch (Garnier 2004). The arrival of the French expanded
and assisted the construction of a new palace at Lopburi for King Narai (1656-1688) of
the Prasat Thong Dynasty in the Ayutthaya Period (Garnier 2004). The English were the
last to establish relations across the region, especially with Ayutthaya (Wongthes 2003;
Garnier 2004).
There are 24 monochrome triangle-rigged ships, in either linear outline or as
silhouettes, and three shown as bichrome silhouettes. One of the latter has a human
figure standing on the rear of the deck. All three of the bichrome ships appear to have
been originally red-brown with black added later, and two subsequently were highlighted
with engraved lines. The front part of triangle-rigged ships has a bowsprit that uses only
one triangle-foresail which, in some figures, is connected with braces. Along the sides of
some of these ships are depictions of square holes that look like rails or shutter
windows; depictions of cabins and rudders are rare. Some resemble Arabian dhows but
most are more likely depictions of large wooden multi-sailed Malay/Indonesian perahus
that have gaff rigging used since the 17th century for fishing and transport (e.g. see
Gibson-Hill 1949 for many different examples). These include 17th to early 20th century
Indonesian perahu pinisiq (a specific type of wooden sailing ship partly modeled on
European wooden ships; Figure 4) and an Indonesian kapal layer mesin (motor sailer).
Two ships in black with a single rectangular sail and tripod mast are typical of
Bugi/Macassan perahus sailed throughout the larger region from what is now Sulawesi,
Indonesia (e.g. see Taçon, et al. 2010).
Three rigged oared ships and one oared watercraft were depicted in
monochrome with linear outline. Braces support the masts but not every mast displayed
has a sail and the bow of the ship does not contain a bowsprit. Further differentiating
them from the types described above are oars. One oared ship has three human figures
3
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standing on the deck with outstretched arms bent at the elbows together with a
rectangular flag at the stern. Another has human figures shown both on deck and in the
hull, along with other aspects of the ship’s interior. The oared watercraft is simple, with
no masts, bowsprits and sails but oars clearly shown. The bow contains a depiction of a
straight line, probably a handrail, and the stern appears to contain a cabin. The rigged
and oared boats are similar to that used by the Chaole or local sea people and
miniature models called Plajak (pia/cak), used in ritual offerings to the sea (Sarikabutara
1987; Wongbusarakum 2007).
There is only one depiction of a paddle-wheeled ship, monochrome and shown
as a silhouette. The paddle wheel consists of a circle and cross-line design in the
middle of the ship and there is a similar wheel on the upper deck. Handrails are found
towards the bow of this ship while the stern contains a silhouette square shape. In the
19th century American-style paddle-steamers similar to one depicted at Tham
Phrayanaga were introduced to southern Thailand, as royal photography from the reign
of King Rama V (1868-1910) documents (FAD 1979; Lim 2009).
Unidentified ships are plain, irregular, or damaged, making classification
difficult. All are monochrome, in outline or silhouette, and many are small, without sails
or oars. Some are simple boats and small vessels typical of various Thai, Malay and
Indonesian peoples.
The surviving non-marine images, located on the ceiling next to the cave
entrance, consist of drawings, three black human-like stick figures and an outline of a
horse with a silhouetted head. Two of the human figures appear to be interacting and
each has a hand on one of its hips. One figure carries a long weapon-like object
directed toward the other. The third figure was depicted facing, and as if running toward,
the horse. It holds something resembling a loop of rope while the horse is shown as if
galloping away.

Panel B a second small panel, containing two paintings of ships that face north, is
located on the south wall of the cave. The first ship is a monochrome light red-brown
silhouette, 95 centimeters (cm) wide by 58 cm high. It has two masts, two square-rigged
mainsails and a bowsprit with one triangle-rigged foresail. The stern includes a square
silhouette that probably depicts the cabin. The second ship is smaller, measuring 55 cm
wide by 42 cm high, and is without sails. It looks similar to the first as it has the two
masts, bowsprit and cabin. Both are likely depictions of some type of large perahu.
Panel C a third panel containing three ships and two elephants, one with a mahout9

seated on its neck, in the southern part of the cave was recorded in 1988.
Unfortunately, the elephants and one of the ships have since been destroyed by algal
growth, which also obscures the two remaining ships, a triangle rigged watercraft and
one that lacks rigging.

9

Mahout: a person who drives an elephant.
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Conclusions

Most of the rock paintings of Tham Phrayanaga represent various types of watercraft
that traveled through the Andaman Sea in the past few hundred years, a period of
accelerated maritime contact and trade between various parts of Thailand, Asia and
Europe, fuelled by the lucrative spice trade, diplomacy, evangelism and conquest. By
comparing the rock paintings of Tham Phrayanaga with depictions and descriptions of
ships in historic documents it can be concluded that most of the art was probably made
between the late 1500s and the early 1900s, a period of increased trade and contact
between various European peoples, Thais, Malays, Chinese and indigenous peoples of
the region. This is also the period in which the Chaole occupied the islands around
Tham Phrayanaga. It is this group that most likely made much of the rock art. Two of
the oared ships, typical of the Chaole, at Tham Phrayanaga were painted right next to
the two main polychrome paintings of Thai junks. Their placement appears purposeful,
perhaps to illustrate important stories of close contact. One can also imagine the
Chaole using Tham Phrayanaga as a guide for instructing how to identify common
watercraft of the region or as a way of recording changing shipping during a period of
increased traffic of culturally diverse watercraft.
A second site, Wong Lung Cave, contains a panel about 11 metres long with the
remains of at least 14 red-brown paintings of ships, most of which are perahu pinisiq,
and a mahout riding an elephant that has a bundle on its back (see Valli and Summers
1990:116-117). Some are almost identical to those at Tham Phrayanaga, suggesting
they were made by the same artists. At both Tham Phrayanaga and Wong Lung Cave
there are no Viking ships or other watercraft older than the 15th century depicted,
despite suggestions from tourist companies, and most are not European contra Niti
Sangwan (1987:126).
Tham Phrayanaga is an outstanding example of a site with contact-inspired
imagery, containing more depictions of watercraft in terms of sheer number and
diversity than any other rock art site world-wide. This site gives us a window into both
past pictures and past perceptions of maritime watercraft unavailable from other
aspects of the archaeological record. A larger regional and perhaps global study of rock
art depictions of watercraft would be worthwhile not only to situate Tham Phrayanaga in
larger contexts but also to better inform us of past seafaring generally. But as with rockart sites everywhere, the images are under threat from both natural and human forces,
with nesting birds and the people who harvest them having a big impact at Tham
Phrayanaga. In this regard, it is vital to better document rock art sites like Tham
Phrayanaga before the valuable visual information they contain is lost forever.
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Figures

Figure 1: Map of southern Thailand with Tham Phrayananga indicated.
(Atthasit Sukkham)

Figure 2: The most dramatic part of Panel A with numerous paintings of watercraft.
(Atthasit Sukkham)
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Figure 3: One of two bichrome Thai junks at Tham Phrayananga (Paul S.C. Taçon).

Figure 4: A painting of an early 20th century perahu pinisiq (Paul S.C. Taçon).
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Introduction
This volume is a visual companion to the rock art discussed in this study: Poueng
Komnou and Poueng Takhab (Cambodia), Khao Chan Ngam, Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua
Ban and the Wat Porta cluster of sites at the Phu Phra Bat Historical Park (Thailand),
the Pak O u Caves (L aos) and the Padalin Caves (M yanmar). Contain herein are images
of the sites categorised into three levels: the site (including maps), panel and individual
elements. This is meant to be a baseline record of the rock art, and for this reason serves
an important conservation and archival purpose.
Fieldwork at these sites was conducted over the course of 2012 and 2013, with
the permissions of the relevant authorities from the host countries (Cambodia: APSARA
Authority, Thailand: National Research Council of Thailand and the Fine Arts Department, L aos: M inistry of Information, Culture and Tourism, M yanmar: M inistry of
Culture and the Department of Archaeology M andalay Division). Data collection was
composed of three primary tasks: site mapping, narrative recording and graphic documentation.
Where available, existing maps of sites were used as some sites were already previously investigated. Where none were available new maps of sites were made using the
baseline-offset method.
Narrative recording and graphic documentation of the sites was captured using
digital recording forms which was a particular innovation for this study (Tan 2011). The
forms abstracted the site into three levels of data: site, panels (or clusters) of art, and
individual elements. The architecture of the forms was based on paper recording forms
from the University of Arkansas (2006), which was subsequently then re-purposed for
use in Southeast Asia, first as part of my M A work in M alaysia (Tan 2010a, 2010b) and
then for this study. An advantage of using tablet computers to record the data was the
ability to record audio as the team walked through sites and described what was seen.
This made the narrative data more robust as input was unconstrained by text space on
the forms, and in doing so the team’s thought process could be captured. It also allowed
for a more collaborative approach in discussions as the descriptions became an amalgam
of opinions from different members of the team.
Bednarik (2007) has pointed out that the methods used to derive detailed graphic
documentation of rock art are extremely subjective, and have ranged from freehand
drawings on the least accurate scale to laser 3D scanning, currently the most accurate
and precise way to record rock art and textures technologically possible. For the most
part, photography and direct tracing have been the most commonly utilised methods
in Southeast Asia (see examples in Zulkifli 2003, Srisuchat & Srisuchat 1989), and


up until relatively recently photography was constrained to film. Photography was the
primary means of graphic documentation for the site and the rock art, and to a lesser
extent, videography.
Advances in digital photography meant that very high-quality photographs of
rock art could be captured using fairly inexpensive equipment that is widely available
on the consumer market (see Bednarik 2007, M ark & Billo 2006, Chandler & Fryer
2005). Two cameras, a Nikon D7000 using a Tamron 18-270mm lens and a Canon G 11
Powershot were used as the primary recording devices; both captured images in RAW
format before being converted to TIFF and JPG formats for working on desktop computers. Both cameras utilise slightly different aspect ratios (ratio of length to breadth
of the image), which explains the variations of image sizes displayed in this volume
(for example, KCN-A vs. KCN-A01). By default, the D7000 was the main camera, but
because of its compact size the G 11 was utilised in tight spaces and when pole-mounted
photography was required.
Digital photographs form the bulk of archaeological data from this research, and
enhancement techniques were used to better visualise images that have faded (David
et al. 2001; M ark & Billo 2002, Clogg & Diaz-Andreu 2000). Images were processed
using Adobe L ightroom and ImageJ software, the former for organising photos and the
latter for effecting decorrelation stretch enhancement (DStretch). DStretch is a software
plugin developed by Jon Harman for ImageJ that is widely used by rock art researchers
for enhancing faded rock art images. The software applies mathematical algorithms to
digital images and simultaneously converts the colours and spreads them out as far apart
as possible within the image’s colour space, or gamut, of possible colours. Several permutations of the algorithm can be applied, and the end result is a false-colour image that
helps render the invisible, visible. DStretch enhancement was instrumental in recovering
faded images from the walls of Angkor Wat, which was an incidental discovery made
during the course of this research (Tan et al. 2014).
After images were digitally enhanced, tracings of the paintings were made using
Adobe Photoshop. This step is meant to create isolated visualisations of the rock art, but
has a degree of subjectivity due to the human factor of choosing what to leave out during tracings. Where possible, each rock art element and panel was photographed with
the IFRAO standard scale. M easurements of each motif were recorded on site or taken
using the photogrammetric tools built into ImageJ.
This digitisation of recordings has three advantages over traditional pen-and-paper
methods. Firstly, it is non-invasive - even tracings on plastic sheets have a danger of
causing abrasive damage to the rock surface, while such contact is not required using
digital methods. Secondly, digital enhancement and analysis provide a greater degree



of accuracy in determining the shape and colour of rock art than traditional methods.
Digital photographs produce more accurate reproductions of rock art than sketches
and drawings, because they are direct recordings of the light reflected off the rock art.
Because colours on digital images can be numerically quantifiable, contrast adjustments can be precisely measured and adjusted, taking the guesswork out of determining
boundaries of individual elements and eliminating the need for contaminative contrasting techniques such as chalking and liquid spraying. Finally, data is much more manageable in digital format than in the traditional pen, paper and film medium. No longer
constrained by the cost of developing film, the data is easily moved and analysed using
the desktop computer using fairly accessible software, thus providing an efficient workflow and the ability to handle large quantities of data from multiple sites.
The data is presented in the same order as outlined in Volume 1: Cambodia, Thailand, L aos and M yanmar. The site and its surroundings are first introduced, followed
by a catalogue of the rock art elements in each site, organised by panel. In most cases,
I have included a DStretch visualisation and digital tracing for each rock art element
recorded. M any of these tracings were made with the aid of undergraduate volunteers
at the Australian National University and I am deeply grateful to M arni Booth, Bretony
Colville, Juliet Crossman, Beowulf Downing, Jennifer Hull, Charlotte M cBride, E mily
M iller and Alison M ountain for their assistance.
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Poueng Komnou

Siem Reap Province, Cambodia
PKN
Poueng Komnou (12.1111474°, 103.8085901°) is located in the eastern foothills
of Phnom Kulen, approximately five kilometres northwest of Tatem village, and about
10 km from the central district of Svay L oeu (Heng, T. 2011). The site is called Pu’ng
Keng Kang by Lunet de La Jonquière (1902), the name an allusion to its similarity to a
wagon wheel lying on its axle. This site is open to the public, although it receives few
visitors owing to its fairly remote location.
Poueng Komnou consists of two large sandstone outcrops, roughly east-west
in orientation, the larger of which forms a natural rock shelter on its north side. At its
longest side, the combined shelter measures approximately 20 metres. The eastern face
of the larger sandstone outcrop contains the carvings which give the site its name: the
bas-relief of the Hindu gods Vishnu and Shiva, flanked by two guardian dvarapalas, all
coloured green (Panel A). The rock paintings (Panel B) were not acknowledged until
2011, when they were recorded by Paul Taçon from G riffith University and a team from
the APSARA Authority (see Heng, T. 2011, Taçon 2011). Bas-reliefs of G anesha and the
Reclining Vishnu form Panels C and D respectively.
Two other landmarks are of note. Northwest of Poueng Komnou is a wooden hut
that is used by hermits during their retreats at the site. To the southeast, another sandstone formation carries an unfinished carving of Vishnu and his mount, G aruda.
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View of Poueng Komnou, facing northwest. O nly Panel A is visible in this photo.

The raised dais in front of Panel A, facing southeast. The table setting was prepared by a local tour
company, offering an intimate lunch encounter at a secluded Angkorian site. Note also the makeshift altar
in front of the panel. The offerings placed on it changed during different visits to the site between 2012
- 2014, indicating that it was actively in use. Composite (stitched) photograph.
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View of the north face of Poueng Komnou (facing south), featuring the wall containing the painted rock
art. A bamboo bed is used by hermits during their stays here. Parts of Panel D (the reclining Vishnu) can
be seen on the right. Composite (stitched) image.

The hermit’s hut to the northwest of Poueng Komnou.
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Southeast of the Poueng Komnou shelter is another limestone formation containing an unfinished carving
of Vishnu riding his mount, G aruda. This panel faces north.
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Poueng Komnou
Panel A
PKN-A

Panel Faces: E (110°)
Width (m): 5.8
Height (m): 3.5
Colours: G reen, Yellow
Description:
Standing at 1.8 metres in height, the main relief depicts Siva (second from left), Vishnu
(second from right), flanked by two guardians or dvarapalas, each of whom is holding
a mace. Vishnu is easily identified by his accompanying attributes - his rear hands hold
a cakra (disc) and a conch - while the identity of Siva is alluded to in the inscription on
the right-hand side of the panel. Smaller groups of carvings on the left include both a
standing and reclining Vishnu, while the group on the right are a row of unidentified
people and a Sanskrit inscription. M ost strikingly, this panel is coloured with a green
pigment of unknown composition - possibly chalk. The bright colours indicate that they
have been recently and continually applied, which is an indication of ongoing activity
that was also observed by Jessup. A small makeshift altar has been set up in front of this
panel, with offerings of candles, fruit and incense placed by local villagers, particularly
during the Khmer New Year in April.
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PKN-A02 - 04: A reclinging Vishnu, a standing Vishnu, and a small trio of deities of whom G anesha and
Brahma can be identified.

PKN-A05: A trio of men, the central figure possibly a depiction of Sivasoma himselfe. PKN-A06: A
couple whose identities are unknown.
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PKN-A07: The Poueng Komnou inscription.

Poueng Komnou/Keng Kang inscription
French translation by Coedès 1953:275–277, English translation mine with assistance from Mr. Ben Lee.
I. In the 966th year of the Saka, the gods, beginning with M aheça with their suites, and goddesses, starting with Parvati, daughter of the Himalayas, were correctly erected following the rules by me, named
Sivasoma, on the side of a cave of M ount M ahendra. These gods and goddesses are always able to give
heaven and the final deliverance to those practicing asceticism.
II. This man who had tamed himself by pure asceticism, who subjugates his ego, and satisfied the gods,
fire, Brahmins, masters and creatures, without exception, by the goods received as alms, thus wishing to
make visible his excellent name ending in soma and starting with Siva, as if it was the fulfilment of his
own marvellous and unparallelled duty, made by these images of Devi, Fire, Vishnu, enemy of the Asura,
and of Siva, consumer of the first sacrifice.
III. This ascetic residing on the mountain devoted to Siva, author of many meritorious works, who was
feeding himself alms, called Sivasoma, had these images made.
IV. Ica with Vishnu, Soma and his entourage, in order to give his reward was to the ascetic named Sivasoma, waited endlessly in the cave, on the top of M ahendra reaching out to heaven.
V. Sivasoma the M uni, gifted with intelligence, worthy of the respect of those who have tamed their
senses, tames (himself) living in the cave since the death of Venerable, with white hair and wearing a yellow coat.
VI. The best of the righteous, able and a yoga practitioner with excellent knowledge, bowed, made the
images in this (cave) for the devotion to Paramesvara.
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Poueng Komnou
Panel B
PKN-B

Panel Faces: N (325°)
L ength (m): 7.7
Width (m): 3.1
Colours: Red, Black
Description:
L ocated on the north face of the site, the rock paintings found on this wall were discovered by Paul Taçon of G riffith University and the team from L iving Angkor Road
Project. There are two phases of rock art present at the site: old red paintings and recent black drawings. The black drawings appear to be quite fresh and could easily be
discounted as vandalism. The most prominent drawing is a portrait of a bearded man,
possibly a forest hermit.
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B01
‘Turtle’

Width (cm): 14.1
Height (cm): 11.8
Area (cm2): 17.3
Colour: O range
D-Stretch: YYE
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B02

Width (cm): 8.0
Height (cm): 10.3
Area (cm2): 16.5
Colour: O range
D-Stretch: L RE
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B03

Width (cm): 4.7
Height (cm): 10.6
Area (cm2): 24.5
Colour: O range
D-Stretch: L RE
Superimpositions: None
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B04
‘Catfish’

Width (cm): 103.0
Height (cm): 58.9
Area (cm2): 1985.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B05

Width (cm): 11.1
Height (cm): 13.1
Area (cm2): 14.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B06

Width (cm): 51.7
Height (cm): 30.4
Area (cm2): 163.1
Colour: O range
D-Stretch: L RE
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B07

Width (cm): 84.8
Height (cm): 30.1
Area (cm2): 443.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRE
Superimpositions: Under PKN-B08
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B08

Width (cm): 36.1
Height (cm): 100.9
Area (cm2): 155.4
Colour: Black
D-Stretch: YBK
Superimpositions: O ver PKN-B07
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B09
‘Hermit’

Width (cm): 44.9
Height (cm): 114.7
Area (cm2): 660.6
Colour: Black
D-Stretch: YBK
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B10
‘Jester’

Width (cm): 28.1
Height (cm): 37.0
Area (cm2): 42.0
Colour: Black
D-Stretch: YBK
Superimpositions: Under PKN-B11
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B11

Width (cm): 56.7
Height (cm): 36.4
Colour: White
D-Stretch: YRE
Superimpositions: O ver PKN-B10
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B12

Width (cm): 47.7
Height (cm): 31.7
Area (cm2): 69.8
Colour: White
D-Stretch: YBK
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Poueng Komnou
PKN-B13

Width (cm): 17.7
Height (cm): 35.4
Area (cm2): 84.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Poeng Komnou
PKN-B14

Width (cm): 34.2
Height (cm): 33.5
Area (cm2): 84.8
Colour: Black
D-Stretch: L AB
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Poueng Komnou
Panel C
PKN-C

Panel Faces: W (240°)
L ength (m): 2.1
Width (m): 1.8
Colours: Red, White, Black, G reen, Blue
Description:
Found on the west-facing wall of the main boulder, this panel contains a single carving
of G anesha, the popular elephant-headed god. He faces forward in a cross-legged position, wearing a crown and a sampot while displaying eight arms. Traces of pigment—
blue, pink and white, presumably chalk—can be seen at the edges of the carvings, and it
is easy to see how such a carving may have been brightly coloured.
34

Poueng Komnou
Panel D
PKN-D

Panel Faces: NE (60°)
L ength (m): 3.2
Width (m): 2.2
Colours: Red, White, G reen (trace)
Description:
Panel D is found on a smaller separate boulder adjacent to Panel C. This carving, roughly triangular in shape, contains three figures. The main figure on this panel is Vishnu reclining on his right side resting on a naga. This image displays some stylistic differences
to the reclining Vishnu on Panel A, and Jessup (2008) suggests that it may have been
the work of another artist. The artistic style of the carving still puts it in the Baphuon
period, which is the same period as the main Panel A. L aksmi, Vishnu’s consort reclines
by his feet to the right, while sitting above the two is a depiction of a seated Brahma.
Above this panel, two grooves have been cut to run water off from the carving, and on
top of the boulder, a series of post holes can be also be found suggesting that a more
permanent structure once existed at the site.
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Poueng Takhab

Siem Reap Province, Cambodia
PTK
Poueng Takhab (13.5354603°, 104.1191131°) was made known to me by colleagues from the Archaeology and Development Foundation. The mushroom-shaped
rock shelter is approximately 16 metres long and 14 metres wide, and has three main
sides facing south, east and west with most of the material culture located on the western and eastern sides of the shelter. The shelter is located on top of a small hill, and one
approaches the shelter from the north.
There is obvious evidence of recent human use: statues of Hindu and Buddhist
deities have been erected in the cave, including statues of G anesha, Hanuman, a Buddhist monk and a forest hermit - the latter two distinguished by orange and yellow cloth
respectively. These sculptures appear to be fairly new and unworn. O fferings of incense
and metallic trees have been laid in front of them. According to my colleagues (Sakhoen
Sakada pers. comm. 2012), this site was used by hermits and monks as shelters for
meditation, and this practice has been going on for some time into the past.
The statues of the hermit, monk and Hanuman, the monkey god, are found in the
western shelter. The sandstone floor of the shelter offers little excavation potential for
the site, although some earthenware sherds of indeterminate age were found in situ at
the back of the west-facing wall.
The south-facing wall is fairly vertical and offers no protection from the elements.
The east-facing wall has a smaller shelter area containing a recently-erected statue of
G anesha, painted rock art and smooth depressions believed to be caused by grinding. A
carving in this shelter carries the equivalent date of 2010, which may be associated with
the statues.
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Approach to Poueng Takhab, facing southeast.

E astern face of Poueng Takhab, containing the G anesha statue and rock art.
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Statues at the main (western) shelter of Poueng
Takhab. Clockwise from top: statues of a Buddhist
monk, a hermit/forest ascetic and Hanuman, the
Hindu monkey god.
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A carving on the eastern shelter spells the numbers ‘2553’ and the lunar month (Jais/Jayaistha) in Khmer
which corresponds to M ay-June 2010, and may be the time when the modern religious activity took place.
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Poueng Takhab
Panel A
PTK-A

Panel Faces: S (161°)
Width (m): 1.83
Height (m): 1.1
Colours: Red
Description:
This panel is dominated by a one metre-tall statue of G anesha in the middle of the
shelter. His placement is somewhat ironic, since G anesha is known as the remover of
obstacles, but in this case he stands right in front of the rock art and blocks access to it.
Seven paintings were identified from Poueng Takhab, all rendered in red pigment and
most in poor states of preservation. The rock art suffers from significant degradation,
being faded and in some areas covered by lichen.
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Poueng Takhab
PTK-A01
Buffalo

Width (cm): 58.5
Height (cm): 32.3
Area (cm2): 660.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L DS
This element is partially obscured by the G anesha statue.
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Poueng Takhab
PTK-A02

Width (cm): 7.5
Height (cm): 6.5
Area (cm2): 19.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Poueng Takhab
PTK-A03
‘Spiral 1’

Width (cm): 9.7
Height (cm): 8.8
Area (cm2): 23.3
Colour: Red-purple
D-Stretch: YBK
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Poueng Takhab
PTK-A04
‘Human’

Width (cm): 13.8
Height (cm): 32.4
Area (cm2): 141.2
Colour: Red-purple
D-Stretch: YRD
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Poueng Takhab
PTK-A05

Width (cm): 5.1
Height (cm): 5.9
Area (cm2): 13.8
Colour: Red-purple
D-Stretch: L DS
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Poueng Takhab
PTK-A06
‘Spiral 2’

Width (cm): 8.8
Height (cm): 4.8
Area (cm2): 13.8
Colour: Red-purple
D-Stretch: YRE
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Poueng Takhab
PTK-A07

Width (cm): 23.9
Height (cm): 22.7
Area (cm2): 80.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Khao Chan Ngam

Nakhon Ratchasima Province, Thailand
KCN
Khao Chan Ngam (14.8131020°, 101.5947372°) is located in Ban L oet Sawat in
the Sikhio district of Nakhon Ratchasima Province, some 45 kilometres from the provincial capital of Nakhon Ratchasima. The site is located within the Petchabun range,
and is a cluster of large sandstone massifs that form a natural rock shelter at the base of
the mountain. It is by far the largest shelter in the landscape.
The site is accessed through Wat Khao Chan Ngam, a forest temple that was
founded in 1968. The rock art was discovered earlier, in 1938, and has been registered
under the Thai Fine Arts Department. The site is formed around two parallel sandstone
massifs, oriented north-south. The eastern massif is where the main Buddha image now
sits.
The concrete pathway from the temple extends into the rock shelter itself, covering the entire floor. The floor at the base of the larger massif is raised to form a dais.
Among the Buddha images are a reclining Buddha, a pair of guardian lions, and many
other smaller Buddhas. A number of other signs and posters outlining the history of the
temple and the stories of prominent monks are also laid along the wall.
At the base of the western massif, a small table forms a makeshift altar to venerate a fairly gruesome object—the embalmed body of a baby, placed in a clear plastic
cylinder and suspended in a green liquid. According to the temple’s abbot, the corpse
was donated by a local hospital in 1983 to be used as a cautionary tale against abortion,
which is illegal in Thailand. A number of offerings, many in the form of toys, have been
placed at this altar by devotees in recognition of the child spirit.
Despite the amount of modern renovation that has occurred at the site, the rock art
itself remains relatively untouched. The paintings are located three to five metres above
the floor, and generally inaccessible to human touch. In some instances the preservation of the rock art is excellent because of its sheltered location, although in some other
panels the paintings have deteriorated quite badly.
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M ap of Khao Chan Ngam, after Khanthakan (1979).
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Wat Khao Chan Ngam, a Buddhist forest monastery and temple.

The path to the rock shelter from the temple. Facing northwest.
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The main Buddha image in Khao Chan Ngam. The rock art is located in the upper walls. Facing northeast.

The main Buddha shrine of Khao Chan Ngam, facing east. Panel E can be seen clearly.
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The western part of the Khao Chan Ngam shelter which features the shrine to the dead baby. Small panels
of rock art can be found on this wall. Facing northwest.

The shrine to the dead baby. Note offerings of toys on the shelter.
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel A
KCN-A

Panel Faces: S (160°)
Width (m): 1.3
Height (m): 0.8
Colours: Red
Description:
This small south-facing panel stands 2.7 metres off the floor, on the right-hand side of
the main Buddha image. The panel is damaged - part of the rock surface has been shorn
off - but from what remains it can be inferred that there were at least three anthropomorphs present. O nly the bottom halves of the figures remain and they are similar to the
anthropomorphs in Panel D. All three are wearing clothing consisting of some sort of
skirt or loincloth.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-A01

Width (cm): 24.3
Height (cm): 29.1
Area (cm2): 129.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-A02

Width (cm): 8.1
Height (cm): 23.4
Area (cm2): 52.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-A03

Width (cm): 17.1
Height (cm): 20.8
Area (cm2): 73.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-A04

Width (cm): 9.0
Height (cm): 20.8
Area (cm2): 70.6
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-A05

Width (cm): 10.8
Height (cm): 14.2
Area (cm2): 42.9
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel B
KCN-B

61

Panel Faces: W (280°)
Width (m): 0.5
Height (m): 0.6
Colours: Red
Description:
A small, northwestern facing panel on the left-hand side of the main Buddha image,
about 2m from the floor. The paintings on this panel are quite deteriorated, very faded
and only better visualised on DStretch. They contain two images of anthropomorphs
that may possibly be similar to the other big-calved anthropomorphs in the site, however, these features have long since deteriorated.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-B01
‘lizard’

Width (cm): 9.9
Height (cm): 5.8
Area (cm2): 19.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-B02

Width (cm): 9.5
Height (cm): 20.0
Area (cm2): 34.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-B03
‘human’

Width (cm): 15.5
Height (cm): 27.2
Area (cm2): 86.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-B04

Width (cm): 12.9
Height (cm): 8.9
Area (cm2): 43.9
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel C
KCN-C

Panel Faces: W (265°)
Width (m): 12.5
Height (m): 2.3
Colours: Red, Black
Description:
Panel C is the ground-level section of wall that runs the length of the eastern shelter by
the raised floor, below panels B, D and E . L arge sections of the panel have been covered
by posters and signboards, and during recording we moved them to one side in order to
photograph the rock art. The paintings are recorded from south to north, moving from
the edge of the site towards the shrine. M ost of the paintings are red, although one is
black and appears to be more modern. The rock art on this panel suffers from a much
higher degree of deterioration than the other panels, presumably because it is located at
ground level and more prone to contact with visitors to the site.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C01

Width (cm): 4.1
Height (cm): 2.6
Area (cm2): 3.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C02

Width (cm): 25.0
Height (cm): 17.5
Area (cm2): 29.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C03
‘monkey’

Width (cm): 14.7
Height (cm): 21.6
Area (cm2): 96.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C04

Width (cm): 5.5
Height (cm): 5.9
Area (cm2): 6.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C05

Width (cm): 7.3
Height (cm): 3.7
Area (cm2): 8.6
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C06
‘Buddha’

Width (cm): 29.2
Height (cm): 28.2
Area (cm2): 169.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
Despite the name I have assigned it, it is
unlikely that this is an actual depiction of
the Buddha. O ne of the members of my
field crew noted that if it were identified
as such, it would have been venerated as a
sacred image by now.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C07

Width (cm): 15.1
Height (cm): 12.1
Area (cm2): 18.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C08

Width (cm): 5.3
Height (cm): 4.9
Area (cm2): 5.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C09

Width (cm): 19.1
Height (cm): 18.2
Area (cm2): 147.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C10

Width (cm): 19.4
Height (cm): 25.5
Area (cm2): 25.5
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C11

Width (cm): 10.7
Height (cm): 17.4
Area (cm2): 40.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C12

Width (cm): 9.2
Height (cm): 11.4
Area (cm2): 23.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C13

Width (cm): 7.0
Height (cm): 13.5
Area (cm2): 44.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C14

Width (cm): 7.1
Height (cm): 7.0
Area (cm2): 17.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L DS
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C15

Width (cm): 13.2
Height (cm): 7.6
Area (cm2): 33.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C16

Width (cm): 4.8
Height (cm): 6.3
Area (cm2): 5.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C17

Width (cm): 15.2
Height (cm): 18.1
Area (cm2): 58.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C18
‘monk’

Width (cm): 24.8
Height (cm): 34.0
Area (cm2): 27.3
Colour: Black
D-Stretch: YDT
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C19

Width (cm): 20.1
Height (cm): 11.5
Area (cm2): 36.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C20

Width (cm): 55.0
Height (cm): 32.0
Area (cm2): 436.9
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-C21

Width (cm): 13.9
Height (cm): 6.2
Area (cm2): 22.5
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel D
KCN-D

Panel Faces: W (270°)
Width (m): 3.3
Height (m): 1.9
Colours: Red
Description:
Facing west and to the left of the prominent Panel E , the images of Panel D are heavily faded in comparison. O ne gets the sense that the entire surface of this rock face may
once have been covered with paintings, but now only three anthropomorphs remain. It is
otherwise difficult to extract more detail from this panel.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-D01

Width (cm): 39.5
Height (cm): 29.8
Area (cm2): 340.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-D02

Width (cm): 46.0
Height (cm): 54.7
Area (cm2): 638.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-D03

Width (cm): 39.9
Height (cm): 71.6
Area (cm2): 906.6
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-D04

Width (cm): 19.7
Height (cm): 35.5
Area (cm2): 86.5
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel E
KCN-E

Panel Faces: W (270°)
Width (m): 3.3
Height (m): 1.3
Colours: Red
Description:
The most prominent rock art in this site features a group of anthropomorphs, drawn
in full profile, that have previously been interpreted as hunter-gatherers (Higham &
Thosarat 2012). The panel is arranged into two rows, a short upper one depicting three
anthropomorphs, and a longer lower register depicting 12 anthropomorphs and two
zoomorphs (’dogs’). The preservation of the art on the panel is uneven, as the lower left
section appears to be very well preserved and almost pristine, while the art on the upper
row and the right section of the panel are heavily faded. The artist appears to have followed the natural contours of the rock as the floor line. As a whole, most of the figures
appear to be standing, although the paintings towards the right side of the panel are
deteriorated. Physically, the distinguishing features of the anthropomorphs on this panel
are their very well-defined calf muscles and the depiction of strands of hair on the tops
of some of the heads.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 01

Width (cm): 6.0
Height (cm): 19.1
Area (cm2): 44.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YYE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 02

Width (cm): 20.1
Height (cm): 27.2
Area (cm2): 122.6
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YYE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 03

Width (cm): 7.8
Height (cm): 26.5
Area (cm2): 94.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 04

Width (cm): 6.3
Height (cm): 10.7
Area (cm2): 18.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L DS
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 05
‘Hunter’

Width (cm): 19.8
Height (cm): 43.1
Area (cm2): 221.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 06
‘Arrow’

Width (cm): 4.5
Height (cm): 1.2
Area (cm2): 2.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 07
‘Dog’

Width (cm): 21.9
Height (cm): 16.1
Area (cm2): 101.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 08
‘Child’

Width (cm): 12.3
Height (cm): 9.8
Area (cm2): 57.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 09
‘Woman’

Width (cm): 14.1
Height (cm): 15.2
Area (cm2): 68.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YWE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 10
‘Big M an’

Width (cm): 31.0
Height (cm): 50.6
Area (cm2): 369.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: None
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 11
‘M an with cane’

Width (cm): 21.8
Height (cm): 45.1
Area (cm2): 251.9
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 12
‘M an with the Fish’

Width (cm): 44.9
Height (cm): 61.2
Area (cm2): 215.6
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 13
‘The Dancer’

Width (cm): 15.2
Height (cm): 31.0
Area (cm2): 79.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 14
‘Big Head’

Width (cm): 21.1
Height (cm): 45.8
Area (cm2): 170.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 15
‘Child Dancer’

Width (cm): 12.5
Height (cm): 29.9
Area (cm2): 101.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 16
‘M an with Tail’

Width (cm): 19.9
Height (cm): 39.9
Area (cm2): 144.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam

KCN-E 17
‘M an with upraised arms’

Width (cm): 26.2
Height (cm): 37.5
Area (cm2): 25.6
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-E 18
‘Dog’

Width (cm): 12.1
Height (cm): 7.5
Area (cm2): 7.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam

KCN-E 19
‘Faded man with staff’

Width (cm): 35.2
Height (cm): 40.1
Area (cm2): 81.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel F
KCN-F / KCN-F01

Panel Faces: E (80°)
Width (m): 1.3
Height (m): 0.6
F01
Width (cm): 15.4
Height (cm): 14.1
Area (cm2): 51.0
Colours: Red
Description:
The first of the western panels are also the southernmost. L ocated one metre from the
floor, Panel F contains a single rock painting of poor condition. It is possibly of an extended anthropomorph with its head on the left side of the panel, and does not appear to
be stylistically similar to the paintings on Panels D and E .
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel G
KCN-G

Panel Faces: E (80°)
Width (m): 1.0
Height (m): 0.7
Colours: Red
Description:
Another small panel, this surface is set two metres above the ground. Two paintings
were recorded on this panel, although they cannot be seen with the naked eye. O ne of
the paintings, G 02, may be a simple anthropomorph, which is corroborated by Srisuchat
and Kunthong’s (1989) recordings.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-G 01

Width (cm): 9.1
Height (cm): 18.3
Area (cm2): 44.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-G 02

Width (cm): 18.8
Height (cm): 28.6
Area (cm2): 115.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel H
KCN-H
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Panel Faces: E (80°)
Width (m): 1
Height (m): 0.7
Colours: Red
Description:
Set four metres from the ground, the rock
art in this panel has slightly better preservation, probably because the art is inaccessible. The panel contains two figures, both
anthropomorphs, although both have some
parts obliterated. They appear similar in
style to the big-calved figures of Panel E
because of the depiction of a loincloth or
skirt.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-H01

Width (cm): 12.9
Height (cm): 9.6
Area (cm2): 22.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-H02

Width (cm): 22.9
Height (cm): 23.3
Area (cm2): 82.5
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel I
KCN-I

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 1.05
Height (m): 0.6
Colours: Red
Description:
Another high-standing panel adjacent to Panel H, this panel has a well-defined trapezoidal border. It contains one discernible painting of indeterminate form.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-I01

Width (cm): 14.4
Height (cm): 10.1
Area (cm2): 60.9
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
Panel J
KCN-J

Panel Faces: NE (10°)
Width (m): 1.0
Height (m): 0.2
Colours: Red
Description:
This rectangular panel is located north of the baby shrine. Through DStretch some red
markings were identified.
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-J01

Width (cm): 11.4
Height (cm): 9.0
Area (cm2): 14.9
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam
KCN-J02

Width (cm): 15.7
Height (cm): 17.5
Area (cm2): 25.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Khao Chan Ngam

Panel
KCN-K / KCN-K01 (Panel is E lement)

Panel Faces: NW (320°)
Width (cm): 0.7
Height (cm): 0.6
K01
Width (cm): 20.5
Height (cm): 24.6
Area (cm2): 109.7
Colours: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
Description:
Similar to Panel J, this triangular-shaped panel contains some remnants of paint which
has been traced digitally, but indeterminate in form.
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
Udon Thani Province, Thailand
PBN

E astern face of the Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban site, facing north. This is the edge of the mountain and
the rock art is located on the rock shelter, just behind the shrubbery. This rock shelter overlooks the Udon
Thani plain to the east. O n the other side of the shelter is a small Buddha shrine, and further west is the
arrangement of sema stones. Composite (stitched) image.

Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban (17.6307572°, 102.3321373°) is located near Ban
Pailom in Ban Phue District. The site is on a ridge that is part of the Petchabun range, at
the edge of the provincial border between Udon Thani and Nong Bua L amphu province.
As the name suggests, the site is a forest temple and features a stupa in which a Buddha
footprint is enshrined. The area of archaeological interest is not within the immediate
temple grounds but at a forest clearing half a kilometre away.
The archaeological site of Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban consists of several elements: sema stones (associated with the Dvaravati and Lopburi period between 9–12th
centuries CE ), the rock shelter housing the Buddha image and the rock art, and two
spirit trees. The sema stones are arranged in a circle along the cardinal points, marking
the boundaries of sacred space, usually with a central stone marking the location of the
main Buddha image. Nothing remains in the central area which might suggest that this
marker has not survived time or has been moved elsewhere. These remains indicate that
this site was a sacred place from at least the first millennium CE .
Further east from the clearing is a small trail that leads past another group of discarded sema stones to a large boulder where a Buddha image is now housed. This shrine
appears to be relatively modern: the floor of the shelter has been tiled, the Buddha statue
appears to be of recent make and the area is well kept, although several broken sema
fragments have also been moved into the sanctuary. All along the shelter devotees have
placed sticks between the boulder and the ground to help prop the boulder up, a practice
linked to merit-making.
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
Udon Thani Province, Thailand
1. Sema Stones
2. Pathway
3. Boulder
4. Buddha image
5. Tiled area
6. Spirit Tree
7. Rock Art
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6
5
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1m

6
1

2

M ap of Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban, after Khemnak (1990)
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The presence of other sema stones not arranged in a boundary alignment indicate
that there may have been other sacred spaces that have since lost their potency. M ost of
the sema stones are now protected underneath roof structures that have been erected in
the last decade. Additionally, two trees have been specially marked with coloured cords
tied around the trunks. These are indications of a folk belief that these trees house nature
spirits. No other information was available about these spirit trees: there were no signs
of worship activity directed at them, and there were no locals who could tell us about
the spirits of these trees.
The boulder containing the Buddha image is also the boundary between the forest
and the edge of the mountain. Behind the boulder, the sandstone landscape slopes gently
downwards, providing a panoramic view to the vast tree line below, with the expanse of
the Khorat plateau in the distant horizon. It is on this east-facing side of the boulder that
we find rock art.
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E ntry to the site, which is more famed for the arrangement of sema stones. Facing northeast.

The sema stones are now protected by roofed shelters, which have been erected in the last 20 years. Facing southeast.
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L eft: Detail on the sema stones. Facing northwest. Right: Approach to the rock shelter containing the
Buddhist shrine and rock art. Note coloured band tied around one of the trees next to the shelter, indicating that it is a spirit tree. Facing northeast.

From the sema stones, a path through the forest leads to the edge of the mountain and the rock shelter.
Facing east.
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The Buddha shrine in the boulder. Note tiled floor, and placement of sema stone fragments in the sanctuary. Facing southeast.

Northern tip of the sandstone shelter, with Panel A in sight. The stone pillar denotes that the site is under
the purview of the Thai Fine Arts Department. The propping of sticks under the boulder is a folk act of
merit-making. Facing south.
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The stupa at Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban, housing a Buddha footprint. The forest temple and monastery
are a five minute drive north of the sema stones site.

The abbot of Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban talking to us about the history of the temple.
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
Panel A
PBN-A

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 3.4
Height (m): 1.8
Colours: Red
Description:
The rock art is located on the east face side of the boulder overlooking the mountainside. The red linear markings are similar to rock art found in nearby Phu Phra Bat, and
may thus suggest some sort of regional style. Together with the rock art of Phu Phra
Bat, the paintings may possibly be from the prehistoric period.
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
PBN-A01

Width (cm): 9.8
Height (cm): 11.7
Area (cm2): 23.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
PBN-A02

Width (cm): 14.7
Height (cm): 18.8
Area (cm2): 59.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRE
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
PBN-A03

Width (cm): 3.5
Height (cm): 6.6
Area (cm2): 12.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: CRG B
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
PBN-A04

Width (cm): 6.3
Height (cm): 4.6
Area (cm2): 11.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L DS
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
PBN-A05

Width (cm): (Unknown)
Height (cm): (Unknown)
Area (cm2): (Unknown)
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Wat Phra Phuttabat Bua Ban
PBN-A06

Width (cm): 10.5
Height (cm): 19.1
Area (cm2): 20.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Wat Porta Cluster

Phu Phra Bat Historical Park
Udon Thani Province, Thailand

O verhead photo of the Wat Porta cluster at the Phu Phra Bat Historical Park, facing southeast. The sema
stone arrangement is located in the centre (A), and the individual sites are labelled from left to right:
Tham Phra (), Wat Porta (C), Bot Wat Porta (D), Heepsop Porta (E ), Tham M ue Dang (F) and Tham
Chang (G ). In the background is Kor-Nang Usa (Usa’s Tower, H), a sandstone formation that features a
room carved into the upper sandstone boulder. The dwelling does not appear to contain any paintings, but
houses a Buddha image. Composite (stitched) image.

The Wat Porta cluster (17.7332204°, 102.3533731°) is collection of sandstone
formations found at the Phu Phra Bat Historical Park. E ach sandstone formation in this
cluster has its own name and encircles an arrangement of sema stones. Starting from
the north and going clockwise, the formations are named Wat Porta (and the auxiliary
shelter Bot Wat Porta), Heepsop Porta, Tham M ue Dang, Tham Chang and Tham Phra.
All except Heepsop Porta and Bot Wat Porta contain some form of rock art.
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Wat Porta Cluster
Phu Phra Bat Historical Park
Udon Thani, Thailand

2

1
3

4
8
5

6
7
1. Tham Phra
2. Post Holes
3. Wat Porta
4. Bot Wat Porta
5. Heepsop Porta
6. Tham Mue Dang
7. Tham Chang
8. Sema Stones

10 m

M ap of the Wat Porta cluster of sites at the Phu Phra Bat Historical Park in Udon Thani, Thailand. After
Khemnak (1990).
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Bot Wat Porta, facing southeast. The natural rock shelter is modified with the construction of a wall on
the eastern part of the shelter and converted into a Buddhist shrine. The continued veneration of Buddha
images indicate contemporary religious use.

Heepsop Porta, facing northwest. This shelter does not contain any rock art, but the lower sections have
been carved and smoothened for habitation.
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The sema stone arrangement at the centre of the cluster, facing northwest. Not all the stones are present, but their positions are indicated by the niches carved on the ground. Two sets of sema stones would
have been found in the outer edges, placed at the cardinal points of the compass. The inner ring of stones
(below) mark out a square.

The innermost ring of sema stones, still marked out as a sacred boundary and visitors are advised not to
cross the threshold even today. Note the use of wood instead of stone as a boundary marker. Facing south.
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M onks and tourists visiting the Wat Porta cluster. Facing south. The sites in the background are (from L R) Heepsop Porta, Tham M ua Daeng, Tham Chang.

Tourists visiting Tham Chang. Facing southwest.
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Wat Porta

Udon Thani Province, Thailand
WPT

The northern end of Wat Porta, facing southeast. The only rock painting in this shelter is located just
above the statue of the seated Buddha at the base of the shelter.

Wat Porta (17.7332204°, 102.3533731°) is a sandstone shelter just east of Tham
Phra and northeast of the sema stones. It consists of a long natural pillar running north
to south, topped with a large sandstone boulder, giving the shelter a mushroom shape.
The north end of the main Wat Porta pillar contains a single red rock painting of an
anthropomorph, as well as a carving of another anthrpomorph. The eastern face once
contained Bas-relief carvings, presumably of Buddha images, but they appear to have
been chiselled away at some point and only the outlines remain.
E ach outline of the Buddha is surrounded by an aura of red pigment, tapering into
a traditional baisema or leaf shape at the top. The red coloured fringes of the images
are reminiscent of similar fringing around the carvings of apsara images in Angkor Wat
(Tan et al. 2014), which may suggest an artistic connection to Khmer art. All around
the foot of the pillar are fragmentary remains of Buddha statues, mostly bases; they are
probably from the L opburi period but there is not enough of the sculpture remaining to
make a positive identification.
From the superimposition of the pigment over the chisel marks, it is possible to
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determine that the face of the rock wall was first chiselled, presumably to fashion the
shape of the walls of the shelter. The Buddha images were placed between the 9–11th
centuries, before they were destroyed. The painting of the crowned anthropomorph is
thus contemporaneous with or post-dates the Khmer period of the site.

The southern end of Wat Porta, facing north.

Western side of Wat Porta, facing southeast. Panel A and the painting can be seen clearly.
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Southeast side of Wat Porta, facing northwest. Note rows of damaged Buddha images, as well as the red
‘shadows’ of bas-reliefs, presumably of other Buddhas. There are also visible chisel marks on the walls,
which are a common anthropogenic feature in many of the sandstone shelters at Phu Phra Bat.

Southeast side of Wat Porta, facing northwest. The rows of damaged Buddha images continue along the
walls, as do the chisel marks. Panel A is located at the end of the wall.
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Wat Porta

Panel A
WPT-A / WPT-A01 (E lement is Panel)
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Panel Faces: NW (330°)
Width (m): 0.7
Height (m): 1.9
Width (cm): 42.5
Height (cm): 63.7
Area (cm2): 555.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L DS
Immediately to the left of this painting and
the headless Buddha statue is a carving of
an anthropomorph (previous page) which
is too weathered to contain any detail.
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Tham M ue Dang

Udon Thani Province, Thailand
TM D

Tham M ue Dang. Facing southwest.

Tham M ue Dang or the Cave of the Red Hands (17.7331203°, 102.3533180°) is
a natural sandstone formation, consisting of a lower boulder sheltered by a larger overhanging one. The lower section of the boulder has been cut to form an open room of
sorts, possibly another bed-like shelter like Heepsop Porta. The rock art can be found on
the upper section of the shelter, facing northwest.
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Tham M ue Dang
Panel A
TM D-A

Panel Faces: NW (315°)
Width (m): 2.35
Height (m): 0.88
Colours: Red
Description:
The red hands for which the site is named are barely visible now. Two hands (one one
full and one partial) were recorded.
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Tham M ue Dang
TM D-A01
‘Red Hand’

Width (cm): 17.2
Height (cm): 18.6
Area (cm2): 72.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: RG B0
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Tham M ue Dang
TM D-A02
‘Web’

Width (cm): 23.7
Height (cm): 20.8
Area (cm2): 158.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Tham M ue Dang
TM D-A03
‘Red Fingers’

Width (cm): 4.9
Height (cm): 11.3
Area (cm2): 16.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Tham Chang

Udon Thani Province, Thailand
TCG

Tham Chang featuring the main panel of rock art. Facing southwest.

Tham Chang (E lephant Cave, 17.7330843°, 102.3533280°) is named after a linear
naturalistic drawing of an elephant (TCG -A06), but also contains linear abstract rock
paintings of the wider Phu Phra Bat style. Differing levels of deterioration suggest that
the elephant painting, finely executed and better preserved, is much more recent than
the abstract red linear paintings, which are more consistent with the undated, presumably older paintings. This in turn suggests at least two periods of artistry at the site; a
situation consistent with other rock art sites in Phu Phra Bat.
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A small alcove located underneath Tham Chang. Facing west.

Area behind Tham Chang (left) and entrance to the alcove. Facing southeast.
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Alcove underneath Tham Chang. Facing east.
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Tham Chang
Panel A
TCG -A

Panel Faces: NE (35°)
Width (m): 4.3
Height (m): 0.8
Colours: Red
Description:
The painted panel at Tham Chang is at the northeast corner of the shelter, where a ledge
is formed by a raised boulder and overhang, creating a small protected space which is
conducive for painting. Parts of the panel suffer from water wash, and two styles of
painting can be identified: the linear style found throughout the mountain, and the finelined drawing of the elephant that is linked to the historical L an Xang period.
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Tham Chang
TCG -A01

Width (cm): 16.6
Height (cm): 32.3
Area (cm2): 69.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
Superimpositions: Under TCG -A01
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Tham Chang
TCG -A02

Width (cm): 16.0
Height (cm): 22.8
Area (cm2): 3.5
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
Superimpositions: O ver TCG -A01, A03
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Tham Chang
TCG -A03

Width (cm): 4.0
Height (cm): 4.4
Area (cm2): 5.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
Superimpositions: Under TCG -A02
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Tham Chang
TCG -A04

Width (cm): 4.2
Height (cm): 6.0
Area (cm2): 5.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YBK
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Tham Chang
TCG -A05

Width (cm): 2.6
Height (cm): 6.0
Area (cm2): 4.5
Colour: Red/Purple
D-Stretch: L DS
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Tham Chang
TCG -A06
‘E lephant’

Width (cm): 45.3
Height (cm): 29.3
Area (cm2): 80.4
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Tham Chang
TCG -A07
‘Boxes’

Width (cm): 6.5
Height (cm): 9.2
Area (cm2): 21.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L DS
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Tham Phra

Udon Thani Province, Thailand
TPA

Tham Phra. Note collapsed roof, splitting the site in two. Facing north.

Tham Phra (‘Buddha Cave’, 17.7335700°, 102.3531795°) a 20m-long shelter that
runs in an east-west direction. This longish rock shelter has broken in the middle, and
caused the eastern portion of the roof to slant downward, covering part of the HinduBuddhist carvings that were once there. This collapse must therefore have post-dated
conversion of the shelter to a cave temple and occurred sometime in the last 1,000 years.
A drain has also been carved along the south side of the shelter, leading eastwards.
Five panels of art are identified in this shelter. Panels A-C are Hindu-Buddhist
carvings, while Panels D and E , located underneath a collapsed section on the western
half of the shelter contain traces of paintings.
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South face of Tham Phra, facing northeast. Note carved drain and postholes.

E ast side of Tham Phra, facing west. Note collapsed section of ceiling. The steps lead to Panels B and C,
which is hidden underneath the collapsed roof on the left.
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Southwestern section of Tham Phra, facing west. The two collapsed sections contain rock art underneath
them (Panels D and E ). Note also brickwork on the right, underneath the collapsed roof. This may indicate that collapse of the Tham Phra shelter post-dated the Khmer/L opburi period of the site.
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Tham Phra
Panel A
TPA-A

Panel Faces: W (260°)
Width (m): 3 (approximate)
Height (m): 1.5 (approximate)
Colours: None (E ngravings)
Description:
The main carving features two triangular alcoves with Khmer or L opburi style lintels. A
seated Buddha is carved in the northernmost alcove, while a row of six small standing
figures are carved between the two alcoves. The heads of the smaller figures are destroyed, either by looting or from the collapse of the rock shelter. The head of the seated
Buddha is relatively new, as it is a replica that was restored in a ceremony in 1993 (M unier 1998). The original head sits in the museum at Khon Kaen.
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Tham Phra
Panel B
TPA-B

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 0.8 (approximate)
Height (m): 1.0 (approximate)
Colours: None (E ngravings)
Description:
At the northeast section of Tham Phra are
a set of damaged bas-relief carvings, probably from the collapse of the rock shelter
or else by looting. The carving is of three
standing figures, possibly Buddha images,
but their identities are unknown, although
the figure on the left is wearing the Khmer
sampot or skirt.
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Tham Phra
Panel C
TPA-C

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 1.0 (approximate)
Height (m): 1.0 (approximate)
Colours: None (E ngravings)
Description:
This seated Buddha is located on the eastern side of the shelter, and is relatively protected by the collapsed ceiling. Access to this niche is difficult because of the small space.
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Tham Phra
Panel D
TPA-D

Panel Faces: Downwards
Width (m): 0.8
Height (m): 0.7
Colours: Red
Description:
Rock art is noted under the collapsed section of Tham Phra in two separate slabs, although they were undoubtedly part of the same rock face before. O wing to the awkward
position of the panel the rock art was not recorded in detail.
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Tham Phra
Panel E
TPA-E

Panel Faces: Downwards
Width (m): 1.4
Height (m): 0.8
Colours: Red
Description:
Panel E is the northernmost ceiling panel and probably once connected to Panel D. O wing to the awkward position of the panel the rock art was not recorded in detail.
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Pak O u Caves

L uang Prabang Province, L ao PDR
PKO
The Pak O u Caves (20.0550978°, 102.2108094°) are located on a limestone massif sitting at the confluence of the M ekong and O u rivers approximately 20 kilometres
north of L uang Prabang. According to legend, the Pak O u Caves are where the founding
king Fa Ngum introduced Buddhism into the kingdom. Today, it is a tourist attraction
visited from L uang Prabang.
The Pak O u Caves consist of two sites: Tham Ting, the lower cave, also known as
“The Cave of 1,000 Buddhas” and Tham Phum, the upper cave. Access to the caves is
by boat - usually chartered from L uang Prabang or from Ban Pak O u across the river.
Tham Ting is a shallow cave with a steeply ascending slope that ends in a high
ceiling. There are approximately 1,000 Buddha images housed in the cave, although
previous accounts have suggested a number as high as 4,000 and many have been stolen, mainly by tourists.
The upper cave of Tham Phum is a five-minute climb from Tham Ting. It is the
deeper of the two caves running roughly east-west about 80 metres and culminating
in a large cathedral-like chamber at the end with 40 metre-high ceilings. A large, 2mtall Buddha image sits to the side of the entrance greeting visitors, and a wooden gate
blocks the entirety of the mouth of the cave. This wooden gate is thought to date from
the L an Xang occupation of the site in the 16th century. This gate was in disrepair in the
1990s, but was stabilised during the archaeological work of the 1990s (E gloff 2003).
Because of the gate and the depth of the cave only the first and second chambers
are well lit, and the chambers get increasingly darker as one progresses further in. Despite the lack of natural light, almost every chamber has a Buddhist shrine built into it.
The first chamber contains a Buddha image sitting in a pedestal structure that facilitates
the ablution of the image with water; this is no doubt the most popular image, used by
devotees during the new year, but it is by no means the most ornate shrine.
At the entrance of the third chamber, off to the side, is a carving of a ‘serpent’
or ‘dragon’ (Panel E ); this non-Buddhist iconography is attributed to the former use of
the cave prior to Buddhist conversion - possibly the representation of the phii or spirit.
In this same chamber there are other religious symbols and architecture. A sema stone
arrangement, set on a rectangular raised dais sits in the middle of the chamber, and
further into the chamber is a 3m-tall stupa, which was erected by Sai Setthathirat, the
last ‘great’ king of Lan Xang, in commemoration of his father in 1559–1560CE. Radiocarbon dates taken from the brickwork of the stupa support this date (E gloff 1998). The
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stupa was one of the main subjects of the archaeological work conducted in the 1990s; it
required stabilisation because it was collapsing, and it had been renovated at least once
before in recent memory because E gloff noted that the stupa as it stood then was different from the pictorial accounts furnished by G arnier in the 19th century. As on the upper
terrace of Tham Ting, a number of Buddha images have been deposited at the base of
the stupa, making it a focal point of veneration in the cave.
The upper cave also contains the majority of the rock art, which come in a variety
of forms and colours, although the most spectacular of the rock art is located on the cliff
face overlooking the river.
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Tham Phum (Upper Cave)
The Pak Ou Caves
Luang Prabang, Lao PDR

1
2

1. Stupa
2. Raised platform
3. Sema Stones (raised platform)
4. Phii / Simha statue
5. Panel D
6. Panel C (steamship)
7. Panel B
8. Panel A

3

4
10 m

5

6

8
7

M ap of Tham Phum, the Upper Cave of the Pak O u Caves, pointing out locations of rock art and other
prominent features. M ap after E gloff (1998).
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Approach to the Pak O u Caves via riverboat on the M ekong and O u Rivers. The white staircase leads to
the Upper Cave, Tham Phum, while the entrance to L ower Cave, Tham Ting, can be seen on the right.
Facing North.

The Pak O u Caves seen from the opposite shore of Ban Pak O u. The rock art at the caves split between
the Upper Cave (Panels A-E ), and the cliff face seen here (Panels F-K). Facing West.
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The entrance chamber of Tham Ting.

The interior of Tham Ting. A concrete platform holds the many Buddha images deposited at the site.
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E ntrance to Tham Phum, or the Upper Cave. Rock art can be found at the corners of the 16th century gate.

First chamber of the Upper Cave. The Buddha image that is ritually bathed is housed in the structure to
the left, while the rock art of the steamship (Panel C) is above the signboards on the right.
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The main shrine of the Upper Cave, incorporating the 16th century stupa (which has been restored at least
once) as well as a set of sema stones in the foreground.

Past the stupa is the innermost shrine in Tham Phum, usually shrouded in darkness - this image was taken
using flash photography.
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Pak O u Caves
Panel A
PKO -A

Panel Faces: E (114°)
Width (m): 1.0
Height (m): 1.0
Colours: Red
Description:
Panel A is located on the upper right hand corner of the front gate of Tham Phum, next
to the large Buddha image.
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Pak O u Caves
PKO -A01

Width (cm): 35.4
Height (cm): 40.7
Area (cm2): 608.5
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Pak O u Caves
PKO -A02

Width (cm): 44.5
Height (cm): 42.0
Area (cm2): 503.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Pak O u Caves
PKO -A03

Width (cm): 47.2
Height (cm): 37.2
Area (cm2): 528.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Pak O u Caves
PKO -A04

Width (cm): 17.6
Height (cm): 37.2
Area (cm2): 296.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Pak O u Caves
Panel B
PKO -B

200

Panel Faces: NE (50°)
Width (m): 0.3
Height (m): 0.5
Colours: Red
Description:
Panel B consists of two red linear paintings. The placement of the rock art at the
corners of the gate suggest some sort of
spatial awareness and reference towards it
which in turn suggests that the paintings
were done during the Buddhist occupation
of the site. The depiction of lotus flowers
further reinforces this suggestion. Despite
their proximity, neither the gate nor the
rock art impinge on each other.
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Pak O u Caves
PKO -B01

Width (cm): 49.0
Height (cm): 47.7
Area (cm2): 966.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Pak O u Caves
PKO -B02

Width (cm): 40.6
Height (cm): 31.9
Area (cm2): 505.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Pak O u Caves

Panel C
PKO -C / PKO -C01 (Panel is E lement)

Panel Faces: SW (206°)
Width (m): 6.3
Height (m): 2.9
C01
Width (cm): 65.6
Height (cm): 30.2
Area (cm2): 744.7
Colours: G reen
Description:
Panel C is located in the first chamber on the north wall above some modern interpretive signboards. This green ‘steamship’ is unusual for rock art because of its colour, and
also because steamships cannot travel up this far up the M ekong.
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Pak O u Caves

Panel D
PKO -D / PKO -D01 (Panel is E lement)
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Panel Faces: NE (39°)
Width (m): 0.5
Height (m): 0.9
D01
Width (cm): 47.7
Height (cm): 94.2
Area (cm): 517.2
Colours: Brown
Description:
Panel D is located on the south wall, just
past a small Buddha shrine at the edge of
the first chamber. The paintings are a set
of black-brown pictograms depicting a
curious arrangement of anthropomorphs,
figures with bent legs and elbows. The
entire scene appears to be very acrobatic.
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Pak O u Caves

Panel E
PKO -E / PKO -E 01 (Panel is E lement)
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Panel Faces: W (270°)
Width (m): 0.7 (approx)
Height (m): 1.0 (approx)
Colours: None (engraving)
Description:
L ocated on the north wall, the rock art of Panel E is a carving of a zoomorph some 30
metres into the cave. It appears to be looking into the large inner chamber where the
sema stones and stupa reside. This carving stands about a metre tall. Johnson (1997) describes this carving as a representation of a phii, although the sitting pose of the animal
also resembles a lion or singha. Singhas are traditionally placed in front of Hindu-Buddhist temples in M ainland Southeast Asia as guardian figures. O n the other hand, singhas are also usually oriented outward. The carving does not carry much in detail other
that the depiction of eyes, a mane and a mouth. The paws of the animal are too worn or
incomplete to identify.
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Pak O u Caves
Panels F-K

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 40 (approximate)
Height (m): 15 (approximate)
Colours: Red
Description:
The panels of the cliff face (F-K) were difficult to record because of their location.
E gloff (pers. comm. 2011) was aware of these red paintings on the cliff face near the entrance of Tham Ting, but was unable to record them. They are situated at least 10 metres
above the dry-season water level, and it remains a mystery as to how they came to be.
There are no visible ledges on the rock face where the painters could have perched to
make them, and even in the wet season when the river floods and the water level rises,
the paintings are still at least a couple of metres from the high water line. Additionally,
there is approximately 2-3m difference in elevation between the highest and lowest
panels, Panel I and K respectively. Two other scenarios are equally unlikely—that the
painters could have built a scaffolding that extended to the river bed: such a scaffold
would have been at least 20m in height, and half of it would have been submerged; or
they could have rappelled from the side of the cliff in order to paint on the walls. This
scenario is also unlikely, since the top of the cliff is 40m above the paintings. The panels
are labelled from left to right, or south to north. O wing to their inaccessibility, I have
opted to make panel-level recordings only.
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Pak O u Caves
Panel F
PKO -F

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 0.5 (approximation)
Height (m): 0.5 (approximation)
Colours: Red
Description:
Panel F is a painted concentric circle comprising of a large dot and two rings surrounding it (a ‘target board’), above this mark is another abstract form which may be a piece
of writing, although it does not appear to be L ao script.
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Pak O u Caves
Panel G
PKO -G

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 0.7 (approximation)
Height (m): 0.7 (approximation)
Colours: Red
Description:
Panel G is a set of curvilinear lines. They may possibly be Pali script.
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Pak O u Caves
Panel H
PKO -H

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 0.7 (approximation)
Height (m): 0.7 (approximation)
Colours: Red
Description:
Panel H is located underneath of the lip of an outcrop, and contains a painting of an
unknown form.
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Pak O u Caves
Panel I
PKO -I

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 2.0 (approximation)
Height (m): 1.0 (approximation)
Colours: Red
Description:
This is the first of two complex scenes of rock art. The paintings are visibly weathered
because of their exposed position, but also old enough to have a patina developed over
parts of the rock surface, resulting in a white sheen over the paintings. The lower half
of the panel is considerably more deteriorated and in some parts the white patina has
turned into an opaque crust, completely obscuring the rock art. Where the mineral accretions have not encroached on the rock art, the paintings have smeared so badly as a
result of rain wash that it is impossible to make out the forms even with digital enhancement. The uppermost paintings appear to be a row of bovids.
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Pak O u Caves
Panel J
PKO -J

Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 2.0 (approximation)
Height (m): 1.0 (approximation)
Colours: Red
Description:
Panel J suffers from the same kind of mineral accretion and weathering as Panel H, but
digital enhancement has been able to recover with much greater clarity images from
this panel, even the ones hidden under the mineral buildup. There may be two layers
of paintings on this panel; the older maroon paintings are on the left covered by the
limestone patina, while the later orange-red paintings are to the right. The superimposition of paintings on the lower right side further confirms this chronology. The entire
scene contains a variety of forms: ‘buffalo’ with curved horns, handprints and a variety
of anthropomorphs: older ones tend to be depicted in frontal view with upraised arms,
while the relatively newer ones are depicted in profile. Some of the anthropomorphs are
similar to those found on Panel D, while the overlying painting depicts a large anthropomorph with outstretched arms wearing ‘tail feathers’, perhaps similar to the anthropomorphs of Khao Chan Ngam in Thailand. The newer anthropomorphs on the right-hand
side of the panel share a stylistic similarity in that they are painted in profile and have
a curved character to them. The paintings of an anthropomorph leading a zoomorph (a
‘buffalo’) on a ‘leash’ may collectively be described as an animal husbandry scene. In
all, this appears to be a complex set of paintings with at least two episodes of painting,
and perhaps more.
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Pak O u Caves
Panel K
PKO -K
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Panel Faces: E (90°)
Width (m): 1.0 (approximation)
Height (m): 2.0 (approximation)
Colours: Red
Description:
Panel K is a further two metres to the right
of Panel J and separated by an emerging
stalactite on the wall. The panel is composed of five elements. The lower paintings appear to be much fresher and most
probably newer. Some of them appear to
be writing similar to those found in Panel
G.
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Padalin Caves

Shan State, M yanmar
PDL

Frontal view of Padalin Cave 1, facing northwest. Cave 1B is on the left, and Cave 1A is on the right.
Stitched image.

The Padalin Caves are located in western Shan state, in the Taunggyi district at the
foothills of the Shan plateau. The caves are associated with M yin Kat M ountain, located
on a spur of the Nwalabo mountains, at an elevation of about 300 metres above sea level
andwithin the Panlaung Wildlife Reserve. The caves are some 80 kilometres northeast
of the state capital Taunggyi and 7 kilometres southeast of the nearest town, Kanze.
The Padalin Caves consist of two sites: Cave 1 (21.1349662°, 096.3419276°) is
a rock shelter that contains evidence for prehistoric habitation and the rock art, while
Cave 2 (21.1316254°, 096.3390330°) is a deep cave system containing 11 chambers,
some lit by natural holes in the ceiling. The entrances to the caves lie approximately 200
metres apart. According to my host U M in Naing Soe, a government officer from the
Department of E lectricity, the caves were found during World War II by villagers from
the nearby village of Kyidaung, not far away from Kanze. The caves were then reported
to the state geologist Khin M aung Kyaw who visited it in 1960, and subsequently reported it to the Department of Archaeology.
Cave 2 contains plentiful evidence for Buddhist activity. The entrance contains
several shrines to the Buddha, as well as a stupa built by locals seeking to make merit.
M ost of the chambers inside Cave 2 contain at least one stupa or a Buddha image, even
in chambers that are engulfed in darkness. The construction of religious monuments
only occurred in the latter half of the last century. U Aung Thaw (1971) reported that
some bone fragments and stone tools were found in an alcove near the mouth of Cave 2,
but despite its deep chambers, no archaeological material has been found in the interior.
Cave 1 was excavated twice, first during 1969 by U Aung Thaw, the director of
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Padalin Cave 1
Shan State, Myanmar
N

2m
2

2

1

3

4
1. Fence (protecting rock art areas)
2. Cupules
3. Pagoda
4. Outer fence

M ap of Padalin Cave 1, after U Aung Thaw (1971)

the Archaeology Department, and then again in 2004. The excavations revealed a long
sequence of stone tool working with a variety of tool types including choppers, hammerstones, adzes, scrapers and flakes.
Cave 1 is further divided into two sections, Cave 1B to the west and 1A to the
east. Cave 1B contains the stupa and some of the cupules. The stupa dates to 1957 and
the inscription on it indicates that it was built by a couple from a nearby village for the
purpose of making merit. The name of the village was Shebo, but it now no longer exists because it was destroyed by stampeding elephants in the 1970s (U M an Thit Nien
pers. comm. 2012).
Cave 1A contains most of the rock art, which is found on the upper northwest
walls. There is a variety of red paintings, including stylised hand prints, various animals, and a ‘sun’ motif. Between 1994 and 1995, some conservation work was done on
the site: the Archaeology Department has sought to consolidate the rock art by applying
a plastic varnish over the paintings, installed drip lines over the panels to prevent water
from running down the walls, and erected a fence around the base of the dividing wall
between Caves 1A and 1B to prevent access to the rock art. This work was done because
of a visit by G eneral Than Shwe, then-Head of State. In the last decade cupules were
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also discovered in Cave 1, some of which appear to continue under the ground and suggest great antiquity (Taçon et al. 2004).
The site is currently closed to the public, but even prior to closure access by visitors was discouraged by its fairly remote location. The authorities have taken steps to
protect Cave 1 by building a wall across the front of the shelter and access to the shelter
is locked at all times. Prior to the construction of this wall, modern religious activity
was manifested by the erection of a stupa in Cave 1.
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E ntrance to Padalin Cave 1. This wall restricting access was built in the mid-2000s.

Facing west. View of stupa in Cave 1B.
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Facing west. View of protected area in Cave 1A. Driplines protecting the rock art are visible. The foreground area was excavated by the M yanmar Department of Archaeology in 2004.

E ntrance to Padalin Cave 2. Panel E is located behind the squatting man on the right.
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O ne of the many chambers in Padalin Cave 2. This chamber contains a stupa and is illuminated by a
natural skylight.

Another in a deeper chamber of Cave 2. This chamber is illuminated by natural light via a hole in the ceiling.
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Padalin Caves
Panel A
PDL -A

Panel Faces: SW (196°)
Width (m): 3.0
Height (m): 2.5
Colours: Red
Description:
The main rock art of Padalin Caves begins from the dividing wall that separates the two
sub-caves and moves eastward, roughly along the spaces between the wall and the ceiling. Panel A begins from Cave 1B and ends just at the start of Cave 1A.
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Padalin Caves

PDL -A01
‘M ickey M ouse hand’

Width (cm): 13.5
Height (cm): 27.9
Area (cm2): 96.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -A02
‘Hand Print 2’

Width (cm): 15.2
Height (cm): 20.2
Area (cm2): 50.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: CRG B
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Padalin Caves
PDL -A03

Width (cm): 9.3
Height (cm): 13.2
Area (cm2): 60.5
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: YRD
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Padalin Caves
PDL -A04

Width (cm): 18.6
Height (cm): 29.2
Area (cm2): 67.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch:L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -A05

Width (cm): 19.8
Height (cm): 19.9
Area (cm2): 90.2
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
Panel B
PDL -B

Panel Faces: SE (120°)
Width (m): 8.5
Height (m): 1.5
Colours: Red
Description:
The main panel of rock art in Padalin Caves is in the eastern part of the cave (Cave 1A)
along the top of the wall near the ceiling. A number of paintings from this panel appear
to be depictions of zoomorphs (B03, 07, 08, 11–14, 17). U Aung Thaw’s interpretation
of the paintings included ‘fish’, ‘bulls’, ‘bison’, ‘deer’ and the ‘hind of an elephant’.
Since then, many of the paintings have deteriorated and it is not possible to identify the
animals specifically, save that they appear to be mammalian quadrupeds depicted in
profile view. Additionally, many of the heads of the animals are no longer discernible.
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Padalin Caves

PDL -B01
‘M illipede’/‘Fish Skeleton’

Width (cm): 99.9
Height (cm): 43.3
Area (cm2): 1046.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B02

Width (cm): 9.0
Height (cm): 16.0
Area (cm2): 79.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L DS
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B03
‘E lephant’

Width (cm): 48.7
Height (cm): 21.7
Area (cm2): 630.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B04

Width (cm): 26.5
Height (cm): 29.5
Area (cm2): 207.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B05
‘Umbrella’

Width (cm): 18.6
Height (cm): 31.6
Area (cm2): 148.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B06

Width (cm): 42.9
Height (cm): 31.8
Area (cm2): 572.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B07

Width (cm): 11.9
Height (cm): 20.6
Area (cm2): 36.0
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B08
‘Hollow Sun’

Width (cm): 11.7
Height (cm): 11.0
Area (cm2): 37.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B09
‘M ama Tapir’

Width (cm): 28.7
Height (cm): 14.5
Area (cm2): 106.3
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B10
‘Baby Tapir’

Width (cm): 16.4
Height (cm): 12.2
Area (cm2): 45.1
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B11
‘Big Cow’

Width (cm): 35.9
Height (cm): 15.6
Area (cm2): 214.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B12
‘L ittle Cow’

Width (cm): 19.1
Height (cm): 12.3
Area (cm2): 56.8
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B13
‘Scorpion Tail’

Width (cm): 14.3
Height (cm): 15.8
Area (cm2): 111.6
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B14
‘Triangles’

Width (cm): 18.0
Height (cm): 9.1
Area (cm2): 45.7
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
PDL -B15
‘E lephant/Pig’

Width (cm): 48.3
Height (cm): 37.6
Area (cm2): 866.6
Colour: Red
D-Stretch: L RE
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Padalin Caves
Panel C
PDL -C

Panel Faces: E (115°)
Width (m): 1.0
Height (m): 1.0
Colours: None
Description:
At the back of Cave 1B, a small alcove in the western corner features a small sloping
rock surface on the wall that carries a number of small cupule depressions. There are
no signs of debris in the immediate area which would suggest that these cupules were
caused by falling rock, and so it appears they were created artificially, although their
purpose is unclear.
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Padalin Caves
Panel D
PDL -D

Panel Faces: SE (120°)
Width (m): 2.5
Height (m): 1.3
Colours: None
Description:
Similar cupule depressions are found at the floor of Panel B in Cave 1B, near the back
of the cave. Some of the cupules appear to extend below the current floor, which indicates an old age, and possible opportunity for dating. However, the fence that now
protects the rock art may impede any future planned excavations.
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Padalin Caves
Panel E
PDL -E

Panel Faces: SW (226°)
Width (m): 5.1
Height (m): 3.4
Colours: White
Description:
Panel E is located at the entrance of Cave 2. Taçon et al. (2004) had previously raised
the possibility of rock art at the entrance. The rock wall has been exposed to water
dripping from the ceiling and I was unable to ascertain any discernible forms. D-stretch
analysis of the panel does highlight the presence of red colours on the wall, but because
of the lack of any discernible forms it remains uncertain if the pigments are natural or
artificial. However, white Burmese writing appears at the top of the panel, which would
most certainly be of recent origin.
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